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LINGUISTIC AND SOCIOLINGUISTIC 

CONSTRAINTS ON A STANDARDIZED 

ORTHOGRAPHY FOR THE GUJJARS OF 

SOUTH ASIA 
Wayne E. Losey 

Bachelor of Arts, Wheaton College, 1989 

Master of Divinity, Denver Seminary, 1996 

 

ABSTRACT 

Gojri belongs to the central group of the Indo-

Aryan subfamily of Indo-European languages. Gojri (or 

Gojri) is spoken by the Gurjars (or Gujjars), traditionally 

nomadic pastoralists, who are scattered widely throughout 

the northern Subcontinent. While remaining an “oral 

society” in the classic sense, Gujjars in recent decades 

have begun attending school, organizing politically, and 

writing poetry and prose in their own language. Today, in 

part because of government sponsorship, the level of Gojri 

broadcasting and literary activity is higher than that for 

other minority languages in the region. To date, however, 

Gojri lacks an agreed-upon set of writing conventions. 

Writers and editors tend to write phonetically, and with 

wildly varying degrees of reference to the conventions of 

Urdu, the primary language of wider communication and 

the language of education in most communities. 

This study presents descriptions of the phonology 

and morphology of the two major dialects of Gojri spoken 
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in Pakistan, and compares the analysis of these dialects 

with the analysis of the Gojri spoken in Punch District of 

Indian-side of Jammu and Kashmir (Sharma 1979, 1982). 

Next, in light of this comparative data and the implications 

for Gojri-to-Urdu literacy, it evaluates various orthographic 

conventions currently used by leading writers and 

institutions. This study explores Urdu-based spellings 

which are linguistically sound and otherwise conducive to 

transitional literacy, and which lend themselves to 

orthographic standardization across the east-west dialect 

continuum. It also includes an extended treatment of the 

challenge of representing Gojri tone. 

This study will provide a foundation for 

orthographic decisions that take cross-dialectical 

considerations and the reality of a broader Urdu print 

Environment fully into account, potentially enabling 

Gujjars to read the Pronunciations of their own dialects 

from a single text type while maximizing the ease of 

transfer to and from Urdu. The research presented here 

will also make the dialects of Gojri spoken in Pakistan 

accessible to linguists and other scholars, and call 

attention to the significance of the Western dialect within 

the greater language community. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Gujjars and the Gojri Language Gojri, or Gojri,1 is 

the language of some 1.4 million or more Gujjars (or 

Gujjars, in Indian transliteration) living in the mountainous 

areas of northern Afghanistan, northern Pakistan, the 

disputed region of Kashmir, and northern India (Grimes 

2000:439). The Gojri speakers, along with many more 

ethnic Gujjars of the plains who no longer speak Gojri, are 

the descendants of the ancient Gurjaras whose origins are 

widely debated. Gojri-speaking Gujjars include nomadic 

pastoralists who herd sheep and goats or dairy buffalo, 

settled agriculturalists, and semi-settled agriculturalists 

who practice seasonal transhumance. The overwhelming 

majority are Sunni Muslims. 

Language Classification 

Masica (1991:48), following Grierson (LSI IX:925), 

states that Gojri’s closest relation is the Northeastern 

Rajasthani language, Mewati. The Rajasthani languages 

have been classified as belonging to the central group of 

Indo-Aryan, along with Hindi-Urdu and other languages 

(Masica 1992:453-456). J.C. Sharma also notes the close 

relationship between Gojri phonology and that of Punjabi 

(1982:8-9), the latter’s inclusion in the central group being 

the subject of some dispute (see Shackle 1979). The inner 

classification of the Indo-Aryan languages including Gojri is 

by no means settled, and it should be noted that Gojri’s 

stated connections with Rajasthani and Punjabi are made 

on the basis of phonological and morphological 
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observations which do not hold in the same way for both 

of the two main Gojri dialect types. 

Language Environment 

Gojri, being spoken across such a wide swath of the 

northern part of the South-Asian subcontinent, is in 

contact with numerous other languages. The focus of this 

study is the Gojri of the Hazara region of Pakistan’s North-

West Frontier Province (NWFP), where Gojri is in contact 

primarily with Pashto and Hindko. Throughout the NWFP, 

Gujjars typically live at higher elevations than other more 

socially dominant ethnic groups who speak these 

languages. Hazara Gujjars therefore use Pashto or Hindko 

for most types of day-to-day out-group communication, 

with men showing higher degrees of bilingual proficiency 

than women (Hallberg & O’Leary 1992:145ff). Many 

Gujjars I have met initially insisted that their mother 

tongue was Pashto or Hindko, acknowledging Gojri as their 

language only after I switched from Urdu to Gojri in the 

conversation. 

Pashto is an Iranian language and therefore more 

distantly related to Gojri. It is thedominant language of 

wider communication in western Mansehra District and 

BatagramDistrict of Hazara (see Map 2), and in the area 

west and southwest of the Indus river thatincludes Swat, 

Dir, and much of Afghanistan - an area corresponding 

roughly longitudewiseto the extent of the Western Gojri 

dialect type. The highest concentrations ofWestern dialect 
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Gojri speakers in Hazara reside in the Allai and Batagram 

tehsils of Batagram District and in northern Mansehra 

District including Black Mountain but reliable population 

figures are not available since the recent Pakistani 

censusdid not track ethnicity or minority language 

affiliation (respondents were asked only toindicate 

whether they speak Urdu, Punjabi, Sindhi, Pashto, Balochi, 

or ‘other’ in their homes). In the mid 1990’s, a large 

population of cow-herding Dir Gujjars, who speak aform of 

Western Gojri along with Pashto, migrated from Dir to 

Haripur District. 

Hindko is closely related to Punjabi, and is the 

language of wider communication in most other areas of 

Mansehra District, Abbottabad District, and Haripur 

District of Hazara (Hallberg & O’Leary 1992), blending 

gradually into Pahari as one moves eastward into Kashmir 

and beyond - an area roughly corresponding to that in 

which Eastern Gojri is spoken. I am told that the highest 

concentration of Eastern dialect-speaking Gujjars in Hazara 

lives north of Shinkiari in eastern Mansehra District within 

the area bounded on the west by the Siran river and on 

the East by the Kunhar river which runs through the 

Kaghan Valley. Gujjars living above the valley floors in this 

area typically have very few non-Gujjar neighbors, 

whereas Gujjars living on the eastern side of the Kaghan 

Valley and in eastern Abbottabad District live in an 

ethnically and linguistically mixed Environment dominated 

by Hindko. While a type of Eastern Gojri is still spoken in 
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the Gujjar villages of (Upper) Kakul, Nagakki, and Sarban 

near Abbottabad, language use among younger persons 

may be giving way to Hindko as it has in other isolated 

Gujjar villages further east and south of Abbottabad. 

Urdu, the national language of Pakistan and a 

language of wider communication (or first language) for 

many Muslims in northern India, is used extensively in 

education, the news media, and political and religious 

discourse. In Pakistan, ‘functional literacy’ means the 

ability to read and write in Urdu. The children of some 

educated Hazara residents are learning Urdu as their first 

language. Gujjars learn Urdu in school or in cities outside 

Hazara where they are employed, and use Urdu when 

speaking to all other Pakistanis not speaking Gojri or the 

Gujjar’s second language (normally Pashto or Hindko), 

including tourists. Proficiency varies greatly, with educated 

men at one end of the continuum and uneducated women 

at the other (Hallberg & O’Leary 1992). Gujjars often tell 

me that their language is closely related to Urdu, if not its 

very source. English is the official language of Pakistan, 

and has already left its mark on the Gojri lexicon (via Urdu) 

like the other languages mentioned to this point. Gujjars 

attach economic value to Urdu and English proficiency, 

although only the educated elite have any real skill in the 

latter. Gujjars residing in tourist areas may learn to 

communicate with foreigners using a limited set of English 

words and phrases. 
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Gujjar men belonging to the nomadic community 

are often the most multi-lingual, especially the sheep and 

goat-herding Bakarwal Gujjars (from /bakarĪ/ ‘goat’) who 

rangefarther than other Gujjar pastoralists. Muhajar 

(‘refugee’) Bakarwal Gujjars, who came from what is now 

Indian-side of Jammu and Kashmir and migrate seasonally 

through Hazara, may acquire some Shina for summer use 

in the Northern Areas of Pakistan, andPotwari or Punjabi 

proper for winter use in the Punjab. The Allaiwal 

Bakarwal, whoidentify themselves as emanating from the 

Allai area of Batagram District, havetraditionally 

summered in Pashto-dominated areas and wintered in 

Hindko-dominatedareas of Haripur District and in Punjabi-

speaking areas further south. The KaghaniBakarwal spend 

the summers in Kaghan and winters as far south as Haripur 

inAbbottabad District, both of which are Hindko-speaking. 

Language Development 

The movement to develop Gojri literature in 

Pakistan began after 1965. Three now well-known Gujjar 

poets, Sabir Afaqi, and brothers Israil Mahjoor and 

Mohammad Ismail Zabeeh, founded a literary circle in 

Nawanshahr near Abbottabad in 1966. They began writing 

Gojri materials using a slightly modified Urdu script. The 

Pakistani government started broadcasting some of these 

materials when it launched the ‘Radio Trarkel’ program in 

1967, after which the Indian government began 

broadcasting Gojri programming from Srinagar. Today 

there are several other daily Gojri programs broadcast by 
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each government in addition to these original two. Almost 

all of the Gujjars I meet report listening to such programs 

on shortwave. Gojri television news is now broadcast daily 

from Islamabad (Hallberg and O’Leary noted Gojri 

television broadcasting from Srinagar (1992:101)). 

The Gojri Adabi Board (=literary board), chaired by 

Sabir Afaqi, was founded in 1970 in Pakistan-Occopied 

Kashmir. It has published seven Gojri and Gojri-related 

titlessince 1976, primarily works of poetry, but struggles 

for lack of sponsorship. The Urdumagazine, Gujjar Goonj 

occasionally publishes Gujjar poetry, but its publishers and 

thoseof the Gujjar Gazette feel that there is no demand for 

or interest in Gojri writing. Thesemagazines cater primarily 

to educated ethnic Gujjars of the Pakistani Punjab who do 

notspeak Gojri. I am aware of no Gojri literary activities in 

Hazara or in any other area ofPakistan. 

Since its establishment in 1978, the locus of the 

prolific Gojri literature production inIndian- Side of Jammu 

and Kashmir has been the Gojri department of the Jammu 

and KashmirAcademy of Art, Culture and Languages, which 

is located in Srinagar and Jammu (Hugoniot & Polster 

1997:8). The Academy’s 1998 Publications Catalogue  lists 

some fifty-five separate titles containing Gojri poetry, 

prose, and essays on Gujjars and Gojri (many of the latter 

are in Urdu). In addition, suchmaterials are published 

periodically in their journal, Gojri Sheeraza. The Gojri 

ResearchInstitute of the Gurjar Desh Charitable Trust 
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(GDCT) in Jammu also publishes Gojri titles, along with the 

monthly magazine Awaz-e-Gurjar featuring articles in 

English, Hindi, Urdu, and Gojri. 

The August, 2000 issue of this magazine reported 

that a 12-day ‘Workshop on Standardization of the Gojri 

Script’ had been held at the Trust’s research library 

beginning on July 10, 2000 . The workshop was convened 

jointly by the Trust and the Indian government’s Central 

Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL), which was represented 

by J.C. Sharma, the leading authority on Gojri, along with 

Dr. I.S. Borkar. Unfortunately, the proceedings of this 

workshop had not been made available by the time of my 

last enquiry. Such noteworthy efforts reflect the desire of 

Gujjars, and such non-Gujjar stake holders, to standardize 

the Gojri orthography. In the minds of some, however, the 

intended beneficiaries of standardization are non-Gujjars: 

Speaking at the inaugural session of the Workshop 

Dr. Borkar said that standardization of Gojri Script will 

facilitate those people who are not conversant of Gojri to 

read, write and understand Gojri at ease. He recalled that 

the CIIL, Mysore and GDCT Jammu has already worked out 

hand-in-glove in organizing two Workshops held at the 

GDCT, Jammu and CIIL, Mysore to prepare an Intensive 

Course to teach Gojri as second language to non-Gojri 

speaking people which bound to go a long way in serving 

the cause of promotion of Gojri language and literature. 

(ibid, p. 30; quotation reproduced exactly) 
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Such comments reinforce my impression that Gojri 

literary activities to-date are largely by the educated, for 

the educated. 

Socioeconomic Conditions and the Literacy 

Situation 

According to Ahmed, Gujjars rank lowest among 

the four major ethnic groups ofHazara in terms of 

education level, percentage of dwellings using some 

cementconstruction, and land ownership (1986:110-111). 

There are no reliable estimates of theliteracy rate among 

Gojri-speaking Gujjars in Hazara or other parts of Pakistan. 

In the two Gujjar communities profiled in-depth by 

Hallberg and O’Leary (both villages areunusual in that they 

have a school), less than half of Gujjar men and boys, and 

scarcelyany women and girls, were found to have received 

any formal education (1992:133-142).Although many 

government schools were opened in larger villages in 

Gujjar areas of Pakistan during the administration of 

Benazir Bhutto, the quality of education remainslow due 

to lack of facilities and qualified teachers. Most Gujjar 

children are involved withtheir parents in subsistence 

agriculture and/or animal husbandry on marginal tracts 

ofmountainous terrain. Therefore their homes are often a 

great distance from lowerelevation village schools, making 

regular attendance difficult, particularly for girls whomust 

comply with cultural notions of modesty. Most boys 

withdraw before they have acquired basic skills in reading 

and writing Urdu. 
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Another factor making functional literacy less 

accessible to Gujjars is that Gujjar children, like most other 

Pakistani children, do not speak Urdu at the time of their 

enrɔllment in primary school. From what I am told, the 

foreign language burden entailed by the Urdu and English 

curriculum, and a Pashto or Hindko medium of instruction, 

creates adjustment and motivational problems for many 

new Gujjar students. For this reason and others, Hazara 

Gujjars are very responsive to the suggestion that reading 

and writing skills could be acquired in their mother tongue 

and later transferred to Urdu. The idea is new to them 

because so few Gujjars outside of Kashmir have ever seen 

their language in print, despite the laudable literary 

activities of an educated elite. Many Hazara Gujjars with 

whom I speak, along with non-Gujjar stake holders, value 

the idea of Gojri literacy and literature to the extent that it 

is tied to Urdu literacy. Educated Gujjars in Pakistan-

Occopied Kashmir, on the other hand, seem to value Gojri 

literacy and literature primarily for reasons other than 

utility, perhaps because Urdu literacy is more accessible in 

their area (Hallberg & O’Leary 1992:99). 

Given the Gujjars’ poverty and educational access 

problems in Pakistan proper, and the fact that they are 

scattered widely and thinly over such a vast area, the 

success both of Gojri-to-Urdu transitional literacy 

programming and Gojri literature in general (and 

ultimately, language vitality) will probably depend to a 

great extent upon the use of Urdubased Gojri writing 
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conventions. This perspective accords with what many 

recognize as true about the necessary impact of dominant 

regional languages on the orthographies of incipient 

literary languages.4 Walker writes (1987:207): 

Whatever can be done to make the V[ERNACULAR] 

L[ANGUAGE] orthography look likethe national language 

orthography will aid VL literacy acceptance. This is 

especiallyimportant in cases where potential VL readers 

have already learned to read the N[ATIONAL] 

L[ANGUAGE]. Ideals of producing a purely scientific 

alphabet must besacrificed, if need be, for the highest 

priority of developing orthography that isaccepted by the 

people and used. Since the NL has higher status and more 

socioeconomicpower, the prestige of the VL will be 

enhanced the more that it resemblesthe NL 

orthographically. 

Referring specifically to the implications for 

literacy, D’Emilio (1986:22) says that orthography design is 

... a task which might seem to be the exclusive rɔle of 

linguistics - like that of developing an alphabet - should 

leave the margins of that discipline and consider 

sociolinguistic and pedagogical factors, like the actual 

possibilities available to the indigenous populations for 

becoming literate. 
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Rather than scientific purism, we should be led by good 

sense and the practical needs of cultures of oral tradition 

to deal with a written code. 

Urdu-based conventions for Gojri would enhance 

the ‘actual possibilities’ for becoming literate, because 

they lend themselves to a more efficient use of the 

meager resources at hand; the limited time of working 

children available for education could be maximized, as 

they would not need to learn both Urdu and Gojri spellings 

for many common cognate pairs; the instructional capacity 

of those functionally literate in Urdu could also be 

maximized, as they could use Gojri primers in non-formal 

settings with minimal prior orientation to written Gojri. 

Support from non-Gujjar stake holders in Pakistan might 

also be maximized, including that of some in the education 

establishment who are otherwise prejudiced against Gojri 

(see Hallberg & O’Leary 1992:99), as it could be more 

readily demonstrated that children were learning Urdu 

while learning Gojri. 

These considerations take on added significance in 

the case of the Allaiwal, Swati andMuhajar Bakarwal 

nomads, for whom literacy is perhaps least accessible. 

Their seasonalmigration schedules do not allow for school 

enrɔllment in either the summer or winterareas. Unlike 

Kaghani Bakarwals who own land and often leave their 

children in lowerKaghan to attend school, these groups 

travel as whole family units and cannot normallyleave 
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children behind. Their livelihood is being threatened in the 

traditional winter grazingareas due to increased 

development and cultivation by sedentary peoples, and 

the closureof government forest areas to grazing. They 

know that their children need literacy tosurvive 

economically, but feel their only option for acquiring 

literacy is to sell theiranimals and settle in urban areas. 

This community therefore represents an urgent need 

fornon-formal literacy programming, which, as I 

mentioned, has a greater chance of success ifUrdu-based 

Gojri conventions are taught from the beginning. As we 

shall see in chapters2 and 3, the Western-type phonology 

of these Bakarwals corresponds closely to Urduphonology 

at the points most relevant to the orthography issue. 

History of Research into Gojri 

The earliest investigation into Gojri was made in 

the greater Murree area of extremenorthern Punjab by 

Bailey, who initially published nine pages of Gojri 

description (1903:3-11) and later contributed specimens 

from two Hazara locations to the ‘Gojri’section of the 

Linguistic Survey of India (Grierson 1973 (c1903): IX:925-

981). The latterwork, being comparative in nature, 

included skeletal grammars and text data from 

Gojrivarieties spoken in Hazara, Swat, and Kashmir. The 

only substantial linguisticdescription available to-date, 

however, is Sharma’s account of the sound system (1979) 

and grammar (1982) of the Gojri spoken in the Punch 

district of Indian-side of Jammu and Kashmir. The former 
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work provides the database for MacEachern’s (1997) 

investigationof laryngeal cooccurrence restrictions in Gojri. 

Fragments of the Gojri lexicon, phonology, and grammar 

are occasionally described in Urdu at a popular level by 

Gujjarscholars such as Sabir Afaqi and the editors of the 

Sheeraza. 

Recent scholarship has focused on the broader 

sociolinguistic situation. Hallberg and O’Leary (1992) 

published an extensive survey of the Gojri varieties spoken 

by settledand semi-settled Gujjars in Pakistan and 

Pakistan-Occpoied Kashmir, positing‘Eastern’ and 

‘Western’ dialect clusters on the basis of lexical similarity 

percentages andintelligibility testing. Hugoniot and Polster 

(1997) completed a similar survey of the‘Eastern Gojri’ 

spoken by the Dodhi (from /dúd/ ‘milk’) or dairy buffalo-

herding Gujjarsin Indian-side of Jammu and Kashmir and 

the Indian states of Himachal Pradesh and UttarPradesh. 

One question that has remained unanswered in the 

literature is the precise relationship between Gojri and 

Bakarwali, the speech of the Bakarwals, which is thought 

to be a formof Gojri (Sharma 1982:2). Hallberg and O’Leary 

write: 

There are known to be landless Gujjars continuing to 

pursue a nomadic herding lifestyle, particularly the 

Bakarwals in Pak Occopied  Kashmir. The general 

opinion of settled Gujjars in Pak Occopied  Kashmir 

was that the Bakarwal Gojri was only slightly different 
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from their own, the life style being the main difference 

between the peoples. However no linguistic evidence 

has been collected to substantiate these opinions 

(1992:108). 

Their survey included data from only one semi-

nomadic community, in Swat, which theyidentified by the 

respondents’ self-designation, Ajars (/ājaRĪ/ ‘shepherd’), 

rather thanBakarwal. Interestingly, Grierson, who to my 

knowledge never used the term Bakarwal,had reported 

that Ajri, the speech of the sheep-herding Ajars, was a 

distinct sub-dialectbut still nearly identical to the Gojri 

spoken by cow-herding Gujjars in Swat (1973(c1903): IX: 

941, 948). Hugoniot and Polster, mindful of Hallberg and 

O’Leary’sstatement, elicited lexical data from a single 

Bakarwal group. They note only that therelative 

dissimilarity of the Bakarwal data to the Dodhi data may 

correspond to smalldifferences in lifestyle and ethnicity 

(1997:15). 

Current Study 

Purpose 

The present work describes the phonology and 

morphology of two varieties of theBakarwal speech of 

Hazara, and compares these varieties with each other and 

with thePunch Gojri described by Sharma (1979, 1982). It 

also explores Urdu-based orthographicconventions which 

are linguistically sound and otherwise conducive to 

transitionalliteracy, and which lend themselves to 
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orthographic standardization across the east-westdialect 

continuum. The value of an analysis of Hazara Gojri to the 

latter concern lies inthe fact that no description of any 

Gojri variety spoken in Pakistan has been publishedsince 

Grierson and, as it turns out, the term Bakarwal is 

primarily an occupationaldistinction such that the two 

varieties under study correspond to and attest the 

‘Eastern’and ‘Western’ dialect types posited by Hallberg 

and O’Leary (see Losey, forthcoming).5 The two varieties 

presented here are the speech of the Allaiwal 

Bakarwal,approximating ‘Western’ Gojri, and the speech 

of the Kaghani Bakarwal, approximating‘Eastern’ Gojri. 

The present study therefore contributes phonological and 

grammaticaldata and analysis to Gojri dialectology, a 

domain which until now has been basedexclusively on 

word lists and intelligibility testing (aside from a few 

paradigms andcomparative notes in Grierson). It also 

identifies phonological and grammaticalphenomena in the 

Western dialect type which might have bearing on 

standardizationefforts that until now have concerned 

themselves only with Eastern speech. 

This study evaluates various orthographic 

conventions currently used by leading writers and 

institutions, in light of the comparative data and the 

implications for Gojri-to-Urdu literacy. My hope is that this 

study will provide a foundation for future orthographic 

decisions that take cross-dialectal considerations and the 

reality of a broader Urdu print Environment fully into 
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account, potentially enabling Gujjars to read the 

Pronunciations of their own dialects from a single text 

type while maximizing the ease of transfer to and from 

Urdu. 

Data Collection and Analysis 

The data were collected during the course of my 

ongoing field work in Hazara whichbegan in May, 1999, 

following one year of intensive Urdu study in Murree and 

laterAbbottabad, where I also conducted my research in 

the winters of 1999-2000 and 2000-2001. My initial work 

in Gojri was in the village of Budgran /budgrā~/ above 

Kawai inthe Kaghan Valley. My family and I have been 

hosted periodically there and in thesummer pastures near 

Besal by the family of my research assistant, Mohammad 

AslamArmani Thikri (/ThĪkrĪ/), whose speech is virtually 

identical to the Kaghan Gojri attested by data from 

Mittikot in Hallberg and O’Leary’s survey (1992:106). 

Thisfamily was Kaghani Bakarwal, until they sold their 

goats in the early 90’s after myassistant became partially 

paralyzed in a construction accident and an older brother 

waskilled in a logging accident. My material on Eastern 

grammar is based on recorded textsgiven by Mohammad 

Aslam’s mother, oldest brother, and several men living in 

the areaabove Kawai. 

I began studying the speech of the Allaiwal 

Bakarwal at Lake Saif-ul-Muluk near Naran in the Kaghan 

Valley in July of 1999, with help from a family we had met 
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earlier intheir winter grazing area near Mang, located 

between Haripur and Khanpur. That Fall Ihired a son of our 

Allaiwal hosts, Mumtaz Ahmad Bania /bāNĪā/, as a second 

researchassistant. My material on Western grammar is 

based primarily on recorded texts of thisman’s speech, 

which patterns closely with the Western samples reported 

in Hallberg andO’Leary (1992), particularly with the two 

from Swat.6 In a footnote, Hallberg andO’Leary (1992:131) 

mention Barth’s observation (1956:77) that Swat Gujjars 

claimedtheir ancestors had immigrated to the area from 

Allai. As some of Hallberg and O’Leary’s(1992:106) Gilgit 

and Chitral area respondents claim immigration 

(presumablysubsequent) from Swat, it is most unfortunate 

their survey did not include a sample from Allai. 

My material on phonology is based on separate 

Kaghan and Allaiwal word lists whichI began compiling in 

1999. In Appendix B I have presented some of these words 

usingthe standard 210-item list used by Hallberg and 

O’Leary (1992), so as to facilitatecomparison. In addition I 

have included word lists taken from members of the 

AllaiwalBakarwal Muhajar and Kunhari Bakarwal Muhajar 

communities. I collected the two Muhajar lists in March, 

2002, during a one-month trip to Pakistan (my family and I 

hadbeen evacuated in September, 2001), but due to the 

security situation I was not able toelicit a word list from 

any Gujjars settled in the Allai area. While I did manage to 

checkmy material on phonology and tone at that time, I 
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was forced to check my grammaticalmaterial primarily by 

telephone during the evacuation period. 

I have attempted to present my analysis, for the 

most part, according to the organization and linguistic 

category labels used in Masica’s excellent handbook on 

the Indo-Aryan languages (1991). At other points I follow 

Payne’s guide to morphosyntactic description (1997). 

Overview of Remaining Chapters 

Chapter 2 presents the phonemes and common 

phonological processes of Gojri, with attention to salient 

variation between Eastern and Western varieties, and then 

explores the representation of these phonemes in the 

Gojri script. Chapter 3 describes Gojri tonal phenomena 

and evaluates various solutions to their orthographic 

representation. Chapter 4 is a comparative study of Gojri 

morphosyntax that includes extensive illustrative data 

from both dialects, which is supplemented by additional 

verb paradigms in Appendix C. Chapter 5 considers the 

standardization of Gojri and evaluates Gojri spelling 

conventions in light of the linguistic analysis presented in 

preceding chapters and current research in related 

disciplines. Appendix A lists abbreviations and outlines the 

method of data presentation used throughout this work.  
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COMPARATIVE GOJRI PHONOLOGY AND THE 

GOJRI SCRIPT 
What follows is a preliminary analysis of the basic 

phonemics of Gojri, with reference to salient variations 

between the Allaiwal and Kaghani dialects, representing 

the broader Western and Eastern speech types, 

respectively. I reference Sharma’s more extensive analysis 

of Punch Gojri (1982) wherever comparison is warranted. 

For comparison of lexical data within Pakistan I have 

shown unique Western lexical forms in parentheses where 

not otherwise introduced. Wherever a Western form is 

shown in parentheses, the cognate shown immediately to 

the left or immediately above is uniquely Eastern. 

Unmarked forms are pronounced the same for both 

dialects. 

Gojri Consonant Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes of Gojri are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Gojri Consonant Phonemes 
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Nasals 

In Gojri there are three phonemic nasals, the 

bilabial /m/, the dental /n/, and the retroflex /N/. 

Contrast 

 

 

Distribution 

Only /m/ and /n/ may occur in word-initial 

position. The retroflex nasal /N/, like the retroflex liquids 

/R/ and /L/, does not occur initially. All three nasal 

phonemes occur medially and finally. 
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Distribution of nasal phonemes in words 

 

Variation 

The nasal phoneme /n/ assimilates in clusters of type /n/ + 

voiced plosive to theplosive’s point of articulation. 

Representative examples of this process are shown in (3). 

 

This process does not extend to the labial area, as 

the cluster [mb] is disallowed in Gojri.Gojri /lamar/ 

‘number’, /tamῡ/ ‘tent’, /dumĪ/ ‘tail’ and /lamĪ/ ‘long’ 

correspond toUrdu /nambar/, /tambῡ/, /dumbĪ/ and 

/lambĪ/ respectively. The cluster [mp] is heardonly in 

English loans such as ‘pump’ and ‘jump.’ Voiceless 

examples for other points ofarticulation are too few at 

present to establish their identity over and against a more 

probable analysis of nasalized vowel + consonant. I have 

taken /n/ as basic because itoccurs finally and in a wide 

range of clusters with other consonants, while [N] does 

not otherwise occur in clusters and [n] and [K] never occur 

independently of /j/ and /g/, respectively. 
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The retroflex nasal /N/ has the allophone [R3], a 

flapped retroflex nasal, medially in normal speech, e.g. 

[pari] /pani/ ‘water.’ 

Laterals and Flaps 

Both dialects of Gojri spoken in Pakistan feature 

the alveolar and retroflex laterals, /l/ and /ḷ/, respectively; 

and the alveolar and retroflex flaps, /r/ and /ṛ/, 

respectively. 

A geminate retroflex /ḷḷ/ occurs in the Eastern 

subdialect spoken near Muzaffarabad, but not in the 

Kaghani or Allaiwal varieties I have studied. It corresponds 

to the cluster/rṛ/ in Kaghani and Allaiwal Gojri, as shown in 

(4): 

(4) Correspondence of Muzaffarabad /ḷḷ/ with Kaghani and 

Allaiwal /ṛṛ/ 

 

Contrast 

Phonemic lateral and flap contrasts 
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The phonemic status of /ṛ/ warrants discussion 

given that in many related languages it isan allophone of 

/ḍ/, and the fact that Masica says it is not reported for 

‘Gojri’ (1991:97).The latter is surely a mistake since 

Sharma (1982) is his only cited source for Gojri andSharma 

reports both /ṛ/ and /ḍ/ as phonemic (1982:11,19). While 

contrasts like those in2.1.4.1 below prove that /ṛ/ is in fact 

a Gojri phoneme, other comparative data highlightits close 

relationship with /ḍ/ cross-linguistically: 

 

Distribution 

The retroflex liquids /ṛ/ and /ḷ/, like retroflex /ṇ/, 

do not occur in initial position. All Gojri liquids occur 

medially and finally. 
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Distribution of laterals and flaps in words 

 

Variation 

An intervocalic trill, [r], in the phonetic data may 

represent an underlying geminate/rr/. However, since all 

of the examples in (8) feature [r] between the short vowel 

/u/ anda gender-number agreement suffix (/-ɔ/ or /-i/), it 

is premature to analyze the germination as having 

phonemic status. 

Possible contrasts of medial /r/ and /rr/ 

 

Labial Area Consonants 

Gojri features a three-way labial stop opposition: 

/ph/, /p/, /b/; the labial glide /w/, and the labio-dental 

fricative /f/. Most of the nouns containing /f/ are of 

foreign origin (see Masica 1991:92). 

Contrast 

(9) Phonemic labial area contrasts 
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Distribution 

The labial phonemes occur in all positions with the 

exception that /ph/ does not occur word-finally in my 

data. MacEachern’s (1997) laryngeal cooccurrence 

restriction for Gojri predicts that /ph/ will never cooccur in 

a word with any aspirated stop but itself (see 2.1.5.1). 

The word given for /w/ in final position could 

alternately be analyzed as /báῡ/. Thecase for medial /w/ is 

also tentative in that it is attested here and above only by 

aweakened numeric compound and by words in which it 

appears to be epenthetic (seediscussion below). 
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Distribution of labial phonemes in words 

 

Variation 

/w/ is realized phonetically in some contexts as a 

labial-velar approximant [w], in other contexts as a 

labiodental fricative [v], and in yet other contexts as a 

bilabial fricative [β]. The latter is observed in the speech of 

many Gujjars before the back rounded vowels /o/ and /ɔ/, 

most notably in the third masculine singular distal 

nominative pronoun /wó/ [βó] ‘he’ (all other distal 

nominatives begin with [v]), and epenthetically between 

verb stems ending in a vowel and the eastern second 

plural personal concord suffix /ɔ/, e.g. [hoβɔ ka] ‘you will 

be.’ In the speech of some eastern Gujjars, including that 

of Dr. Sabir Afaqi, /w/ is altogether absent in these same 

contexts: /ό/ ‘he’; /hoɔkā/ ‘you will be.’ I have also 

recorded forms such as /hòwԑ kɔ/ ‘it will be’ from the 

eastern variety spoken between the Siran and Kunhar 

rivers in Mansehra District. The lightly fricated [v] occurs 

initially and medially before all other vowels, while [w] 

occurs as labialization of an initial consonant or in Eastern 

as a glide component of the nucleus as shown in (11): 
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(11) [w] as a semi-vowel in some Eastern Gojri nouns 

 

 

 

Words beginning with a [C_+ V] sequence are presented in (12). 

(12) Labialized initial consonants in Gojri 

 
Sharma does not report a phonetic [v] for Punch-

Rajauri Gojri, nor is it possible to tell which instances of 

initial and medial [w] in his data might actually be [B] 

(1979:109). This is also the case with the Gojri word lists 

reported in Hallberg’s survey (1992:259-283), where 

perhaps a decision was made to simply represent the 

phoneme as /w/ in an otherwise phonetic transcription. 

While /b/ and /w/ both have phonemic status in 

both dialects, there are many examples of cross-dialectal 

variation in initial position such as those in (13): 
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In addition, while /ph/ and /f/ are both phonemic 

in both dialects, there are many examples of cross-

dialectal variation such as those in (14): 

 

Various forms in the examples above represent 

attempts by the Western dialect both topreserve the 

indigenous segments /b/ and /ph/ while resisting the 

foreign /f/, whereasEastern items reveal both the 

incorporation of /f/ and the weakening of /ph/ and /b/. 

Thedifference between the Western and Eastern 

responses to /f/ and to a lesser extent, /z/, may have 

something to do with relative degrees of historic 

Islamicization (Masica1991:92). 

General Dental Area Consonants 

Gojri features a three-way opposition between 

voiceless aspirated, voiceless, andvoiced stops in the 

labial, general dental, and velar areas. Phonemic contrasts 

in thegeneral dental area further subdivide into those 

comprised by the dental stops /th/, /t/ and/d/; the post-
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alveolar affricates /ch/, /c/ and /j/; and the retroflex stops 

/Th/, /T/ and /D/. 

The dental area fricatives are dental /s/ and /z/ and 

the post-alveolar /X/. The dental areanasals and liquids 

contrast alveolar and retroflex articulation: /n/ and /N/, /l/ 

and /L/, and /r/and /R/. 

Word-initially and word-finally, the palatal glide /y/ 

- phonetic [j] in the IPA transcription - is roughly equivalent 

in quality to the close (high) vowel /ī/ (final /y/ in words 

like /pāy/ (/bāy/) ‘brother’ might also, therefore, be 

analyzed as diphthongal, e.g. /pāī/ (/bāī/)). Medial /y/, 

however, is equivalent in quality to the vowel /ɛ/ (but 

shorter in length) and contrasts with geminated /yy/, the 

latter achieving a higher articulatory target (i.e. that of the 

IPA [j]) due to its greater length. This transcriptional 

decision is driven by the need to represent the two glides 

in question in a manner compatible with Rɔmanized 

transcriptions of Hindi-Urdu (it is not an issue in the script, 

see 2.6.1.3), which to my knowledge have not had to 

accommodate this contrast (even though it may occur 

phonetically, e.g. [a:ya:/ ‘[he] came’ vs. /a:y:e:/ ‘please 

come’). For example, medial /y/ always indicates the 

lower, shorter glide in the standard transcription of Hindi-

Urdu words like /pāyah/ [pa:ya:] ‘furniture legs’ (cf. Gojri 

/Pāyā/ [pa:ya:] ‘furniture legs’) and /āyā/ [a:ya:] ‘he came’ 

(cf. Gojri /āeā/ [a:ya:] ‘[they] came’). Gojri, however, 

features the higher glide in some lexical stems, e.g. 
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/pāyyɔ/ [pa:y:ɔ] ‘grazing fee’, necessitating the use of 

geminated /yy/ to ensure correct interpretation as IPA [j]. 

Contrast 

(15) Dental area stop, affricate, and fricative phonemic contrasts 
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Distribution 

There are no general restrictions on the 

distribution of the dental area stops, affricates, and 

fricatives (but note MacEachern’s (1997) restriction for 

aspirated stops in 2.1.5.1). 

Initial sequences of consonant + /y/ (represented 

as Cy) are realized as phoneticpalatalization; e.g. /kyū~/ 

‘why.’ Sequences of this type are extremely rare in Gojri 

(seealso 2.3.3). 

(16) Distribution of dental area stops, affricates, and fricatives 
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Variation 

Often the Western cognates of Eastern words 

featuring medial or final /z/ are instead pronounced with 

/j/: 

(17) Correspondence of Western /j/ to Eastern /z/ 

 

One interesting counterexample to this pattern is 

the Western Pronunciation of the Kashmiri city of Rajauri, 

/razɔrī/, which Eastern speakers pronounce as /raĵɔrī/. 

Velar Area Stops and Fricatives 

The characteristic three-way opposition noted 

earlier is attested in the velar area by /kh/, /k/, and /g/. 

The velar fricatives /x/ and /Y/ are of foreign origin but by 

no means rare. The voiceless glottal fricative /h/ is always 

associated with low tone on the following vowel. It 

contrasts in initial position with words beginning with 

glottal stop [?] followed by a vowel. 
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Contrast 

(18) Velar area phonemic contrasts 

 

Distribution 

The fricative /h/ occurs only in initial position. The 

other velar area phonemes haveno general distributional 

restrictions, although MacEachern (1997:58) finds that, 

whileinitial /h/ may cooccur with aspirated stops in words, 

‘there is only one aspirated stopper word, unless the 

aspirated stops are identical.’ Thus /kh/ may occur with 

/h/ oranother /kh/, but not with /ph/, /th/, /ch/, or /Th/. I 

have not found any counterexamples 

Variation 

In the normal speech of most Gujjars, the /g/ in any 

final /ng/ cluster is unpronounced. For example, /rang/ 
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‘color’ is articulated as [raŋ]; /mang/ ‘beg!’ is articulated as 

[maŋ]. 

The sub-phonemic glottal stop [?] is most readily 

observed in the negative response to a yes-no question, 

/na/ [nA? ‘no’. It also precedes any word-initial vowel that 

is not also low tone, i.e. it occurs wherever /h/ does not. 

The fricativation of /h/ is very faint, and is reduced to 

inaudible in all words like /hávā/ [ӛvȁ:] ‘wind’ in which the 

first syllable is unstressed (see 3.1.2.5.3). 

Gemination 

Gemination, the doubling of consonants, has 

phonemic status in Gojri. Geminated segments are difficult 

for the non-native speaker to distinguish from their non-

geminated counterparts without contrastive data. 

(20) Contrasts between geminated and non-geminated 

consonants 
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Other words featuring geminated constants include 

/annɔ/ ‘blind man’, /ćhakkor/ ‘bread basket’, and /ćhitter/ 

‘kind of shoe’. 

Gojri Vowel Phonemes 

Both the Kaghani and Allaiwal dialects of Gojri have 

ten vowel phonemes, which are equivalent to those of 

Urdu and Punjabi. Gojri /ɛ/ is lower than the [e:] of 

wellenunciated Urdu. An eleventh vowel, the marginal 

[æ], occurs rarely in English loans such as [kæmp] ‘camp’ 

and [bæg] ‘duffel bag’. 

Oral Vowels 

The oral vowel phonemes of Gojri are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Gojri Oral Vowel Phonemes 

 

Six vowel phonemes comprise three ‘short/long’ 

vowel pairs: /a/ [˄] and /ā/ [a:], /i/ [ī] and /ī/ [i:], /u/ [Ʊ] 

and /ū/ [u:]. The close back vowels /u/ and /ū/ differ only 

in length, while the members of the other pairs are 

distinguished primarily by differences in length but also by 
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quality differences. The remaining vowel phonemes are all 

phonologically long: /ɛ/ [e:], /ɛ/ [ɛ:], /o/ [o:], and /ɔ/ [ɔ:]. 

The vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ correspond to the 

monophthongized diphthongs transcribed for Hindi-Urdu 

as /ai/ and /au/, respectively (Masica 1991:110-111). The 

latter representations are problematic for Gojri, however. 

The distribution of /ɛ/ is not limited to lexical roots as in 

Urdu, but rather extends to key grammatical morphemes 

such as the locative case marker and third person singular 

agreement marker (where Urdu has /ɛ/). Using /ai/ would 

falsely imply that these markers had a historical 

diphthongal connection when in fact they are cognate 

with /ɛ/. Likewise, while Gojri /ɔ/ occurs in many of the 

same roots where it occurs in Urdu, it also figures 

prominently as the nominative masculine singular 

agreement marker within the noun phrase and as a verbal 

suffix for certain stems ending in a vowel. Using /au/ to 

represent /ɔ/ in such cases would be both misleading and 

awkward. These decisions have no bearing on the Gojri 

representations of these vowels, which are identical to 

their representations in Urdu. 

The ten phonemic Gojri vowels contrast in 

monosyllables beginning with /m/ and closing with the 

liquids /l/, /L/ or /R/ as shown in (21): 

Phonemic vowel contrasts 
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The contrast between /o/ and /ɔ/ is particularly 

difficult to hear, especially in the Western dialect where 

/ɔ/ is less open than in Eastern. Some helpful contrasts are 

shown in (22). 

Differentiation of /o/ and /ɔ/ 

 

In addition, each of the seven Gojri long vowels has 

a phonemic nasalized long vowel counterpart. Where 

nasalized short vowels are noted in the phonetic data, 

their nasality is always due to Environmental conditioning. 

This accords with Ohala’s (1983) analysis for Hindi, 

endorsed by Masica (1991:117). The nasalized long vowels 

often occur in grammatical morphemes, as we shall see in 

Chapter 4. 

Nasalized Vowels 

The nasalized vowel phonemes of Gojri are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Gojri Nasalized Vowel Phonemes 
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The contrast between /e~/ and /E~/ in my data is 

very tentative. It seems that /ɛ/ might belowered to /ɛ/ 

due to the effects of nasalization. For this reason it is 

difficult to tell evenif the ergative postposition should be 

transcribed as /nE/ (Sharma 1982) or as /ne/ per 

thestandard Urdu transcription. 

Contrast 

(23) Short versus long vowels 
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Distribution 

The only restriction on vowel occurrence is that 

there is generally no phonemiccontrast between 

short/long pairs in final position, i.e. /i/ and /u/ do not 

occur wordfinallyand /a/ occurs word-finally only in the 

third person feminine singular pronouns. 
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Distribution of vowels in words 

 

Variation 

In unstressed syllables of disyllabic words lacking 

suffixation, the short vowels /a/ [ǝ] and /u/ [Ʊ] are in free 

variation. Most often this involves words ending in the 

liquids /r/, /r/, and /l/. Vowel harmony may play a rɔle in 

determining which variant will occur most often for a 

given word. In phonemic representation, /a/ is tentatively 

preferred. This is another decision that has no impact on 

Gojri spellings, since unstressed stem vowels are not 

normally written. 

Variation of /u/ and /a/ in unstressed syllables 
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For certain words like the Perso-Arabic loan 

/háfāzat/ ‘protection’, an /u/ Pronunciation in the final 

syllable is incorrect. Utterance-final vowels, along with any 

consonants immediately preceding them, are frequently 

devoiced. Most often these are vowel suffixes on nouns 

and verbs. For example, in perfective constructions 

involving transitive verbs the auxiliary verb /ćhur/ ‘drop’, 

along with any inflectional endings, is often completely 

devoiced. In feminine nouns, the effect of this devoicing 

can be the production of a voiceless palatal fricative, [ḉ] in 

the IPA transcription, at the point where the feminine 

suffix /ī/ devoices. Any vowel immediately following a 

nasal consonant will also become nasalized. This 

generalization does not extend to vowels following the so-

called ‘nasal clusters.’ 

Phonotactics 

Syllable Types 

The most basic Gojri syllable type consists of a 

consonantal onset (C) and a shortvowel nucleus (V), and is 

represented abstractly as CV. This type of syllable rarely 

occurs as a word by itself, i.e. as a monosyllabic word. One 

example is the Proximate third singular feminine pronoun 

/yá/ ‘she, this.’ A syllable consisting only of a shortvowel 

nucleus (V) may also occur, but only in polysyllabic words 

like /ugárī/ fem. 
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‘naked’ shown in (29) below. Monosyllabic words featuring 

a consonantal onset (C) and a long-vowel nucleus (VV), 

represented as CVV, are quite common. Some examples of 

such CVV monosyllables are the number /do/ [do:] ‘two’, 

and the verb /pī/ ‘drink!’ In a very few cases, a long-vowel 

nucleus monosyllable occurs without an onset. The only 

two examples of such VV monosyllables in my database 

are the vocative interjection /ɔ/ [ɔ:] ‘Oh’, and the distal 

third masculine singular variant /ό/ [ό:] ‘he, that.’ 

Two other syllable types, CVC and CVVC, feature 

both an onset and consonantal coda (C) after the vowel 

nucleus. Syllables having a coda are called ‘closed’, while 

those lacking a coda are called ‘open’ (a term relevant to 

the following discussion of verb stems). Some examples of 

CVC monosyllables are /bić/ ‘in’ and /kam/ ‘work.’ Some 

examples of CVVC monosyllables are /lūn/ ‘salt’ and /mέs/ 

[mέ:s] ‘buffalo.’ Examples of closed monosyllables include 

the VC /it/ ‘here’ and /ut/ ‘there’, and the VVC /ek/ [e:k] 

‘one’ and /ɔr/ [ɔ:r] ‘idiot.’ 

Sequences of two consonants may also occur in the 

onset and coda of syllables, without any intervening 

vowel. Such onsets and codas, represented as CC, expand 

the inventory of syllable types to include those shown in 

(28). 

(28) Syllable Types Featuring CC Sequences 
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The types CCV and CCVVCC are not attested in my data. 

All polysyllabic Gojri words may be analyzed as 

combinations of the syllable types described above. A 

partial list of possible syllable patterns is shown in (29). 

(29) Syllable patterns in polysyllabic words 
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The syllable structure of a word can be altered 

through inflection. In words structured 'CV.CVC (or 

similarly), the unstressed vowel of the CVC syllable elides 

upon the addition of an inflectional affix (cf. Masica 

1991:227) and the result is a word of type CVC.CVV. For 

example, when affixed with the plural oblique before a 

postposition, /āfas/ ‘office’ becomes /āfsā~ (mā)/ ‘(in) 

offices’ and /jatak/ ‘child’ becomes /jatkā~ (nā)/ ‘(to) 

children.’ The same elision is observed for the addition of 
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the causative suffix /-ā/. Compare /(bāl) katar/ ‘cut (hair)!’ 

to /(bāl) katrā/ ‘get someone to cut (hair)!’  

Consonant Clusters 

In Gojri words, two consonants may occur together 

in sequence or ‘cluster’ without any intervening vowel. 

Initial clusters are relatively uncommon. Only the 

consonants /r/, /w/, /y/ and /l/ (e.g. /blādrī/ ‘clan’) can 

occur as the second member of an initial cluster, although 

due to loans like /skūl/ ‘school’ this set may be slightly 

expanded (but note the variant [s˄ku:l] ). Consonants 

which cannot occur as the first member of an initial cluster 

are /r/, /w/, /y/, /h/ and the non-initial retroflexes /n/, /r/, 

and /l/ My database contains words in which the following 

occur as the first member of initial clusters: /p/, /b/, /t/, 

/d/, /d/, /k/, /kh/, /g/, /j/, /s/, /X/, /x/, /n/ (possibly 

disallowed in Western) and /l/ (e.g. /lwā/ ‘dress (someone 

else)!’). In addition, Gujjars have no trouble pronouncing 

the name of the Perso-Arabic letter /zwād/. Presumably 

other stops, fricatives, and affricates may also occur as the 

first member, although it seems unlikely that many 

examples could be found for /f/ and the nasal /m/. 

Final consonant clusters are only slightly more 

common, the difference being due to the frequency of 

nasal clusters (which do not occur initially). Generally 

speaking, the first member of a final cluster must be a 

nasal (other than /m/) or a continuant, and the second 

member must be a stop, fricative, or affricate (provided it 
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otherwise occurs wordfinally). The fricatives /f/, /s/, and 

/š/ may therefore occur in either position. Except for those 

clusters which also occur word-initially, medial clusters, 

including nasal clusters, occur across syllable boundaries. 

Vowel Sequences (Hiatus) 

Vowel sequences involving two syllables within 

Gojri lexical roots are the exception. Two such sequences, 

/oā/ and /eɔ/, are attested by one word each in my 

database: /rɔāĵ/ ‘custom’ and /reɔr/ ‘spruce.’ A third 

sequence, /eā/ (/īā/), is much more frequent. Some 

examples are /dèārɔ/ (/dīārɔ/)‘day’, /seāL/ (/seāL/) 

‘winter’, and /bideā/ (/bidīā/) ‘a farewell.’ The /eā/ (/īā/) 

sequence sounds like a Cy sequence in rapid speech 

(especially in Western), but in deliberate speech sounds 

quite different from a true Cy sequence such as that in the 

word /kyū~/ ‘why’, i.e. it is syllabified, and there is a clear 

/ɛ/ vs. /ī/ quality contrast between the Eastern and 

Western varieties. In longer words like /pìgèār/ (/bìgīār/) 

‘wolf’, /ɛ/ (/ī/) and /ā/ are more clearly pronounced in 

separate syllables. 

A large number of vowel sequences may occur 

across morpheme boundaries. Normally these involve two 

syllables; however, the suffixes /ī/, /ū~/, or /ɛ/ may result 

in monosyllabic sequences. What is claimed in (30) and 

below for any level-tone oral vowel is also true for any 

nasalized or high-tone counterpart. 
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(30) Vowel sequences across morpheme boundaries (the 

second vowel is suffixal) 

 

 

Certain cases of hiatus are resolved by epenthesis. 

The examples in (31) show an epenthetic /w/ [v] coming 

between a root-final vowel /ā/ and the masculine singular 

and plural agreement suffixes, /-ɔ/ and /-ā/ (feminine 

forms of these examples do not exist). 
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The Western form /dīwɔ/ ‘lamp’ (Eastern /dīɔ/) 

suggests that /w/ epenthesis may occur in Western 

between /ī/ and these agreement suffixes. Unfortunately I 

have no other examples or counterexamples. All remaining 

cases of hiatus involve suffixation, and are resolved by 

either epenthesis or stem vowel modification as explained 

in 2.4. 

Morphophonemic Vowel Changes 

Vowel Changes with Verbal Suffixation 

Significant morphophonemic processes operate 

when verb stems that end in a vowel are inflected by 

vowel suffixes, as is evident from the verb paradigms 

presented in Appendix C. All such processes issue from 

phonotactic constraints, including the need to resolve 

hiatus of a disallowed vowel sequence. 

Vowel Changes with the Causative Suffix /-ā/ 

The addition of the causative suffix /-ā/ can result 

in reduction of the root vowel in roots which end in a 

consonant. An example is /ĵāg/ ‘wake up!’, /ĵāgā/ ‘wake 

[someone] up!’ This particular reduction process rarely 
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applies, because there are few long-vowel roots that take 

the causative suffix. 

In roots ending in a vowel, addition of the causative 

suffix /-ā/ (or /-āl/) can result in the resolution of hiatus via 

labialization, and deletion of the original stem vowel. 

Some common examples are shown in (32). 

(32) Labialization in causative verbs ending in a vowel 

 

The derivation of /lwā/ ‘dress [someone]!’ from 

/lā/ ‘put on!’ shown in (33) - (35)illustrates this process. 

First, the inherently stressed causative suffix is added to 

theunderlying verb root: 

(33) /lā-/ + /-ā/ 

Next, as the sequence /ā/ + /ā/ is generally 

disallowed in Gojri, an epenthetic /w/ isinserted between 

the suffix and the root vowel: 

(34) lā + w + ā > lā'wā 

Finally, the original stem vowel - now unstressed 

due to the shift of stress to the syllable containing the 

causative suffix - is deleted, resulting in the synthesized 

form: 
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(35) lā'wā >lwā 

Vowel Changes with Vocalic Tense, Aspect, and 

Agreement Suffixes 

The perfective suffix /-e/ (/-ī/) and a following 

feminine agrseement marker (/-ī/ or/-ī~/, the latter is 

Eastern only) always coalesce to /-ī/. 

Verb stems may end in the long vowels /o/, /ā/, 

/ɛ/, /ī/, and /ɛ/. Stems ending in /ī/show no variation other 

than the absorption of any immediately following suffixed 

/ī/.The feminine singular perfective /pī/ ‘[he] drank [it 

[fem.]]’ is thus the product of /pī-/‘drink’, the perfective 

suffix /-ē/(/-ī/), and the feminine singular suffix /-ī/. 

Stems ending in /ɛ/ like ‘give’ and ‘take’ raise to /ī/ 

before the first singular suffix /ū~/.Thus, /dīū~/ ‘I give’ is 

the product of /de-/ ‘give’ and /-ū~/. In the Western 

dialect, stemsending in /ɛ/ will also raise to /ī/ before any 

suffixed /ā/, /ɔ/, or /ɛ/. In the Eastern dialect,stems ending 

in /ɛ/ will absorb the /ɛ/ while acquiring the nasality of the 

suffix /-ɛ~/. Suchstems also reduce from/ɛ/ to /a/ before 

any suffixed /ī/. 

Stems ending in /o/ absorb any suffixed /ɔ/ in the 

Western dialect. The Eastern dialect inserts an epenthetic 

/w/ between the verb /hό-/ ‘to be’ and any suffixed /ā/, 

/ɛ/ or /ɔ/, but does not do this for other stems ending in 

/o/. 
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For stems ending in /ā/ such as /ā-/ ‘come’, the 

Eastern dialect inserts an epenthetic /w/ between the 

stem vowel /ā/ and any suffixed /ā/, /ɛ/, or /ɔ/. This 

epenthetic /w/ is in free variation with the absence of 

epenthetic /w/ in the speech of some Western speakers. 

When the ‘vector’ verb and passive formative /ĵā-/ ‘go’ is 

immediately followed by the future auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/), 

the two roots will contract without any epenthetic /w/ 

such that any suffixed /ɛ/ raises to /ī/. In the Western 

dialect, this contraction applies to any verb ending in /ā/, 

although it alternates with the epenthesis process in the 

speech of some persons. For example, the Western 

contraction /āĪgɔ/ ‘he will come’ may alternate with the 

uncontracted and epenthesized /āwɛ gɔ/. 

For stems ending in /ɛ/ like the defective modal 

verb /pɛ-/ ‘fall’, the stem vowel changes to /o/ before any 

suffixed /ɛ/ in the Eastern dialect, but coalesces with the 

suffixed /ɛ/ in the Western dialect. For masculine 

perfective forms, the stem vowel /ɛ/ is absorbed by the 

perfective suffix /-e/ (/-ī/), whereas for feminine forms it is 

reduced to /a/ before the perfective suffix. 

Stems ending in the high-tone /έ/ are particularly 

subject to morphophonemic change. For verbs such as 

/kέ/ ‘say’ and /rέ/ ‘stay’, the stem vowel remains 

unchanged before a vowel suffix only when coalescing 

with another suffixed /ɛ/, and before the future 

imperative suffix /-ī~/ in the Western dialect. In both 
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dialects it reduces to /á/ before /ū/ and before all 

remaining cases of suffixed /ī/. Before a suffixed /ɔ/ it 

raises to /ɛ/ in Eastern and to /ī/ in Western. In all cases 

the resulting suffix carries the high tone from the original 

stem vowel. The inflections of /rέ/ ‘stay’ given in Table 4 

below attest these changes. 

For verb stems ending in vowels, irregular 

suppletive forms abound - especially in the irregular 

perfectives, as is evident in Appendix C (see also 4.2.1.1.3 

on the old –ita participle in Gojri).  

Table 4. Morphophonemic Changes for Stems Ending in 

/έ/: /rέ/ ‘stay’ 

(unique Western forms are in parentheses) 
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Vowel Changes with Nominal Suffixation 

Nominal and adjectival roots ending in /o/ [o:] 

reduce to /u/ [Ʊ] in the speech of someGujjars when 

suffixed by the masculine agreement markers /-ɔ/ and /-

ā/. The phenomeno seems to be a matter of idiolect rather 

than dialect, as persons from the same householdoften 

differ with respect to it. Some examples are given in (36). 

(36) Reduction of nominal root vowel /o/ [o:] to /u/ [Ʊ] 

 

 

Another idiolectic feature occurring with nominal 

suffixation is the use of an epenthetic glide between the 

oblique plural marker /-ā~/ and monosyllabic noun stems 

ending in the vowels /ā~/ and /ā/. This epenthesis is in 

free variation with the absence of epenthesis, in which 

case the oblique plural marker simply coalesces with these 

nominal stem vowels (the resulting words are phonetically 

longer than their uninflected forms). Some examples from 

Eastern speech are provided in (37). Such forms are typical 

of my Eastern associate, but not of his mother and older 

brother. 
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(37) Epenthesis with inflected nouns ending in a vowel 

(only Eastern forms shown) 

 

The same kind of epenthesis occurs in Western 

speech, although with the geminated /yy/ glide, as in 

/gā~yyā~ (kɔ dύd)/ ‘cows’ (milk).’ This form is typical of the 

speech of my Western associate’s mother, whereas my 

Western associate simply says /gā~ (kɔ dύd)/ ‘cow(s) 

(milk)’ which is formally ambiguous in number. Such 

epenthesis is not noted for polysyllabic stems, e.g. Eastern 

/(ύnā~) pέNā~ (nā)/ ‘(to those) women’ vs. /(us) pέnā (nā)/ 

‘(to that) woman.’ At least one instance of (presumably) 

obligatory epenthesis occurs in an idiom common to both 

dialects: /mā~yā~ bāpā~ kɔ ke hāl hέ/ ‘How are [your] 

parents?’ (Eastern). Here epenthesis occurs between the 

first word, /mā~/ ‘mother’, and the oblique plural marker 

/-ā~/, creating /mā~yā~/ in Eastern speech and /mā~yyā~/ 

in Western.  

Other Processes 

Assimilation of /l/ and /l/ 

The retroflex /Ị/ becomes dental /l/ in clusters 

before any dental area consonant. Forexample, phonemic 

/baLtɔ rέ/ ‘keeps burning’ becomes phonetic [baltɔ rέ] 

after the /Ị/ of the root assimiliates to the point of 

articulation for the imperfective suffix /-t/. 
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Similarly, dental /l/ becomes retroflexed before a 

retroflex consonant as in /bālTĪ/ [baLTĪ] ‘bucket.’ This 

process is not noted for consonants other than /ḷ/ and /l/. 

Assimiliation of the Dative Postposition /nā/ to 

the Infinitive 

When the dative postposition /nā/ inflects an 

infinitive in a purpose clause in normal speech, the 

postposition and infinitive contract such that the initial /n/ 

assimilates to the retroflex point of articulation of the 

infinitive suffix /N/. For example, phonemic /mārun nā/ 

‘for hitting’ becomes phonetic [mārunnā] in Pronunciation. 

Avoidance of Cluster /mn/ by Replacement of 

/n/ 

Eastern Gojri disallows the cluster /mn/, such that 
the co-location of /m/ and /n/ atmorpheme boundaries is 
resolved via replacement of /n/ with /n/. This process is 
mostreadily observable in the first and second plural 
dative and agentive pronominal forms. 
The following replacements/contractions are obligatory 
when first and second plural pronouns are followed by the 
postpositions /nā/ (dative case) and /ne/ (agentive 
case)without any intervening words: 

(38) Cluster /mn/ avoidance via replacement of /n/ with 

/n/ in Eastern pronominal forms 
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Replacement of the Infinitive Suffix /-n/ with /-n/ 

When the infinitive suffix /-n/ is affixed to verb 

stems ending in a retroflex sonorant, articulatory difficulty 

is resolved through the replacement of /n/ with /n/. Some 

examplesand counterexamples are shown in (39). 

(39) Replacement of infinitive suffix /-n/ with /n/ following 

retroflex sonorants 

 

Voicing Assimilation of the Genitive 

Postposition /k-/ 

In the speech of many Western dialect speakers, 

the genitive postposition /k-/ becomes [g-] following any 

nasalized vowel or nasal consonant. Compare the 

examples in (40). 

(40) Voicing of genitive postposition /k-/ 
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Perseveratory Nasalization 

All oral vowels become nasalized when 

immediately following a nasal consonant. Asin other 

languages, the degree of phonetic nasalization in Gojri is 

directly related to vowel height and length, with lower 

long vowels becoming the most nasalized (due to 

loweringof the velum during production of low vowels). 

For example, the effect is profound for/ā/ and negligible 

for /i/. Other than /ā/, the nasality of long vowels so 

nasalized is lessthan that of corresponding phonemic nasal 

vowels. Thus, the locative and dativepostpositions, /mā/ 

and /nā/, respectively, are phonetically identical to /mā~/ 

‘mother’and /nā~/ ‘name’, the nasalized vowels of which 

are both underlying. Such nasality doesnot ‘persevere’ into 

a second vowel, nor does that of the so-called ‘nasal 

clusters’ extend through the non-nasal consonant to a 

following vowel. Some other words which attestthis 

process and its scope are shown in (41). 

(41) Nasalization of vowels following nasal consonants 
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Representation of Gojri Phonemes in the Gojri Script 

Representation of Consonant Phonemes 

With the exception of the unique retroflexes /n/ 

and /ḷ/, Gojri consonant phonemes may be readily 

represented as per the representation of the equivalent 

consonants in Urdu. Geminated consonants should be 

marked as Urdu geminates are marked; i.e. with the 

superscript diacritic, tashdeed (or shad, /šad/). In the case 

of the phonemes /t/, /h/, /s/, /z/, and /k/, one or more 

additional graphemes from the Perso-Arabic inventory is 

required to preserve the original spellings of the loan 

words in which they occur (this convention applies in Urdu 

as well). Original Pronunciations are seldom applicable, 

although educated speakers may read [q] rather than the 

usual (Gojri-ized) [k] in words bearing the letter  (e.g. 

many names including [qƱra:n] ‘Qur’an’). 

Masica notes that attempts to remove the 

redundant loan-word graphemes in the writing of other 

Indo-Aryan languages have generally failed to catch on, 

given the religious significance of the Arabic language 

(1991:151). Their removal from Gojri would constitute a 

significant obstacle to successful transitional literacy by 

requiring the reader to learn multiple spellings of the same 

words: original spellings for Urdu texts and onephoneme-

one-grapheme spellings for Gojri texts (per the approach 

recommended by Sharma 1979:148-149). In practice, 

Gujjar writers almost always use the original spellings. 
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2.6.1.1 Representation of the Gojri Retroflexes /ṇ/ and /ḷ/ 

A variety of techniques has been used for 

representing the Gojri retroflexes /ṇ/ and /ḷ/. Some 

writers, whether for lack of an alternative or due to an 

incorrect belief that these segments are merely allophones 

of /n/ and /l/, simply write them as /n/ and /l/ ( and , 

respectively). This approach, by ignoring the phonemic 

status of these segments, introduces a measure of 

ambiguity that is potentially detrimental to new readers. It 

also deprives written Gojri of its best opportunity for a 

distinctive appearance, something that many Gujjars 

desire. Recognizing a real need to differentiate retroflex 

/ṇ/ and /ḷ/ from their dental counterparts (and that the 

retroflex-marking diacritic , or toe, was ineligible due to 

certain confusion between the writing of /ṭ/ and /ḷ/ in 

medial contexts), Sabir Afaqi in 1976 proposed unique 

graphemes in the introduction to his Phul Kheli, a book of 

Gojripoetry; suggesting for /n/ and for /l/. 

These representations have since been utilized by 

Professor Afaqi and several of his associates in Pakistan 

and Pakistan-Occopied Kashmir. While the former has also 

become the convention of choice on the eastern side, the 

latter has been rejected there in favor of . This is not 

surprising, given the potential for confusing with the 

nasality grapheme (nun gunno). Professor Afaqi says that 

he avoided the possibility of due to concern that it would 
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be confused with if the latter’s center nuqtah (‘dot’) was 

inadvertantly omitted (2002: personal communication). 

It is questionable, however whether an 

orthographic convention ought to be decided by 

considerations of errɔr, especially considering how many 

pairs of letters in Urdu and English are distinguished by a 

single graphic feature. There is also the fact that most of 

the Gojri text that Gujars will read in the future will likely 

be published with the aid of computers (which generally 

preclude intra-graphemic errɔrs). 

The use of and for /n/ and /ḷ/, respectively, has 

the following advantages: (1) it differentiates these 

segments from their dental counterparts, but by a single 

and consistent feature, namely, the inverted wedge, or 

/puthɔ ath/ as it is called in Gojri; (2) on account of its 

promotion by the Jammu & Kashmir Academy of Art, 

Culture & Languages it enjoys greater current acceptance 

than any other alternative (albeit mainly in Indian- 

Kashmir); (3) it enables readers to tell by a simple glance 

that a page of text is Gojri rather than Urdu (or some other 

regional language); and (4) the inverted wedge character is 

supported by the widely available InPage 2000 desktop 

publishing software for the Perso-Arabic script type 

(perhaps owing to the use of this convention in some 

Punjabi writing). I believe, therefore, that these 

graphemes represent the best opportunity for Gujars to 

standardize the representation of /n/ and /ḷ/. The 
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adoption of in Pakistan would not be significantly 

hindered by the past use of , since relatively few 

Pakistani Gujars have ever seen their language in print. 

The adoption of any new representations by Gujars in the 

eastern area would seem considerably more complicated. 

For sake of completeness we should note that the 

graphemes for /ṇ/ and /ḷ/ designed and forwarded by 

Sharma (1979:150,163,167) are not to my knowledge in 

use by Gujar writers in any quarter and for that reason do 

not warrant consideration at the present time. 

Representation of the Geminated Retroflex Lateral /ḷḷ/ 

Sabir Afaqi has designed and proposed a special 

grapheme to represent the geminatedretroflex lateral /ḷḷ/ 

(1976). Since this character is not supported by any word 

processingsoftware, the segment might be written more 

simply by using the retroflex lam markedwith the tashdeed 

or shad diacritic to show the gemination; i.e. . This would 

also avoidthe introduction of a new alphabet letter, 

potentially simplifying the literacy task.Writers from the 

other Pakistani Gojri dialects can readily represent the 

cognate cluster /rr/ as . Words like ‘thrɔat’ could thus 

be spelled per the MuzaffarabadPronunciation /naLLĪ/, 

and alternately as − per the Kaghani and Allaiwal 

Pronunciation /narrĪ/. 
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Representation of the Glides /w/ and /y/ 

Fortunately, none of the allophonic variation for 
/w/ noted above (in 2.1.3.3) presents a serious 

orthographic challenge, since the Perso-Arabic , vaw, 
does duty for phonetic [v], [w], and [o]. Epenthetic /w/ can 
be written with vaw before the second plural suffix /-o/, 
also written with vaw, even though it only occurs in some 

Eastern varieties: /hówɔ kā/ ‘you pl. will be.’ Readers 
lacking this epenthetic /w/ in their own speech can read 
the first vaw as /o/ right along with the second vaw, and at 
worst the /o/ is read as longer than it is actually 
pronounced. This solution should be tested against one 
omitting the epenthetic vaw with readers from a variety of 
Pronunciation types. The contrastive variation of initial /w/ 
(Eastern) and /b/ (Western) cannot be neutralized by the 
script, and can only be written according to the author’s 
Pronunciation. 

Both the palatal glide /y/ and all occurrences of the 

vowel /ɛ/ are represented by various allographs of the 

letter ye in the Perso-Arabic script. Medially, /yy/ can be 

distinguished from /y/ (=/ɛ/) by means of the superscript 

diacritic, hamza (Gojri /hámzɔ/), which indicates the 

juncture of two vowels, but when written above medial ye 

can also be understood to indicate a higher point of 

articulation than the absence of hamza. In final position, 

/ɛ/ is written with bari ye, . Final /y/, approximating in 

quality the vowel /Ī/, is written with hamza above a choti 

ye (Gojri /nikĪ ye/),  whereas final vocalic /Ī/ is written 
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without any hamza owing to the absence of any preceding 

vowel. Some sample spellings are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Orthographic Differentiation of Medial /y/ and 

/yy/, Final /y/ and /ɛ/ 

 

Representation of Nasalized Vowels and Nasal 

Clusters 

In the writing of nasal clusters, the nasal phoneme 

is represented by a constant /n/ in a phonemic orientalist 

transcription, and by a constant nun gunno /nun ɣunnɔ/, 

or , in the script, regardless of actual phonetic shape. 

Nasalized vowels are written with a nun gunno after the 

oral vowel, and all nasal clusters are thus represented as 

nasalized vowels followed by a consonant. This 

linguistically sound convention is followed in Gojri as in 

Urdu. Representing this segment by /n/ in the script, that 

is by or nun, is contrary to regional orthographic 

conventions in which /n/ is rejected even when the 

following consonant is alveolar, e.g. the word for ‘ox’ is 

spelled in script as /dā~d/ ‘ox’rather than /dānd/. 
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Similarly, if the following consonant is retroflex and the 

nasality isrealized as phonetic [N], a spelling that uses the 

Gojri character for /N/ is rejected outright. Exceptions 

include words that have a historic /n/, such as /sūntī/ 

‘circumcision’ from /sunat/ ‘apostolic precedent’, 

/dukāndār/ ‘shop keeper’ from /dukān/ ‘shop’, and 

/minṭ/ [miṇṭ] from the English ‘minute.’ For all such words 

nun, rather than nun gunno, is mandatory in the spelling. 

Phoneme/Grapheme Associations for Gojri 

Consonants 

The complete inventory of Gojri consonant 

graphemes is presented in Table 6. Only the independent 

or un-joined form of each grapheme is shown. Aspirated 

consonants consist of digraphs, the second grapheme 

being the aspirate , or do chasmi he. For phonemes 

associated with multiple monographs, the ‘redundant’ 

Arabic letters are shown to the right of the indigenous 

letter in order of decreasing frequency. 
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Table 6. Phoneme/Grapheme Associations for Gojri 

Consonants 

 

 

Representation of Vowel Phonemes 

Since the ten vowel phonemes correspond to those 

for Urdu, there is every reason to write them as they are 

written in Urdu. Although the Perso-Arabic script is 

notoriously ill-suited for the vowel distinctions made in 

Indo-Aryan languages (Masica 1991:151), this under-

representation may actually work to the advantage of 
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Gojri standardization since many words that have different 

vowels cross-dialectically can be written in a uniform 

fashion if the diacritics are omitted. For example, minus 

the diacritics, Eastern /sanέɔ/ ‘message’ and its Western 

counterpart /sinἶɔ/ can both bewritten as a constant 

rather than separately as and 

respectively. 

The independent forms of the vowel graphemes for 

Urdu and Gojri are summarized in Table 7. The reader is 

referred to instructional Urdu materials for futher detail 

about the writing of vowels (e.g. Mathews 1999:ix-xxxii). 

Table 7. Phoneme/Grapheme Associations for Gojri 

Vowels 
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GOJRI TONE AND ITS REPRESENTATION 
The representation of tonal phenomena 

constitutes a significant challenge to Gojriorthography 

standardization. The complications issue naturally from 

the lack of tonalphenomena in the languages historically 

accommodated by the Perso-Arabic script, especially Urdu, 

the language of wider communication for most Gujars. 

Motivating anUrdu-based solution to this challenge is the 

fact that literate Gujars are literate in Urdu, afact which 

has obvious implications for literature development and 

transitional literacy programming. Making such a solution 

at least potentially feasible is the regular, albeitincomplete 

correspondence of Gojri tonal phenomena to Urdu 

aspiration phenomena. 

A complete analysis of Gojri prosody is a study I 

have not yet undertaken. Mypurpose here is to present a 

preliminary analysis of Gojri lexical tone, and then explore 

aconsistent orthographic representation of Gojri tone in 

an Urdu milieu. At points thedata is organized with 

reference to Urdu correspondences, as these 

correspondences areweighted heavily in the evaluation of 

orthographic solutions. 

3.1 Gojri Tonal Phenomena 

3.1.1 Phonetic Pitch Contrasts 

Sharma describes a three-way tone or pitch 

contrast for Punch Gojri (1979:110-113;1982:12). This 

observation also holds for Kaghani and Allaiwal Gojri. 
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Phonetically, thecontrasting pitches consist of a level high 

pitch (level tone or ‘mid tone’1 ) which is notmarked in 

transcription, a high-falling pitch contour (or ‘high tone’) 

marked with ( 5 ) above the vowel in my phonemic 

transcription, and a low-rising pitch contour (or ‘lowtone’ ) 

marked with ( ) above the vowel. The high-falling 

contour commences at anextra-high pitch relative to that 

of the level high pitch and glides to a mid pitch that 

islower relative to that of the level high pitch. When 

another syllable follows the stressedsyllable within the 

word, the stressed syllable will have the extra-high pitch 

and the largerpart of the fall to the mid pitch occurs on the 

following syllable. In phonetictranscriptions, this is 

indicated by writing [  ] on the stressed syllable and [ ] 

on thefollowing syllable, whereas a glide fully executed on 

the stressed syllable is indicated by[ ˆ]. The low-rising 

contour commences at an extra-low pitch relative to that 

of thelevel high pitch and glides to a mid pitch that is 

lower than the level high pitch. Whenanother syllable 

follows the stressed syllable within the word, the stressed 

syllable willhave the extra-low pitch and the larger part of 

the rise to a mid pitch occurs on thefollowing syllable. In 

phonetic transcriptions, this is indicated by [ ] on the 

stressedsyllable and [  ] on the following syllable, 

whereas a glide fully executed on the stressedsyllable is 

indicated by [ ˇ]. 

Concomitant with the initial extra-low pitch of the 

low-rising contour is creaky voice,in which the vocal cords 
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are more tense than in normal voicing and therefore 

produce acreaking sound. In many words of the Eastern 

dialect, the low-rising contour follows avoiceless initial 

plosive (as is also the case in Punjabi, see Masica 

1991:205). Thisvoiceless plosive corresponds to a voiced 

plosive at the same point of articulation in theWestern 

dialect, and to a breathy-voiced plosive at the same point 

of articulation in Urducognates. For example, the word 

‘horse’ is /'kòrɔ/ in Eastern, /'gòrɔ/ in Western, /'kòrā/in 

Punjabi, and /'ghorā/ in Urdu. For some words of this type, 

a level low pitch, higher than the ‘extra-low’ pitch of the 

low-rising contour but still marked [  ] 

phonetically,occurs with creaky voice on any syllables 

preceding a low-rising contour. Both contourtones are 

extremely common, and there do not seem to be any 

general constraints on thekinds of consonants, vowels, or 

syllable patterns with which either may occur. In 

wordswith level high pitch, there is no conspicuous pitch 

rise or pitch fall; however, the pitchof the stressed syllable 

is somewhat higher than the mid pitch of the other, 

unstressedsyllables, but lower than the ‘extra-high’ pitch 

of the high-falling contour. 

Thus, there are at least five phonetic pitches in 

Gojri: ‘extra-low’, the initial pitch ofthe low-rising contour; 

‘low’, the pitch occurring with creaky voice prior to the 

low-risingcontour in some low-tone words; ‘high’, the 

pitch of stressed syllables in level-tonewords; ‘extra-high’, 

the initial pitch of the high-falling contour; and ‘mid’, the 
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pitch onwhich both of the gliding pitches terminate, and 

the pitch of unstressed syllables in leveltonewords and of 

unstressed syllables preceding non-initial low-rising 

contours. Carefulacoustic analysis may ultimately show 

that there are multiple non-contrastive phoneticpitches 

within what I am now calling ‘mid’ pitch. 

Contrasts between the three phonetic pitch 

melodies serve to differentiate lexicalitems such as those 

in (42), but do not function morphosyntactically. 

(42) Contrasts of high-falling, level, and low-rising pitch 

melodies 

 

 

Analysis of Gojri Tone 

Tone and the Stressed Syllable 
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Lexical pitch is associated with the stressed syllable 

in Gojri words (meaning Gojri is more like Swedish than 

Mandarin or other truly tonal languages where every 

syllable is tonally marked). The level tone occurs only on 

the stressed syllable. In monosyllabic words, contour tones 

are realized within a single syllable, which in the absence 

of any other syllable receives stress by default. In 

polysyllabic words, the contour tones typically commence 

at their pitch targets on the stressed syllable and conclude 

at a mid pitch in any following syllable, often a gender-

number agreement marker. 

Foundational to any discussion of the underlying 

nature of these phonetic pitchcontrasts in Gojri is the topic 

of lexical stress assignment. The assumption is that, 

withina morpheme, the location of stress can be predicted 

by syllable weight. Syllable weight,in turn, is determined 

by the number of segments, or moras (u), in the ‘rhyme’, 

where therhyme of a syllable consists of the vowel nucleus 

plus any trailing consonants, and wherea long vowel 

counts as two moras. Distinctions can therefore be made 

between light (where the rhyme consists of V), heavy 

(where the rhyme consists of VV or VC), and superheavy 

syllables (where the rhyme consists of VVC or VCC). There 

have beenseveral studies of stress placement in Hindi-

Urdu (e.g. Dyrud 2001, Hussain 1997). If the final segment 

of a word is considered to be extra-metrical (not counted 

with respect todetermination of syllable weight), then 

stress rules for Hindi-Urdu can be summarized asfollows: 
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the last heavy syllable in a word is stressed; if there is no 

heavy syllable (i.e. ifthe word consists of light syllables 

only), the penultimate syllable is stressed. 

These same stress assignment rules operate in 

Gojri. For example, the word /jisam/['ĵīsəm]‘body’ is 

stressed on the first syllable because, once the word-final 

mora, [m], isexcluded, what remains are two equally 

weighted CV syllables of which the penultimate isstressed 

(remember that short vowels consist of one mora, V; long 

vowels consist of two,represented as VV). In the word 

/as'mān/ [As'ma:n] ‘sky’, the second syllable receivesthe 

stress by the same assignment process. Segmented into 

syllables and moras, the wordyields |as.maan|. With or 

without the required exclusion of the final mora [n], 

thesecond syllable is the last heavy syllable and therefore 

the one to receive stress. Inmorphologically complex 

words, morphological rules may supersede the normal 

stressplacement rules. For example, in verb stems formed 

with the causative suffix, the suffix isalways stressed, 

superseding stress placement based on syllable weight. 

Throughout this chapter I have included stress 

marking in the phonemic representations, despite the 

predictability of stress, so that the reader will not have to 

determine the location of stress for each example. 

Composition of Contour Tones 

It is useful to think of the two contour tones as 

combinations of two level tones, one ‘high’ and one ‘low.’ 
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In abstract terms, the high-falling contour is thus a 

combination of a relatively high pitch, H, and a relatively 

low pitch, L. Phonetically, an underlying HL combination is 

realized as an extra-high pitch resolving in a mid pitch on a 

subsequent mora, and an underlying LH combination is 

realized as an extra-low pitch resolving in a mid pitch on a 

subsequent mora. I will assume that the presence of any H 

in a contour melody is by default, i.e. H is assigned to all 

stressed syllables. The presence of any L in a contour 

melody is lexical, i.e. it is part of the specification of the 

phonological form of a word in the lexicon. When a 

stressed syllable receives an H by default, and no 

underlying L is present in the word, the phonetic result is a 

level high pitch. 

Diachrɔnically, the genesis of this low pitch (L) in 

the lexicon is related to a wordinitial /h/, or to the loss of 

aspiration, /h/, or /s/ at an earlier linguistic stage (cf. 

Masica 1991:119-120). Such evolution is attested even by 

dialectical variants such as the Eastern /hàk-/ ‘be able’ and 

the older, Western (and Urdu) cognate /sak-/ ‘be able.’ 

Many of the older word forms are attested by Urdu 

cognates of Gojri words (cf. Masica’s discussion of Punjabi 

tonogenesis; 1991:205). The location of lexical L in a root 

corresponds roughly to the location of the earlier segment 

that has disappeared. What determines whether the L is 

ultimately realized within a high-falling melody or a low-

rising melody is its location with respect to the nucleus of 

the word’s stressed syllable. If it precedes the stressed 
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nucleus, the result is LH (low-rising). If it follows the 

stressed nucleus, the realization is HL (high-falling). 

Low-Tone Causatives of High-Tone Verbs 

The clearest evidence of the existence of lexical L in 

Gojri and its participation in falling and rising tones is seen 

in a number of causative and non-causative pairs of verbs. 

For many verbal roots, the addition of the suffix /-ā/ yields 

a new causative verb stem. A classic example that holds 

for other area languages as well as for Gojri is the root 

/pak-/ ['pᴧk-] ‘ripen, be cooked’ and its causative 

counterpart, /pa'kā-/ [pᴧ'ka:-] ‘cook.’ Since there is no 

lexical L associated with the root, only default H applies. As 

a result, the high pitch is realized on the stressed syllables 

of both forms and the mid pitch is realized on the 

unstressed first syllable of /pa'kā-/ (note the shift of stress 

to the causative suffix; see 4.2.1.5 for other examples of 

causative/non-causative verb pairs with constant level 

pitch melodies). However, when a lexical L is associated 

with the latter part of the verb root, its phonetic 

realization in all inflections of the root will be high-falling. 

Again, this is because H is assigned by default to the 

stressed mono-syllabic root, the nucleus of which 

precedes lexical L in the vicinity of the coda; thus HL. 

Whenever the inherently stressed causative suffix is added 

to make a new stem, the stress shifts from the verb root to 

the causative suffix such that default H then follows lexical 

L; thus LH. Consider the examples in (43). 
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(43) Non-causative and causative manifestations of 

lexical low pitch (L) 

 
 

It is on the basis of such examples that we can posit 

the existence of a lexical L in the vicinity of the root coda. 

This hypothesis is of course supported by the existence of 

aspiration at the root coda in many Urdu cognates. I will 

assume that, in Gojri, an L tone that is historically due to a 

de-aspirated voiced consonant is underlyingly associated 

with the mora that immediately follows the de-aspirated 

consonant. Should there be no following mora; i.e. if the 

de-aspirated consonant is word-final, then L can be said to 

be ‘floating’ in the underlying form of the word. 

The process described above by which verb roots 

such as those in (43) alternatelyfeature high-falling and 

low-rising melodies is represented with greater precision 

in (44)-(45) for the root /bàn/ ‘become!’. In (44), a 

‘floating’ L (circled) is shown as being partof the word’s 

underlying form:2 
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(44) The underlying form of /bàn/ ‘become!’ 

 
In the absence of a following mora, the floating L 

docks on the final mora of the root. Next, default H is 

associated with the remaining empty mora, creating the 

HL sequence shown in (45). The HL sequence then 

precipitates a high-falling melody commencing at an extra-

high pitch on the first mora and resolving in a mid pitch on 

the second mora. 

(45) The surface form of /bàn/ ‘become!’ 

 

With the addition of the inherently stressed 

causative suffix /-ā/, floating lexical Ldocks on the mora 

immediately to the right of the de-aspirated consonant, as 

shown in (46). H is then assigned to the remaining mora of 

the stressed second syllable, creating anLH sequence. The 

underlying LH sequence precipitates a low-rising melody 

on thesecond syllable, which commences at an extra-low 

pitch on the first mora and resolves ina mid pitch on the 

second mora. Since there is no L or H in the unstressed 

syllable, thephonetic result is a mid pitch on that syllable. 
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(46) The surface form of /ba'ṇà/ ‘make!’ (ợ= syllable; 

stressed syllable is circled) 

 

Low Tone Related to Loss of Initial Aspiration 

Perhaps the most striking phonological difference 

between Eastern and Western varieties of Gojri is the 

variation in voicing which is concomitant with low-rising 

tone. The variation involves word-initial plosives at all five 

points of articulation: /p/ (/b/), /t/ (/d/), /č/ (/j/), /T/ (/D/), 

and /k/ (/g/). These are cognate with the Urdu initial 

voiced aspirates: /bh/, /dh/, /jh/, /Dh/ and /gh/, 

respectively. Eastern forms reflect both the deaspiration 

and devoicing of these older initial voiced aspirates, or 

‘breathy voiced stops’ (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996:57-

63). Western forms are also de-aspirated but remain 

voiced. For example, the Gojri word for ‘horse’, /'kòrɔ/ 

(/'gòrɔ/), is cognate with the Urdu /'ghorā/. I have found 

that, in pronouncing words of this type in conversation 

with both Eastern and Western speakers, correct 

production of the low-rising tone, rather than correct 

voicing, is more critical to being understood. These 

segments remain voiced in both dialects in medial position 
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(where they are rare), e.g. /u'gārī/ fem. ‘naked’, /ka'dā/ 

‘get [someone] to remove!’ 

Low-tone words attesting the East-West initial 

voicing distinction are shown in (47) for each of the five 

points of articulation. 

(47) Low-tone words involving East-West initial voicing 

distinction 

 

For all words attesting the initial voicing distinction 

between dialects, I assume that L is linked with the mora 

immediately following the historically de-aspirated 

consonant. This is the place in the lexical structure that 

was previously characterized by the lowering of pitch 

following breathy voicing. The derivation of surface tone 

for such words is shown in (48) below. 

When the first syllable of such a word is stressed, 

the assigment of H on the second mora creates an LH 

sequence. The LH sequence precipitates a low-rising 

melody that commences at an extra-low pitch on the first 

mora and resolves in a mid pitch on the second mora. 

(48) Derivation for /'kòrɔ/ (/'gòrɔ/) ‘horse’ 
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When such words are stressed on a subsequent 

syllable, the low-rising melody occurs on that syllable and 

a level low pitch occurs on all preceding syllables. Some 

examples are shown in (49). 

(49) Cross-dialectal voice variation for words featuring 

non-initial low-rising tone 

 

The level low pitch preceding the low-rising 

contour is readily observed in the contrast between 

/pà'rās/[pᴧ'ră:s] ‘steam’ and /pa'rā/ [pᴧ'ră:] ‘teach!’  
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The derivation for the surface tones of /pìge'ār/ 

(/bìgī'ār/) ‘wolf’ is shown in (50). 

(50) Derivation for /pìge'ār/ (/bìgī'ār/) ‘wolf’ (L-spread 

indicated by diagonal lines) 

 

In (50)a, L is shown as being pre-linked in the 

lexicon to the first mora, the vowel /i/. In (50) b, the third 

syllable (the last ‘heavy’ syllable) is shown as being 

stressed. L spreads right-ward from its lexical location to a 

point up to and including the first mora of the stressed 

third syllable. Next, H is assigned to the remaining mora of 

the stressed syllable, resulting in an LH sequence in the 

stressed syllable. On moras preceding the stressed 

syllable, the spread of L produces a phonetic level low 

pitch. In the stressed syllable, the LH sequence precipitates 

a low-rising surface melody which commences at an 

extralow pitch on the first mora and resolves in a mid pitch 

on the second mora. For words like /pà'tīĵɔ/ (/bà'tīĵɔ/) 

‘nephew’ and /dè'ārɔ/ (/dī'ārɔ/) ‘day’, the stressed syllable 
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is penultimate and so the low-rising melody resolves in the 

suffixal ultima, i.e. [pᴧ'tì:jɔ], [dè:'à:rɔ]. 

Summary of Analysis 

The analysis that has been presented so far can be 

summarized as follows. 

(1) Stress Placement: 

- The last heavy syllable of the word is stressed; if there is 

no heavy syllable, thepenultimate syllable is stressed; the 

last segment of the word is disregarded in 

thedetermination of syllable weight. 

- The causative suffix is always stressed; this fact overrides 

stress placement based onsyllable structure. 

-There is only one stress per word, no matter whether the 

word is monomorphemic ormorphologically complex. 

(2) Lexical L: 

- In a root, one mora may be pre-associated in the lexicon 

with an L tone; some roots inthe lexicon carry an L tone 

that is 'floating', i.e. it is underlyingly not associated with 

aspecific mora. (Usually, an L tone occurs on the mora that 

immediately follows anhistorical voiced aspirate or /h/; if 

there is no following mora in the root, then the L 

tonefloats.) 

(3) L-spread: 
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- An L tone spreads right-ward from its underlying position 

in the word, up to andincluding the first mora of the 

stressed syllable. (By implication, this rule does not 

applyto an L tone that does not precede the stressed 

syllable.) 

(4) L-docking: 

- A floating L docks on the first mora of a following 

morpheme; if there is no followingmorpheme, a floating L 

docks on the final mora of the root. 

(5) Default H: 

- H is associated with any empty mora in the stressed 

syllable; if there is no empty morain the stressed syllable, 

then H is associated with the immediately following mora. 

These basic rules account for the derivation of 

surface tonal melodies for all types oftone-bearing words 

in Gojri. 

Other Low-Tone Words 

Sin this section I describe low tone which is 

associated with initial /h/ and low tone related to the loss 

of medial /h/. 

Low Tone Associated with Initial /h/ 

As noted in 2.1.5, low tone is concommitant with 

the glottal fricative /h/. This ismost readily observed in the 

grammatical monosyllables /hàm/ ‘we’, /hū~/ ‘I’, and 
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theEastern present auxiliaries /hέ/ ‘is’ and /hέ~/ ‘are’ (cf. 

Western /ɛ/ ‘is/are’). Such wordsattest the linkage of 

lexical L with the mora following initial /h/. When a word 

beginningwith /h/ is stressed on the first syllable, the 

frication is audible and the derivation ofsurface tone is 

identical to that shown for /'kòrɔ/ (/'gòrɔ/) ‘horse’ in (48). 

However, when a word beginning with /h/ is 

stressed on a subsequent syllable, thereis no friction and 

level low pitch occurs with every syllable preceding the 

low-rising pitchcontour commencing on the stressed 

syllable. The phonetic differences attending changeof 

stress from the first syllable to a subsequent syllable are 

most clearly shown bycomparison of causative and non-

causative forms of verbs beginning with /h/. 

Someexamples are shown in (51). 

(51) Causative and non-causative pairs of verbs beginning 

with /h/ 

 

Some examples with polysyllabic stems are given in 

(52). For all these words and thecausative verbs in (51) 

above, the derivation of surface tone (via L-spread) is 

identical tothat shown for /pìge'ār/ (/bìgī'ār/) ‘wolf’ in 

(50). 
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(52) Words beginning with /h/ that are stressed on a non-

initial syllable. 

 

There is evidence suggesting that the unstressed, 

low-pitch first syllables of wordslike those in (52) (which 

also lack a phonetic onset) are vulnerable to elision and 

loss. Forexample, some speakers pronounce /hà'vā/ ‘wind’ 

as monosyllabic [vă:]. Such loss alsoaccounts for the 

difference between the Eastern /lāl/ ‘slay!’ and the 

Western cognate/hì'lāl/. The process is also attested by 

Western copular forms like /wέ gɔ/ ‘(he) will be’(Eastern 

/'hòwε kɔ/), in which lexical L is all that survives of the 

verb stem /hò/ ‘be’ andpresumably epenthetic /w/ has 

become word-initial (Western /wέnɔ/ ‘to be;’ cf. 

Marwari/vheno/ ‘to be’, Masica 1991:104). Likewise, the 

genitival first plural pronoun /'mārɔ/‘our’ surely 

represents the loss of a weakened first syllable from an 

older form attested by the Urdu cognate, /ha'mārā/, with 

retention of the L tone which was associated withthat 

syllable. 

Low Tone Related to Loss of Medial /h/ 

A large number of Gojri words feature the low-

rising pitch contour in a first syllableconsisting of 

consonant + long vowel in which the consonant is constant 
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crossdialectically.These words are cognate with Urdu 

words in which /h/ occurs between afirst-syllable short 

vowel and a second-syllable long vowel. The origin of the 

low tone forsuch words cannot be the de-aspiration of old 

initial voiced aspirates, since there is noEast-West voicing 

variation for the initial consonant and the set of initial 

consonants isnot limited to just stops. Rather, it appears 

that the historic erɔsion of medial /h/ andrelated loss of 

preceding short vowels has left a trace in the form of an L 

tone associatedwith the initial mora. The derivation of 

surface tones for such words is therefore identicalto that 

noted for words like /'kòrɔ/ (/'gòrɔ/) ‘horse’ shown in (48). 

(53) Low-tone words attesting loss of medial /h/ before 

long-vowel 

 

For a small number of words, stress falls on a non-

initial syllable and surface tones attest a medial, rather 

than initial, lexical L. Examples include /dāde'āl/ [da:de'ӑ:l] 
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‘paternal relatives’ (cf. /'dādɔ/ ‘paternal grandfather’ and 

/'ālā/ (/'hàlā/) ‘ones of ...’), and /male'àp/ [mᴧle'ᴧp] 

‘worm.’ For the latter example, it is not clear why stress 

and the low-rising tone occur on the short-vowel ultima. 

Other High-Tone Words 

Whereas low tone almost always derives from 

initial lexical L, high tone derives from medial or final 

lexical L. The historical source of lexical L in a given word is 

generally less transparent than it is for the various kinds of 

low-tone words described above. 

In addition to the high-tone verbs described in 

3.1.2.3, there are other high-tone words for which high 

tone is associated with the loss of aspiration in a non-

initial voiced aspirate. Some examples are shown in (54). 

The de-aspirated consonants remain voiced in both 

dialects. There are no Gojri words featuring a high-falling 

tone with a short vowel preceding a final voiceless 

consonant. 

(54) High-tone words associated with de-aspiration of 

non-initial voiced aspirates 
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For all such monosyllables, L is floating in the 

underlying form of the word, and the derivation of surface 

tones is identical to that shown above for /bàn/ ‘become!’ 

in (47)-(48). For all such two-syllable words, L is pre-linked 

in the lexicon with the mora following the de-aspirated 

consonant. Default H tone is then assigned to the single 

mora of the stressed first syllable, creating an HL sequence 

that is realized phonetically as a high-falling melody spread 

over the two syllables. The underlying and derived forms 

of /'bύdī/ ‘old woman’ are shown in (55). 

(55) Derivation for /' bύdī / ‘old woman’ 

 

Almost all other indigenous high-tone words 

involve lexical L following a medial orfinal long vowel. The 

sources of lexical L include loss of /s/ (e.g. /bī—/ ‘twenty’ 

vs. Urdu/bīs/) and loss of /h/ (e.g. /čā—/ ‘want’ vs. Urdu 

/čāh/). Many high-tone stems such as/gā—k/ ‘customer’ 

(Urdu /'gāhuk/) represent the loss of medial /h/ after a 

long vowel alongwith loss of the following unstressed 

short-vowel syllable and subsequent association ofL with 
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the end of the long vowel. Some examples of high-tone 

words attesting medial orfinal L are shown in (56). 

(56) Contrast between high-falling and level tonal 

melodies 

 

 

The derivation of surface tone for such words is 

shown in (57) for /'bótī/ ‘bride.’ 

(57) Derivation for /'bótī/ ‘bride’ (stressed syllable is 

circled) 

 

In (57)b, an HL sequence is created by the 

assignment of H to the first mora of the stressed syllable, 

the mora which immediately precedes lexical L. The HL 
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sequence precipitates a high-falling melody which 

commences on the stressed syllable and resolves in the 

following suffixal syllable. For monosyllabic words like 

/bā—/ ‘arm’, the high-falling melody commences on the 

first mora and resolves on the second mora of the root 

vowel. I have not investigated the historical antecedents of 

lexical L for these words, nor is such information needed 

to determine the location of L within words. 

Low Tone Co-occurring with Aspiration 

For a few words such as those in (58), low tone co-

occurs with aspiration. In my research to date, all 

instances noted involve the segment /th/. 

(58) Co-occurrence of low tone and aspiration 

 

Only for the Eastern word /'thòṛī/ ‘hammer’ is the 

origin of lexical L transparent (from comparison with 

cognates retaining an initial /h/). Further research is likely 

to reveal the source of L for the other examples shown 

here. Words showing that low tone is not automatic with 

/th/ include /'thoṛī/ ‘a little (fem.)’ and /'thānɔ/ ‘police 

station.’ 

Elsewhere, low tone and aspiration contrast. Some 

examples include /ṭànḍ/ ‘still water’ vs. /ṭhanḍ/ ‘cold’, 
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/kàl/ ‘pour!’ vs. /khal/ ‘stop, wait!’, and /'čātī ('mārnī)/ 

‘(playing) peek-a-boo’ vs. /'chātī/ ‘chest, upper torso.’ This 

contrast is limited to the Eastern dialect, since the initial 

consonants of the corresponding low-tone words in the 

Western dialect are voiced rather than voiceless. 

3.2 Representation of Gojri Tone 

3.2.1 Tone Marking in Orthography Design 

While the literature on tone marking is not 

extensive, recent empirical studies in African tonal 

languages by Bird and others he cites (1997) demonstrate 

that exhaustive marking of surface tone is detrimental to 

fluent reading, as is ‘zero marking’ – ignoring tone 

altogether. The former extreme is born of the traditional 

compulsion to represent every phonemic contrast in the 

orthography, but often results in solutions that are 

cumbersome and notoriously difficult for mother-tongue 

readers to master. The latter extreme rightly 

acknowledges the ability of readers to identify words 

based on contextual and other clues, but in many 

languages leaves readers to ‘stumble and guess 

unnecessarily’ (Bird 1996, citing Nida 1964:27). The 

compromise approach advocated by Bird (1996) on 

theoretical and experimental grounds involves 

representing the underlying or ‘lexical’ tone elements 

while maintaining a constant word image, given that ‘post-

lexical’ spell-out is phonologically predictable and 

presumably automatic for linguistically naive 
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mothertongue readers. Such an approach has the added 

advantage of tending to minimize dialect differences (Bird 

1996:25), and is even more promising for languages like 

Gojri in which the tone pattern of each word remains 

basically constant (i.e. is not very sensitive to phrasal 

influences). 

A fourth approach would mark tone only when 

necessary for disambiguation, much as Urdu diacritics 

indicating vowel quality are normally employed only to 

distinguish ambiguous pairs. This would necessarily involve 

special tone diacritics, as optional writing of tone 

graphemes (letters) in a linear and cursive Perso-Arabic 

representation would largely preclude maintenance of 

fixed word images. Marking tone with diacritics would 

avoid this problem, allowing for optionality in books and 

complete tone marking in primary literacy materials. In my 

opinion, however, a diacritic solution is inferior to that 

suggested by the correspondence of Gojri lexical L with 

Urdu /h/ and aspiration (with voiced consonants). Given 

the influence of Urdu and literate Gujars’ familiarity with 

Urdu spellings, a representation that maintains fixed word 

images between Gojri and Urdu cognates has the greatest 

potential to facilitate transitional literacy and the 

acceptance of Gujar literature among Urdu-literate 

Gujjars. The challenge then is to achieve a solution that 

utilizes Urdu-based spellings in a consistent representation 

of underlying rather than ssurface Gojri tonal facts. 
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Evaluation of Conventions In-Use 

Orthographic solutions to date have all attempted, 

whether consciously or unconsciously, to represent Gojri 

tones as per the representation of their cognate segments 

in Urdu: by means of do chashmi he, , denoting 

aspiration, and choti he, , (rendered /nikī hè/ in Gojri) 

denoting the voiceless glottal fricative /h/. One common 

pattern is for literate Gujjars to slavishly write Gojri as they 

write Urdu, with no awareness of Gojri tonal phenomena. 

In writing of this type, tone is usually only represented, 

albeit accidentally, in tonal words that have known Urdu 

cognates. Tone is usually ignored in words that are 

uniquely Gojri, because writers are both unaware of tone 

and lacking any technique for transcribing it. Some literate 

Gujjars intuitively identify tone as aspiration, and by 

analogy to known Gojri-Urdu cognate relationships will 

write this ‘aspiration’ on uniquely Gojri words (their 

Pronunciation of Urdu may reflect this identification, i.e. 

they convert instances of Urdu /h/ and aspiration into low-

rising and high-falling tone melodies). In my experience, 

the writing produced by both types of literates is highly 

idiosyncratic and inconsistent from one occurrence of a 

word to the next. High tones occurring with medial long 

vowels tend to get particularly ignored, since cognate 

relationships of such words with Urdu words are 

comparatively less transparent. 

Among the few who are aware of tone and 

consciously reflect on how to write it, some, in keeping 
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with the default tendency to write words the way they 

sound, attempt to represent all of the surface tonal 

contrasts. (An additional motivation, that of making the 

representation phonetically transparent for learners of 

Gojri as a second language (Sharma 1979:150), is 

minimized here because, as we shall see, it is at odds with 

the Gujjars’ own needs for a representation that 

potentially works for both dialects and that maximizes 

ease of reading skill transfer to and from Urdu.) The 

difficulty with writing surface tones lies in determining 

which of the two Urdu letters should represent which 

tonal pattern in a given context. The problem is 

exacerbated by the fact that even for Urdu their 

employment has only recently been standardized, with do 

chashmi he now prescribed for all aspiration and choti he 

for all instances of /h/ (Mathews 1999:xxvi). It should be 

evident from the variety of tone phenomena described 

above, however, particularly from that shown in 3.1.2.3, 

that the traditional ideal of consistently representing one 

toneme with one grapheme while maintaining constant 

shape of lexical roots is not achievable for Gojri (e.g. the 

addition of the causative suffix turns a high tone verbal 

root into a low tone stem). Furthermore, since the 

mapping of Gojri toneme to Urdu phoneme/grapheme is 

not one-to-one, at some point a surface representation 

must compromise in favor of either the Urdu spellings or 

tonemic-graphemic correspondence. 
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Writing of Low Tone Occurring with Initial /h/ 

in Monosyllables 

If there is any ‘given’ or non-negotiable convention 

which can be taken as a starting point for either an 

underlying or surface approach to tone marking (aside 

from leaving the level tone unmarked), it is the 

representation of word-initial low-rising tones, 

concommitant with /h/ in monosyllables, with choti he. 

This decision is largely unconscious and is based on the 

spelling of Urdu cognates. The practice is nearly universal 

in Gojri writing. Since initial /h/ in Gojri monosyllables is 

always followed by the low-rising tone, this decision would 

tentatively associate choti he with the low toneme or 

lexical L, depending upon one’s perspective. Thus, the first 

person pronouns and present auxiliaries, together the 

highest frequency words involving tone of any kind, 

remain constant between the two languages: 

(59) Uniform spellings for Gojri and Urdu first person 

pronouns and present auxiliaries 
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Surface Approach to Low Tone Related to Loss 

of Initial Aspiration 

Extending the association of choti he with low 

tone here to the possibility of itsrepresentation of low 

tone everywhere leads next to an evaluation of its 

suitability for low tones resulting from the de-aspiration of 

initial voiced aspirates (see 3.1.2.4 above), e.g. writing /kā/ 

(/gā/) ‘grass’ as . Such an approach is advocated by 

Sharma (1979:150; 2001: personal communication) and 

has been utilized in Pakistan by Sabir Afaqi and his 

associates. The impetus behind this convention is the 

desire to represent the initial consonant as de-voiced, per 

its Eastern Pronunciation, while avoiding the intolerable 

ambiguity with voiceless aspirated segments that would 

result from using do chashmi he for the following low-tone 

vowel. For example, /kā/ (/gā/) ‘grass’ and /khā/ ‘eat!’ 

would both be written as . 

Unfortunately this approach has its own problems. 

First and most obviously, since the segments in question 

remain voiced in the Western dialect, the use of choti he in 

these contexts unnecessarily precludes the possibility of a 

single representation for both dialects. This problem by 

itself may not be of great concern to Eastern writers, who 

are seldom if ever exposed to Western speech. It can be 

demonstrated, however, that the approach is problematic 

even for the Eastern phonology because it creates 

unnecessary ambiguity between certain low-rising and 

high-falling pairs of tonal words; for example, /kā/ (/gā/) 
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‘grass’ is written as , while /kā~/ ‘we say’ is written as 

. Such ambiguity is particularly evident wherever low-

rising and high-falling tones contrast within syllables 

featuring short (or written as short, as in the case of /ɛ/) 

vowels. A few such ambiguous examples are shown in 

(60). 

(60) Ambiguous Eastern low-tone/high-tone pairs 

 

Granted, such ambiguities are few in number and 

would scarcely present anydifficulty for Gujjar literates, 

but the larger pattern they represent could be a serious 

challenge for new readers. The ambiguity issues from the 

fact that all Gujjar writers have continued writing the 

verbs /kέ-/ ‘say’ and /rέ-/ ‘stay’ as per their Urdu spellings, 

i.e. with the initial consonant joined to choti he, but 
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without writing the vowel /ɛ/ (Urdu /ah/, approximating 

but shorter than /ai/ + /h/). By itself, representing the 

Gojri segment /έ/ with choti he is good, since 

morphophonemic changes alter /έ/ in a majority of 

contexts anyway, and this practice allows the lexical roots 

to remain constant in writing before any suffixed vowel. 

Furthermore, it also maintains a constant word shape 

between the two languages. For example, Urdu /ra'ho/ 

and Gojri /rɔ/, ‘stay!’ can both be represented by ; 

Urdu /ka'ho/ and Gojri /kɔ/, ‘say!’ can both be represented 

by (cf. 5.2). 

This convention, however, together with using 

choti he for low tones resulting fromthe de-aspiration of 

initial voiced aspirates, perpetuates an ambiguous system 

in which,given the unusually high frequencies of /kέ-/ ‘say’ 

and /rέ-/ ‘stay’ in Gojri text (the latterbeing an important 

grammatical morpheme), the new reader has to memorize 

whichinstances of choti he indicate which type of tone. 

And of course the transitional readermust learn two 

spellings (Gojri and Urdu) for a great many pairs of 

cognates like those for‘mare’: /'kòṛī/ and /'ghoṛī/ 

. (respectively). This disadvantage, along withthe 

introduction of ambiguity between representations of 

high-tone and low-tone shortvowels, constitutes 

compelling grounds to consider better orthographic 

solutions – evenfor the Eastern phonology.3 
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Writing of /έ/ 

The preceding discussion, however, may be enough 

to establish a second orthographic ‘given’, namely, that 

the segment /έ/ - cognate with Urdu /ah/ - is well 

represented by a choti he per the Urdu spelling convention 

(note: reducing ambiguity by writing the vowel /ɛ/ would 

preclude a morphophonemic representation, since /ɛ/ is 

always altered before vowel suffixes). This convention is 

followed in all Gojri writing. Some examples are shown in 

(61). 

(61) /έ/ written with choti he and no other vowel letter 

 
Particularly from the perspective of surface tone 

marking, this practice may appear to contradict the first 

given, by which choti he is associated with initial low 

tones. Against any charge of ambiguity, however, is the 

fact that the distributions of initial and noninitial choti he 

are constrained such that no ambiguous spellings can be 

adduced. But if the approach that marks only underlying 

lexical L is adopted, there is no contradiction between 

these two ‘givens.’ The former can be seen as marking 
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lexical L initially, which after L-spread and the assignment 

of H on the second mora of the stressed syllable will 

invariably precipitate the low-rising pitch contour. The 

latter can be seen as marking lexical L root-finally (it is 

lexically linked with the second mora of /ɛ/), which after 

the assigment of H to the first mora of the stressed 

syllable (i.e. the root nucleus) will invariably precipitate 

the high-falling pitch contour. For the lexical tone-marking 

approach, then, choti he and do chashmi he do not 

represent two distinct tonemes; rather, they are 

allographs representing lexical L, and their distributions 

are constrained by Urdu spelling patterns rather than by 

surface tonal contrasts. 

Iconic Approach to Low Tone Related to Loss of 

Initial Aspiration 

Returning to the representation of low tones 

resulting from the de-aspiration of initial voiced aspirates, 

we now consider the remaining alternative, that of 

preserving the Urdu voiced aspirate spellings which consist 

of the voiced consonants joined to do chashmi he. 

For Eastern Gojri, such a solution is iconic rather 

than phonemic (cf. Bird 1996:35), since the consonants are 

voiceless in initial position. It has been adopted for Punjabi 

(Parvez 1996:47-54), the phonology of which is identical in 

this respect to that of Eastern Gojri. The leading 

proponents of this technique for Gojri have been the 

(Eastern-speaking) Gujjar scholars associated with the 
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Jammu & Kashmir Academy of Art, Culture & Languages. In 

the introduction to their Gojri Dictionary (1985) the editors 

explain that they have utilized the Urdu orthography, and 

that the Urdu digraphs for initial /bh/, /dh/, /ḍh/, /ĵh/, and 

/gh/ are pronounced in Gojri (Eastern) as /p /, /t /, /ṭ /, /č  /, 

and /k /, respectively. These scholars have applied this 

approach more or less consistently in their many Gojri 

publications. Its advantages should be clear by now, 

namely, that it offers a uniform representation for both 

dialects while maintaining a constant word image with 

Urdu and avoiding the ambiguities created by writing the 

consonants as voiceless (whether joined with choti he or 

do chashmi he). Consider the sample spellings in (62): 

(62) Spellings for low-tone words related to loss of initial 

aspiration 
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In my experience, Eastern literates in Pakistan (who 

have never seen their language in print) often reject this 

iconic solution upon initial exposure. They feel it is 

contrary to their distinct Pronunciation, and say that the 

Western dialect doesn’t concern them. However, Eastern 

speakers need not think that the iconic solution is based 

on the lowprestige Western dialect, but rather on Urdu, 

the high-prestige language of wider communication for 

Muslim Gujjars in all locations. Thus, when presented with 

the ambiguities created by the alternative and the 

considerations for Urdu transitional literacy, their 

impression becomes favorable. The counter-intuitive 

nature of this solution thus underscores the need for 

orthography promotion, and for orthographic explanation 

in the introductions to Gojri publications and literacy 

materials. 

As for pedagogical method, the five segments in 

question, along with the five voiceless aspirates, must be 

taught iconically as digraphs, i.e. as single alphabetic units. 

For example, new Eastern readers using the Gojri Alphabet 

Primer (Thikri & Losey 2001) in Pakistan readily learn to 

associate the /gh/ digraph . with the segment /k  / by 

looking at the pictured horse, /'kòṛɔ/. Similarly, they learn 

to associate the /kh/ digraph with the segment /kh/ by 

looking at the pictured donkey, /'khotɔ/. Eastern speakers 

already literate in Urdu need only a concise orthographic 

‘key’, such as that contained in the Gojri Dictionary, when 

transitioning to Gojri text. 
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The solution detailed immediately above, then, is 

superior to its leading alternative, the phonemic solution 

proposed by Sharma (1979:150). To summarize, the 

problems with the phonemic solution are that it ‘splits’ the 

Eastern and Western dialects, complicates transitional 

literacy by precluding consistency of word images with 

Urdu, introduces ambiguities for short vowels even within 

the Eastern dialect, and at present enjoys comparatively 

little use. Furthermore, the phonemic solution is ill-

equipped to represent the effects of L-spread on words 

like /Pà'tīĵɔ/ (/Bà'tīĵɔ/) ‘nephew’ and /pà'ṛās/ (/bà'ṛās/) 

‘steam.’ To be consistently phonemic, awkward spellings 

like those on the farthest right in (62) would be needed to 

indicate that the first unstressed syllables also bear low 

tone (and are tonally distinct from words like /Na'tīĵɔ/ 

‘result’ and /Pa'ṛā/ ‘teach!’). The iconic solution, by 

representing lexical L only (via familiar Urdu-ized 

spellings), enables readers to correctly interpret low tone 

from the beginning of the word through to the low-rising 

pitch contour on the stressed syllable, based on their 

innate awareness of stress. Given intrinsic merits such as 

this and the pervasive influence of the Academy’s 

publications, the adoption in Pakistan and Pakistan-

occopied Kashmir of the iconic solution promoted by the 

Academy represents the best opportunity for the broader 

Gojri movement to achieve a standard, internally 

consistent representation. 
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Writing of High-Tone Words (Other than /έ/ - 

Type) 

The remaining orthographic matters pertaining to 

tone have received relatively little attention to date, with 

writers typically defaulting to the Urdu spellings or, when 

words lack an Urdu cognate, often ignoring the tone 

entirely. This is probably because the remaining tonal 

phenomena occur less frequently and are more 

problematic than those considered thus far in this section. 

Sharma (1979:151) proposes that the high toneme be 

represented by do chashmi he written immediately after 

the vowel bearing high tone. This, however, would put the 

do chashmi he immediately after a consonant whenever 

the vowel was short (or perceived as short), given the 

practice of not writing high-tone (or otherwise) short 

vowels. This in turn would create many ambiguities with 

voiceless aspirates and low-tone segments, the latter 

rightly consisting of a (voiced) consonant followed by do 

chashmi he. Any related proposal (I know of none) for 

explicitly writing the short vowels and /έ/ would be 

problematic in view of the widely accepted practice of 

ignoring them or of writing /έ/ simply as choti he. 

Representing the short vowels with the appropriate 

diacritics would not reduce the ambiguities created by 

Sharma’s proposal, since the consonants would still get 

joined to do chashmi he. 

An Urdu-ized solution to the writing of high-tone 

words is suggested by two different spelling patterns for 
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Urdu cognates. Both patterns are used for Gojri high-tone 

words when the spellings of such words are known from 

Urdu. These patterns are not, however, consistently 

applied to uniquely Gojri words. 

Writing of High Tone Associated with Loss of Medial /h/ 

The first and most common spelling pattern 

features choti he or bari he, , (in the Arabic ‘gentleman’ 

and ‘wedding ceremony’ below) written after the high-

tone long vowel, as shown in (63). It corresponds to the 

words shown in (56) in 3.1.2.7. 

(63) High-tone words written with post-vocalic he, per 

spelling of Urdu cognates 

 

Uncommon in Gojri are high-tone medial short 

vowels having Urdu cognates other thanthe kind shown 

below in (64). Words featuring high-tone medial short 
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vowels but lackingsuch cognates can be written with choti 

he after the vowel diacritic, by extension of thispattern 

and the pattern noted earlier for /έ/, e.g. /'túmat/ 

‘slander’  

Writing of High-Tone Associated with De-aspiration 

The second, lower-frequency spelling pattern 

features do chashmi he after a voicedconsonant, as 

shown in (64). It corresponds to the words shown in (54) in 

3.1.2.7 and tothe non-causative verbs presented in 3.1.2.3. 

(64) High-tone words written with final do chashmi he, 

per spelling of Urdu cognates 

 

The Urdu-ized spellings presented above for both 

patterns are superior to any surface spellings of high-tone 

words, despite variation in position and appearance. By 

representing the location of lexical L, whether by a post-

vocalic choti he or final do chashmi he, such spellings 
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clearly indicate the high-falling pitch contour to mother-

tongue readers. Furthermore, these spellings maintain a 

relatively constant word image between Gojri and Urdu. 

The greatest advantage to adopting both patterns for 

Gojri, however, is that writing do chashmi he after 

formerly aspirated voiced consonants maintains a constant 

word image for many non-causative and causative pairs of 

Gojri verbs like those in (65). Any surface representation 

(whether representing the high toneme everywhere with 

post-vocalic do chashmi he or, better, with post-vocalic 

choti he everywhere given its prior association via /kέ-/ 

‘say’ and /rέ-/ ‘stay’) must resort to two surface spellings: 

one for the high-tone root and another for the low-tone 

causative. However, the Urduized representation of lexical 

L by means of post-consonantal do chashmi he enables 

readers to interpret high tone and, alternately, low tone 

from a single spelling of the root. Consider these 

examples: 

(65) Spellings for high-tone root and low-tone causative 

pairs of verbs 
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The final pair in (65) is unique in that it shows the 

effect of L-spreading through an intervening root-final 

consonant and onto the stressed causative suffix. Only the 

Urdubased representation allows for correct indication of 

surface tones while avoiding awkward spellings which all 

but completely obscure any relationship between the two 

stems. An analysis mistakenly linking lexical L with root-

final /k/ rather than with /ṛ/ would lead to the spelling 

shown to the far right of the bottom line in (65), the final 

syllable of which is ambiguous with the aspirated level 

tone /khā/ ‘eat!’ 

A similar pair of verbs are /pɔč/ ‘arrive!’ and /pɔ'čā/ 

‘deliver!’ As indicated by its voicelessness, the root-final 

consonant has not been de-aspirated like those presented 
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above. Rather, the root is a contraction of an older form 

attested by the Urdu cognate /pa'hunč/ ‘arrive!’ Writing 

lexical L with choti he after the vowel and before the final 

consonant accounts for L-spread through that consonant 

and onto the stressed causative suffix, while avoiding a 

spelling ambiguous with the aspirated level tone sequence 

/čhā/ (cf. /čhā~/ ‘shade’). The spellings which correctly 

indicate surface tones are thus  ‘arrive!’ and 

‘deliver!’ Again, any other analysis and related spellings 

would complicate the interpretation of surface tones. 

Writing of Other Low-Tone Words 

Three remaining kinds of low-tone words warrant 

discussion, the first two involving a small number of words 

and the third constituting a much broader pattern. 

Writing of Polysyllabic Words Beginning with /h/ 

The tone and spelling issues related to words like 

/Pà'tīĵɔ/ (/Bà'tīĵɔ/) ‘nephew’ and /pà'ṛās/ (/bà'ṛās/) ‘steam’ 

are similar to those for words like /hà'mešā~/ ‘always’ 

which were presented in 3.1.2.6. The latter begin with /h/ 

but are stressed on a non-initial syllable, and like the 

former words bear low tone on all syllables preceding the 

stressed syllable, followed by a low-rising pitch on the 

stressed syllable. Most Gujjar writers simply write these 

words with initial choti he (e.g. /hà'mešā~/ ‘always’), 

per their familiarity with the spellings of Urdu cognates 

(e.g. /ha'mešā/ ‘always’). This practice actually 

constitutes a ‘shallow’ orthographic solution and is often 
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followed even by those normally advocating a phonetic 

approach to spelling. A surface representation would mark 

the low-rising tone where it is heard on the stressed 

syllable, and begin with a vowel since /h/ is not 

phonetically realized (e.g.  [ᴧ'mè:šá~] ‘always’, in 

which the first-syllable low tone still remains unwritten). A 

natural application of this approach would spell the 

intransitive verb /hàl/ [hăl]‘shake!’ as , and its transitive 

(i.e. causative) counterpart /hà'lā/ [à'lă:] trans. ‘shake!’ as 

. Such spellings preclude a constant image of the Gojri 

root, as well as precluding a constant word image between 

Gojri and Urdu. The Urdu-ized practice of simply writing 

initial lexical L with initial choti he is the best solution for 

all words of this type. 

Writing Low Tone in Words Featuring Initial Aspiration 

Words in which low tone and aspiration co-occur 

(see 3.1.2.8) are most commonly written with reference 

only to aspiration. Thus, /'thāîrɔ/ ['thà:rɔ:] pl. ‘your’ is 

spelled and /'thānɔ/ ['tha:ṇɔ]‘to be found’ is spelled 

. An alternative phonemic approach representing both 

low tone and aspiration would yield awkward spellings for 

/thārɔ/: or worse, . Ignoring the tone altogether is 

the best solution for such words, since only a handful are 

truly indigenous and lack accepted Urdu spellings. The 

interpretation of indigenous words like the two spelled 

above is greatly assisted by contextual clues (given the 

unique semantics of these two words), and I have not yet 
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encountered any ambiguities between such words and 

aspirated level-tone words. 

Writing Low Tone not Associated with Loss of Aspiration 

This category includes all words with Urdu 

cognates featuring medial /h/ before a long vowel (see 

(53) in 3.1.2.6), as well as many which do not. The fact that 

Urdu medial /h/ corresponds to both Gojri high tone 

(3.1.2.7) and low tone (3.1.2.6) means that any phonemic 

spelling approach which values compatibility with Urdu is 

forced either to promote some spellings which are 

contrary to Urdu or to accept ambiguity in the 

interpretation of choti he. Since most Gojri words of the 

type corresponding to medial/h/ before a long vowel in 

Urdu are in fact Perso-Arabic loans whose spellings are 

wellknown to literate Gujjars, there is little warrant for 

promoting unique Gojri spellings (although diacritics 

representing Urdu first-syllable short vowels must be 

omitted for Gojri). Examples of such loans are shown in 

(66). 

(66) Spellings of Perso-Arabic loans pronounced with low 

tone in Gojri. 
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Along with such borrɔwed spellings, some Gujjar 

writers, including the editors of the Academy dictionary, 

have been writing indigenous words of this type using do 

chashmi he by analogy with Urdu-ized spellings for low 

tones resulting from de-aspiration (see 3.2.2.4). Others 

write all such words with choti he, consistent with their 

writing of low tones resulting from de-aspiration (by 

analogy with the spellings of loans like those in (66)). Some 

common words for which such alternate spellings are used 

are shown in (67). 

(67) Alternate spellings for indigenous low-tone words 

not related to de-aspiration 
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In between the words which are clearly loans and 

those which are truly indigenous are many more words 

which are not thought of as loans (and which might be 

indigenous) but whose Urdu cognates do have known 

spellings. For a small number of words like /'kānī/ 

(/'gānī/) ‘story’ the Urdu medial-/h/ spelling 

(/Ka'hānī/) might be abandoned in favor of , so that 

both dialects can be represented by a single form. 

Conversely, words beginning with any of the plosives /p/, 

/b/, /t/, /d/, /č/, /ĵ/, /ṭ/, /ḍ/, /k/, and /g/ but not showing 

the initial voicing variation between dialects should always 

be written with the Urdu spellings to avoid confusion 

about voicing, e.g. /'bādar/ ‘brave’ (Urdu /ba'hādar/) 

and  /pāṛ/ ‘rɔcky crag’ (Urdu /pa'hāṛ/ ‘mountain’). For 

words beginning with any other consonant (i.e. any lacking 

a homorganic voiceless or voiced counterpart), there is no 

reason to promote a unique Gojri spelling (aside from 

unique Gojri endings), given the frequency of medial-/h/ 

loan spellings in the lexicon. In practice such words are 

typically written with Urdu spellings, but the do chashmi 

he spellings are also possible. Some examples of this 

variation are shown in (68). 

(68) Alternate spellings for Gojri low-tone words cognate 

with Urdu medial-/h/ words 
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The remaining problem, then, is that there are two 

competing representations for unique Gojri low-tone 

words not resulting from de-aspiration. Since there are no 

lowtone roots featuring initial short vowels which are not 

the result of de-aspiration, neither choti he nor do chashmi 

he written before a long vowel create any ambiguities with 

hightone roots (assuming rejection of the ambiguous 

practice of writing choti he for low-tone short vowels 

associated with de-aspiration, see 3.2.2.2). This is because 

both letters accurately represent the pre-vocalic location 

of lexical L (whereas choti he represents post-vocalic 

lexical L in high-tone words, provided it is consistently 

written after any explicit vowel). Therefore, since both 

representations rightly represent lexical L unambiguously 

and enjoy current use for large numbers of other Gojri 

words (assuming validation of the iconic representation 

for low tones resulting from de-aspiration), the spelling of 

uniquely indigenous words like those in (67) must be 

determined with reference to other criteria. 
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Two possible solutions are (1) to simply spell all 

low-tone words of this type with choti he, or (2) to spell 

with do chashmi he all such Gojri words for which 

transparent Urdu cognates are not found in modern Urdu 

dictionaries. Either solution is preferable to subjectively 

determining the spelling of each word on a case-by-case 

basis. The first solution may be preferable from the 

standpoint of maintaining constant word images between 

Gojri and Urdu, but its adoption is somewhat complicated 

by the proliferation of spellings like /mārɔ/ ‘our’ in the 

Gojri literature of Indian- side of Jammu and Kashmir.4 The 

second solution would afford an overall representation of 

low tone that is more uniform within Gojri itself, especially 

for text material that utilizes fewer nonindigenous words 

(i.e. it would strengthen rather than dilute the association 

of do chashmi he with the low toneme). Testing of both 

spelling patterns with new readers is needed to determine 

which potential ambiguity poses the greater problem: (1) 

the confusion of such do chashmi he spellings with 

spellings of words featuring initial voiceless aspiration; or 

(2) the confusion of such choti he spellings with spellings 

of high-tone words, especially those involving stems 

ending in /έ/ and a long-vowel suffix (e.g. /kā~/ ‘we 

say’). 

Evaluation Summary 

The evaluation presented above obviously reflects 

my own conviction that a tone representation which ‘joins’ 

the dialects and maximizes ease of transfer between Gojri 
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and Urdu is better than a representation that ‘splits’ the 

dialects and promotes unique Gojri spellings. I have 

extensively documented the claim that a consistent one-

to-one mapping of grapheme to toneme is impossible for 

any representation that values compatibility with Urdu. A 

surface representation for Gojri must admit high 

functional loads (and conflicting functions) for the letters 

do chashmi he and choti he, while still failing to represent 

all of the contrastive surface phenomena (most notably, 

any level low tone preceding a low-rising tone in words 

like /pὶge'āṛ/ (/bὶgī'āṛ/) ‘wolf’). 

The documentation demonstrates, however, that 

Urdu-based conventions in use by some Gujjar writers 

approximate a consistent representation of underlying 

lexical L. In this view, do chashmi he and choti he are 

allographs of lexical L, and their distributions are dictated 

by Urdu spelling patterns rather than by surface contrasts. 

Such Urdu-based spellings correctly indicate the 

interpretation of surface tones while maintaining 

consistency of word image within Gojri and between Gojri 

and Urdu. 

The full range of Urdu-based conventions for the 

representation of Gojri tonal words is presented in 

summary form in Table 8 below. The forms included in 

Table 8 are representative of the broader spelling patterns 

which I believe are suitable for standardization. I have not 

included any of the exceptional spellings noted elsewhere 
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above, for which only one or two examples exist in my 

present database. While all of the spellings in Table 8 are 

in use in some quarter, neither they nor the patterns they 

represent are applied consistently across-the-board. 

It remains then for Gujjar writers to decide 

together which conventions should be standardized, and 

which kinds of tonal words should be spelled according to 

each convention. The success of such decision-making will 

depend upon many factors, including broad-based 

participation (geographically and dialectically), the 

linguistic facts, and the testing of alternate solutions for 

representative tonal words like /'mārɔ/ ‘our’  
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COMPARATIVE GOJRI MORPHOSYNTAX 
What follows is only a preliminary statement of 

Gojri morphosyntax. I have necessarily limited myself to 

those topics which have a bearing on orthography and 

dialectal variation. I have attempted to exhaust the 

morphological phenomena in my data, while describing 

only those syntactic phenomena which are essential to 

understanding the morphological data and about which 

something unique can be said with respect to Gojri. 

Anyone having a basic familiarity with Indo-Aryan syntax 

should not be hindered by the resulting gaps in my 

analysis. Throughout I have utilized Masica’s (1991) labels 

and analytic categories to simplify cross-linguistic 

comparison. I have made no attempt, however, to 

reconcile my analysis with that of Sharma for Punch-

Rajauri Gojri (1982), although I do point out descriptive 

differences involving the shape of the morphemes 

themselves. 

4.1 Noun-Phrase Constituents and Operations 
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4.1.1 The Structure of Nouns and Noun Phrases 

4.1.1.1 Marked and Unmarked Nouns 

From the perspective of their morphological 

structure, two subclasses of nouns can be distinguished in 

Gojri. Some nouns bear an overt marker that encodes 

gender (masculine vs. feminine), number (singular vs. 

plural), and case (nominative vs. general oblique vs. 

general locative). Here, following common practice in 

Indo-Aryan linguistics, such nouns are called ‘marked’.  

Other nouns do not bear an overt marker for these 

categories. Such nouns are called ‘unmarked’. (The oblique 

plural marker /-ā~/ does not participate in this scheme of 

things. It attaches to both marked and unmarked nouns. 

The same is true for the vocative case marker in most of its 

forms.) 

The stems of marked nouns are ‘bound’ elements 

in the sense that they cannot occur on their own, without 

the inflectional marker. The structure of marked nouns can 

be described as follows: 

(69) STEM - INFL1 - (INFL2) 

INFL1 is the obligatory marker for gender, number, and 

case. INFL2 is a slot for an additional inflectional marker. 

This slot can be occupied by the oblique plural marker /-

ā~/ and by most forms of the vocative case marker. For 

example, consider the suffixes in (70): 
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The structure of unmarked nouns is shown in (71): 

(71) STEM - (INFL2) 

As stated above, unmarked nouns do not take the 

gender-number-case markers that occur in the INFL1 slot 

of marked nouns. However, unmarked nouns do combine 

with the INFL2 type of suffixes. For example consider the 

attachment of the oblique plural marker /-ā~/ to the 

unmarked noun /ric/ ‘bear’ in (72): 

 

In addition to taking the oblique plural marker /-

ā~/ and vocative case markers, certain stems of this class 

of nouns can also take an ablative case marker. 

The stems of nouns from both categories may be 

further analyzed into roots and derivational suffixes. The 

reader interested in Gojri derivational morphology should 

refer to Sharma (1982), as I have not attempted any 

description of that topic here. 

The Noun Phrase 

The basic structure of the Gojri noun phrase is not 

distinct from that described by Masica for Indo-Aryan 

generally (1991:373). The noun is the right-most element 
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in the phrase, with optional modifiers occurring to the left. 

While the order of these modifiers is not rigid, it may be 

generalized as follows: 

(73) (Gen P) / (Dem) (Quant) (Adj P)* (Gen P) + N 

(The asterisk (*) indicates that more than one such 

constituent may occur in the specified location.) 

That is, a noun phrase consists of a noun, preceded 

by an optional genitive phrase, one or more optional 

adjective phrases, an optional quantifier, and an optional 

demonstrative or genitive phrase. A genitive phrase 

consists of another noun and the genitive postposition /k-/ 

‘of’, and may indicate possession (e.g. /mumtāz kī/ 

‘Mumtaz’s [feminine noun]’) or quality (e.g. /makaī kī/ ‘of 

corn’). An adjective phrase usually consists of an adjective, 

optionally preceded by an adverb of degree, e.g. /muč 

lāyk/ ‘very intelligent’. The relative order of these 

constituents is shown in examples (74)-(76): 

 

‘Kaghan’s three very beautiful lakes’  
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Gender and Number 

Unmarked nouns have inherent gender, while their 

number in a given context will be coded elsewhere in the 

noun phrase. Marked nouns are inflected to distinguish 

masculine from feminine and plural from singular (the 

latter not in all instances) within a single suffix. Table 9 

shows the inventory of these gender-number agreement 

suffixes: 

Table 9. Gender-Number Agreement Suffixes 
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Masica uses the term ‘adjectival concord’ (AC) 

(1991:260) for suffixes of this type. In addition to marking 

nouns and adjectives, these AC suffixes occur widely 

within the verb phrase. Within the noun phrase these 

suffixes denote unmarked or nominative case. 

Note that feminine singular and feminine plural are 

collapsed in the Western dialect. Since singular and plural 

number are also often collapsed in the verbal morphology 

of this dialect, number can only be distinguished for 

feminine nouns by means of a quantifier, by context, or by 

the number of a pronoun. The distinction between 

feminine singular and feminine plural is maintained in the 

Eastern dialect only on marked nouns (optionally - and 

normally omitted in nominative if clear from a quantifier 

or pronoun), the relative pronoun, verbs, and auxiliaries. 

Adjectives, the genitive postposition, and other modifiers 

in the noun phrase take the feminine singular suffix for 

agreement with feminine plural nouns. Compare the 

Eastern and Western sentences in (79), noting the 

distribution of the feminine plural suffix /ī~/: 
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. 

Case and Postpositions 

Case relations in Gojri are encoded by means of 

three inflectional categories, representing three degrees 

of proximity to the noun stem. Masica organizes these 

categories as follows for Indo-Aryan languages: Layer I, 

consisting of suffixes; Layer II, consisting of morphemes 

whose attachment is mediated by a Layer I suffix; and 

Layer III, consisting of morphemes mediated by a Layer II 

element (1991:231-234). Nominative or ‘direct’ case is 

unmarked in Gojri; stems bearing adjectival concord 

function as subject in a wide variety of constructions and 

as ‘patient’ in ergative constructions. 

Layer I: Case-Marking Suffixes 

Most of the case-marking suffixes occur in the 

INFL1 slot of the Gojri noun (and therefore do not occur on 

unmarked nouns), while some of them occur in the INFL2 

slot. 
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/-ā/ oblique masculine singular: attaches in the 

INFL1 slot to indicate that a postposition further specifying 

case will follow a marked masculine singular noun. It 

cannot occur without a following postposition. 

/-ā~/ oblique plural: attaches in the INFL2 slot to 

indicate that a postposition further specifying case will 

follow a plural noun. It attaches after feminine AC suffixes 

on marked nouns, but deletes the AC vowel /ā/ when 

attaching to a marked masculine plural. When affixed to 

an unmarked noun, this suffix may be the only 

morphological indication of plurality. In the Eastern dialect 

only, other constituents of the noun phrase, including 

numerals and possessive adjectives, normally take this 

oblique plural suffix to show agreement with a head noun 

so marked. It cannot occur without a following 

postposition. 

/-ԑ/ locative singular: attaches in the INFL1 slot of 

marked masculine singular inanimate nouns and to the 

stems of various possessive adjectives, postpositions, and 

adverbs to indicate abstract location. (Location is 

expressed for other types of nouns by means of 

postpositions such as /mā/ ‘in’.) Nouns and postpositions 

which have nothing to do with locative or temporal 

notions cannot be so marked. 
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/-ԑ~/ locative plural: attaches in the INFL1 slot of 

inanimate marked masculineplural nouns to indicate 

abstract location. It may also attach to plural 

possessiveadjectives and to the plural demonstrative 

stems /ὶn-/ and /ún-/. This morpheme occursonly in the 

Eastern dialect, and Sharma (1982) does not report it for 

Punch-Rajauri Gojri.Unlike the locative singular it cannot 

occur with the genitive postposition (*/kԑ~/). 

 

/-ῡ/ ablative case: attaches in the INFL2 slot of 

select unmarked singular nouns toform adverbs indicating 

abstract point of origin: 

 

Eastern speakers from the Muzaffarabad area have 

the variant /-ῡ~/ in their speech, as do speakers of the 

Punch-Rajauri dialect (Sharma 1982:92). Some Western 

speakers have the variant /-o~/ in their speech. 
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/-ā/ vocative masculine singular: this and other 

vocative case suffixes mark the addressee. The vocative 

masculine singular suffix is phonetically identical to the 

oblique masculine singular, but unlike the oblique, it can 

attach to unmarked nouns and cannot be followed by a 

postposition. On marked masculine nouns and modifiers in 

the Eastern dialect, the attachment of this suffix in the 

INFL2 slot changes the masculine singular AC marker in the 

INFL1 slot from /-ɔ/ to /-e/ as shown in (83). 

(83) merɔ + ā > mereā 

It attaches in the INFL2 slot of all unmarked 

masculine nouns, but does not attach to unmarked 

modifiers. Note the marking on the marked adjective /nik-

/ ‘little’ and the unmarked noun /pῡt/ ‘son’ in (84)a. Note 

the marking on the marked noun /bač-/ ‘child’ and the lack 

of marking on the unmarked adjective /lāyk/ ‘smart’ in 

(84)b. 

 
The change of the AC marker from /-ɔ/ to /-e/ does 

not apply when the addressee is senior to the speaker and 

denoted by a marked noun such as /čāčɔ/ ‘paternal uncle’, 

/kākɔ/ ‘paternal uncle’, or /bābɔ/ ‘old man.’ In these cases 
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in the Eastern dialect, and for all occurrences of this suffix 

in the Western dialect, the suffix attaches in the INFL1 slot, 

replacing the AC vowel rather than changing it: 

 

The form /kāk-e-ā/ is possible in the Eastern dialect 

but normally reserved for goodnatured teasing, as it does 

not convey appropriate respect (cf. Sharma 1982:88). 

/-e/ vocative feminine singular (Eastern only): 

attaches in the INFL2 slot of marked feminine nouns and 

associated marked modifiers, but may not attach to 

unmarked nouns and modifiers: 
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In the Western dialect, the vocative is unmarked 

for all feminine singular nouns and associated modifiers: 

 

/-ɔ/ (/-ɔ~/) vocative plural: attaches to the stem of 

unmarked nouns and after the AC suffix on marked 

feminine nouns and modifiers. Its Eastern form is identical 

in shape to the vocative interjection /ɔ/ ‘Oh!’ In (88), note 

its attachment to the marked modifiers /mer-/ ‘my’ and 

/nik-/ ‘little’, and to the marked noun /tī/ (/dī/) ‘daughter.’ 

 

In the Eastern dialect it attaches to marked 

masculine nouns and modifiers after the AC suffix, 

changing the AC vowel from /ā/ to /ɛ/ as shown in (89): 

(89)E. merā + ɔ > mereɔ 

In the Western dialect it attaches directly to the 

stem of marked masculine nouns. The vocative plural does 

not attach to unmarked modifiers in the Eastern dialect, or 
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to any modifiers in the Western dialect. Consider examples 

(90)-(91). 

 

 

Nominal Paradigms 

Tables 10-12 present the regular inflections for 

marked animate nouns, marked inanimate nouns, and 

unmarked animate nouns, respectively; summarizing the 

distributions and attachments of the Layer I suffixes. 
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Unmarked inanimate nouns are inflected 

identically to those in Table 12, but only for nominative 

and oblique cases as they cannot take vocative suffixes. 
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Layer II: Postpositions Mediated by Oblique 

Case 

Primary or Case-Marking Postpositions 

Case-marking postpositions follow oblique-case 

nouns and pronouns. 

/ne/ agentive case: marks the agent of an ergative 

construction. In addition to the marking of agents with 

/ne/, ergative constructions in Gojri feature the perfective 

‘participle’ of a transitive verb (see 4.2.1.1), the 

nominative agreement (~AC) of which is always with the 

grammatical object rather than with the agent/subject: 

 

The most common use of /ne/ in discourse is with 

verbs of speaking like that in the first clause of (94). In 

such contexts where there is no expressed object, the 

agreement of the perfective form of the verb defaults to 

masculine singular. 
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In constructions where an indirect object is marked 

with dative case, /ne/ may mark the subject. Compare (95) 

with (96) and (97): 

 

 

The agentive postposition is reduced to /ԑ~/ or 

/e~/ in certain pronominal forms, particularly in the 

Western dialect (see 4.1.4). 

/te/ ablative case: most commonly marks source 

or origin (cf. English ‘from’) as in (98), and the undergoer 

of verbs of asking as in (99): 
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The Western sentence in (102) shows /te/ 

following locative case, as it may follow either oblique or 

locative case in that dialect. In Eastern it may occur only 

with oblique case. 

Dr. Sabir Afaqi tells me that the variant /tῡ~/ is in 

his own speech (recall the ablative suffix variant /-ῡ~/) and 

that /te~/ is used in other parts of Kashmir. Sharma 

reports the forms /dῡ~/ and /tῡ~/ for Punch-Rajauri Gojri 
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(1982:192). The Kunhari Muhajar Bakarwals from whom I 

elicited the word list in Appendix B have the variant /de/. 

/k-/ genitive case: normally indicates that there is 

a relationship between two nominal elements, particularly 

one of association or possession (cf. English ‘of’): 

 

Like other marked nouns and modifiers, the 

genitive postposition takes the full complement of 

nominative AC endings (save the feminine plural in 

Western) along with whatever locative, oblique, and 

vocative suffixes are allowed for marked words in a given 

dialect. When occurring in the nominative with a single 

noun, it indicates reference (akin to the English 

‘concerning’, ‘about’, ‘with respect to’): 

 

Sharma reports /g-/ as the genitive postposition for 

Punch-Rajauri (1982:121). This form is sometimes heard 

following nasals in Pakistan, particularly in Western 

varieties (see 2.5.5). In some Western varieties it also 
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occurs in contexts like /lakaṛī gɔ (sandῡk)/ ‘wooden 

(chest)’ (lit. ‘chest of wood’). Further research is needed to 

establish the distribution of this variant. 

/nā/ dative case: marks direct and indirect objects 

as in (106) and (107), respectively, the direction (‘to’) or 

purpose of (‘for’) the verbal action as in (108) and (109), 

respectively, and the experiencer subject in any ‘dative 

subject’ construction (Masica 1991:346) like that in (110): 

 

 
In the Western dialect, the dative postposition is 

reduced to /-ā~/ in third person singular pronominal 

forms. 
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Other Layer II Postpositions 

These postpositions occur with locative or oblique 

case. In Western there may be less precision about 

whether locative or oblique case is required for a given use 

of a postposition. 

/dar/ (/tā/) showing directionality: specifies 

direction of the verbal action. It overlaps somewhat with 

the dative postposition /nā/ but is not used for experience 

constructions. The distributions of this postposition are 

not identical for both dialects. 

In Eastern it follows locative case: 
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Layer III Postpositions 

This final category includes all remaining 

postpositions. These are optionally or necessarily 

mediated by the genitive /k-/ or ablative /te/ postpositions 

from Layer II. Most of the stems involved may also occur 

as adverbs, a use distinguished by placement in a position 

other than post-nominal together with the lack of a Layer 

II mediating postposition. 

Postpositions Mediated by the Genitive-Locative 

Postposition /kԑ/ 

Postpositions of this type occur optionally with the 

genitive postposition inflected for locative case, i.e. /kԑ/ or 

with the locative form of a possessive adjective (see 4.1.4). 

With or without /kԑ/, the modified noun must be in 

the oblique case. Those adverbs which are formed by 

adding the ablative suffix /-ῡ/ to postpositions of this type 

cannot occur with /kԑ/, but rather occur with an oblique-

case noun phrase. 

/nāl/ instrumental-sociative postposition (Masica 

1991:235). Consider these examples: 
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With the ablative suffix it forms the adverb /hèṭhῡ/ 

‘from under’.x 

/koḷ/ (/koḷԑ/) showing `proximity or 

possession: occurs necessarily with /kԑ/ after unmarked 

nouns in the Eastern dialect (130), without /kԑ/ after 

locative first and second person prounouns (131), and 

optionally with /kԑ/ after marked oblique nouns. 
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With the ablative suffix it forms the adverb /andrῡ/ 

‘from out of’. 

/apar/ (/upar/) (/po/) ‘on’: The form /apar/ 

(/upar/) is used with or without /kԑ/, while an additional 

Western variant /po/ occurs only without /kԑ/: 
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In Eastern, /apar/ with the ablative suffix forms the 

adverb /aprῡ/ ‘from off of’. 

/agԑ/ ‘ahead of’, ‘before’: consists of the root /ag-/ 

and the locative suffix /-ԑ/. It occurs optionally with /kԑ/ in 

locative constructions or /te/ in directional constructions: 
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Postpositions Mediated by the Ablative 

Postposition /te/ 

Postpositions of this type occur necessarily with 

the ablative postposition /te/ after an oblique case noun 

or pronoun. These include /bād/ ‘after’, /kāḍ/ ‘after’ 

(synonymous with /bād/), /pār/ ‘across’, /pέlā  / ‘before’ 

(which when occurring without /te/ is an adverb rather 

than a postposition), and /swā/ ‘without’. 

Those adverbs which are formed by adding the 

ablative suffix /-ῡ/ to postpositions of this type occur not 

with /te/, but with an oblique-case noun phrase. These 

include /kāḍῡ/ ‘afterwards’ and /pārῡ/ ‘from across’. 

Pronouns and Demonstratives 

Tables 13-15 below contain the Gojri personal 

pronouns in their various inflections, of which the third 

person nominative forms in tables 14 and 15 also function 

as demonstratives. Indefinite and relative pronouns, along 

with their corresponding interrogative forms, are shown in 

tables 16-17. The reflexive pronoun is shown in Table 18. 

For the purpose of highlighting variation, I have 

only shown ditto marks wherever a form in a paradigm is 
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identical to the one directly above. Genitive forms are 

generally shown only with masculine singular AC suffixes, 

although all of the suffixation shown for the noun in tables 

10 and 11, save the the feminine plural suffix, is equally 

applicable. Similarly, oblique forms are generally shown 

only with the dative postposition /nā/, although the 

ablative postposition /te/ also occurs with the same set of 

forms (however, with /te/, the Western singular stems are 

identical to those shown for Eastern in Table 13; the 

distribution of other postpositions varies). 

First and Second Person Pronouns 

Table 13. First and Second Person Pronouns/Possessive 

Adjectives 

 

The ‘genitive’ forms in Table 13 are possessive 

adjectives in form and function, i.e. their inflection and 

distribution are identical to that for marked adjectives (cf. 

Masica 1991:251). Forms shown as fused to postpositions 

are those which only occur when there are no intervening 
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words between the pronoun and postposition. The 

postposition is shown as a separate word wherever the 

shape of both morphemes remains unaltered by 

intervening words. 

As noted in 2.5.3, the Eastern first and second 

person plural agentive and oblique/dative forms shown 

here contract when there is no intervening word: 

(141) Contracted Eastern Agentive and Oblique/Dative 

Forms 

 

In the Eastern dialect, second person plural 

pronouns and associated agreement in the verb phrase are 

used honorifically for singular referents. The Western 

variety spoken by the Allaiwal Muhajar Bakarwals does the 

same (see Appendix B, words 203-204), but the Allaiwal 

Bakarwal variety (my Western reference dialect) does not. 

This honorific device is reported as normative for 

addressing elders. However, I have only rarely heard 

children use it when speaking to their parents or 

grandparents. It is more commonly used by adults 

addressing persons of higher social rank, a practice which 

may be spreading under the influence of Hindko and Urdu. 
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Singular Demonstrative Pronouns 

Table 14. Singular Demonstrative Pronouns 

 

In the Western dialect, the third person agentive 

and dative forms of the oblique shown here normally 

contract when there is no intervening word: 

(142) Contracted Western Oblique Forms: Agentive and 

Dative 

 

The third singular distal variant /ό/ is used for both 

genders, and occurs unchanged with all case-marking 

postpositions when there is an intervening noun. For 

example, /ό (beṭkī) ne/ ‘that (girl) [did]’ is grammatical, but 

/*ό ne/ ‘she [did]’, is not. If there is no intervening noun, 

then the oblique form /us/ is required. 

Plural Demonstrative Pronouns 

Table 15. Plural Demonstrative Pronouns 
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The high tone on the third oblique plural forms 

shown in this table is established on such contrasts as that 

between /ún kɔ (rang)/ ‘their (color)’ and /un kɔ (rang)/ 

‘(color) of wool’. 

The inter-dialectal and intra-dialectal variation 

shown in Table 15 consists entirely in the use or non-use 

of the oblique plural suffix /-ā~/. The suffix does not occur 

in Western forms, and it is optional with the Eastern 

genitive forms (its non-use being slightly preferred). 

As stated in 2.5.5, the genitive postposition /k-/ 

becomes [g-] following any nasalized vowel or consonant 

in the speech of many Western dialect speakers: 

(143) Western voicing of the genitive postposition /k-/ 

following a nasal 
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Third plural pronouns and associated agreement in 

the verb phrase may be used honorifically for singular 

referents, particularly for prophets and other Muslim 

noteworthies. The application of this honorific device is 

uneven in discourse, however, but its use may be on the 

rise under influence from other regional languages and 

Islamicization. 

The extension /hɔr/, which has grammaticalized 

from the adjective meaning ‘additional’ or ‘other’, is used 

with names to denote a larger group of people associated 

with the named person (cf. the use of the abbreviation ‘et 

al.’ in English), as in (144) and (145), or honorifically for 

singular proper nouns in the Eastern dialect as in (146): 
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Indefinite Pronouns, with Corresponding Interrogative 

Pronouns 

Table 16. Indefinite Pronouns, with Corresponding 

Interrogative Pronouns 

 

Inflectional distinctions observed for the Eastern 

dialect are collapsed in the Western dialect. The form 

/kā~/ is used for inanimate referents. The genitive phrase 

/kā~ (kɔ)/ ‘what kind (of)?’ is common in questions like 

(147): 

 

Relative Pronouns, with Corresponding Interrogative 

Pronouns 

Table 17. Relative Pronouns, with Corresponding 

Interrogative Pronouns (unique Western forms are in 

parentheses) 
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The stems /kíṛ-/ and /jíṛ-/ are not reported by 

Sharma. He reports /jo/ as the nominative relative 

pronoun for all genders and numbers along with the 

oblique variants /kis/, /jis/, /kinnã/, and /jInnã/ 

(1982:102; transcriptions his). In Pakistan, the oblique 

variants may be preferred wherever the relative pronoun 

occurs without another noun (cf. the same difference 

between English ‘who?’ and ‘which?’); e.g. /kis nā/ ‘to 

whom?’ vs. /kírā luṛā nā/ ‘to which boy?’ 

The Reflexive Pronoun /āp/ 

Table 18. The Reflexive Pronoun /āp/ 

(unique Western forms not shown) 

 

The reflexive pronoun /āp/ ‘self’ is used whenever 

there is a need to indicate that the subject and not some 
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other agent is acting, or that the subject is acting on the 

subject’s own behalf or acting with respect to someone or 

something that is the subject’s own. The analysis 

presented in Table 18 is only a partial paradigm of Eastern 

forms. Western dative and agentive forms in my data 

differ somewhat from those shown. Consider these 

Eastern examples: 

 

Adjectives 

Adjectives, like nouns, are of two types: unmarked 

stems, which by definition do not inflect; and marked 

adjectives which are structured as shown in (153): 
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(153) STEM - INFL 

In other words, marked adjectives consist of a stem 

followed by a single inflectional suffix; the stem of a 

marked adjective may not occur by itself. 

Gojri adjectives of this type agree with their head 

nouns in gender (whether inherent or marked on the 

noun), number and, to a limited extent, in case. Masculine 

singular adjectives can therefore inflect to show locative 

and general oblique/vocative case agreement with a head 

noun so marked. In the Western dialect adjectives never 

take the oblique plural suffix, whereas in the Eastern 

dialect the oblique plural suffix is optional. 

Note example (154), in which the adjective (but not 

the possessive adjective) is marked with the oblique suffix; 

and (155), in which every stem in the noun phrase except 

the adjective is inflected with the oblique plural suffix /-

ā~/: 
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/āḷ-/ combines with oblique nouns and adjectives, 

the oblique infinitive, and adverbsto specify a noun by its 

relation to another word. It agrees in gender, number, and 

casewith the noun it modifies. It may be used as a 

substantive where the subject isunderstood. Consider 

example (158): 
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The Adjective Intensifier /j-/ ~ /ja-/ ‘very’ 

/j-/ ~ /ja-/ ‘very’ follows the adjective it modifies and 

agrees with it in gender, number, and case. It most 

frequently occurs in contexts where the head noun is in 

nominative case and focus position: 

 

Interrogative, Relative, and Demonstrative Adjective Sets 

Table 19. Interrogative, Relative, and Demonstrative 

Adjective Sets 

 

Numerals 

According to Sharma (1982:143) and my research 

assistants, the traditional Gojri numeral system is a base-

twenty, or vigesimal, system (cf. Baart 1999:57-59 for 
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Kalami). This system is in flux, however, with Urdu 

multiples of five and ten entering into counting and 

replacing the traditional multiples of five, ten, and twenty 

(cf. old English ‘3 score’ = 60). In addition, numeric 

designations formed by subtracting the numbers one 

through five from the next multiple of ten (e.g. ‘3 less than 

40’ = 37), and adding the last multiple of ten to the 

numbers one through five (e.g. ‘30 onto 3’ = 33), are in 

common use. These reflect a shift to a decimal or base-ten 

system. Among educated persons a standard decimal 

system is used, which remains distinct from the Urdu 

system at many points. It is not identical with Hindko or 

Punjabi, but may represent a Gojri Pronunciation of that 

system. The addition/subtraction method may be a 

transitional method for those who are familiar only with 

multiples of ten from the standard decimal system. 

The variety of counting techniques is illustrated by 

the variants for ‘twenty-five’, all of which are perfectly 

acceptable: /panĵ tԑ bī—/ (‘5 and 20’, vigesimal), /panĵā~ 

apar bī—/ (‘20 onto 5’, addition), /panĵā~ kàṭ trĪ/ (‘5 less 

[than] 30’, subtraction), and /panĵī/ (‘25,’ decimal). As I 

have yet to get any two informants to count fluently to 

one hundred in exactly the same fashion, I cannot report 

with confidence any series of numerals greater than forty 

that is distinctively Gojri. All three methods are shown in 

(161). 
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The variant /ik/ ‘one’ or ‘a’ (approximating an 

indefinite article; cf. Masica 1991:370) is used as a 

quantifier but never in counting. Counting beyond forty 

with the traditional method follows the pattern shown in 

(161), adding the cardinals one through nineteen to 

subsequent multiples of twenty (/trԑ bī/ ‘sixty’, /čār bī/ 

‘eighty’), etc. Again, these multiples are frequently 

replaced with decimal system numerals. For example, a 

speaker will use the traditional numerals shown in (161) 

up to the number forty, at which point he or she may 

insert /čāḷī/ ‘forty’ and then form subsequent numbers by 

addition to /čāḷī/ rather than to /do bī/ ‘two score.’ 

The remaining decimal system numbers through 

one hundred are shown in (162). 

(162) Decimal system numbers 41-100 (cf. Sharma 

1982:136-143) 
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For numbers greater than one hundred, the 

hundreds place value precedes whatever balance is 

represented by a smaller number shown in (161) or (162); 

for example, /ek sɔ iktāḷī/ (one hundred forty-one) ‘141’. 

Similarly, any thousands place value precedes the 

hundreds place value, e.g. /ek hàzār ek sɔ iktāḷī/ (one 

thousand one hundred fortyone) ‘1141’. 

When followed by a postposition, Gojri cardinal 

numerals inflect to indicate oblique case. For example, 

consider the Eastern phrase /coā~ dèāṛā~ (te bād)/ ‘(after) 

four days’. The oblique forms, shown in (163), consist of 

the cardinal stems (modified for the numbers one through 

four) and the oblique plural suffix /-ā~/. For the numbers 

eleven through eighteen, the oblique plural suffix 

coalesces with the stem-final vowel /ā~/. 

(163) Oblique forms of cardinal numbers 1-10 
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The Gojri ordinal numbers are shown in (164). 

Ordinals higher than ‘fourth’ show a consistent /-m-/ 

ordinal suffix. Ordinal numbers agree in case with their 

head nouns; for example, the Eastern locative form /tījԑ 

dèāṛԑ/ ‘on the third day.’ My research assistants tell me 

that ordinals above /ikīmɔ/ ‘twenty first’ are not used. 

(164) Gojri ordinals 1-20 (shown with masculine AC) 

 

A few small numbers may be suffixed with /-e/ to 

indicate inclusion of all subjects: 
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/ika/ (/ikoe/) ‘just one, a single’, /doe/ ‘both’, and /trԑē / 

‘all three.’ It is possible that the Eastern indefinite 

masculine singular pronoun /kāe/ ‘any’ bears this same 

suffix, as it is most unusual for stems to end in /ɛ/. 

4.2 Verb-Phrase Constituents and Operations 

4.2.1 Verbal Forms and Categories 

4.2.1.1 Structure of Gojri Finite Verbal Constructions 

For Gojri, the term ‘finite verbal construction’ is 

more useful than the term ‘finite verb’, which for other 

languages usually denotes the verb form bearing tense 

and agreement features. In Gojri, however, tense and 

aspect are not necessarily marked, and agreement may be 

marked on more than one element. Furthermore, verb 

forms which might be called ‘participles’ on account of 

their formal structure often function as the main verb, 

blurring the traditional distinction between ‘finite’ and 

‘non-finite’ (dependent) forms. The term ‘finite verbal 

construction’, then, allows for reference to units that 

consist of more than one word, while avoiding the 

confusion created by associating participial forms with the 

category of ‘finite verb.’ 

Gojri is polysynthetic to a degree, relying heavily on 

various verbal auxiliaries in addition to suffixation of the 

verb stem. The Gojri finite verbal constructions always 

include a main verb (which carries the lexical meaning and 

may also be marked for agreement features and tense or 
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aspect), and they may include one or more auxiliaries. The 

auxiliaries always occur to the right of the main verb. They 

add tense, aspectual, and modal meanings to the whole 

construction. 

Structure of the Main Verb 

The main verb in most Gojri finite verbal 

constructions is structured according to the two basic 

patterns shown in (165): 

 

That is: stem, followed by a suffixed marker of 

person-number agreement (‘personal concord, PC); or 

stem, followed by a suffixed marker of aspect, followed by 

a suffixed marker of gender-number agreement 

(‘adjectival concord’, AC). Verbs structured according to 

the first pattern are therefore unmarked for aspect and 

feature personal concord (PC; see Table 23). Verbs 

structured according to the second pattern are participial 

forms (see Table 24), marked for imperfective or 

perfective aspect and, like nouns and adjectives, featuring 

adjectival concord (AC). 

Among verbs which are unmarked for aspect, there 

are two exceptions to the basic structural pattern: the 

Negated Future and the Future Imperative. Each of these 
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forms features a unique future tense suffix between the 

verb stem and the PC suffix. The distribution of these 

suffixes is limited to specific forms and does not correlate 

with the future tense generally. Likewise, the slot in which 

they occur does not function generally for tense. Rather, 

tense is generally marked by auxiliaries. 

The basic structure of the Gojri verb phrase is not 

distinct from that which Masica describes for NIA 

languages in general (1991:373-374). The Gojri verb 

phrase (VP) may consist of an adverb and one or more 

object and/or direction-specifying noun phrases (NP) to 

the left of the main verb (V), optionally followed by an 

adverb (rarely) and/or modal verb and as many as three 

tense/aspect auxiliaries. Any tense/aspect auxiliary is 

normally the final element. Negative particles are 

immediately to the left of the main verb, and their use is 

often accompanied by radical changes in the forms of 

other verb phrase constituents. This basic structure is 

summarized in (166). 

(166) VP = (NP)* (Adv) (Neg) + V (Adv) (MODAL) (Aux)* 

(The asterisk (*) indicates that more than one such 

constituent may occur in the specified location.) 

Concord Suffixes 

Table 20. Personal Concord Suffixes (PC) 
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In the Western dialect, the second and third person 

distinctions found in Eastern are collapsed. The one 

exception is in the Western plural imperative, which has /-

ɔ~/ where we might expect /-ԑ/ or /-ԑ~/. Sharma’s 

paradigm is basically the same as that shown here for 

Eastern, except that he reports /-e~/ rather than /-ɔ/ as 

the second person plural suffix (1982:167). 

Table 21. Adjectival Concord Suffixes (AC) 

 

As noted earlier (4.1.2), Western Gojri does not 

distinguish feminine plural from feminine singular. 

Otherwise the AC suffix inventory is identical for both 

dialects. 
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Tense, Aspect, Mood, and Finite Verbal 

Constructions 

In this section I describe, in turn, the form and 

function of the primary finite verbal constructions. Table 

22 summarizes the structure of each construction, 

excluding the imperatives and several dialect-specific 

constructions. I have included in this section only those 

combinations of morphemes which have been clearly 

grammaticalized for a unique tense/aspect/mood 

interpretation and which, except for the marginal Present 

Continuous II construction, involve only one verb. Later we 

shall see that further aspectual distinctions can be made 

through employment of a second verb. Throughout I have 

utilized Masica’s terminology to facilitate ready 

comparison with his paradigms for Hindi-Urdu and Punjabi 

(1991:291-296). That Gojri encodes more distinctions than 

these related languages points to the age of its forms. 

Associated with this proliferation of  
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formal and functional distinctions is the issue of negation, 

which for several tense/aspect/mood distinctions requires 

morphology that in no way resembles that required by 

these same distinctions in the positive. 

Gojri distinguishes present, past, and future tense. 

Present actions or events are indicated by the unspecified 

verb (stem + PC), and elsewhere by a present auxiliary 

form of /hò-/ ‘be’ (see 4.2.1.1.5). There are two strategies 

for indicating past actions or events: the perfective form of 

the verb (stem + /-e/ (/-ī/) + AC) with no tense auxiliary 

indicates past time (in simple clause structures), while the 

past auxiliary /th-/ explicitly specifies past time. There are 

three markers of future tense: the future auxiliary /k-/ (/g-

/) for Positive constructions, the suffix /-s/ for negative 

constructions, and the suffix /-ī/ (/-ī~/)for imperatives. 
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Various aspectual distinctions possible with past and 

present time are neutralized in the future. 

Aspectually, the primary formal distinction in the 

Gojri finite verb is between forms marked for aspect and 

those which are unmarked for aspect, variously taking AC 

and PC suffixes, respectively. The basic aspectual 

distinction is between perfective and imperfective aspect. 

Perfective aspect, which views the verbal event as a 

whole, is indicated by the suffix /-e/ (/-ī/)in main verbs 

bearing AC agreement. This suffix coalesces with the 

feminine AC suffixes /-ī/ and /-ī~/ such that it is not 

phonetically realized in feminine forms (it is therefore 

shown as /-¤/ before feminine suffixes in the examples). 

An older perfective suffix, /-eā/ (/-īā/), from which the 

modern perfective suffix evolved and which is itself the 

remnant of an earlier Sanskrit /-ita/ suffix (Masica 

1991:269), still survives in one type of compound 

imperative (see discussion of /kar-/ ‘do’ in 4.2.2.3) and in 

one Eastern contrafactive form (see 4.2.1.3). It attaches 

directly to the verb stem and does not take an AC suffix, 

nor does it itself agree with any noun (it only appears to 

agree with the masculine plural). 

Imperfective aspect, which views the verbal event 

as incomplete, is futher subdivided into distinctions of 

unspecified, habitual, and continuous aspect. Unspecified 

imperfective aspect is unmarked, i.e. it is indicated by the 

verb stem and AC suffix without any other marker. 
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Habitual aspect is indicated variously by the suffix /-t/ in 

main verbs bearing AC agreement and in participles, and 

by the auxiliary /hò-/ ‘be’. Continuous aspect is marked by 

the auxiliary /lag-/ followed by the perfective participle 

marker /w-/ (Eastern only), and by the auxiliary /rԑ-/ ‘stay’ 

in certain Eastern constructions. 

Mood (or ‘mode’) ‘describes the speaker’s atitude 

toward a situation, including the speaker’s belief in its 

reality, or likelihood’ (Payne 1997:244). Gojri, like some 

other NIA languages including Kalami (Baart 1999:113), 

lacks any morphological marking of mood, although 

important functional distinctions are indicated by 

intonation patterns and/or combinations of tense and 

aspect marking. Actual or ‘real’ verbal events are 

described by realismood, a broad category that in Gojri 

includes many imperfectives and all perfectives other than 

those occurring in conditionals. All instances of realis 

mood are negated by the negative particle /nī/ (the 

converse doesn’t hold). 

Events which are potential rather than actual from 

the speaker’s standpoint are described by irrealis mood. 

The irrealis interpretations occurring in Gojri apart from 

any marker of aspect include the following for the Eastern 

verb / (tam) čal-ɔ / ‘(you pl.) go’ (note that all are 

associated with the same form): (1) imperative mood (‘You 

pl. go!’), with extra stress on the verb stem; (2) 

interrogative mood (‘You go?’), with rising intonation that 
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peaks utterance-finally; and (3) subjunctive mood (‘You 

should go.’), with unmarked intonation identical to that for 

the Unspecified Habitual (‘You go.’) such that the two 

meanings are distinguished only by context. Two irrealis 

interpretations occurring with a marker of aspect are 

contrafactive mood and presumptive mood (e.g. ‘you 

don’t go’, ‘you will have gone;’ respectively). All Gojri verb 

forms negated by the particle /nā/ are irrealismood (the 

converse doesn’t hold). 

Finite Verbal Constructions Based on Forms 

Unmarked for Aspect 

The Unspecified Habitual - Contingent Future 

consists of the verb stem with PC suffix, without any 

marker of tense or aspect. This form represents a 

retention of the ‘Old Present’ parallel to that surviving in 

Sindhi (Masica 1991:274). 

 

The Contingent Future, or ‘subjunctive’, is 

distinguished from the Unspecified Habitual only by 

context and, when occurring as it frequently does with the 

interrogative, by rising intonation. The Unspecified 

Habitual refers to habitual action rather than to any 

specific event (cf. Payne 1997:240), while the Contingent 

Future normally expresses advisability, permissibility, or 

desireability of a specific action (‘I should go.’ / ‘May I 
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go?’), including such expressions in conditional clauses (‘If I 

go ...’) (Masica 1991:281-282). Compare (168) with (169): 

 

Unspecified Habitual verbs can only be negated as 

such (i.e. without change in form) in the presence of 

another negated verb, and then only by the negative 

particle /nā/ placed ahead of the verb. Such constructions 

are similar to the English ‘... neither V1 ... nor V2’ and ‘... 

not V1 ... nor V2.’ The former is illustrated in (170) and 

(171) and the latter in (172): 

Negative habitual notions occurring without 

another negated verb in constructions unmarked for 

tense, or occurring in constructions of the type ‘... not V’ 

such as that in (172), can only be expressed by means of 

the imperfective form of the verb preceded by the 

negative /nī—/, as in /nī— čaltɔ/ ‘[he] does not go’ (see 

Habitual (Negated) – Unspecified Contrafactive below). 
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Contingent future verbs may also be negated only by a 

preceding /nā/. 

 

The Negated Future consists of the verb stem with 

future tense suffix /-s/ and a PC suffix, preceded by the 

negative particle /nī/: 

 

In the Western dialect only, this form may also 

occur with the future auxiliary /g-/: 

 

The Present Imperative consists of the verb stem 

alone in the singular, while theplural is formed by adding 

the second person PC suffix /-ɔ/ (/-ɔ~/) to the verb stem 

(notethat the Western second person PC suffix is /-ԑ/ 

everywhere else): 
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The Present Imperative is negated by the particle /nā/. 

The Future Imperative is formed by adding the future 

suffix /-ī/ (/-ī~/) and the second person singular /-e/ and 

plural /-ɔ/ (/-ɔ~/) PC suffixes to the verb stem: 

 

The nasality of the Western Future Imperative 

suffix formally distinguishes such forms as the plural 

Future Imperative, /āī~ɔ~/ ‘You come (later)!’, from the 

masculine singular perfect, /āīɔ/ ‘I/You/He came.’ Vowel 

quality alone distinguishes these in Eastern speech: /āīɔ/ 

‘You come (later!)’ vs. /āeɔ/ ‘I/You/He came.’ 

Occasionally the Future Imperative may be used in 

the present for politeness, possibly due to influence from 

Urdu. Politeness is normally expressed in the Eastern 

dialect by adding the request particle /dā~/ ‘please’ after 

the imperative (whether present or future): 

 

In the Western singular form of the future 

imperative, the personal concord suffix /-e/, which 

normally follows the future imperative suffix, may elide in 

normal speech: 
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The Future Imperative is also negated by the particle /nā/. 

Finite Verbal Constructions Based on Forms 

Marked for Aspect 

The Habitual (Negated) - Unspecified Contrafactive 

consists of the imperfective form of the verb (stem + 

imperfective suffix /-t/ + AC suffix). The most common use 

of this construction is for Present Habitual verbs negated 

by the particle /nī/. Like the Unspecified Habitual-

Contingent Future (see 4.2.1.2.1), it is capable of both 

habitual and contingent future interpretations: 

 

In conditional clauses negated by /nī/, the 

interpretation is always contingent future: 

 

When preceded or followed by the negative /nā/, 

the imperfective form of the verb has a simple 

contrafactive meaning. Compare the negated present 
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habitual in (182)a. with the contrafactives in (182)b., 

(182)c., and (183): 

 

The Habitual (Negated) - Unspecified Contrafactive 

also occurs in contrafactive conditional constructions (see 

4.2.1.3). 

The Unspecified Perfectiveconsists of the 

perfective form of the verb (stem + perfective suffix /-e/ 

(/-ī/) + AC suffix). This form presents the verbal action as a 

completed whole, without reference to its timing. Most 

often it correlates with simple past tense as in (184) and 

(185), but future interpretations are also abundant in 

conditionals like those in (186) and (187): 
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A number of common irregular (unspecified) 

perfective forms attest the Sanskrit /-ita/ suffix: /dittɔ/ 

‘given’, /ḍiṭṭhɔ/ ‘seen’, /naṭṭhɔ ‘ran away’, /bԑṭhɔ/ 

‘seated’, and /suttɔ/ ‘slept’. Some such forms are instances 

of pure suppletion, while others at least feature the 

expected initial consonant. All take the regular AC suffixes 

(the examples shown feature masculine singular 

agreement). 

Verbal Inflections 

The paradigms in tables 23 and 24 present formal 

distinctions only; functional distinctions are explained 

further below. Here the forms are labeled according to 

whatever function each has in isolation, even though the 
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same forms may have other functions when occurring in 

combination with another verb or verbal auxiliary. 

Paradigms for representative verbs ending in vowels are 

given in Appendix C. 

Table 23. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem 

Ends in Consonant: /sad-/ ‘call’ (unique Western forms are 

in parentheses) 

 

Table 24. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends 

in Consonant: /sad-/ ‘call’ (unique Western forms are in 

parentheses) 
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Finite Verbal Constructions Involving Tense 

Auxiliaries 

Constructions Involving the Present Auxiliary /h-/ (/ɛ/) 

The present auxiliary specifies present time. In the 

Eastern dialect the present auxiliary paradigm consists of 

the full inventory of PC suffixes attached to a stem, /h-/ (a 

reduction of the verb /hò-/ ‘be’), while in the Western 

dialect the paradigm has collapsed down to the second 

and third singular, and that without any vestige of the verb 

stem. 

Table 25. Present Auxiliary 
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The variation shown in Table 25 constitutes one of 

the more salient differences between the dialects. 

Sharma’s paradigm is basically the same as that given here 

for the Eastern dialect, only with the 2pl and 3pl forms 

collapsed as /hè~/ (1982:176,100). He reports the variant 

/hā~/ for first singular, giving the example /hῡ~ ḍākṭar 

hā~/ ‘I am a doctor’ (1982:176-177; transcriptions mine). 

While this sentence is ungrammatical in the speech of my 

Eastern and Western research assistants, the auxiliary 

variant itself is familiar from Hindko and certain Eastern 

contrafactive constructions (see 4.2.1.3). 

The present auxiliary is the right-most constituent 

of the constructions in which it occurs. In negation, the 

present auxiliary is replaced with the negative particle 

/nī/. When occurring by itself without any other verb, it is 

the copula, linking a noun phrase subject with some 

specifying static quality or identification in present time, or 

merely indicating the existence of a noun phrase subject. 

For example, /hῡ~ ḍākṭar hῡ~/ (/hῡ~ ḍākṭar ԑ/) ‘I am a 

doctor.’ 

The Present Perfectiveconsists of the perfective 

form of the verb followed by the present auxiliary /h-/ 

(/ɛ/). It signifies that the verbal action ‘has been’ 

completed with respect to the present. 
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Constructions Involving the Past Auxiliary /th-/ 

The past auxiliary, which specifies past time, 

consists of a root, /th-/, and an ACsuffix. It occurs to the 

right of the main verb, with or without one or more 

interveningauxiliaries or other grammatical words, and 

serves as the copula in past stativeconstructions: 

 

The Past Unspecifiedconsists of the verb stem with 

PC suffix followed by the past auxiliary /th-/: 
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The Past Perfectiveconsists of the perfective form 

of the verb followed by the past auxiliary /th-/. It signifies 

that the verbal action was completed at an earlier time: 

 

Constructions Involving the Future Auxiliary /k-/ 

(/g-/) The future auxiliary, specifying future time, consists 

of a root, /k-/ (/g-/), and an AC suffix. Normally it occurs 

immediately to the right of the main verb as shown in 

(198), but the root is not fully suffixed as it has become in 
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Urdu and Punjabi (cf. Masica 1991:288-289). Rarely, as in 

(199), the adverb /wī/ (/bī/, /be/) ‘also’ may intervene 

between the main verb and future auxiliary. 

 

The Definite Futureconsists of the verb stem with 

PC suffix followed by the future auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/): 

 

This form cannot be used with a negative of any type. 

Finite Verbal Constructions Involving Other 

Auxiliaries 

Constructions Involving /hò-/ ‘be’ 

The verb /hò-/ serves as an important auxiliary in 

many verbal constructions (cf. Masica 1991:285-286). In its 
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unspecified form it can also be used as a main verb in the 

present or past to express habitual aspect, indicating that 

a particular state of affairs usually holds, as in (201), or 

typically held, as in (202):2 

 

With the future auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/), the unspecified 

form of /hò-/ indicates that a particular state of affairs will 

hold in the future (cf. the Definite Future in 4.2.1.2.4), 

without specifying habitual aspect:  

 

Some important inflections of /hò-/ are shown in 

Table 26 (its full paradigm is given in Appendix C). 

Table 26. Inflections of /hò-/ ‘be’ 
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In Western, /hò-/ has been lost in all unspecified 

forms except the first singular, leaving formerly epenthetic 

/w/ (and a low-rising tone) as the verb stem. In this 

respect the Western form has evolved exactly opposite 

from the direction noted for Hindi-Urdu, where the 

subjunctive /ho/ is now preferred to the older /hove/ 

(Masica 1991:293; transcription his). In between the 

Kaghani (Eastern) and Allaiwal (Western) forms reported 

here are a range of transitional forms that may be heard in 

the speech of other Gujjars. 

The Present Habitualconsists of the verb stem with 

PC suffix followed by the unspecified form of /hò-/ ‘be’. It 

describes a verbal action performed repeatedly over an 

indefinite period of time which includes the present. While 

the ‘unspecified’ constructions normally indicate habitual 

interpretations, the addition of /hò-/ marks habitual 

aspect explicitly. This construction cannot as such be 
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negated; rather, its negative counterpart is the 

Contrafactive Habitual: 

 

The Past Habitualconsists of the verb stem with PC 

suffix followed by the unspecified form of /hò-/ ‘be’ and 

the past auxiliary /th-/. It describes a habitual verbal action 

performed over an indefinite period of past time: 

The Past Habitual is negated simply by inserting the 

particle /nī/ before the main verb: 

 

The Subjunctive Habitualconsists of the 

imperfective form of the verb followed by the unspecified 

form of /hò-/ ‘be’. It describes a verbal action which the 

speaker views as possible. This form is comparatively rare, 

and in my data occurs only with the idiom /ke pattɔ/ 

‘perhaps’, ‘who knows?’ 
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The Presumptive Habitualconsists of the 

imperfective form of the verb followed by the unspecified 

form of /hò-/ ‘be’ and future auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/). It 

describes probable future actions or actions assumed to 

be in progress: 

 

Replacing imperfective forms with ones involving 

the continuous auxiliary /lag-/ (see below) results in 

ungrammatical constructions (cf. the Urdu Presumptive 

Continuous; Masica 1991:293). 

The Contrafactive Habitual consists of the negative 

/nī/ or /nā/ and the imperfective form of the main verb 

followed by the imperfective form of /hò-/ ‘be’. Its 

functions include simple negations of the Present Habitual, 
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as in (212), and describing verbal actions like that in (213) 

which could have but did not (or do not) transpire. 

 

The Presumptive Perfective consists of the 

perfective form of the verb followed by the unspecified 

form of /hò-/ ‘be’ and the future auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/). In the 

Eastern dialect, the perfective participle marker /w-/ 

occurs optionally after the perfective form of the verb. I 

know of no difference in meaning between the examples 

in (214): 
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The Contrafactive Perfectiveconsists of the 

perfective form of the main verb and the imperfective 

form of /hò-/ ‘be’. It describes perfective verbal actions 

which, had they occurred, would have resulted in some 

other verbal action that did not occur. It is used only in the 

condition clause of conditional constructions: 

 

‘If I had studied in a school, I would be an 

employee somewhere.’ 

All such condition clauses can also be formed by 

the Unspecified Contrafactive (see 4.2.1.2.2) without 

change in meaning. 
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Constructions Involving the Continuous Auxiliary /lag-/ 

The continuous auxiliary consists of a stem, /lag-/, 

and an AC suffix. Continuous aspect indicates that a 

specific verbal event has commenced and is ongoing at a 

specified past or present time. The stem of the continuous 

auxiliary, /lag-/, is the perfective for of the verb ‘attach’ 

(an original lexical meaning not applicable in many 

contexts). This form is irregular because it lacks the 

perfective aspect suffix /-e/ (/-ī/). In Eastern, the 

continuous auxiliary often occurs in combination with the 

perfective participle marker /w- / (see 4.2.1.7).3 This /w-/ 

formative is normally omitted in Western (especially after 

/lag-/), and is optional in Eastern following /lag-/. 

The Present Continuousconsists of the verb stem 

with PC suffix followed by the continuous auxiliary /lag-/, 

the perfective participle marker /w-/ (in the Eastern 

dialect only), and optionally by the present auxiliary. It 

describes the verbal action as being in progress at the 

present time. Present Continuous verbal constructions 

cannot as such be negated. The negative counterpart of 

this construction is the Habitual (Negated) - Unspecified 

Contrafactive (4.2.1.2.2). 
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The Past Continuousconsists of the verb stem with 

PC suffix followed by the past auxiliary /th-/, the 

continuous auxiliary /lag-/ and the perfective participle 

marker /w-/ (in the Eastern dialect only). It describes the 

verbal action as being in progress simultaneous with 

another past verbal action in the discourse: 
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In the above examples, movement of the past 

auxiliary to the position following /lag- (w-)/ is possible but 

unusual in discourse. 

Dialect-specific Finite Verbal Constructions 

The Contrafactive Conditional(Eastern only) is an 

alternative to the Unspecified Contrafactive in conditional 

constructions involving singular subjects (see the form of 

the Habitual (Negated) - Unspecified Contrafactive in 

4.2.1.2.2). For first person singular, the Contrafactive 

Conditional consists of the unspecified form of the verb 

followed by the present auxiliary variant /hā~/. It is used in 

both the condition and result clauses of the conditional 

construction. Compare its use in (224) with that of the 
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Unspecified Contrafactive in (225) (the latter is obligatory 

for all contrafactive conditionals in Western): 

 

For second and third person singular subjects, the 

result clause (only) may feature a perfective form of the 

verb consisting of the verb stem and the ‘old’ perfective 

suffix /-eā/. Compare its employment in (226) with that of 

the Unspecified Contrafactive in (227): 

 

The Present Continuous II(Eastern only) consists of 

the verb stem followed by the ‘continuous II’ auxiliary 
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(itself the perfective form of /rέ-/ ‘stay’) and the present 

auxiliary /h-/ (/ɛ/). This construction describes intransitive 

verbal events and situations that are ongoing over an 

indefinite period of time that includes the present. It 

occurs only with select intransitive verbs including /hò-/ 

‘be’ /guzar-/ ‘pass’, and /čal-/ ‘go’. 

Although it is structurally identical to the Urdu and 

Punjabi present continuous constructions (and may 

represent a borrɔwing of the same), the function thereby 

achieved in those languages is achieved in Gojri by the 

Present Continuous (formed with /lag-/). 

Consider these examples: 

 

 
The Present Continuous II is negated by the 

insertion of the particle /nī/ before the verb and removal 

of the present auxiliary: 
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The Past Continuous II(Eastern only) consists of the 

verb stem followed by the continuous II auxiliary and the 

past auxiliary /th-/. It locates select continuous verbal 

events and situations in past time: 

 

The Contrafactive Continuous II(Eastern only) 

consists of the verb stem followed by the continuous II 

auxiliary and the imperfective form of /hò-/ ‘be’. It 

describes continuous actions and events that could 

transpire but do not. In Western, all such notions are 

expressed by means of the Contrafactive Perfective (see 

4.2.1.2.5). 

 

The verb phrase in the first clause of (233) encodes a 

composite of the verbal notions expressed in (234): 
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The Present Unspecified (Western only) consists of 

the verb stem with PC suffix followed by the present 

auxiliary /h-/ (/ɛ/). Use of this form typically indicates that 

the subject is about to commence upon a course of action. 

It occurs only with first singular subjects in my data: 

 

The Present Unspecified does not occur in the 

Eastern dialect, at least not in that spoken in Pakistan 

proper. This may be due to the correspondence of the 

Eastern present auxiliary vowels with the PC vowels on the 

verb. Sharma, however, reports such a construction for 

Punch-Rajauri Gojri: /tũ kit rέ έ/ ‘Where do you live?’ 

(1982:100; transcription his). 
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Instead, Eastern Gojri approximates the function of 

the Western Present Unspecified by means of a little-

employed strategy involving the perfective form of the 

verb and an optional present auxiliary: 

 

Example (238) is a translation of one of Sharma’s 

examples, /hũ paṇi laṇ čəFlyo ã/ (1982:191; transcription 

and English gloss his). My research assistants say that the 

nuance is identical to that in examples (235) and (236) 

above. 

Passives 

There are several means of forming passive 

constructions in Gojri. The most common strategy employs 

/ĵā-/ ‘go’ as the conjugational base, together with the 

perfective form of the active verb. The latter agrees with 

the patient in gender and number. This type of 

construction occurs with or without an agent marked by 

the ablative postposition /te/: 
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In passive constructions of this type, select verbs 

including /mār-/ ‘kill’ and /khā-/ ‘eat’ necessarily feature 

the passive suffix /-e/ (/-ī/) on the active verb in place of 

the usual perfective aspect and AC suffixes. This passive 

suffix is indistinguishable from the perfective aspect suffix, 

although it derives from a separate source (Masica 

1991:316). 

Evidence that the suffix is invariable for all genders 

and numbers is shown in (241)-(243). 

 

In the above examples, replacing the verb and 

passive suffix with the perfective form of the verb results 

in ungrammatical forms. 

Another passive strategy features the unspecified 

form of /hò-/ ‘be’ as the conjugational base, following the 

oblique infinitive of the active verb and an agent marked 

by the ablative postposition /te/: 
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A third strategy, which should perhaps be called an 

impersonal construction rather than a true passive, 

employs the third person plural Unspecified Habitual of 

the active verb (cf. 4.2.1.2.1) with no expressed agent: 

 

 

Causatives 

Causative verbal stems are produced by adding the 

causative suffix /-ā/ to verbal roots. We may therefore 

summarize the structure of the Gojri verbal stem as 

follows: 

(248) ROOT - (CAUS) 

That is, a stem may consist of a root plus an 

optional causative suffix. Some examples of bare 

root/causative verbal pairs are shown in (249): 
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A variant of the causal suffix, /-āḷ/, occurs with the 

causative member of the pairs in (250). 

 

Causative verbs are also formed by lengthening the 

short vowel of another verb. Some representative 

examples are given in (251): 

 

While Sharma reports for Punch-Rajauri Gojri 

numerous second causatives formed by adding another /-
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ā/ suffix to a causative stem already suffixed with /-ā/ 

(resulting necessarily in the suffix /-wā/ after hiatus 

resolution), my research assistants insist that they are not 

used in any form of Gojri with which they are familiar. I do, 

however, have examples of second causatives involving 

pairs of stems related like those in (252) with the transitive 

(or causative) member taking the causative suffix: 

 

Conjunct Verbs 

Gojri has produced numerous verbs by joining a 

noun or adjective with a semantically empty or weakened 

verb which serves as the conjugational base. Stems most 

commonly employed in such compounds include /kar-/ 

‘do’, /hò-/ ‘be’, /mār-/ ‘hit’, /le-/ ‘take’, /de-/ ‘give’, /ā-/ 

‘come’, and /lā-/ ‘put on’. Some examples are /bāz ā-/ ‘ 

repent’, /čuɣlī mār-/ ‘start a fight’, and /gal kar-/ ‘talk’. 

Conjunct verbs involving the verb stems /le-/ ‘take’ and 

/de-/ ‘give’ are more likely to retain more of the verb’s 

independent semantic content. For example, consider 

/báḍī le-/ ‘take bribes’ and /nātɔ de-/ ‘give in marriage’. 

Many transitive and intransitive pairs of Gojri verbs 

feature a constant noun or adjective conjoined to /kar-/ 
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‘do’ and /hò-/ ‘be’, respectively. Examples include /baṭlā 

hò-/ ‘be gathered’ and /baṭlā kar-/ ‘gather’, and /bideā hò-

/ ‘be bidden farewell’ and /bideā kar-/ ‘bid farewell’ 

(Western forms have /bidĪā/ ‘farewell’). 

All Gojri conjunct verbs are lexicalized; i.e. the 

combinations are fixed and must be memorized, and 

attempts to substitute for either constituent result in 

ungrammatical forms. 

Non-finite Verb Forms 

Prototypical non-finite or dependent verb forms 

are those verbs which modify the main verb and are not 

fully inflected such that they can stand alone in discourse. 

Payne (1997:306) states that verbs are dependent to 

various degrees, or conversely, that they are finite to 

various degrees. Understanding finiteness as a continuum 

is particularly useful in the case of Gojri and other Indo-

Aryan languages, where originally non-finite forms like the 

imperfective and perfective participles have been 

incorporated fully into the finite verbal paradigm (Masica 

1991:321). Gojri participles are not fully inflected (i.e. they 

lack PC suffixes), yet in certain constructions they can 

stand alone as the main verb. In other constructions, as we 

shall now see, they serve as dependent modifiers of 

another main verb. 

The structure of the non-finite verb is shown in 

(253): 
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(253) STEM - SUFFIX - (CONCORD) 

In other words, a non-finite verb consists of a 

verbal stem with suffix, followed optionally by a concord 

suffix. 

Non-finite forms in Gojri perform a wide range of 

nominal, adjectival, and adverbial functions (Masica 

1991:321). I now describe infinitives, adjectival participles, 

adverbial participles, and conjunctive participles. 

Infinitives > V-ing / to V 

Gojri infinitives perform a variety of nominal 

functions. They are formed by adding an infinitive suffix to 

the verb stem. Nominative case infinitives consist of a verb 

stem followed by the suffix /-n/ and an AC suffix. The 

infinitive suffix /-n/ changes to /-n/ when attached to 

verbs ending in a retroflex consonant. The nominative case 

infinitive may function as the subject of experiencer 

constructions like (254) or of predicate nominal 

constructions like (255). It agrees in gender and number 

with the associated noun. Infinitives are always masculine 

singular when there isn’t an associated noun: 
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Oblique case infinitives consist of a verb stem 

followed by the suffix /-un/ with no AC suffix. The oblique 

infinitive is used adjectivally with the genitive to modify 

nouns, ascribing to the noun the characteristic of agency: 

 

The oblique infinitive is also used with the 

postpositions /nā/, /dar/ (/tā/) and /wāstԑ/ in purpose 

clauses: 

 

Sometimes the postposition is omitted from the 

purpose clause without any change in meaning: 
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The remaining uses of the infinitive are described 

in 4.1.5 and 4.2.2.2. 

Perfective Adjectival Participle > has been V-ed 

Perfective participles consist of the verb stem 

followed by the perfective aspect suffix /-e/ (/-ī/) and an 

AC suffix. In the Eastern dialect they are commonly 

marked by a following /w-/ formative (= ‘perfective 

participle marker’), which takes an AC suffix. 

The nominative perfective participle functions 

adjectivally, ascribing to the modified noun a characteristic 

which has resulted from a prior verbal action. It is 

therefore the semantic equivalent of the English perfect 

‘tense’. Most commonly it occurs in simple attributive 

clauses, and it agrees with the modified noun: 
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Perfective adjectival participles can also convey 

important nuances of meaning in sentences like those in 

(262)-(264): 
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Perfective Adverbial Participle > since V-ing ... 

Perfective participles inflected for oblique case preceding 

the dative postposition /nā/ are used to indicate that a 

period of time has elapsed since an earlier action or event. 

Note that the Western example employs the perfect 

participle marker /w-/, which is omitted elsewhere in that 

dialect: 
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Imperfective Adjectival Participles > V-ing ... 

Imperfective participles consist of the verb stem 

followed by the imperfective aspect suffix /-t/ and another 

suffix, most commonly an AC suffix. 

Imperfective participles taking the nominative AC 

suffixes are adjectival. They agree in gender and number 

with the modified nominative subject (as in (268)) or 

object (in ergative constructions like (269) and (270)): 
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Imperfective Adverbial Participles > while V-

ing, etc. 

Imperfective participles inflected for oblique case 

preceding a postposition function adverbially. 

When preceding the dative postposition /nā/, they 

describe circumstances or actions attending the main 

verbal action: 

 

If the participle in (271) was not so inflected by 

/nā/ (i.e. if the form was /kar-t-ɔ/), then the meaning 

would be ‘I am watching you while I am working.’ 
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When preceding the locative postposition /mā/ ‘in’, 

imperfective adverbial participles indicate an action within 

the progression of which the main verb transpires: 

 

Imperfective adverbial participles inflected for 

locative case also describe the timing of the main verb 

with reference to another verbal action: 

 

Repeated Adverbial Participles 

Imperfective adverbial participles may also be 

formed with the suffix /-ā~/ (/-e~/), which is invariable for 

all genders and numbers. A common use of this type of 

adverbial participle is to describe continuous and repeated 

action associated with the main verb. In such cases the 

participle is always repeated at least once: 
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Such participles of the verbs ‘go’ and ‘do’ often 

occur without any other verb to describe continuous and 

repeated action (traveling or effort of some kind, 

respectively) performed over an indefinitely long period of 

time: 
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The contraction of this suffix /-ā~/ with /hī/ causes 

the low-tone inducing initial /h/ to become a high-tone 

inducing final /h/, with the nasalization of the suffix 

extending through the remaing vowel /Ī/. The Western 

variant of the participle in (279) is /hèrtέī~/ per the same 

contraction process, and the Urdu equivalent is /dekte hī/. 

This contraction is obligatory, but speakers are capable of 

detaching the emphatic particle when asked to do so, in 

which case its Pronunciation is /hī/ with low tone, as 

elsewhere. 

Identical in function but formally unique are 

Eastern adverbial participles formed with the suffix /-ī~/ 

joined directly to the verb stem. This suffix remains 

unchanged for all persons and numbers, but may have 

grammaticalized from the feminine plural perfective 

participle. In (280), the sequence /laī~ laī~/ ‘taking and 

taking’ is equal in meaning to /le caltā~ le caltā~/: 
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Western Gojri uses the repeated perfective 

participle in ergative constructions like that in (282). Note 

that the participles agree with the nominative object: 

 

My Eastern-speaking research assistant says that 

sometimes the suffix is /-ī/ rather than /-ī~/ in speech of 

his type. 
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Conjunctive Participle > having V-ed ... 

The conjunctive participle consists of the verb stem 

followed by the particle /kԑ/ (which happens to be 

phonetically identical with the locative postposition). 

Against the analysis of /kԑ/ as a suffix is the fact that, 

although it always and only occurs immediately following a 

verb stem, it never undergoes phonological change in any 

Environment and it attaches only to the final verb stem in 

a series of verb stems (including echo-formatives 

beginning with /š-/ ‘and the like’, which elsewhere receive 

the same inflection as the main 

verb): 

 

The conjunctive participle immediately precedes 

the main verb phrase and describes an action completed 

immediately prior to the main verb. 

 

In common idioms meaning ‘give’ and ‘take 

with/away’, /kԑ/ is omitted. The absence of /kԑ/ after the 

first verb stem in (286) and (287) makes these stem-on-
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stem constructions look like the vector constructions 

described in 4.2.2.1: 

 

The conjunctive participle can be used to describe 

action that is repeated and continuous, by repeating the 

verb stem a number of times prior to /kԑ/, as in (288): 

 

‘All day he chased and chased and chased, but he 

wasn’t able to catch the rabbit.’ 

Occasionally in narrative discourse /kԑ/ is omitted 

altogether in such a construction, andthe conjunctive 

participle serves as the main verb: 
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Complex Verbs 

Vector Verbs 

A small set of Gojri verbs occurs in compound with 

other verbs so as to intensify their meanings in some way. 

These ‘vectors’ follow the bare stem of another verb and 

receive whatever inflectional suffixation that verb would 

otherwise receive, while losing their own lexical meanings. 

With few exceptions, the vector verb can be removed 

without effecting any change in meaning. Their presence 

may specify a nuance of completeness, deliberateness, or 

benefaction to the manner of the verbal action (Masica 

1991:326). 

They may also be preferred for aesthetic reasons. 

As noted by Masica for other Indo- Aryan languages, Gojri 

vectors also occur most commonly in perfective and 

imperative constructions, and less commonly with the 

future (1991:327). I now consider each of the vector verbs 

in turn. 

/ĵā-/ ‘go’ occurs with select intransitive verbs 

including come, sit, sleep, be made, become, be, and open. 

This verb is irregular in the perfective, where the stem is 

/g-/ (see Appendix C). Its use conveys a nuance of 

completeness: 
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/rέ-/ ‘stay’ occurs with select intransitive verbs 

including come, go, sit, and sleep, and conveys a nuance of 

completeness similar to that noted for /ĵā-/ ‘go’. The two 

vectors are apparently interchangeable in (295) and (296), 

but not in (297) and (298) or in (299) and (300) (where /ĵā-

/ ‘go’ is not a vector): 
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A common idiom meaning ‘will depart’ uses this 

kind of construction, but with the imperfective form of the 

second verb. In (301) the structure would predict habitual 

aspect (see 4.2.2.3 below), but the meaning is clearly not 

habitual here (perhaps by analogy to (299) above). 

Compare the construction in (301) with an ordinary use of 

this  vector in the future in (302): 
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/čhuṛ-/ ‘drop’ occurs with transitive verbs. This 

common vector occurs with most transitive verbs in 

certain contexts, but not with an as-yet-undefined class of 

verbs that includes ‘deceive’ and ‘take care of’. The use of 

this vector may be preferred for aesthetic reasons to the 

regular endings of /kar-/ ‘do’ in the perfective. Although its 

original lexical meaning is ‘drop’ (intransitive), it might be 

glossed as ‘do completely’, a nuance that seems more 

fitting in some contexts than others: 
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/de-/ ‘give’ occurs with transitive verbs, conveying 

a nuance of completion: 

 

Note that example (307) contains a variant of the 

perfective form of /de-/ ‘give’, whereas (308) contains the 

usual form (i.e. that attesting the Sanskrit /-ita/ suffix). 

/saṭ-/ ‘throw’ occurs with transitive verbs, 

especially with ‘give’: 
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Modals 

Gojri uses a small number of verbs in modal 

constructions which modify the sense of the main verb 

without affecting its lexical content. These modals express 

notions which cannot occur in isolation, i.e. they require a 

verbal complement to make any sense (Masica 1991:374). 

Each requires the main verb to be in a particular 

morphological shape, with the ‘modal’ verb receiving 

whatever inflection the main verb would otherwise take. I 

discuss them in turn. 

/hàk-/ /sak-/ ‘be able’ > be able to V 

/hàk-/ /sak-/ occurs with the bare stem of the main 

verb, expressing the capacity of the agent to perform the 

main verb: 
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The two forms of this verb are in free variation in 

both of these dialects, but my research assistants believe 

that /sak-/ is preferred in Kashmir. 

/čā-/ ‘want’ with the infininitive > want to V 

/čā-/ occurs with the infinitive of the main verb, expressing 

the agent’s desire to perform the action of the main verb. 

 

/pԑ-/ ‘fall’ with the infinitive > must V 

/pԑ-/ occurs in experiencer constructions (i.e. 

where the subject is marked by dativecase) with the 

infinitive of the main verb, expressing obligation or 

constraint to act from asource outside the agent (Masica 

1991:380).4 The use of /pԑ-/ ‘fall’ to express thisnuance is 

similar to the the English, ‘It fell to me to present the 

report.’ This verb hasirregular forms which differ between 

the two dialects (see Appendix C): 
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The infinitive in this and the preceding two 

constructions represents what Masica has analyzed as the 

Unspecified (or ‘future’) Passive Participle (1991:322-324). 

/de-/ ‘give’ with oblique infinitive > allow to V 

/de-/ occurs with the oblique infinitive of the main 

verb, expressing the willingness ofthe nominative agent to 

allow another party (the dative indirect object) to act: 

 

Secondary Aspectuals 

Gojri uses a small number of verbs to further 

specify the aspect of the main verb. I consider them in 

turn. 

/rέ-/ ‘stay’ > finish V-ing / have already V-ed 

/rέ-/ occurs with the bare stem of the main verb, 

expressing the completion of a verbal action prior to the 

present time and situation. Since /rέ-/ ‘stay’ is inherently 

intransitive, it can never occur with agentive case in an 

ergative construction (even though its lexical meaning is 

lost in this type of construction). Compare (317) with its 

ergative counterpart in (318): 
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/lag-/ ‘attach’ with oblique infinitive > begin to V 

/lag-/ occurs with the oblique infinitive of the main 

verb, expressing inceptive aspect.Inceptive aspect 

describes the beginning (‘inception’) of a verbal action. 

Examples (319)-(321) illustrate the basic use of the 

inceptive: 

 

In narrative, the inceptive with /kέ-/ ‘say’ is the 

preferred formula for introducing reported speech, 

particularly at the beginning of conversations or where the 

speech consists of single statements. While a literal 
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translation of this formula would be ‘started to say’, a 

more accurate rendering would require perfective or 

habitual aspect per parallels in English discourse: 

 

Like its Indo-Aryan relations (Masica 1991:384), 

Gojri uses the verbs stay, go, and do in combination with a 

participial form of the main verb to further specify 

imperfective aspect: 

/rέ-/ ‘stay’ > keep on V-ing 

/rέ-/ occurs in any tense with the imperfective 

participle, adding a nuance of continuation to the habitual 

aspect. /rέ-/ receives whatever inflection would otherwise 

be associated with the main verb. In (323) the addition of 

/rέ-/ connotes the subject’s effort to sit every morning, 

whereas the Present Habitual in (324) merely states the 

subject’s habit without implying his or her deliberate 

continuation in it: 
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Since the Gojri habitual cannot occur with the 

future tense (cf. 4.2.1.2.5), any future habitual notion 

must be expressed by the future of /rέ-/ with the 

imperfective form of the main verb (such usage 

approaches grammaticalization). In such cases the sense of 

continuance may survive in addition to the broader 

habitual denotation. Compare examples (326)-(327): 
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There is one common idiom in my data in which 

this construction contains the perfective rather than 

imperfective form of the main verb /ṭik-/ ‘stay’: 

 

/čal-/ ‘go’ > go on V-ing 

/čal-/ occurs with the imperfective participle in 

imperatives, expressing a type of ‘progressive aspect’ that 

indicates continuation despite some kind of resistance or 

limitation (Masica 1991:269). It receives whatever 

inflection would otherwise be associated with the main 
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verb. The verb /čal-/ ‘go’ is irregular in the perfective, 

where its stem is /g-/. My research assistants say that /čal-

/ could be replaced with /rέ-/ without change in meaning 

in the following examples: 

 

‘Tara, taking the branch, kept on killing and killing 

and killing. He finished off almost half of the army that the 

king had.’ 

/kar-/ ‘do’ > make a habit of V-ing 

/kar-/ occurs only in compound imperatives, with 

the main verb stem taking the ‘older’ invariant perfective 

suffix /-eā/ (/-īā/). It expresses future habitual action. 

There are no marked future imperative forms of this 

construction, as the notion of future time is inherent. Note 

the compounded variant in (332)b.: 
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Adverbs 

Gojri adverbs are those words which convey 

adverbial notions all by themselves, notions that might 

otherwise be conveyed by a multi-word phrase. Gojri 

adverbs therefore specify some property of the verbal 

event or situation, or of an adjective or other adverb. 

Adverbs occur outside of noun phrases almost anywhere 

prior to the verb, and a few adverbs like /wī/ (/bī/, /be/) 

‘also’ may be allowed between the verb and a following 

auxiliary. 

Morphologically related sets of adverbs are shown 

in Table 27 below. I then list other examples of the several 

classes of Gojri adverbs in 4.2.3.1-5. The few Gojri adverbs 

which inflect for agreement with the subject are shown in 

4.2.3.1-5 as stems, with the hyphen indicating that an AC 

marker is required. 

Table 27. Interrogative/Relative/Proximate/Distal Adverb 

Sets 
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The form */kitԑ/ is not an interrogative. Rather it is 

an indefinite adverb meaning ‘somewhere, somewhat, 

sometimes.’ The interrogative adverb /kyῡ~/ ‘Why?’ is 

answered by /kyῡ~ ke/ or /kyῡ~ je/ ‘because.’ 

Other Adverbs of Manner 

/ī~e/ (/ā~yɔ/) ‘otherwise’, /bέl-/ ‘quickly’, /cirk-/ 

‘late’, /faṭ/ ‘immediately’, /jaltī/ ‘quickly’, /jàb/ ‘quickly’ 

(W. only), /hòḷe/ ‘slowly’, /jī/ ‘at that moment’, /lug-/ 

‘freely’, /mat/ ‘never’ (in prohibitions), /nakῡk/ ‘deeply’ (of 

sleep), /nasāpe~/ ‘suddenly’, /nῡī/ ‘anyway, regardless’, 

/sanganāḷ/ ‘in partnership’, /tāwaḷ-/ ‘quickly’, /tíngī mùngī/ 

‘for no reason’ (E. only), /wī/ (/bī/, /be/) ‘also’  
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Other Adverbs of Time 

/aĵā~/ ‘at the moment, right now’ (occurs in 

negative constructions), /age~re~/ ‘several weeks ago’ , 

/aj/ ‘today’, /ajkal/ ‘nowadays’, /atԑ/ ‘then’ , /bič bázԑ/ 

‘sometimes’, /dèāṛī/ (/dīāṛī/)‘daily’, /dīnā/ ‘tomorrow’, 

/fir/ (/phir/, /mī/) ‘then, again’, /hàmešā~/ ‘always’, /hòṇ/ 

‘now’, /itnā bicῡ/ ‘meanwhile’, /kade kade/ ‘occasionally’, 

/kā—Dῡ/ ‘afterwards’, /munḍῡ/ ‘from the beginning’, 

/par/ ‘last year’, /parār/ ‘two years ago’, /sabԑl/ ‘early in 

the morning’, /tade/ ‘a little earlier, a short time ago’, 

/terā~/ ‘this year’, /waxtī/ ‘early in the morning’ (W.only) 

Other Adverbs of Place and Direction 

Many adverbs of this class feature a directional 

suffix /-ā~/ which resembles the dative case-marking 

postposition /nā/ in many ways. Others feature the 

ablative suffix /-ῡ/. 

Examples of this class include: 

/afrā~/ ‘upwards’, /agā~/ ‘up ahead’, /andrῡ/ ‘from 

out of’, /aprῡ/ ‘from off of, from out of’ (E. only), /āmṇe 

sāmṇe/ ‘opposite one another’, /bār/ ‘outside, abroad’, 

/bicῡ/ ‘from out of’, /biṛԑ/ ‘outside’, /cārcoferī/ 

(/carchiperī/) ‘all the way around’, /hèṭhῡ/ ‘from under’, 

/kāḍ/ ‘behind’, /koḷῡ/ ‘from near’, /parā~/ ‘in that 

direction’, /parῡ/ ‘from across’, /parlῡtԑ/ ‘across and 

down’, /parῡtԑ/ ‘next door’, /pichā~/ ‘in the mountains, 

toward the mountains’, /taḷԑ/ ‘down’, /taṇā/ ‘in the plains, 

toward the plains’, /taῡ te/ ‘from below’, /tā~/ ‘toward 
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the low lands’, /tԑ/ ‘down’, /upar/ ‘above’, /urā~/ ‘in this 

direction’, /urā~ parā~/ ‘every which way’, /urῡte/ ‘from 

adjacent location.’ 

Other Adverbs of Degree 

/baṛ-/ ‘very’, /bilkul/ ‘completely, totally’, /kúĵ/ 

‘somewhat’, /muč/ ‘very’, /sirf/ ‘only’ (Urdu, rare in female 

speech), /sirῡ/ ‘completely, totally’, /takrīban/ 

‘approximately’ (Urdu, rare in female speech), /thoṛ-/ ‘a 

little’, /zarī/ ‘slightly, a little’ 

Epistemic Adverbs 

Adverbs of this class ‘indicate the degree to which 

the speaker is committed to the truth of the clause’ (Payne 

1997:70). The most common such Gojri adverb has 

grammaticalized from the perfective of the verb /pԑ-/ ‘fall’ 

and denotes the speaker’s positive disposition toward the 

verbal clause, rather than his or her commitment to its 

truth, per se. This adverb agrees with the subject in gender 

and number, although there is no marked femine plural 

form. Translations include ‘surely’, ‘certainly’, and ‘go 

ahead’. 

Consider examples (334)-(335): 
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Other examples of this small class of adverbs 

include /bilkul/ ‘absolutely’, /lāzmī/ ‘surely’, /xās kar/ 

‘especially’, and /zarῡr/ ‘certainly’.  
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TOWARD STANDARDIZED GOJRI SPELLINGS 

AND LITERATURE 

Dialectal Variation and the Standardization of 

Gojri 

The intelligibility testing conducted by Hallberg and 

O’Leary demonstrated empirically that Gujjars are justified 

in believing that Gojri is a single language with regional 

variance (1992:126). In my opinion, the phonological and 

morphological variation noted above between Eastern and 

Western forms of Gojri speech is relatively limited and 

should not therefore constitute a major obstacle to the 

emergence of a unified literary standard. The nature of the 

dialectal differences may provide a partial explanation for 

Hallberg and O’Leary’s tentative observation that Western 

speakers are better able to understand the speech of 

Eastern Gujjars than the other way around (1992:127). 

They had speculated that Eastern Gojri might be an older 

form of the language that facilitated a latent receptive 

competence among Western speakers, or that the greater 

similarity of Eastern Gojri to Urdu and Punjabi (observed 

via word list comparisons and attitude surveys) might 

make Western Gujjars who are exposed to those 

languages more likely to understand Eastern Gojri. 

While I believe that the ability of Western speakers 

to understand Eastern speech lies primarily in their greater 

exposure to Eastern Gojri (and Urdu), the comparative 

morphological data do suggest that Eastern Gojri retains 
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older forms. Various inflectional distinctions made in 

Eastern are collapsed in Western, and those distinctions 

also correspond - formally in some cases - to those made 

in Urdu and Punjabi. Related to this is the fact that many 

Eastern-speaking Gujjars with whom I have contact regard 

the Western dialect, if they are even exposed to it, as 

having a corrupted or otherwise incorrect grammar (citing 

missing inflections), and therefore unworthy of attention. 

On the other hand, Western Gujjars take a high view of the 

Eastern Gojri they enjoy on the radio, regarding it only as 

slightly ‘different’ from their own speech. They seem to 

take it as a given that any literature development, like 

radio programming, will emanate from Kashmir, where 

Gujjars and Gojri are more influential than in Pakistan’s 

North-West Frontier Province. 

Despite this apparent willingness of Western-

speaking Gujjars to follow the lead of Eastern speakers in 

language development, I believe that they should be 

encouraged to produce a limited literature and develop 

primary literacy programming in their own dialect. Early on 

in the pilot literacy project which I conducted together 

with my research assistants, it became clear that, beyond 

a common alphabet book, they and other literate Gujjar 

stake-holders wanted separate Eastern and Western 

reading primers. Their enthusiasm for ‘mother-tongue 

literacy’ is tied to the materials being written in their own 

mother tongue (i.e. not in someone else’s mother tongue). 

A small example of such attitudes involves the future 
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auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/), for which some Eastern speakers resist 

an Urdu-based /g-/ spelling, complaining, ‘we don’t say 

that!’ 

The morphological and lexical differences, limited 

as they are, still affect almost every line of written text, 

such that new readers working with materials from the 

other dialect end up memorizing some lesson content by 

rote rather than merely decoding what is familiar (I have 

experimented in both directions). Pushing Eastern Gojri 

primers or hybrid Gojri primers onto the Western dialect 

community might discourage broad-based involvement in 

non-formal literacy programs. Development of Western 

Gojri at this minimal level might also raise the profile of 

the dialect sufficiently for it to be taken more seriously by 

Eastern developers, who in any case should see the 

Western community - including Allaiwal Bakarwals living in 

Indian-side of Jammu and Kashmir - as a way to emphasize 

the geographic breadth and numeric strength of the Gojri 

language in their campaign for wider recognition and 

support (not to mention maximizing their own audience). 

After gaining initial skills in their own dialect, 

Western students can proceed with the Urdu curriculum in 

either a government school or non-formal literacy 

program. Through Urdu, then, Western students will learn 

the spellings for such Eastern forms as the present 

auxiliary /he~/, the feminine plural AC marker /-ī~/, and 

the second and third person plural PC markers, /-ɔ/ and /-
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ԑ~/ (Urdu /-e~/), respectively. Such a program would leave 

very little in Eastern-dialect publications to appear foreign 

to the Western reader, because the ‘gain’ of inflectional 

information and spellings would have been largely 

achieved via Urdu. For female students, the non-formal 

curriculum could be structured for direct progression to 

Eastern Gojri materials, since female Gujjars are less likely 

to learn spoken Urdu outside of a formal setting. Materials 

could also be developed in Eastern Gojri to teach Urdu as a 

foreign language to monolingual speakers from both 

dialects. 

Approaches to Spelling: Theoretical 

Considerations 

The traditional taxonomy of orthography types 

distinguishes two broad spelling approaches for alphabetic 

writing systems: the phonemic or ‘shallow’ representation 

which generally corresponds to Pronunciation, and the 

morphophonemic or ‘deep’ representation of underlying 

forms. The product of the former should also be 

distinguished from phonetic spellings which represent 

predictable allophonic detail. There are advantages and 

disadvantages to each approach. 

From Phonology 

Since its advent in the early to mid-80’s, the theory of 

Lexical Phonology has provided a strong endorsement for 

a ‘shallow’ or phonemic orthographic representation. 

Mohanan argues that orthography should represent the 
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‘lexical alphabet’, which approximates the phonemic 

inventory of a language (1986:194,176-177). In his 

discussion of the psycholinguistic perceptions of a 

language’s speakers, Mohanan provides the basis for 

understanding why phonemic spellings are generally 

superior to phonetic or morphophonemic spellings: 

Speakers of a language can be trained in a matter of 

hours to interpret ‘phonemic’transcriptions (those 

using the lexical alphabet), and then learn the 

Pronunciationsof unfamiliar words from a pronouncing 

dictionary. All that one needs for thispurpose is the key 

for the symbols, with a few examples. Equally simple 

istraining in producing lexical phonemic transcriptions: 

my informal experimentsshow that speakers of the 

same dialect come up with the same 

phonemictranscriptions for a given set of spoken 

nonce forms. 

In contrast to the ease with which one can train naive 

speakers to read and write lexical phonemic transcriptions, 

it is nearly impossible to train an average speaker to read 

and write phonetic transcriptions: this would require a 

great deal of training in articulatory phonetics ... Equally 

laborious is training in reading and writing underlying 

representations, which would require special training in 

the phonological analysis of the language involved. What I 

am saying, in other words, is that all speakers of a 

language have direct conscious access to representations 
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in erms of the lexical alphabet by virtue of knowing the 

language. Only a few have conscious access to underlying 

representations and phonetic representations, since 

conscious access to these two levels is provided through 

specialized training in phonetics and phonology. 

(1986:194) 

He goes on to summarize the implications for spelling 

and literacy:  

It is not an accident that many languages have based 

their orthographic systems on the lexical alphabet. The 

orthographic system of Malayalam ... is a syllabary that 

is phonemic. As a result, it has the property that 

speakers do not have to learn the Pronunciations of 

unfamiliar words by listening to the spoken form or 

consulting a pronouncing dictionary: the orthographic 

representation of a word conveys everything that a 

speaker needs to know in order to pronounce the 

word. Thus, literacy in Malayalam is achieved by 

merely learning the regular correspondences between 

letters and sounds. 

This structural property has a behavioural correlate: 

given unfamiliar words in the written form, literate 

speakers pronounce them ‘correctly’ (i.e. the way they 

are pronounced by others), and given unfamiliar words 

in the spoken form, they assign ‘correct’ written 

representations to what they hear. 
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In contrast, literate speakers of English need to check 

the correspondence between spelling and 

Pronunciation for every new word that they come 

across. Clearly, this is related to the fact that the 

orthographic system is not lexical phonemic in English 

...’ (1986:195) 

By advocating a ‘shallow’ orthography, Lexical 

Phonology provides unqualified support for the approach 

to tone representation explored for Gojri in 3.2, because it 

sees tone spreading like that in Gojri as a post-lexical 

process (Pulleyblank 1986). Stated another way, the 

results of tone spread in Gojri are phonetic or allophonic in 

nature, rather than contrastive/phonemic, and do not 

need to be written (Bird 1996:32). Bird’s (1997) 

documentation illustrates for surface tones what Mohanan 

avers about surface detail in general: training a native 

speaker to accurately read and transcribe it is virtually 

impossible. 

From Reading Theory 

The findings of recent reading studies support the 

implications of Lexical Phonology for orthography design, 

while providing additional insight about how readers 

process text. Adams finds that, prior to the development 

of a large sight vocabulary, ‘the connections between 

orthography and phonology are extremely important for 

the young reader; as for the skillful reader, however, the 

importance of phonological processing is as a means or 
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support system’ (1990:215). Contradicting the long-held 

notion of many linguists and educators that ‘deep’ 

etymological spellings enable readers to bypass 

phonological processing in word recognition, she cites 

research by Ehri and Wilce (1986) indicating that ‘the 

morphemic structure of a word does not influence 

learners’ image of its phonological structure or, by 

extension, its spelling. Instead their results invite the 

converse explanation: that morphemic appreciation 

derives from our knowledge of words’ spellings and our 

image of their phonological structures’ (1990:400). 

A related finding with major implications for 

orthography design is that readers recognize words by 

automatically parsing words into syllables, not into 

morphemes (Adams 1990:121-124). This parsing is 

dependent upon the reader’s knowledge of spelling 

patterns, which consists of associative connections 

between letters that are learned via phonological 

processing. One consequence for the cursive Arabic script, 

I believe, is that such parsing may be complicated by the 

existence of several allographs for the same pronounced 

syllable. Where there are no other constraints, the 

avoidance of longer, joined spellings might simplify the 

syllabification component of word recognition. 

Adam’s conclusions about the reading process do 

not contradict what cross-cultural literacy practitioners 

have advocated about orthography design; her entire 
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discussion assumes standardized English spellings. Two 

general principles continue to guide the development of 

spelling conventions where they have not been 

standardized: consistent representation of morphological 

affixes (Walter 1995), and maintenance of ‘fixed 

wordimages’ based on the isolation form of the word 

(Voorhoeve 1964:130-131, cited with reference to tone 

orthographies in Bird 1996:12-23). It is possible that 

syllabification is also complicated by allophonic-level 

spellings, which multiply the number of visual images 

associated with morphemes subject to minor surface 

variations. To my knowledge, however, the case for 

maintaining the visual consistency of words and 

grammatical morphemes has not been established 

through comparable research. 

Simons’ Principles of Multidialectal 

Orthography Design 

Simons (1994) outlines seven principles for 

designing an orthography that enables readers of 

phonologically divergent dialects to read their own 

Pronunciations from a single representation while 

maximizing the political and economic benefits of ‘joining’. 

A multidialectal orthography represents ‘levels of 

phonological structure at which skewed phonemic systems 

converge. By lifting an insistence on ‘phonemic’ 

orthographies, we may be able to discover a solution at a 

phonetic, morphophonemic, or fast speech level which 

finds agreement between all dialects, whereas the 
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phonemic solution would find disagreement’ (1994:16). 

Such an orthography stands in contrast to a unidialectal 

orthography which corresponds only to the phonology of 

the most socially acceptable dialect of a language 

(Gudschinsky 1973). The English orthography is a prime 

example; its morphophonemic, deep etymological 

spellings unite in one representation a host of spoken 

varieties, some of them mutually unintelligible. 

Simons proposes that, in evaluating alternative 

solutions in the design of a multidialectal orthography, 

that solution is to be preferred which (1) is the most 

socially acceptable; (2) is the most psycholinguistically 

acceptable (psychologically ‘real’ to speakers); (3) 

minimizes potential ambiguity; (4) minimizes the number 

of symbolized contrasts; (5) finds a level of phonological 

structure at which skewed systems converge; (6) 

symbolizes (in the unified orthography) a given phonemic 

contrast in one dialect when ease of reading warrants top 

consideration, or symbolizes another dialect’s 

neutralization of that contrast when ease of writing 

warrants top consideration; and (7) entails the overall 

least effort for illiterates to become fluent readers: 

The greater the overall effort required to master 

orthography, the greater is the overall cost of conducting a 

literacy program. This cost is realized in at least two ways: 

the cost of losing students and thus failing to produce 

readers, and the actual expense in terms of time, teachers, 
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and equipment required for conducting the program. The 

cost in terms of losing students is the more serious. Ability 

to succeed in becoming a fluent reader is largely governed 

by motivation. In a very real way, the effort required to 

learn can affect one's motivation. Difficulties and long 

periods without any seeming progress can lead to 

frustration and discouragement. These in turn may lead to 

loss of motivation and giving up. The less time and effort 

required to gain mastery, the greater the chances that the 

individual student will succeed. (Simons 1994:27) 

As the phonemic inventories of Eastern and 

Western Gojri are virtually identical, Gojri is clearly not a 

classic case of the situation Simons addresses. Still, these 

principles might be extended to the representation of 

morphological differences and sub-phonemic variation. 

For example, I am convinced that the ‘iconic’, etymological 

solution considered in 3.2.2.4 for the representation of 

low tones resulting from the de-aspiration of initial voiced 

aspirates is preferable to other solutions in terms of all 

seven criteria. Furthermore, this and other Urdu-based 

solutions make sense if the principles, particularly the 

seventh, are applied beyond the dialect differences to the 

broader language Environment in which Urdu 

predominates - that is, if Gojri and Urdu are seen as sister 

dialects. In that light, the ‘cost’ of producing Urdu-literate 

Gujjars via confidence and skill-building primary literacy in 

their mother-tongue is minimized to the extent that the 

Gojri orthography resembles Urdu. Departures from Urdu 
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conventions add to the student’s total learning task, 

without adding to the resources available. While the 

governments and economies of English-speaking countries 

are able to support a literacy task that is protracted due to 

its orthography, South Asian governments and Gujjars 

themselves have no such luxury. 

Gojri Spellings 

What follows is only a partial listing of spelling-

related issues not already addressed in 2.6 and 3.2.2. I 

have not, for instance, taken time to treat each of the 

post-lexical processes reported in 2.5 in light of a 

phonemic spelling approach. The discussion below does, 

however, provide considerable documentation as to the 

scope of orthographic variation in Gojri. My purpose is to 

report and evaluate spelling patterns which have a bearing 

on the spelling of many words, and on that basis advance 

the discussion of the spelling of select high-frequency 

grammatical words. The uniquely Western spellings 

presented below are in use, to my knowledge, only by 

myself and those Western speakers who are associated 

with the literacy project and are not therefore indicative of 

any truly indigenous activity in that dialect. 

Basing a Word’s Spelling on its Isolation Form 

This principle can be illustrated via application to 

the Gojri verb ‘give’, which is often written with high tone 

as per the Pronunciation of the ‘bare’ singular 

imperative form, /dέ/, and a perceived contrast with the 
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Urdu imperative form as well as with the Gojri /de/ ‘giant’. 

Writers are confused, though, when writing suffixed forms 

of ‘give’, since inflected forms alternate between low and 

level tone (see the paradigm for ‘give’ in Appendix C). The 

imperative, however, is not the isolation form of the Gojri 

verb, as it receives additional stress. The isolation form of 

the verb is, rather, that which occurs in the conjunctive 

participle construction (4.2.1.7), as is shown in (336): 

 

Here there is no tone contrast between ‘give’ and 

‘giant’; they are homophones. The approach advocated by 

Bird (1996), then, would spell the stem /de-/ ‘give’ as 

in all of its forms. 

Consistent Representation of Morphological 

Affixes 

An application of the consistent representation of 

morphological affixes involves a post- lexical process for 

the infinitive suffix /-ṇ/, which is replaced with /-n/ 

following any retroflex sonorant (see 2.5.4). A phonetic 

spelling of /āṇṇɔ/ [a:ṇənɔ] ‘to bring’, therefore, is , 

reflecting this replacement. A decision to represent 

suffixes consistently, however, would write the infinitive 

suffix as retroflex in all Environments, e.g. ‘to bring’. 
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Words Involving Perseveratory Nasalization 

Since nasalization of vowels is predictable following 

a nasal consonant (cf. 2.5.6), there is no need to write 

nasality thereby produced. This convention seems to be 

selectively applied in Urdu, e.g. nasality is written for /me/ 

‘in’ but not for the ergative postposition /ne/. For 

example, the Gojri dative postposition /nā/ [na:~] and the 

postposition /mā/ [ma:~] ‘in’ could be written without nun 

gunno,  ں, as and , respectively, rather than 

phonetically as and . (At present, is used 

universally, and the two spellings of /nā/ are in free 

variation in Indian-side of Jammu and Kashmir while only 

occurs in publications on the Pakistan side.) 

Words like /nā~/ [na:~] ‘name’ and /mā~/ 

[ma:~]‘mother’, which feature underlying nasality 

stemming from the erɔsion of a historic nasal consonant, 

should continue to be written with nun gunno after the 

vowel: as and , respectively. The underlying nasality 

of suffixes such as the oblique plural /-ā~/ and the 

feminine plural /-ī~/ (Eastern only) should not be mistaken 

for cases of perseveratory nasalization when following a 

nasal consonant - and thus written without nun gunno. 

Rather, they should be written with nun gunno regardless 

of the Environment. 

Stems Ending in Nasalized Vowels 

As another application of a commitment to 

consistently represent morphological affixes, stems ending 
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in nasalized vowels would be written with nun gunno prior 

to any suffix, even if the nasality extends through a 

suffixed vowel in the speech of some. Two examples 

involving the nominative masculine singular AC suffix /-ɔ/ 

are shown in (337). 

(337) Spellings of stems ending in a nasalized vowel (note 

medial form of nun gunno) 

 

Constraints on the Employment of Vowel 

Diacritics 

In Gojri writing, as in Urdu, the use of vowel 

diacritics is normally limited to the differentiation of 

otherwise ambiguous spellings. There is simply no need, 

for example, to specify that the Pronunciation of the 

second and third person singular PC suffix is /-ԑ rather 

than /-e/ by means of the superscript diacritic, zabbar. On 

the other hand, it may be desirable to write zabbar to 

distinguish such grammatical words as /ke/ ‘what?’ and 

/kԑ/, the genitive-locative postposition, particularly in 

primary literacy materials. 

The nominative masculine singular AC suffix /-ɔ/ is 

universally written without a superscript zabbar, thus 

neutralizing the contrast between /ɔ/ and /o/. This 
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practice simplifies reading and writing without introducing 

any ambiguities. 

The neutralization of dialectal variation may be 

achieved through the omission of vowel diacritics in some 

contexts. For example, while the difference between the 

Eastern perfective suffix /-e/ and its Western counterpart 

/-ī/ could be represented by writing a subscript diacritic 

zer for Western forms, omitting the zer simplifies both 

standardization and literacy. 

Constraints on the Adoption of Urdu Spellings 

The notion of an ‘Urdu-based’ approach to writing 

Gojri does not mean that every Gojri word should be 

spelled according to the spelling of its Urdu cognate. In the 

practice of conscientious, development-minded Gujjar 

writers, Urdu spellings are generally adopted only for 

stems whose Pronunciations approximate those of their 

Urdu counter parts. Differences in Pronunciation 

consisting of one or more phonetic features are 

intentionally represented in unique Gojri spellings. Some 

common examples are shown in (338). 

(338) Unique Gojri spellings for words with transparent 

Urdu cognates 
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There are exceptions to this general rule. The 

spellings of a few indigenous tonal words are taken from 

Urdu, even though they do not map precisely to Gojri 

Pronunciations. One common example is the negative 

particle /nī/, for which the Urdu spelling  (Urdu 

/nahī~/) is utilized in Indian-side of Jammu and Kashmir. 

The variant spelling advocated by Sabir Afaqi and utilized 

in Pakistan and Pakistan-Occopied Kashmir is , which 

precisely maps to the Gojri Pronunciation (i.e. it indicates 

one rather than two syllables, marks high tone with choti 

he placed after the vowel, and does not mark the 

underlying final nasality of the Urdu form). Similarly, the 

Gojri negative particles /nā/ and /na/ [n˄ˀ`] are both 

written with the Urdu spelling, , which would indicate 

the Pronunciation /ná/ if decoded alphabetically. The 

complementizer /ke/ occurs frequently in Gojri literature, 

although its Urdu spelling does not indicate the level-
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tone, long-vowel Pronunciation. I am uncertain whether 

the word itself is indigenous, however, as the allomorph 

/ĵe/ is more common in spoken Gojri. 

While the exceptions noted above stand outside of 

a strict sound-symbol correspondence, they support the 

maintenance of fixed word images between Gojri and 

Urdu and thus simplify the transitional literacy task. If the 

Urdu spellings of these and other such words remain 

standard, they should be taught as sight words in Gojri 

primary literacy materials. 

Pronouns and Demonstratives 

The standardization of pronominal and 

demonstrative spellings, like the standardization of tone 

representation, constitutes an important first step toward 

the establishment of a Gojri written standard. For these 

words, dialectal differences are surprisingly minimal, and 

the obstacles to standardization seem to lie exclusively 

between members of the Eastern-speaking community. 

The spellings of Gojri pronouns and demonstratives 

are influenced, to varying degrees, by the spellings of Urdu 

pronouns. The Urdu spellings referenced below are given 

in Schmidt (1999:15-24). 

Nominative Forms 

The spellings for first and second person 

nominative pronouns are shown in Table 28. 
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Table 28. Spellings for First and Second Person Nominative 

Pronouns 

 

The spellings shown in Table 28 are used invariably. 

The first person spellings have been appropriated directly 

from Urdu (the singular is taken from the Urdu present 

auxiliary for first person singular), while the second person 

spellings have been slightly adapted to reflect slight 

differences in Pronunciation from their Urdu equivalents. 

In primary literacy materials for the Western 

dialect, the spelling might be utilized for the second 

singular, as it is identical to the Urdu. 

The spellings for third person nominative 

demonstrative pronouns are shown in Table 29. 

Table 29. Spellings for Third Person Nominative 

Demonstrative Pronouns 
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Whereas Gojri distinguishes six third person 

nominative forms, Urdu distinguishes only two (distal and 

Proximate). This partially explains why the Gojri spellings 

are standard for only three forms: the singular distal 

variant /ó/, the singular distal masculine /wó/ 

(appropriated from the Urdu distal), and the plural 

Proximate /yέ/ (appropriated from the Urdu Proximate). A 

secondary explanation is geopolitical: It has precluded 

productive discourse and collaborationbetween Gojri 

developers on opposite sides of Kashmir. Thus, the 

dominant forms shown for the four remaining pronominal 

distinctions in Table 29 are in use in Indian-side of Jammu 

and Kashmir, while the variants mainly occur in literature 

produced on the Pakistan side (except for the plural distal 

variant, which is a secondary form in both areas). 
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In my opinion, the dominant forms in Table 29 are 

all excellent candidates for standardization. As a set they 

have a rough visual symmetry corresponding to the 

symmetry of their Pronunciations, that is, the spellings 

differ somewhat predictably from one another with 

respect to the representation of their initial, spatial-

marking consonants and their gender and number-

marking high-tone vowels. The feminine variants are not 

visually distinct enough: the singular Proximate feminine is 

too similar to the plural Proximate, and the singular distal 

feminine is too similar to its masculine counterpart, 

especially given the frequency with which diacritics are 

omitted. Likewise, the singular Proximate masculine 

variant is identical to the digraph often representing the 

final syllable of the perfective masculine singular (cf. , 

‘he came’) and the plural distal variant is identical to the 

common sequence /wԑ/ which occurs in many verbal 

forms (cf. the Eastern , ‘he comes’). 

First and Second Singular Agentive Forms 

The first and second singular agentive pronominal 

spellings are shown in Table 30. 

Table 30. Spellings for First and Second Person Singular 

Agentive Pronouns 
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The spellings in Table 30 are used invariably. The 

first person singular is appropriated from the homophonic 

Urdu first singular nominative, and the second person 

singular is spelled on the same pattern. 

The nasality of the first person singular form 

appears to be underlying. That the nasality of both forms 

is likely a reduction of the agentive postposition /ne/ is 

suggested by the non-occurrence of /ne/ with these forms 

and by the free variation observed for the Western third 

singular forms /is ne/ and /us ne/ and their contracted 

allomorphs, /ise~/ and /use~/, respectively. 

First and Second Person Plural Agentive and Dative Forms 

The spellings for first and second person plural 

agentive and dative forms are shown in Table 31. 

Table 31. Spellings for First and Second Person Plural 

Agentive and Dative 
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The agentive forms shown in Table 31 are standard 

per the spellings of their Urdu equivalents. All eight of the 

dative spellings shown are possible in materials produced 

in Indian-side of Jammu and Kashmir, while in Pakistan and 

Pakistan- Occopied  Kashmir the two rightmost spellings 

are prescribed and employed by Sabir Afaqi (1995:155). 

The total variation for each of the first and second persons 

derives from connecting the dative postposition /nā/ to 

the pronoun versus writing it separately, and writing /nā/ 

with nun gunno versus writing it without nun gunno. 

Standardization of dative spellings depends, then, 

both on the standardization of a spelling for /nā/ and a 

decision about whether to join or separate /nā/ and the 

pronoun. Against joining is the fact that it introduces 

additional forms without conveying anything that is not 

already conveyed by the separated spellings which must 

be used whenever other words intervene. The forms thus 

introduced are not so readily ‘syllabified’ by the new 

reader/writer. In other words, joining complicates the 

literacy task without contributing any corresponding 

benefit. 
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In favor of joining is the possibility that it might 

provide a visual clue that assists Eastern readers in 

interpreting their own unique Pronunciation, itself a 

contraction of sorts (cf. 2.5.3), without steering Western 

readers away from their own Pronunciation. The latter 

might happen if Eastern phonetic spellings involving 

retroflex nun were standardized; fortunately such 

spellings are not in use. The potential of any such benefit 

for Eastern readers is diminished, however, by the 

existence of standard, non-fused spellings for the first and 

second person plural agentive forms, which involve the 

same Pronunciation issues (note the phonetic 

transcriptions in Table 31). 

Singular Oblique Forms 

The spellings for singular oblique pronominal forms 

are shown in Table 32. 

Table 32. Spellings for Singular Oblique Pronouns 

(first and second person are shown with dative case) 
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The first and second person singular forms shown 

in Table 32 are written as fused, because the stems /min-/ 

(/man-/) and /tin-/ (/tan-/) cannot occur in isolation. The 

spellings shown for these stems achieve neutralization of 

variation between Western and Eastern Pronunciations 

(through omission of zabbar and zer, respectively). The 

third person singular forms shown in Table 32 are standard 

in Gojri per their Urdu spellings. 

The spelling variation observed for the first and 

second person singular forms reflects the two spellings of 

the dative postposition /nā/ (see 5.3.3), Standardizing 

for the spelling of /nā/ would entail adoption of the 

variants in Table 32, given a commitment to consistently 

represent morphological affixes. This would have the 

added advantage of avoiding the visual ambiguity between 

the inherently nasal oblique plural suffix /-ā~/ and the final 

two letters of the dominant spellings. 

In Western literacy materials, the contracted third 

singular dative forms, /isā~/ and /usā~/, and agentive 

forms, /ise~/ and /use~/, can be written as fused 

according to their Pronunciations to reflect the suffixation 

of these postposition allomorphs; intervening words are 

not allowed. 

The first and second singular oblique stems /min-/ 

and /tin-/ also occur with the ablative postposition /te/ in 

both forms of Hazara Gojri. This postposition, however, is 

normally written /te~/ per its Pronunciation in 
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Kashmir. Gujjars in Pakistan proper could use the spelling 

/te/, and thus /minte/ ‘from me’ and /tinte/ 

‘from you’ , in their own primary literacy materials. 

Theformer spelling, which is the better candidate for 

standardization, has the advantage of dissimilarity with 

the highfrequency particle /tԑ/ ‘and, then’, and the 

disadvantage of being identical with the second singular 

agentive /te~/, whereas the situation is exactly 

opposite for a Hazara spelling (less the zabbar on /tԑ/). 

Third Person Plural Oblique Forms 

The spellings for third person plural oblique 

pronominal forms are shown in Table 33. 

Table 33. Spellings for Third Person Plural Oblique Forms 

 

In Table 33, the suffixed forms show the oblique 

plural suffix /-ā~/. The spellings for the bare or non-

suffixed third person plural oblique forms are identical to 

those for their Urdu equivalents and are therefore used 

universally in Gojri. The variation evident for the suffixed 

forms is due to variation in Urdu, where the choti he 

spelling is preferred to the do chasmi he spelling despite 

the fact that the latter ‘reflects the phonology more 
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accurately’ (Schmidt 1999:22). The same could be said for 

Gojri, since do chasmi he following a voiced consonant 

normally indicates high tone on the preceding short vowel 

(cf. 3.2.2.5.2), whereas the choti he spelling does not so 

correspond to the Pronunciation. Both spellings occur in 

materials produced in Indian-Jammu and  Kashmir, while 

only the dominant spelling is used on the Pakistan side. If 

the choti he spelling should become standardized on 

account of its dominance in Urdu, it would need to be 

treated as a sight word in primary Gojri literacy materials. 

First and Second Person Possessive Adjectives 

The spellings for first and second person possessive 

adjectives are shown in Table 34. 

Table 34. Spellings for First and Second Person Possessive 

Adjectives (shown with nominative masculine singular 

agreement) 

 

The spellings for the singular forms in Table 34 are 

appropriated from spellings of their identical Urdu stems, 

and are used universally. The second person plural spelling 
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is also universal, and its under-representation of low tone 

does not seem to create any ambiguity. 

The first person plural has two common spellings. 

The dominant spelling represents low tone with do chasmi 

he, per the way most low-tone words beginning with stops 

are written in the Urdu-based approach advocated by the 

Cultural Academy in Srinagar. This offers the added benefit 

of symmetry with the second person plural spelling. The 

variant spelling represents low tone with choti he, 

consistent with the approach of those in Pakistan and 

Pakistan-Occopied  Kashmir. The standardization of the 

spelling of this form hinges on resolution of the broader 

problem of indigenous low-tone words not related to de-

aspiration, for which both do chasmi he and choti he can 

unambiguously represent underlying low tone (‘lexical L’; 

see the third subsection in 3.2.2.6). 

Western Present Auxiliary and Inflections of 

/hò-/ ‘be’ 

I recommend that the Western present auxiliary, 

/ɛ/, which is constant for all persons and numbers (cf. 

4.2.1.1.5), be written as and learned as a sight word per 

the Urdu and Eastern Gojri singular form, rather than 

spelled according to its own Pronunciation, which would 

yield . 

The spelling of the Western form of the verb be is 

more complicated, since the stem /hò-/ ‘to be’ survives 

only in the lower-frequency first singular. There are at 
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least five possible spellings for the second and third person 

form, /wέ / [vέ:] (the first person plural spellings would be 

identical save for the PC suffix): 

(1) , a phonemic spelling by analogy with the way most 

low-tone words are written in an Urdu-based approach to 

Gojri (other than those beginning with /h/); 

(2) , the Eastern spelling of the full verb form, which 

could be taught as a sight word in which the first two 

letters are ‘silent’; 

(3) , the spelling of the Eastern contracted form that 

occurs in some Academy literature (presumably its 

Pronunciation is also [vέ:], as in Kaghani Gojri); 

(4) , which is written without any tone marking so as to 

match the second syllable of the Eastern form (giving the 

appearance of a contraction); and 

(5) , in which choti he indicates low tone and the first 

two characters correspond to the spelling of the historic 

(and Eastern and Urdu) stem /hò-/ ‘to be’, albeit with a 

different phonetic interpretation. 

In my opinion, maintenance of word shape is 

primary and tone marking is secondary. At some point a 

body of literate Western stake-holders can commit to a 

solution that best accords with their own objectives, but 

perhaps adopting whatever form is standardized for the 

homophonous Eastern contracted form would be best (I 
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believe that the third and fourth spellings are presently in 

use). 

Treatment of Loan Words 

All Persian and Arabic roots that retain some 

resemblance to their basic phonetic shape in spoken Gojri 

are written as per their spellings in Urdu, regardless of 

conformity to Gojri conventions (the same is true of 

English loans, regardless of their phonetic shape in Gojri). 

Two examples reflecting non-conformance to Gojri 

spelling patterns are  /šād/ ‘witness’ (contra the 

pattern documented in 3.2.2.5.1) and /beztī/ 

‘insult’ (cf. Urdu /be izatī/). 

This practice is universal, to my knowledge, since 

such spellings are familiar towriters and make Gojri text 

readily accessible to Urdu-literate Gujjars. Unique 

Gojrispellings for loan vocabulary would significantly 

complicate the transitional literacy task,as students would 

be required to learn two spellings for every loan word. 

A minor caveat to the above is the replacement of 

the choti he endings of masculine Perso-Arabic nouns (and 

Urdu, cf. Schmidt 1999:3) with Gojri AC and case-marking 

suffixes, regardless of homophony between Gojri plural 

and original singular forms. Thus, the Gojri spellings of the 

Perso-Arabic  (/qāyda/ in Urdu) ‘primer’ are  

/kāydɔ/ ‘primer’ and /kāydā/ ‘primers’. Similarly, the 

Gojri spellings of the Perso-Arabic  (/qissa/ in Urdu) 

‘story’ are /kissɔ/ ‘story’ and /kissā/ ‘stories’. The 
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replacement rule does not apply when the Urdu 

Pronunciation is retained in the Gojri nominative, for 

example, /bādšā/ (/bācā/) ‘king’. This convention, 

while followed inconsistently at present, may reduce the 

potential for ambiguous interpretations. 

Concluding Reflections 

When weighed in total, the linguistic and 

sociolinguistic obstacles to the standardization of Gojri are 

minimal, while the political barriers remain formidable. At 

present, printed Gojri materials do not even cross the Line 

of Control separating Indian side Jammu and Kashmir from 

Pakistan-occopied Kashmir, and thus the goal of 

developing a literary standard seems of little consequence. 

But political situations change, and Gujjars will benefit by 

taking a long-term view. Meanwhile, the goal of universal 

literacy can be pursued aggressively on both sides. I have 

argued, in accord with the majority of Gujjar language 

developers, that an Urdu-based orthography for Gojri, one 

slightly favoring Western Pronunciation and Eastern 

grammar, is a key to achieving both of these goals. 

It remains for all alternative orthographic solutions 

to be tested with new readers and Urdu-literates alike in 

representative locations. Ideally, such testing would be 

conducted by decision-makers who could translate their 

findings into sound proposals that will meet with 

acceptance. The prospects for coordinating this or any 

other effort between communities on both sides of the 
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Line of Control are bleak at the moment, as cross-border 

travel is banned and developers fear that cross-border 

correspondence might raise suspicions of collaboration 

with the enemy. New channels of communication could be 

developed over the Internet, however, between the elites 

of both areas. From the standpoint of both the 

standardization and literacy goals, the truly urgent 

communication matter is to promote Gojri writing among 

Urdu literates at the grass-roots level, not to fix spellings in 

the short term. My hope is that awareness of foreign 

interest in Gojri writing, rather than producing a paralyzing 

consciousness of incorrect spelling, will stimulate Gujjars 

to take a greater interest in writing their own language - 

an emerging literary language in South Asia. 
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APPENDIX A 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DATA PRESENTATION
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Data Presentation 

Throughout this work, unique Western-dialect 

lexical and morphological data are shown in parentheses 
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to the right of Eastern forms. Wherever a single form is 

given, it is illustrative of both dialects. All grammatical 

examples not specifically identified with either the Eastern 

(E.) or Western (W.) dialect are illustrative of both dialects. 

I have tried to use such examples wherever possible. This 

has resulted, however, in a disproportionate number of 

examples with masculine subjects, due to dialect variation 

in the feminine agreement suffixes. Where an example is 

identified with one of the dialects, it varies from an 

equivalent utterance in the other dialect only in ways that 

have been described in this work, or in the choice of 

particular lexical items. The absence of an Eastern or 

Western example for any claim made for the language as a 

whole, therefore, reflects primarily on the limitations of 

space and time, not on the actual linguistic situation. 

For the most part I have used the ‘Standard 

Orientalist’ transcriptional conventions for all Gojri and 

Urdu examples, as these conventions are predominant in 

the literature on Indo-Aryan (Masica 1991:xv). For 

phonetic transcriptions of vowels, however, I have 

followed the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). 
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APPENDIX B 
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‘BAKARWAL’ GOJRI PHONETIC WORD LISTS
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APPENDIX C 

GOJRI VERBAL PARADIGMS 

Tables 35-50 present one complete verbal 

paradigm for each of the level-tone and high-tone long 

vowels in which a verb stem may end (ordered from close 

to open, with high-tone vowels following their level-tone 

counterparts): /Ī/, /ɛ/, /o/, /ó/, /ɛ/, /έ/, /ā/, and /ā/ (for 

/hò-/ ‘be’, the underlying tone is associated with /h/, not 

with the vowel). The inflections given for each verb are 

representative of the regular inflections of other verbs 

ending in the same vowel as that verb. The regular 

inflections for each level-tone and high-tone vowel pair 

are apparently identical, but for reference I have included 

paradigms for both members of each pair. Stem-final /ɛ/ is 

attested in my data only by the irregular verb /pԑ-/ ‘fall’ 

given in tables 43 and 44 . 
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Tables 51-58 present the high-frequency verbs 

give, be, do, and give, whose paradigms show irregular 

inflections. 

For each of the paradigms, unique Western forms 

are given in parentheses. 

Table 35. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem 

Ends in /Ī/: /pĪ-/ ‘drink’ 

 

Table 36. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends 

in /ī/: /pī-/ ‘drink’ 
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Table 37. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem 

Ends in /ɛ/: /le/ ‘take’ 

 

Table 38: Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends 

in /ɛ/: /le-/ ‘take’ 
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Table 39. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem 

Ends in /o/: /kho-/ ‘pick’ 

 

Table 40. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect: Stem Ends 

in /o/: /kho-/ ‘pick’ 
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The inflections shown for /kho-/ in tables 39 and 40 

are identical to those for /rɔ-/‘cry’ and /so-/ ‘sleep’, except 

where they show irregular perfects; for example, /rῡṇī/ 

‘she cried’, /suttĪ/ ‘she slept’. 

Table 41. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem 

Ends in /ó/: /kó/ ‘slaughter’ 
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Table 42. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends 

in /ó/: /kó-/ ‘slaughter’ 

 

Table 43. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem 

Ends in /ɛ/: /pԑ-/ ‘fall’ 
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The Eastern Unspecified Habitual forms shown in 

Table 43 are identical to those for /po-/ ‘bead.’ 

Table 44. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends 

in /ɛ/: /pԑ-/ ‘fall’ 
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The Western masculine perfects shown in Table 44 

are identical to those for /pī-/ ‘drink.’ 

Table 45. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem 

Ends in /έ/: /rέ-/ ‘stay’ 

 

Table 46. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends 

in /έ/: /rέ-/ ‘stay’ 
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The inflections shown above for /rέ-/ are identical 

to those for /kέ-/ ‘say’ and /lέ-/ ‘get down’ except where 

the latter shows irregular perfects, e.g. /latthɔ/ ‘(he) got 

down.’ 

Table 47. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem 

Ends in /ā/: /ā-/ ‘come’ 
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Table 48. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends 

in /ā/: /ā-/ ‘come’ 

 

The inflections shown for /ā-/ in tables 47 and 48 

are identical to those for /čā-/ ‘lift’ and the defective verb 

/jā-/ ‘go’ (which is never a main verb in my data). 
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Table 49. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem 

Ends in /ā/: /lā-/ ‘take off’ 

 

Table 50. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends 

in /ā/: /lā-/ ‘take off’ 
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Table 51. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect: /de-/ 

‘give’ 

 

All high tone markings shown in Table 51 are 

tentative. High tone cannot be lexical for this verb since it 

never occurs in the bare-stem conjunctive participle (see 

5.3.1). 

Table 52. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect: /de-/ ‘give’ 
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Table 53. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect: /hò-/ 

‘be’ 

 

Table 54. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect: /hò-/ ‘be’ 
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In Table 54, the right-most perfective variants 

which are not in parentheses occur only in Eastern speech 

varieties. 

Table 55. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect: /kar/ 

‘do’ 
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Table 56. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect: /kar-/ ‘do’ 

 

Table 57. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect: /čal-/ 

‘go’ 
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Table 58. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect: /čal-/ ‘go’ 
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NOTES 

1. The transliteration Gojri reflects the Eastern 

Pronunciation /gojarī/ of Gujjar language developers (and 

so Sharma 1979, 1982) while Gojri reflects the Western 

Pronunciation /gujarī/ (so Grierson 1973 (c1903); most 

other writers). 

2. For example, compare the discussion and references in 

Hallberg and O’Leary (1992:94-96) to Khatana’s 

conclusions (1992:52-53). 

3. My source for this information and Gojri data from the 

Muzaffarabad area is Professor Sabir Afaqi, Ph.D, whom I 

interviewed in Abbottabad December 13-15, 2000. 

4. Weber (1994) reviews the relevant literature while 

building a strong case for a Hispanic (Spanish-based) 

orthography for Quechua. The quotes by Walker and 

D’Emilio in this section are taken from pages 97 and 96 of 

the English version of his book, respectively. 

5. That the major division within the nomadic Bakarwal 

community might correlate with a linguistic division that 

mirrors the East-West dialect division among settled 

Gujjars is a hypothesis suggested when a passage in 

Kathana is read in light of the sociolinguistic survey 

conclusions: 

... the Gujjar Bakarwals distinguish themselves also as 

Kunhari Gujjar Bakarwals and Illahiwal Gujjar 
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Bakarwals. They derive these epithets from the name 

of the areas to which their ancestors belonged before 

they migrated to the State of Jammu and Kashmir. The 

Kunhari Gujjar Bakarwals claim that their ancestors 

came from the valley of Kunhar. The Kunhar valley lies 

in the region of Kagan consisting of the tributaries of 

the Kunhar, the Bogarmang, the Konash, and the Saran 

river valleys ... The Illahiwal Gujjar Bakarwals claim 

that their ancestors came from the region of Illahiwal, 

consisting of the tributaries of the Nandhar, the 

Rajawari, the Kaladhaka, the Kohistan and the Swat 

(Pakistan) valleys (1992:52; italics and spellings his). 

The linguistic evidence supporting this hypothesis 

includes the fact that the historicvoiced aspirates (see 

3.1.2.4) remain voiced in the Allaiwal Bakarwal subdialect, 

theAllaiwal Bakarwal Muhajar subdialect, and in the 

Western varieties reported in Hallbergand O’Leary (1992); 

while these segments are voiceless in the Kaghani 

Bakarwalsubdialect, the Kunhari Bakarwal Muhajar 

subdialect, and in the Eastern varietiesreported in Hallberg 

and O’Leary. See the lexical data given in Appendix B for 

wordnumbers 12, 35, 37, 48, 56, 59, 107-108, 112, 117, 

132, 144, and 179. Words 51 and 103provide further 

evidence, albeit by means of partial data sets. 

6. In November 2000, this assistant administered a written 

morphological questionnaire (eliciting translations of 

select Eastern sentences) to twelve Gujjar men in various 
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parts of Swat, the results of which, together with 

Grierson’s data, confirm that Allaiwal morphology is 

indeed representative of the broader Western dialect. 

 

Interestingly, however, some Gojri words 

containing /ɔ/ like /pćč/ ‘arrive!’ have an /a/ + /u/ Urdu 

cognate, i.e. /pahunč/. 

 

1. The labels ‘low tone’, ‘high tone’, and ‘mid tone’ are 

used at points in the present work, per usage by Sharma, 

Masica (r.e. Punjabi; 1991:118), and those he cites. These 

tones are marked in my phonemic transcriptions according 

to the orientalist transcription of Punjabi tone (Masica 

1991:205).  

2. The analysis here is with reference to the concepts and 

apparatus of Autosegmental Phonology (for an 

introduction to this theory, see Goldsmith (1990) and 

Gussenhoven & Jacobs (1998)). 

3. One possible strategy for solving the ambiguities noted 

here would involve placing a vowel diacritic on choti he in 

the case of words with low-rising pitch, and on the 

consonant preceding choti he in the case of words with 

high-falling pitch. Even so, the result would be a tone 

orthography that does not work for the Western dialect, 

and one that deviates drastically from the ‘iconic’ 
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orthography that most Eastern writers are actually using 

(further explored in 3.2.2.4). 

4. This spelling is partially motivated by a desire for 

symmetry with /thārɔ/ pl. ‘your’. 

 

1. I do not discuss the structure of relative clauses in this 

paper. 

2. Compare (201) with the use of the present auxiliary /h-/ 

in (339) to indicate that a particular state of affairs holds at 

the time of speaking: 

 

Compare (202) with the use of the past auxiliary 

/th-/ in (340) to indicate that a particular state of affairs 

held at some time prior to the time of speaking: 

 

3. As explained in 4.2.1.7, the /w-/ formative occurs with 

the perfective form of the verb (primarily in Eastern) to 

form perfective adjectival participles. For example, /(tamῡ) 

lagɔ wɔ (hέ)/ (/(tamῡ) lagɔ (ԑ)/) ‘[The] (tent is) pitched’. 

The ‘continuous auxiliary’ /lag-/, together with /w-/ 
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inEastern, therefore comprises a perfective adjectival 

participle modifying the subject. Originally, this participle 

probably denoted that the subject was ‘engaged’ or 

‘started’ (to use English participles) with respect to the 

verbal action (cf. the inceptive use of /lag-/ in 4.2.2.3). 

4. The meaning of /pԑ-/ ‘fall’ in this construction is 

stronger than that conveyed when the copula is used in 

the same construction, as the latter expresses the agent’s 

internal compulsion to act. For example, consider the 

Eastern /minnā čalṇɔ hέ/ ‘I have to go.’ 
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GOJRI AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH 

RAJASTHANI 
J. C. Sharma 

1. AN OVERVIEW 

Grierson classifies Gojri as a dialect of Rajasthani 

and observes that it is closer to Mewati and that it shows 

resemblance to Mewari. This paper briefly attempts to 

reconsider this classification. The paper examines some of 

the shared innovations and retentions of the linguistic 

features between Gojri and other Indo-Aryan languages. 

The paper suggests that the geographical contiguity and 

borrowing from the neighboring languages affect the 

phonological change, leading to the shared phonological 

development. This reinforces the commonly held view that 

phonological features change faster than the 

morphological features. 

Gojri is spoken in an area socio-culturally 

dominated by Urdu and is surrounded by the speakers of 

Western Pahari dialects such as  Poonchi (a dialect of 

Lahndi), Dogri, Panjabi, Kashmiri (a language of Dardic 

group), etc., and cannot be free from their influence. The 

language shares many phonological features with Panjabi 

and other related dialects, but, on the other hand, it also 

shares some morphological features exclusively with the 

Rajasthani dialects. Therefore, it is suggested that the 

classification based on a single criterion, so far followed by 

many scholars in cluding Grierson, is misleading and hence 
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cannot be justified. For a better classification of this 

language we need to take into account all the grammatical 

features of the language. 

2. Introduction 

According to the 1971 Census, Gojri is spoken by 

3,30,485 speakers in the Jammu and Kashmir state of 

India. It is the third largest spoken language in the state 

after Kashmiri and Dogri. According to the local sources, 

however, people claim that this language is spoken by a 

larger group of people in the state. Besides, this language 

is also spoken by several thousands of people in Himachal 

Pradesh as well as by a section of people in Pakistan-

occupied Kashmir. Gujjars, the native speakers of Gojri, are 

semi-nomad people and are found in all the districts of 

Jammu and Kashmir except Ladakh. The Linguistic Survey 

of India (LSI) of Grierson has been the basis for the 

classification of Gojri as a dialect of Rajasthani in the 

census reports. 

It is quite interesting to note that a large number of 

inhabitants of Jammu and Kashmir speak a variety of 

languages claimed to be closer to Rajasthani, even though 

these languages are spoken in areas geographically far 

away from Rajasthan. This seems to be true to a great 

extent. This makes one believe that at some point of time 

these people must have been in contact with the 

Rajasthani speakers. It is, therefore, necessary for us to 
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understand the historical context of the Gujjars, before we 

examine their linguistic details. 

The earliest known reference to these people 

occurs in Sriharshacharita, a work of the early part of the 

seventh century A.D. According to Grierson (1916): 

Gurjars, the ancestors of the present Gujjars, 

probably entered India together with Hunas and other 

marauding tribes in about the sixth century A.D. and that 

some of their fighting men became recognized as Rajputs. 

As may be expected, Gujjar herdsmen (as distinct from the 

fighting Gujjars who became Rajputs) are found in greatest 

number in the North-West of India from the Indus to 

Ganges. Wherever they settled in the plains they have 

abandoned their own language but as we enter the lower 

hills, we invariably come upon a dialect locally known as 

Gujjari. The further we go into these sparsely populated 

hills, the more independent do we find this Gujjari and less 

influenced by its surroundings. At length when we get into 

the wild hill country of Swat and Kashmir, we find the 

nomad Gujjars, here called Gujurs (i.e. cowherds), or Ajirs 

(i.e. shepherds) still pursuing their original pastoral 

avocations and still speaking the descendant of the 

language that their ancestors brought with them from 

Mewat. But this shows traces of its long journey. It 

contains old phrases and idioms of the Hindustani of the 

Jamna Valley, which were picked up en route and carried 

to the distant hills of Dardistan. 
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T. Burrow (1955) also holds the view that Gurjars 

do not appear in Indian history before the sixth century 

A.D. and they play a dominant role in the north up to the 

tenth century A.D. Tessitori, along with Grierson, further 

claims a close relationship between Marwari and Gujjarati. 

He states: 

Rajputana and Gujjarata were populated by the 

same Aryan tribe, i.e., the Gujjars, who migrated from 

Sapadalaksha in the northwest of India into the 

northeastern Rajasthan and thence gradually spread 

westwards into Gujjarat imposing their language over the 

whole tract covered by their immigration. The same theory 

also accounts for the agreement between Rajasthani and 

languages of the Himalayas, which Grierson has grouped 

together under the general name of Pahari. 

Thus, some similarities of Rajasthani with Pahari 

languages may be ascribed to the influence of the 

language of the Gujjars on their speech. 

Earlier, Graham Bailey (1908) has also pointed out 

some similarities between Pahari languages and 

Rajasthani: 

It is in Chameali and Kului and Simla dialects and 

also in Gujjari and the Sasi dialects that we notice that 

interesting similarity to Rajasthani which points to some 

very close historical connection in bygone centuries. There 

is a need to explore the connection of Rajasthani with the 
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languages scattered in the Himalayan regions, to know 

whether it is due to migration or by accident. 

The discussion above clearly establishes that the 

Gujjars are immigrants to this place and they had lived 

with the Rajasthani speakers at some point of time in 

history. Besides, it may be noted that there is intermixture 

of features/elements in the various languages due to the 

contact established between them which makes it difficult 

to distinguish between the native elements and the 

borrowed ones. In this regard, some information about the 

pre-history of these people becomes essential. This may 

help in establishing the features retained by the language 

in comparison to their roots and the later innovations 

shared with the neighboring languages. In case of the lack 

of retention of features, either the view held about their 

immigration may be doubtful, or it may indicate a case of 

complete loss of the older forms of the language with 

which they had moved to their new place. For instance, 

the language of the Gujjars in the plain areas, such as 

Haryana and Uttar Pradesh, is not different from those 

surrounding them. Rather the Gjjars in these states share 

the language of the region of their present day habitat. 

The comparison of Gojri with the neighboring languages 

can provide a clue to its heritage and also help to 

determine the elements it shares with other languages. 

By a detailed investigation in this regard we can 

know the features conserved and innovated in course of 
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time in Gojri. This can also throw light on the extent of the 

influence of the neighboring languages and answer the 

question: can the influence of the neighboring languages 

be so great that the immigrant language changes so much 

that it may be grouped with the neighboring languages? 

3. SHARED FEATURES 

Gojri has a lot of linguistic peculiarities that it 

shares with other languages such as Urdu, Kashmiri, Dogri, 

and Pahari languages. The fact that all these languages 

belong to the Indo-Aryan family makes it difficult to 

determine the extent of the borrowed elements in the 

language. For the purpose of comparison, we take Panjabi, 

Kangri (a Western Pahari language), Rajasthani, and Hindi. 

We examine some of the major phonological and 

morphological features of these languages below. 

3.1 SOME PHONOLOGICAL FEATURES 

To examine the phonological similarities and 

differences of Gojri in relation to Rajasthani, Kangri, and 

Panjabi, we provide the phonemic inventories of these 

languages below. 

3.1.2 CONSONANTS 

Gojri 

 

Labi

al 

Dent

al 

Retrof

lex 

Palat

al 

Vel

ar 

Uvul

ar 

Glott

al 

Stops p t T c k (q) 
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Vl. 

Unasp. 

Stops 

Vl. 

Asp. 

ph th Th ch kh 
  

Stops 

Vd. 

Unasp. 

b d D j g 
  

Fricativ

es 

Vl. 
  

s S x 
 

h 

Fricativ

es 

Vd. 
  

z 
 

G 
  

Nasal m n N 
    

Flap 
 

r R     

Lateral 
 

l L     

Continu

ant 
w y      

Rajasthani 

 

Labi

al 

Dent

al 

Retrofl

ex 

Palat

al 

Vel

ar 

Uvul

ar 

Glott

al 

Stops p t T c k 
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Vl. 

Unasp. 

Stops 

Vl. 

Asp. 

ph th Th ch kh 
  

Stops 

Vd. 

Unasp. 

b d D j g 
  

Stops 

Vd. 

Asp. 

bh dh Dh jh gh 
  

Nasals m n N 
    

Fricati

ves 

Vl. 
 

s 
     

Fricati

ves 

Vd. 

v z 
    

h 

Flap 
 

r R 
    

Lateral 
 

l L     

Panjabi 

 

Labi

al 

Dent

al 

Retrof

lex 

Palat

al 

Vel

ar 

Uvul

ar 

Glott

al 
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Stops 

Vl. 

Unasp. 

p t T c k (q) 
 

Stops 

Vl. 

Asp. 

ph th Th ch kh 
  

Stops 

Vd. 

Unasp. 

b d D j g 
  

Nasals m n N[ n ] 
    

Fricativ

es 

Vl. 

f s S[x ] 
    

Fricativ

es 

Vd. 
 

(z) 
     

Flap 
 

r R 
    

Lateral 
 

l L 
    

Continu

ant 
w y 

     

Kangri 

 

Labi

al 

Dent

al 

Retrofl

ex 

Palat

al 

Vel

ar 

Uvul

ar 

Glott

al 
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Stops 

Vl. 

unasp. 

p t T c k 
  

Stops 

Vl. 

asp. 

ph th Th ch kh 
  

Stops 

Vd. 

unasp. 

b d D j g 
  

Nasals m n N 
    

Fricati

ves  
s      

Flap 
 

r R     

Lateral

s  
l L     

3.1.3 Vowels 

Gojri 

 
Front Central Back 

High ii 
 

uu 

Lower High i 
 

u 

Higher Mid e 
 

o 
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Lower Mid E a O 

Low 
 

aa 
 

Rajasthani 

 
Front Central Back 

High ii 
 

uu 

Lower High i 
 

u 

Higher Mid e 
 

o 

Lower Mid E a O 

Low 
 

aa 
 

Panjabi 

 
Front Central Back 

High ii 
 

uu 

Lower High i 
 

u 

Higher Mid e 
 

o 

Lower Mid E a O 

Low 
 

aa 
 

Kangri 
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Front Central Back 

High ii 
 

uu 

Lower High i 
 

u 

Higher Mid e 
 

o 

Lower Mid E a O 

Low 
 

aa  

3.1.4 Suprasegmental sounds 

3.1.4.1 Nasalization 

All the four languages: Gojri, Rajasthani, 

Panjabi, and Kangri have vowel nasalization /~/. 

3.1.4.2 Tones 

Gojri, Panjabi, and Kangri have high tone/´/, 

mid tone (unmarked) and low tone /` /, and 

Rajasthani has stress accent. 

The phonemic inventories of these languages 

clearly show that Gojri shares more phonological 

features with Kangri and Panjabi than with 

Rajasthani. 
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3.2 Shared Phonological Innovations, Etc. 

3.2.1 Short vowels 

Gojri, along with Panjabi and Kangri, has 

preserved MIA (Middle Indo-Aryan) short vowels 

followed by double or long consonants, whereas, in 

many New-Indo-Aryan languages such as Hindi and 

Rajasthani, the consonants have been simplified with 

compensatory lengthening of the preceding short 

vowel. The examples in Table 1 are illustrative. 

(Note: Sanskrit has been taken as the representative 

of OIA for the present purpose). 

Table 1 

Sansk

rit 
Gojri 

Rajasth

ani 

Panja

bi 

Kang

ri 
Hindi Gloss 

karma kamm kaam 
kam

m 

kam

m 
kaam work 

karna kann kaan kann kann kaan ear 

masta 
matth

o 
matho 

matth

a 

matth

a 

maath

aa 

forehe

ad 

tapta tatto taatoZ tatta tatta taataa hot 

aksi akkhã ãkhy ãkkh akkhã ãkh eye 

misT

ha 

miTT

ho 
miiTo 

miTT

ha 

miTT

ha 

miiTh

aa 
sweet 

sapta satt saat satt satt saat seven 
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3.2.2 Consonant Change 

In Gojri, as in most of the Indo-Aryan 

languages w of OIA changes to b in the initial 

position. This, however, has been retained in 

Panjabi. The examples in Table 2 are illustrative of 

this phenomenon. 

Table 2 

Sansk

rit 
Gojri 

Rajasth

ani 

Panja

bi 

Kangr

i 
Hindi Gloss 

vimsa

t 
ibi ãibiiã sviiã biiã ãbiis 

twent

y 

vrhad baRo baRo 
vaDD

aa 
baRaa 

baRa

a 
big 

vair bEr vEr vEr bEr 
bEr/v

Er 

enmit

y 

vatsa 
bacc

ho 
vach 

vacch

aa 

bacch

aa 

bacha

a 
calf 

vasati 
basN

o 
basNo 

vasna

a 

basNa

a 

basna

a 

live/st

ay 

3.2.3 Vowel Nasalisation 

Another feature that Gojri and Panjabi share 

along with some other Eastern languages is that OIA 

long vowels followed by a nasal are realized as 
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nasalized vowel in the final position with the 

subsequent loss of the OIA word final vowel. In 

Hindi, Rajasthani, etc. either the nasal is retained or 

the vowel is nasalized and followed by v. 

The examples in Table 3 illustrate this point. 

Table 3 

Sansk

rit 

Goj

ri 

Rajastha

ni 

Panja

bi 

Kang

ri 
Hindi 

Glos

s 

graam 
agra

ã 

gaam/ga

ã 

vgira

ã 
gau 

gaam/g

aw 

villa

ge 

naam 
ana

ã 
naam naã nãu naam name 

sthaan athã thaan thaã thãu sthaan place 

3.2.4 Consonant Voicing 

In a sequence of vowel-nasal-consonant 

(VNC) the voiceless consonant following the nasal 

has changed to voiced consonants, i.e., OIA VNC 

(vl.) > VNC (vd.) in Gojri along with Panjabi, 

Kangri and other Western Pahari dialects whereas in 

other Indo- Aryan dialects such as Rajasthani and 

Hindi it has remained voiceless. The examples in 

Table 4 are illustrative. 

Table 4 
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Sansk

rit 
Gojri 

Rajasth

ani 

Panja

bi 

Kang

ri 
Hindi Gloss 

panca panj paãc panj panj paãc five 

danta dand daãt dand dand daãt tooth 

kaNT

ka 

kaN

Do 
kaNTo 

kaND

aa 

kaNd

aa 

kaãTa

at 
horn 

manc

a 

manj

o 
maaco 

manja

a 

manj

o 

maac

aa 

stage/b

ed 

3.2.5 Tone 

Both in Gojri and Panjabi along with some 

related dialects the OIA and intermediate stage h in 

the medial and final position has been mostly 

changed to some tone and usually to high tone if 

follows a vowel. The examples in Table 5 are 

illustrative. 

Table 5 

Sanskri

t 

Gojr

i 

Rajastha

ni 

Panja

bi 

Kang

ri 

Hind

i 
Gloss 

baah 
uhba

ã 
baãh baã baã baã harm 

bahira baãr baahr baãr baãr 
baah

ar 

outsid

e 
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lauha lo lo Rolo lo lohaa iron 

swasa sa aãhaa saã (saã saãs 
breat

h 

pratha

ma 
pElo pElo pEla pella 

pahla

a 
first 

3.2.6 The Next Part 

In the concluding part of this paper, to be 

published in the next issue (May 2002) ofLanguage in 

India, I discuss the absence of voiced aspirates, the 

consonant clusters with the retention of oral vowels, etc., 

and the presence and absence of certain morphological 

and syntactic features that shed light on the possible 

classification of Gojri. Gojri is an interesting Indian 

linguistic phenomenon. The traces of a distant age, and 

the adoption of the features from the languages presently 

surrounding it, make it an interesting object of study in 

historical linguistics and sociolinguistics. 
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A Comparative Study of Gojri Double Verb 

Constructions 
Nadeem Bukhari 

The double verb construction is a common 

phenomenon in South Asian languages and has been 

studied since long. However, there has been always 

controversy over the status of these constructions. The 

south Asian languages belong to four different families 

namely; Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, Tibeto-Burman and Austro-

Asiatic. Masica (1991, 1976) reports that these families 

share certain syntactic-semantic features, though they 

show their own individualities. The Indo-Aryan and 

Dravidian languages have received more attention 

regarding this issue than their counterparts. Among other 

Indo-Aryan languages, Hindi-Urdu (Nespital 1997, Butt 

1997 &1995, Arora 1979, Hook 1974), Bengali (Singh 1998, 

Ramchand 1990, Dasgupta 1977), Punjabi (Akhtar 2000 

&1998, Bhatia 1993) and Marathi (Panndharipande 1990) 

were frequently reported.  

Gojri is one of the Indo-Aryan languages which has 

not yet been studied from this perspective. Most of its 

sister languages, such as Hindi-Urdu and Punjabi, have 

been restricted to the complex predicate formation that is 

one of the forms of VV construction. However, Gojri 

displays another very common and well studied formation 

of verb complexes that is commonly known as the serial 

verb construction. Serial verb constructions are a hall-
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mark of many African languages and creoles. Jayaseelan 

(2004) claims that the serial verb construction is very 

common in Dravidian languages including Tamil, Telugu 

and Kannada. It seems that this construction is more 

common in Dravidian than the Indo-Aryan Languages of 

South Asia. 

However, it is strange that no clear cut distinction 

has yet been made between complex predicates and the 

serial verb construction. The V-V construction is so 

complicated that no single definition has been put forward 

to capture the nature of these constructions. 

Unfortunately, some linguists interchange these terms and 

take one for the other, especially in South Asian languages 

as well as some other serial African languages. 

Without going into the details of the history of 

these constructions, I will put forward different arguments 

that would draw a distinction between the V-V complex 

Predicates and V-V serial verb constructions. Consider the 

following examples: 
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The above examples illustrate the difference 

between the serial verb construction and complex 

predicates in Gojri. (1a) is one of the structures for the 

serial verb construction (SVCs) that indicates that there are 

two different events described by two serial verbs which 

come together in a sequence. It means that two different 

events have their own individuality in the course of action. 

However, (1b) describes just one action. The second verb 

diyo ‘give’ in the sequence is a light verb. The light verb 

does not have its full lexical meaning but contributes some 

aspectual meanings of ‘completiveness’ and beneficiary 

meaning to the meanings of the first verb chil ‘peel’ in 

sentence. It indicates that the agent performed the action 

for someone else. Akhtar (2000) and Butt (1995) reports 

that there is a general agreement that V2 in a complex 

predicate is the bleached forms of verb and therefore lose 

some of its semantic content. However it can be used as a 

main verb, in which case it has its lexical meanings. The 

only preferred position for the main verb in complex 

predicates is V1 in V+V sequences. 

Another sharp difference can be noted between 

the above examples. In SVC construction, the non-final 

verbs display the –ii inflection which I label as Serial Verb 

Inflection (SVI). The last verb agrees with the highest 

nominative case in gender and number. On the other 

hand, in complex predicates, V1 appears either in the root 

or infinitive form. But here too, V2 shows agreement with 

the highest nominative case in gender and number. 
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It is also very important to note that neither SVCs 

nor complex predicate structure permits any embedding 

structures. They are mono-clausal in nature and share a 

single tense /aspect. If the verbs are treated as predicates 

of different clauses, they lose the status of double verb 

construction. It is quite significant to note that the 

complex predicates never allow more than two verbs 

(main verb and the light verb) in a clause. On the other 

hand, the serial verb construction may have more than 

two verbs. Consider the example: 

 

(2a) shows that there are only two verbs involved 

in the structure. On the other hand, (2b) displays three 

and (2c) four verbs respectively which show different 

individual actions. These examples also confirm the fact 

that it is the final verb that is always inflected for tense 

and agrees with the highest nominative case in person, 

number and gender. The non-final verbs have nothing to 

do with any type of agreement. This is a general 

phenomenon in Gojri. Consider the following examples: 
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Examples (3-4) clearly illustrate that the agreement 

pattern is not affected by different types of V-V 

constructions in Gojri. 

Malayalam is a well studied Dravidian language. 

Jayaseelan (2004:67) presents the following example: 

 

Like Malayalam, there are no conjunctions involved 

in this type of construction and it is the last verb that is 

marked for Tense and aspect. It is also important to note 

that all the verbs preceding the last verb are invariant and 

identical in Gojri with the –ii inflection. This form is known 
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as “the frozen” past tense in Malayalam (Jayaseelan 

2004:68). However, these frozen verbs do not affect the 

status of the final finite verb in the construction both in 

Gojri and Malayalam.  

2. The structure of SVCs  

The pattern of serialization or serial verbs has been 

the focus of much research yet no definition has won 

authenticity and prestige in literature. It was Westermann 

(1930:26) who first introduced the term verb serialization 

as “a row of verbs one after another….[in which] the verbs 

stand next to each other without being connected.” Collins 

(1993:91) defines serialization in more detailed way. 

However, more recently, Collins (1997:462) refines it as: 

“A serial verb construction is a succession of verbs and 

their complements (if any) with one subject and one tense 

value that are not separated by any overt marker of 

coordination or subordination.” 

2.1 Scrambling 

The constituents of the serial verb construction or 

the complex predicate cannot be scrambled in any way. 

The following sentence shows the phenomenon: 
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It is clear from the above example that Gojri does not 

allow verb combinations to be separated. Any attempt to 

separate the verbs in these constructions results in the 

ungrammaticality of the sentence. Both SVCs and CPs 

behave the same way in this respect. Consider the 

following examples: 
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The examples in (8) and (9) show that the double 

verbs in both the constructions cannot be separated. (8a) 

and (9a) both are fine because there is no violation of rule. 

However, (8b-c) as well as (9b-c) are ill-formed structure 

because of the violation of the general rule. Unlike the 

simple sentences and complex predicates, the verbs in 

serial verb construction cannot be scrambled even as a 

unit. Consider the following examples: 
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The serial verb constructions in Gojri always follow 

the canonical SOV word order. The above example 

illustrates clearly that the scrambling of two or more verbs 

in serial verb construction in Gojri is not allowed. Their 

position is fixed in the structure. On the other hand, (10b) 

shows that this type of scrambling is allowed in complex 

predicates. I assume that this phenomenon is allowed in 

complex predicates because they describe only one event 

while the serial verb constructions involve more than one 

action in a sentence. It may be concluded from this that 

the serial verb construction behaves differently with 

respect to scrambling. Contrary to this, complex predicates 

follow the same pattern of simple sentences in Gojri. This 

is one of the evidences that the serial verb construction is 

different from complex predicates which are 

interchangeably used in many languages. 

2.2 Coordination 

Coordination is another test that makes a clear 

distinction between serial verb constructions and complex 

predicates in Gojri. The following examples illustrate that 

the two verbs in a serial verb construction in Gojri cannot 

be coordinated by inserting any conjunction. On the other 
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hand, two actions in the complex predicate formation can 

only be described by introducing two complex predicates. 

 

 

The examples above again confirm that the serial 

verb construction behaves in sharp contrast to complex 

predicates. It is interesting to note that any attempt to 

separate the two verbs in complex predicates results in 

poor grammatical structure. The series of actions which 

are described with different complex predicates can easily 

be shown in one serial verb structure in Gojri: 

 

This means that a serial verb construction 

accommodates a wide range of events in Gojri. The 

example above also illustrates that there is no need to 

insert any conjunction in the Gojri SVCs. This rules out the 

possibility of the coordination analysis presented by 
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Larsen (1991) for serial verb construction if applied to the 

serial verb construction in Gojri. 

3. V2 is Head 

Gojri is a head final language. In both the serial 

verb construction and complex predicates, one of the 

verbs selects a VP headed by the other verb. I assume that 

V2 functions as a head in Gojri complex verb formations for 

a number of reasons. There have been introduced 

different tests for different languages. Dechaine (1993) 

argues that V1 in Yoruba SVCs is the head because it can be 

repeated in the structure. Similarly, Baker and Stewart 

(2002) and George (1975) claim the same for Nupe. On the 

other hand, Nishiyama (1996:12) claims that V2 is head in 

Japanese and Korean SVCs because it is repeated in these 

structures. It is noteworthy that in many languages this 

verb doubling has some semantic effects: 

 

This is not the case for Gojri. No verb can be 

repeated in one clause at any level. So this test does not 

work in Gojri. However, there are some other tests 

available in Gojri that may help to establish that the V2 is 

head in these structures. Consider the following example: 
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(14) illustrates that it is V2 that is marked for tense 

and agreement. The verb pej „send‟ agrees with the 

highest nominative argument which is xat „letter‟ in the 

structure. V1 plays no role in this regard because it has 

invariant inflection. The same is true for complex predicate 

formations as they display either root form or infinitive 

form in the V1 position. 

 

In Gojri complex predicates, the non-final verb 

either takes the root form of the verb or it appears in the 

infinitive form. The use of the different forms of the main 

verbs in the Gojri complex predicates depend upon the 

meaning of the sentence as illustrated in (15) above. So it 

can be concluded that neither the root form nor the 

infinitive form contributes any significant role in 

agreement. This also supports the idea that it is the V2 that 

is the head in such formations. 

There is another test available for the serial verb 

constructions that suggests the claim that the V2 is the 

head in these constructions in Gojri. If the negation marker 
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or an adverb in Gojri serial verb constructions is placed 

before the first verb, it affects both the verbs. On the 

other hand, if any of these elements precedes V2 only, its 

effect is restricted to the second verb. This means that the 

second verb is always influenced by these insertions 

whether it is placed before the first or the second verb. 

This suggests that V2 in Gojri serial verb constructions 

stands as the head. 

As discussed before, there has been disagreement 

in the literature concerning what a serial verb actually is 

and what sort of unified phenomenon it represents. Many 

attempts have been made to define serial verbs but 

nothing has successfully captured the status and 

grammatical nature of the category. It seems that this is 

because of different characteristics of serial verbs present 

in different languages. Recently, Aikhenvald (2003:1) has 

tried to summarize the defining properties of the serial 

verbs and their construction as: „ a serial verb construction 

is a sequence of verbs which act together as a single 

predicate, without any marker of coordination, 

subordination or syntactic dependency of any other sort. 

Serial verbs describe what can be conceptualized as a 

single event. They are mono-clausal; their into national 

properties are those of a mono verbal clause, and they 

have just one tense, aspect and polarity value.‟ However, 

it seems that there are different components in her 

definition that are controversial for the linguists who are 

working on serial verb constructions. For example the 
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notions like „conceptualizing a single event, or „acting as a 

single predicate‟, etc are vague and cannot help in 

differentiating serial verbs from other categories of verbs. 

The literature review of the serial verb construction brings 

some very conflicting and contrasting views about their 

properties cross-linguistically. Seuren (1990:29) argues 

that the vast majority of serializing languages have basic 

SVO order. On the other hand, Crowley (2002:11) claims 

that OV is the order of most serializing languages. 

Collins (1997) argues that it the argument sharing 

that distinguishes a serial verb from non serial verb 

formations. He supports his claim with the following 

examples from Ewe: 

 

Collins claims that (16a) is an example of a serial 

verb construction while (16b) is not. He justifies his 

argument by putting both the above examples into the 

future. He argues that the true serial verb construction 

allows only one future marker as shown in (17a) below 

while the coordination in (17b) demands that both the 

verbs should bear their own future marking: 
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Aikhenvald (2003) argues that serial verb 

constructions are “a prototype construction, where in an 

individual language what is called a ‘serial verb’ would be 

expected to have most, but not necessarily all, of the 

defining properties.” On the other hand, scholars like 

Delpanque (1998:248) argues that there is nothing that 

can be found in what is called the serial verb construction 

that does not turn up in non-serializing languages. He calls 

it nothing but a „myth‟ because of their variant nature. 

5. Functional and formal properties of serial 

verb constructions 

Different question are frequently raised regarding 

the functional and formal principles of the serial verb 

constructions. For example, why do we have serial verbs 

constructions in a very small number of languages and 

what different functions do these constructions perform? 

Newmeyer (2004:5) presents that there are 

economy – and iconicity based reasons for the existence of 

the SVCs. This means that in serial verb constructions, 

conceptual dependencies exist and the chances of 

different propositions are reduced. Similarly, these 

constructions are helpful in generating meanings such as 
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comparison and preference, which are not possible with 

other structures. For example Byrne (1987:225) quotes the 

following example from Saramaccan to express 

comparison: 

 

Contrary to functional principles, formal principles 

apply to abstract structures. Baker (2001:142) argues that 

serial verb constructions are only available in those 

languages which have no tense marking or which express 

tense as an independent word. This is not true. There exist 

some languages that have serial verbs that bear tense 

markers. Foley and Olson (1985:21) introduce the 

following example from Yimas that refutes Baker’s claim. 

 

Similarly, Baker denies the possibility of serial verb 

constructions in VSO languages. Consider the example 

from Ravua by Schiller (1990) that rejects Baker’s claim: 

 

Baker (1989) further argues that verb serialization 

is not possible in cases where two verbs follow each other 

directly. According to his claim, ‘V-V adjacency is 
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impossible in the serial verb construction.’ He supports his 

claim by introducing example from Sranan: 

 

 

This can be disconfirmed here by showing that 

there are several serial languages which allow V-V 

adjacency. Gojri is one of those languages. Consider the 

following examples from different languages: 

 

The above examples from three different 

languages confirm the fact that there is no restriction on 

the serial verbs preventing them from immediately 

following each other. It seems that Baker and Collins have 

just focused on the African languages which allow the 

object to intervene between the serial verbs. The whole 

discussion suggests that it is hard to fix a criterion for SVCs 

because of the variant nature of the languages in which 

they exist. 
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6. Argument Sharing 

Since the emergence of the study of serial verb 

construction cross-linguistically, the phenomenon of 

object sharing has been a focal point. Baker (1989), 

Lefebvre (1991), Collins (1993, 1994, 1997), Baker and 

Stewart (2002), Stewart (2001) Carstens (2002), Choi 

(2003) are leading figures among others. 

Unlike the majority of languages which have a 

serial verb construction, the object is not sandwiched 

between the two verbs in Gojri. Consider the following 

examples: 

 

(23a) confirms the fact that the Gojri object in 

serial verb construction does not occur between the two 

verbs but instead always precedes the first verb. In all 

other examples (23b-e), it appears between the two serial 

verbs. 
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In many languages, it can be hard to distinguish 

serial verb construction from coordination structures. 

However, the following sections will clearly illustrate that 

the Gojri serial constructions are real SVCs. 

6.1 The shared tense marker test 

Collin (1997) observes that only one tense marker 

is allowed in serial verb constructions. This is also the case 

in the Gojri serial verb construction. Consider the following 

examples: 

 

 

Sharing of a single tense marker in (24a) confirms 

that Gojri displays the genuine serial verb construction. 

The non-final verb as shown in (24a) is inflected for the 

serial verb inflection viz –ii which has nothing to do with 

tense and is the same for all numbers and gender in Gojri. 

(24b) is ungrammatical because it violates the single tense 

marker condition on serial verb constructions. On the 

other hand, (24c) is fine because it has been split into two 

clauses and each verb in its respective clause needs its 

own tense marker. 
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6.2 The shared adverb test 

Like many other Indo-Aryan, adverbs in Gojri 

generally follow the serial verbs. When an adverb is placed 

before the serial verbs, it affects both the verbs as shown 

in (25a) below. 

 

This evidence confirms that the Gojri serial verbs 

share an adverb in general. Sometimes, however there is a 

need to focus the second verb only in such constructions. 

In such cases, where the adverb is inserted between the 

serial verbs, it will only affect the following verb. This does 

not change the status of the serial verb construction in 

Gojri. 

6.3 The shared negation marker  

Like adverbs, the negation marker is also shared by 

the serial verbs when it precedes the two serial verbs in 

Gojri. Again if it is inserted between the two verbs, it 

affects the second verb only without changing the status 

of the serial verb construction. It is quite obvious from 

these tests that the morphological structure of both verbs 

does not change if we insert either the negation marker or 

an adverb between them. This confirms that Gojri display 

genuine serial verb construction: 
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6.4 The empty category test 

The empty category test is also important evidence 

that justifies the claim that serial verbs in Gojri share an 

object and never allow any pronoun to occupy that 

position. Consider the following example: 

 

The ungrammaticality of (27b) suggests that Gojri 

does not allow any pronoun to be inserted between the 

two serial verbs. This means that both the serial verbs 

share the same object, which always precedes the first 

serial verb in Gojri. 

7. PRO vs. pro  

A difference between the status of empty 

categories is remarkable in serial verb constructions cross-

linguistically. Collin (1994:47, 1997:474) assumes it pro for 

Ewe while Nishiyama (1996:12) views it as PRO for 

Japanese. Other linguists favour the notion that these 
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empty categories are either A-trace or A’-trace. So, in all 

we have four different possibilities for these empty 

categories. I assume that the empty category cannot be 

either A-trace or A’-trace. It cannot be an A-trace because 

of Chomsky and Lasnik’s (1993) Chain Condition which 

says that the tail of an A-chain cannot be assigned Case. 

Also, as its antecedent is in a ө-position, hence violates the 

ө- criterion on one hand and the Projection Principle of 

Chomsky (1981) on the other hand. Similarly, it cannot be 

A’-trace as it is not in a position of Case assignment. 

This leaves two strong candidates for these 

categories. As indicated above, Collins (1994, 1997) argues 

that the empty category is pro in Ewe because it can be 

assigned a Case by the postposition yi. I assume that the 

empty category in Gojri serial verb constructions is PRO. 

This is the same phenomenon that exists in Japanese and 

Korean. Consider the following examples again for 

illustration: 
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At first glance, the structure (28b) raises a very 

general question about the position of the PRO. In other 

words, the question arises as to how PRO can occur in a 

position which is governed by V and assigned Case under 

government of V. Following Nishiyama (1996:9) and 

Bouchard (1993), I argue that the notion of government 

discarded in Chomsky (1995), Chomsky’s (1981) PRO 

theorem should be modified in terms of Case rather than 

government. He illustrates the distribution of PRO in the 

following way: 

29. PRO appears in a non-Case position. 

Referring to Burzio’s generalization, I argue that 

the verb governing PRO has no external argument in (28b), 

therefore the position of PRO is not assigned case. 
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7.1 Internal argument sharing 

Internal argument sharing (object sharing) has 

been recognized as one of the main features of serial verb 

constructions cross-linguistically. This property of SVCs 

plays a significant role in distinguishing them from other 

similar structures. Collins (1993: 93) argues that in a serial 

verb construction, V1 and V2 must share an internal 

argument. Baker (1989:517) argues that “object sharing” 

can be well described in syntax and to support his claim he 

gives the following Sranan example and its underlying 

structure. 

 

Baker is of the opinion that SVCs are dual headed. 

He assumes that the V and V’ count as heads and are 

dominated by upper V’; therefore they jointly constitute a 

single predicate. As shown in the structure, there are two 
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competing candidates for the head i.e. [v naki] and [v’kiri]. 

Both these two verbs assign a Ө-role to Amba and share 

the direct object. 

Collins (1994:31) points out some problems with 

the Baker’s analysis. He argues that Baker’s analysis does 

not account for any empty category within the VP headed 

by V2. Secondly, the proposed structure by Baker does not 

satisfy the binary branching constraint (Kayne 1984 and 

Larson 1988). More importantly, it clashes with Collins 

structure (1993, 1994, 1997) of SVCs which offers two 

separate heads byV1 and V2 where V1 is a head selecting 

VP2 as its complement. Consider the following examples 

from Gojri: 

 

Unlike in Ewe, the Gojri example (31a) illustrates 

that there is an internal argument that is overtly shared by 

both the serial verbs pak ‘cook’ and wert ‘serve’. However, 

the instrument of V2 in (31b) is considered as the direct 

object of V1. Ewe displays the same in such structures. 

This shows that there are some similarities as well as 
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differences in SVCs across the languages that display this 

formation. 

 

The above example shows that the two verbs 

behave as separate transitive verbs as both the arguments 

are involved in the events described by the verbs chil ‘peel’ 

and kha ‘eat’ respectively. So it may be concluded here 

that both the verbs are sharing the arguments. Apparently 

there arise two questions: a) how can the missing 

arguments in situation be handled? And b) what is the 

underlying structure for a single clause with two separate 

transitive verb? 

Regarding the first question, most of the 

discussions have focused on the shared /missing internal 

arguments. The external argument has not received much 

place in the discussions because it is thought that it has 

nothing to do with the sharing phenomenon. Chomsky 

(1995) assumes that the external argument is introduced 

by the little v which is above the VP level, but below TP. 

The little v here performs two functions. First it assigns the 

Agent theta role and secondly, it licenses the transitive 

verb form to check the Accusative case. Kratzer (1996) has 

a parallel idea regarding the external argument, however 

she introduces Voice instead of Chomsky’s little v with 

same structural position in the structure. So far as the 
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second question is concerned, Baker and Stewart (2002) 

propose an articulated clause structure with an adjunction 

structure. 

Following Collins (1993, 1994, 1997), I claim that V2 

is head in the Gojri serial verb constructions and repeat 

(28b) as the underlying structure for the Gojri serial verbs: 

 

 

The structure of object sharing in Gojri serial verb is 

straightforward for many reasons. Firstly, the object does 

not intervene between the two verbs in Gojri serial verb 

construction contrary to the most other languages that 

display this phenomenon. Secondly, the verbs are 

generally adjacent to each other. Furthermore, the direct 

object always precedes the serial verbs in Gojri to satisfy 
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head final parameter. Hence, the proposed structure fulfils 

the requirement within the minimalist theory of Chomsky 

(2005) for the Gojri serial verb constructions.  

8. Conclusion  

The comparative study of different double verb 

formations in Gojri clearly indicates that they belong to 

different categories of structure. Though there are some 

superficial similarities, their semantics and syntax displays 

significant differences. I have also pointed out that Gojri 

does not allow pro in these constructions where as it is a 

hallmark of these constructions in African languages. 
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SUBORDINATION, GROUNDING AND THE 

PACKAGING OF INFORMATION IN GOJRI 
Kara Suzanne Fast 

Introduction 

The purpose of this thesis is to describe certain 

discourse features found in oral narratives in Gojri, first of 

all, in order to contribute to the Gojri Language 

Development Project in the Northwest Frontier Province in 

Pakistan, and, secondly, to add to the linguistic knowledge 

of discourse and syntax in the Indo-Aryan language family 

and SOV languages in general. 

The corpus used for the analysis of this thesis 

consists of 24 oral narratives in the Eastern Gojri dialect of 

Pakistan. The average length of each narrative is 80 

sentences. The majority of these narratives were recorded 

by me over a two month period, with 8 different female 

speakers. Two of the texts were recorded previously by 

the Gojri Language Development Project with a female 

story teller who is since deceased. Some of the stories 

were transcribed into Gojri script by one of my language 

assistants. The two texts ‘Aslam’ and ‘Tug of War’ appear 

in Appendices A and B respectively. ‘Aslam’ was 

transcribed by one of the Gojri Language Project 

employees, and ‘Tug of War’ was transcribed by the 

linguists working on the language projects. The rest were 

transcribed by me using the Indological transcription 
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described below, with the help of another language 

assistant. 

The story tellers, as mentioned, are female. They 

have no formal education and are therefore uninfluenced 

by Urdu, Pakistan’s language of education. The pure 

Eastern Gojri found in these texts will provide a standard 

by which educated Urdu speakers’ decisions about Gojri 

can be tested. This has further practical application in the 

production of written materials, potential Gojri language 

learning, and teaching written Gojri for children in schools. 

1.1 The Gojri People and Language 

There are approximately 1.4 million speakers of 

Gojri in Nothern Pakistan and neighboring regions in India 

and Afghanistan. The Ethnologue uses the term ‘Gujjari’ 

and the language code ‘gju’. It indicates a number of 

variant pronunciations, including ‘Gojri’, which is favoured 

by Losey (2002) and will be used in this study. The people 

are called ‘Gujjars’. 

Gojri belongs to the Central zone of Indo-Aryan. 

According to Masica (1991:48), its closest related language 

is Mewati, a North Eastern Rajasthani language. 

Losey (2002) identifies two dialects of Gojri: 

Allaiwal Bakarwal and Kaghani Bakarwal. These 

correspond to the Western and Eastern dialects, 

respectively, which are proposed by Hallberg and O’Leary 

(1992). This study concentrates on the Kaghani Bakarwal 
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dialect, or Eastern dialect, found in the North West 

Frontier Province (N.W.F.P.) of Pakistan. 

The Kaghani Bakarwal people are semi-nomadic 

and migrate between the Kaghan Valley and Abbottabad 

District, N.W.F.P. The language of wider communication in 

Kaghan and Abbottabad is Hindko (see Losey 2002). Gujjar 

men are usually bilingual in Hindko. Women only speak 

their dialect of Gojri, unless their community is bilingual, in 

which case they grow up speaking both Gojri and Hindko. 

My primary language assistant, Shameem Tikri, grew up 

speaking Hindko and Gojri and married into a Hindko 

family. Her husband’s family is also bilingual. 

The Indological transcription used in this study is 

adopted from Losey (2002), who based his transcription on 

the ‘Standard Orientalist’ transcription described by 

Masica (1991:xv) and extended it with symbols from the 

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Retroflex 

consonants are represented with a subscript dot under the 

consonant symbol: ṭ, ḍ, ṛ, and ṇ. Aspiration is represented 

by an h (not a raised h, as in the IPA) following the 

aspirated consonant. For the alveopalatal fricatives and 

affricates, ʃ, tʃ, and dʒ, Losey (2002) uses Americanist 

symbols: š,č,ǰ, whereas for the two affricates, Masica uses 

the bare forms c and j . 

When vowel length is differentiated, long vowels 

are indicated by a macron over the vowels ā,ū,ī, and their 
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short counterparts are represented by the bare vowels. 

Vowels o and e are closed-mid and their open 

counterparts are represented by the IPA symbols ɔ and ɛ . 

Losey (2002) follows Masica (1991) and Baart (1997) in his 

transcription of nasals, putting the tilde beside the vowel 

instead of over itԑIn this study, in contrast to the others, 

nasalization is indicated by a tilde above the vowel. In 

cases where the vowel is also long, the tilde is written 

above the macron, for example, a   ,   . 

A final note about transcription is the marking of 

Gojri’s tone. Losey uses a grave accent for low tone and an 

acute accent for high tone. Mid tone is unmarked. This 

study adopts this system. This produces the possibility of 

having three superscripts on one vowel segment, such as 

u     
 
. For a more extensive description of the sounds of Gojri, 

the reader is referred to Losey (2002). 

1.2 Previous Language Work on Gojri 

Losey (2002) describes the history of Gojri language 

research, which began with Bailey in 1903. The most 

recent linguistic study mentioned by Losey is Sharma’s 

work on the sound system (1979) and the grammar (1982) 

of  Poonchi Gojri in Indian siode of Jammu and  Kashmir. 

More recently, there have been sociolinguistic studies on 

Gojri conducted by Hallberg and O’Leary (1992) and 

Hugoniot and Polster (1997). 

Losey (2002) is the most recent study on Gojri. It is 

an extensive description of Gojri’s phonology and 
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morphology, as well as a preliminary description of its 

syntax and a sociolinguistic description of the Bakarwal 

people. The purpose of his study was to decide which 

features of the two major dialects should be used in 

developing an orthography that could benefit both. In his 

study of syntax, he described the verb phrase and 

identified four types of non-finite verbs: infinitives, 

perfective participles, imperfective participles, and 

conjunctive participles. In personal notes, Losey made 

some preliminary observations about relative clause 

structure and usage. This study has depended heavily on 

the information supplied by Losey (2002) as well as the 

dictionary he is developing and other personal notes 

(referred to henceforth as p.c.). In particular, it builds on 

his observations of the relative clause and his more 

extensive description of non-finite verbs. 

1.3 Overview of Thesis 

This thesis looks at subordination, grounding, and 

packaging of information in Gojri. 

Chapter 2 sets the scene for chapter 3. It continues 

the study of Gojri syntax begun by Losey (2002) by 

describing the structure of subordinate clauses. It 

describes three different types of subordinate clauses 

found in Gojri: adverbial clauses, complement clauses, and 

relative clauses. Adverbial clauses include clauses of time, 

manner, purpose, and cause or reason. One special type of 

adverbial clause is the conjunctive participial clause, which 
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may occur singly or in chains before the main verb (it may 

also occur after the main verb, on occasion). Complement 

clauses include finite complements of verbs of speech and 

awareness and infinitive complements of other verbs. 

Relative clauses can be divided into two categories, the 

first with the relative pronoun preceding the head, the 

second with the head first. 

The third chapter deals with the role of 

subordinate clauses in grounding. It describes the 

difference in grounding that is indicated by the position of 

the adverbial clause in a sentence. Then it describes the 

role of the relative clause in narrative discourse and finally 

the unique role of the conjunctive participle. The two most 

significant discoveries in this chapter relate to these two 

subordinate clause types. First, apart from the normal 

identifying use of the relative clause, a seemingly 

superfluous relative clause is used to give prominence to a 

participant or prop. Second, the conjunctive participle in 

Gojri, although a subordinate clause, often conveys 

information that is of equal storyline status with the main 

verb. 

The fourth chapter deals with the role of 

connectives in the packaging of events. The chapter 

majors on four different connectives and their respective 

functions. It also looks at the function of juxtaposition in 

contrast to the presence of the default connective tɛ, 

which introduces distinct information and, under certain 
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circumstances, indicates the beginning of a new package 

of events. 

Chapter five provides a brief conclusion of my 

study and suggestions for further research. 

 

2 Subordinate Clause Structure in Gojri 

Traditional grammar has posited three basic types 

of subordinate clauses: adverbial, complement, and 

relative (Whaley 1997:247). Gojri has all three. This 

chapter first deals with each of these types separately and 

then handles conjunctive participial clauses as a case on 

their own, since they behave differently from other 

subordinate clauses. 

2.1 Adverbial Clauses 

The adverbial clauses found in this corpus can be 

divided into at least four categories: time, manner, 

purpose, and cause or reason. Adverbial clauses can occur 

before the main clause, after the main clause, or between 

the subject and the verb of the main clause. The position 

in the sentence affects their grounding status, which will 

be addressed in the following chapter. 

2.1.1 Adverbial clauses of time 

The time clauses of this corpus have four different 

structures. They can be introduced with the clause-initial 

subordinating conjunction ǰad. They can also be 
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introduced with a clause-initial relative phrase, involving 

the oblique relative pronoun ǰis. Thirdly, an infinitival 

clause followed by a postposition can indicate the relative 

time at which something happens. Finally, the non-specific 

relativizer ǰīya    can also introduce time clauses, though 

instances of this are almost exclusively found in only one 

of the texts used in this study. A fifth structure is also 

mentioned in this section which overlaps with and will be 

more fully handled in the discussion on adverbial clauses 

of manner (section 2.1.2). 

The adverbial clause marker ǰad is associated in 

some way with a span of time. Three of the four examples 

that I have of this subordinator refer to a span of time 

during which another event happened. The fourth 

example introduces a point in time that occurs while an 

activity is going on. 

In example (1) ǰad introduces the time period in 

which ‘this brother ... was studying at school’. The 

imperfective form of the verb brings out the fact that the 

time indicated is a period and not a point. 
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Example (2) is the fourth instance of ǰad, where the 

adverbial clause introduced with ǰad is a point of time that 

occurs during a span of time that is encoded in the main 

clause. 

 

The oblique relative pronoun ǰis introduces 

temporal clauses as part of a clause initial relative phrase 

such as ǰis ṭem ‘time that’ or ǰis waxt ‘time that’ or other 

variations that include more specific time words such as ǰis 

din ‘day that’. Like other relative clauses (see section 2.3), 

relative clauses of time are restrictive. In example (3) 

below, the relative clause identifies the time when the boy 

was born, which will contrast with a later point in time, in 

which the situation was quite different: 
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The third method of referring to time is with an 

infinitival clause and a postpositional expression. This 

construction presents an event by describing its relation to 

a prior or following activity. It concentrates on the relation 

of the described time to another time. In example (4), the 

storyline event of the speaker going (to visit relatives) is 

represented as occurring two days before the event of 

their leaving. The infinitive čaluṇ ‘to go’ is followed by the 

postposition te ‘from’ and the adverb pɛ  la    ‘before’.1 

 

‘Then (one) night – two days before (their) leaving, 

I went.’ (Aslam 11) This construction is not used very 

extensively in my corpus. In fact, this is the only example 

of it. More commonly, the combination of te and pɛl    a    

modifies a noun, such as īd ‘Eid’ in example (5), giving a 

time phrase rather than a time clause: 

 

The non-specific relativizer ǰīya    is handled more 

fully in section 2.3 on relative clauses. As a relativizer it 
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sometimes has the meaning of ‘whenever’. This creates a 

temporal adverbial clause, as in example (6): 

 

An imperfective participial clause can also present 

an activity that provides a backdrop against which the 

punctiliar event of the main verb occurs (see further in 

section 2.1.2 below.) Example (7) describes the situation in 

which the girls are cutting corn and, while they are cutting, 

the earthquake happens. 

 

2.1.2 Adverbial clauses of manner 

Some adverbial clauses express the manner in 

which the main verbal activity is carried out. The manner 

can be given as a subordinated clause introduced with the 

oblique relative construction ǰis tarea    ‘manner that’, 
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which is comparable to the use of ǰis to give the time of an 

activity. 

 

Alternatively, the manner can be given as an imperfective 

participle, most often without any other clausal 

constituents. This presents an activity simultaneous to the 

activity expressed by the main verb and describes the 

manner in which it was enacted.2 

In the following example, the imperfective participle dɔṛtā 

‘running’ describes the manner in which the subject came: 

 

The imperfective participle can be repeated in 

order to intensify the manner in which an activity takes 

place (for example, to indicate its duration or degree). 
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In the above two examples, (9) and (10), the 

imperfective participles immediately precede the main 

verb, so could be treated as part of the verb phrase rather 

than separate clauses. In the next example another 

constituent occurs between the participle and the main 

verb: 

 

Furthermore, participles can also follow the main 

verb. Example (12) shows the reduplicated imperfective in 

the post verb position. 
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A reduplicated imperfective participle which is 

uninflected for person, number, or gender can be used at 

the junction of two discourse units to indicate that the 

activity in the preceding unit keeps going on until the 

activity in the following unit begins. Because it has no 

agreement marker, it does not relate to any verb in its 

sentence as closely as other inflected forms of 

reduplication relate to the main verb in their sentence. In 

example (13), the action, given as a reduplicated 

imperfective participle karta    karta    ‘doing doing’, 

continued until the fifth day, when Rimzi brother came. 

The choice of words in the free translation, ‘it went on and 

on like this’, reflects the participle’s independence of any 

other verb. 

 

In the above example, the generic verb kar- ‘do’ is 

used to indicate that whatever the action was until this 

point, that is what continued until the next unit began. It is 

also possible to use a specific verb, such as ṭurta    ‘walking’, 
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to describe more exactly the continuous action that is 

interrupted by the second action, as in the following 

example: 

 

2.1.3 Adverbial clauses of purpose 

An adverbial clause of purpose consists of the 

oblique infinitive form of the verb plus one of the three 

postpositions: nā ‘dative (DAT)., ĵūg- ‘purpose (PURP)., or 

wāstԑ. ‘PURP.. It may occur before the main clause, after 

the main clause, or between the subject and the main 

verb. 

The infinitive + dative construction can be used in 

two ways. When it occurs with the main verb lag- ‘start., it 

acts as the complement of its main verb. This construction 

will be handled in section 2.2 on complement clauses. 

With any other verb, the infinitive + dative combination 

either carries the meaning ‘in order to V., where ‘V. stands 

for the verb in the infinitive, or describes an activity that 

overlaps with that of the main verb. These two uses of the 

infinitive are consistent with the imperfective sense 

associated with an infinitive, since events in the 

imperfective are portrayed as not complete at the point of 

reference. The meaning ‘start to V. that is associated with 
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complement clause formation with lag- and the infinitive is 

likewise consistent with an imperfective analysis of the 

infinitive. 

In the following example, the mother is upset 

because her daughter has gone to cut grass. It is clear that 

she expects the intention of cutting grass to be fulfilled: 

 

It is possible to omit the dative postposition from 

this construction and keep the intentional meaning. In 

(16), the infinitival clause is at the end of the sentence and 

lacks nā . 

 

The next example illustrates the infinitive dative 

combination, kɛu   ṇ nā ‘saying’, used to express an 

overlapping activity. The combination is used to express 

what the husband said as he went: 
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The purpose clauses with wāstɛ and ǰuɡ- have one 

common usage. Both postpositions are used in connection 

with clauses that specify the function of an object. The 

function is specific to the object and does not change, 

whether the object actually gets used for that function or 

not. The next example shows ǰuɡ- in this context: 
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In both of the above examples the adverbial clause 

involving ǰuɡ- or wāstɛ modifies a head noun, indicating, 

specifically in these examples, the things to break the fast 

with or the things that are for eating. This is the only way 

that ǰuɡ- is used in my set of stories. wāstɛ, on the other 

hand, can also be used to express the intent of a 

participant. The intention expressed is not necessarily 

fulfilled. In the following example, the woman got up with 

the intention of going out of the house, but before she got 

out, the house fell on top of her: 

 

In all my textual examples of adverbial clauses of 

purpose with the dative and the infinitive, it appears that 

the purpose was fulfilled. It is clear, however, that purpose 

clauses with wāstɛ are left unspecified, and it is possible 

that what is expected did not happen, depending on the 

rest of the context. 
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2.1.4 Adverbial clauses of cause or reason 

Adverbial clauses also describe the cause or reason 

of an action. The subordinator kyu ... e introduces the 

clause that gives the reason for an action in clause (b) of 

the following example: 

 

A cause for an event can also be expressed with an 

infinitive plus the ablative postposition te. 

 

2.2 Complement Clauses 

This section distinguishes the following 

complement clauses in Gojri: the complement of 

attributive verbs, the infinitival complement of the verb 
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la.- .start., as introduced in section 2.1.3 on adverbial 

clauses of purpose, and the infinitival complement of 

other verbs. 

Verbs of attribution4 include the most common 

form, speech, as well as other verbs. There is only direct 

speech in Gojri narrative. The complement of the speech 

verb is given as a finite verb clause. Example (23) has two 

speech acts, both of which are introduced by the finite 

verb kέɔ ‘said’. No complementizer occurs in this example. 

The complement clauses consist of the finite verbs čalɔ kā 

(you) are going., in (b), and čalɔ kā ‘(we) are going’, in (c). 

 

When news is given, even if the orienter is not a 

speech verb, the news itself isgiven as direct speech with a 

finite verb form. The following example describes the 

arrival of some important news. In this example, the news 

is introduced with the complemen zer arā, which 
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commonly introduces speech, even though no speaker is 

identified here and no speech verb is employed. 

 

With verbs of perception, such as dekh- ‘see, the 

complement is also given as a finite verb. With verbs of 

cognition, when the content of the cognition is a real is 

fact now known to the storyteller, the complement clause 

occurs as a final clause. The full form is the noun-verb 

combination patԑlag- ‘fact hit.. Example (25) shows a full 

verb of cognition with real is content of the complement 

clause in final verb form: 

 

The verb of cognition is usually shortened to the 

noun patԑ‘fact.. The verb need not be present, even in a 

negative construction.6 When the content of the cognition 
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is realis, the complement clause occurs as a final clause, 

and the negative is marked on the verb of cognition. 

Example (26) shows the shortened, negative form of the 

cognition orienter with realis content. The content is realis 

because the storyteller now knows that Shazia was caught 

under the window, even though ‘we., the characters in the 

story, were unaware of this fact at the time. 

 

In contrast, when a verb of cognition is negated 

and the content of the complement clause is irrealis, the 

complement clause is given in the subjunctive. In example 

(27), the speaker is not sure about the details, whether or 

not tea was drunk on this occasion, so the complement is 

in the subjunctive and there is no complementizer: 
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Two types of complement constructions regularly 

take an infinitive form of the verb in the complement 

clause. The complement construction involving the main 

verb laɡ-‘start’ takes an oblique infinitival complement 

verb with a dative postposition (see section 2.1.3 above on 

adverbial clauses of purpose), to produce the meaning 

‘start to V’, as in example (28): 

 

A second construction that takes the infinitive form 

of the complement clause verb is illustrated in the 

following example. The main verb kartɔ ‘was doing’ is 

generic and the specific actions that the participant was 

doing are given as infinitive verbs in complement clauses. 
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2.3 Relative Clauses 

In personal notes, Losey describes relative clauses 

in some detail. He notes a distinction, semantically though 

not formally, between restrictive and non-restrictive 

relative clauses. However, in the corpus of Gojri narratives 

available to him and in the corpus of strictly oral texts that 

I have gathered, there are no instances of the 

nonrestrictive relative clause, so this paper does not 

consider them. 

Losey (p.c.) notes further that restrictive relative 

clauses are used extensively to introduce a participant or 

prop into the narrative and as a retrieval device for 

something previously introduced. When introducing a 

participant or prop in the narrative, ‘often the [relative 

clause] seems superfluous to English speakers’ (Losey, 
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p.c.). This super uous construc on consists of the rela ve 

pronoun, ǰíṛ-, plus the copula (such as the present tense 

hɛ   ). It is possible to view ǰíṛɔ hɛ    as a semantically empty 

relative clause. Losey (p.c.) writes that it ‘adds weight’ to a 

participant being mentioned in a narrative. This section 

deals with each of these issues: the identification function 

of the relative clause in connection with introductions and 

further reference to activated participants (see below) as 

well as the superfluous use of certain relative clauses and 

their function of ‘adding weight’, or giving prominence, to 

a constituent (see section3.3). 

Relative clauses always include a relative pronoun. 

There are two relativizers in Gojri, a rela ve pronoun ǰíṛ- 

and a non-speci c rela vizer ǰīya    which has an addi onal 

function as a related adverb (see the end of this section). 

The rela ve pronoun stem ǰíṛ- is inflected for 

gender, number, and case. It has an interroga ve 

counterpart kíṛ-, which is likewise inflected for gender, 

number, and case. The interrogative pronoun will not be 

handled in this paper. 

Although the standard rela ve pronoun ǰíṛ- is 

inflected for gender, number, and case, a second variant of 

the relative pronoun, ǰis, also exists, used exclusively for 

the oblique case and only in specific situations. ǰis, with its 

interrogative counterpart kis, remains uninflected for 

gender or number. Losey (2002:133-134) calls this the 

‘oblique variant’. Because the standard rela ve pronoun 
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ǰíṛ- is inflected for nominative and oblique cases, this study 

will call ǰis the ‘second variant’ of the relative pronoun, 

rather than Losey’s term ‘oblique variant’. 

Losey further writes that the second variant may 

be preferred for instances where the relative pronoun 

occurs on its own, with no accompanying noun, while the 

standard pronoun ǰíṛ- is used when a noun accompanies 

the pronoun. In my set of stories, I have found that the 

second variant is used specifically for expressions involving 

time, manner, or a possessor, whereas the standard 

inflected variant is used for relative clauses involving all 

other references to entities and locations, whether with a 

head noun or without one. 

Urdu and Hindi distinguish between a nominative 

relative pronoun ǰo, defined by the Popular Oxford 

Practical Dictionary as ‘who; what; which; that’ and an 

oblique relative pronoun ǰis defined by the same dictionary 

as ‘whom; what; that; which; who’. The nominative 

pronoun ǰo does not inflect for gender, number, or case. 

This pronoun exists in the Gojri texts in this corpus as well, 

in the form ǰɔ. Losey (p.c.) defines it as ‘whatever’ as in the 

following examples: 
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The relative pronoun ǰɔ is not used very extensively 

in my corpus. It acts more like the non-speci c rela vizer 

ǰīya    (see below) than the rela ve pronoun ǰíṛ-, which is the 

main focus in this section. 

Losey (2002) does not go into the various 

constructions possible for the relative clause. In his (p.c.) 

notes, however, he points out the extreme flexibility in 

relative clause ordering. He says that the relative pronoun 

can, grammatically, occur in any position in the clause. The 

following sentence is taken from a story in my corpus 

which Losey had access to as well. The full sentence is 

given below in example (32) and the relative clause is 

repeated below in versions (A), (B), (C), and (D). Losey 

found that the relative pronoun could occur at the 

beginning of the clause, after the possessive (as it is in the 

text), after the demonstrative, or between the noun and 
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the verb. These possibilities are illustrated in (A) through 

(D). 

 

 

Structures similar to orders A, B, and D have been 

found in the corpus (see below). 

This study has found that the relative clause occurs 

with a head noun phrase in the following two patterns. 

The difference between these two patterns is neutralized 

when there is no head. 

 

Pattern 1 identifies an activated (or accessible) 

entity and is not used to introduce an entity for the first 

time. In contrast, Pattern 2 may be used to introduce a 
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new entity into the narrative. It can be divided into two 

further sub-groupings: 

Pattern 2a ‘(Noun) REL clause’ 

Pattern 2b ‘(Demonstrative) (Possessive) REL clause’. 

At least 16 out of the 18 relative clauses in the two 

narratives included in the appendices A and B are of 

Pattern 2. Of these, five are of Pattern 2a, nine are of 

Pattern 2b, and two are headless. 

Pattern 1. Examples (33) and (34) below illustrate Pattern 

1. In (33), the head noun l.k .people follows the relativizer 

and identifies the people as the ones that were seen. 

 

In example (34), which is separated from (33) by 

one clause, there is no head, and the rest of the clause 

simply follows the relativizer and identifies the .ones. that 

were seen being carried away. 

 

Pattern 2. This pattern is illustrated in example (35). The 

hearer knows from the previous part of the narrative that 

Jamila has an injured back, and now the narrator is 
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describing exactly what is wrong. In doing so, she 

introduces something new into the narrative: the bone in 

Jamila’s back, which is the thing that is broken. 

Consequently, the reference to the .bone of her back 

precedes the relativizer. 

 

Example (35) is, more specifically, an example of Pattern 

2a. The head that precedes the relative pronoun is a full 

noun phrase lak ki haḍ    ī ‘the bone of the back’. Pattern 2a 

is used to activate a referent that fits the description given 

in the relative clause. 

Pattern 2b, which is used for activated participants, 

is given below in example (36). Here the head modified by 

the relative clause is the demonstra ve wá ‘she’ and the 

complement (the focus of the rela ve clause) is terī ma    

‘your mother’. 

 

In this example, the character ‘your mother’ is 

described as doing the same actions as a previous 
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character in the narrative. The context of example (36) 

sets up a scene with both ‘your father’ and ‘your mother’. 

First the father ‘came and greeted my brother and then 

came inside.’ Then the mother did the same. This is an 

instance of ‘expanding focus’ (Dik et al 1981:60). The 

activity remains the same in each statement, but the focus 

on the character doing the activity which started with the 

father, expands to include the mother as well. 

In the following example, a demonstrative is again 

the head, modified by the relative clause, but this time the 

relative clause consists of a verb phrase and no nominal 

complementԑ(pàrǰāi ‘sister-in-law’ is not part of the 

relative clause, but is in opposition to it.) The narrator is 

clarifying that the baby belongs to the woman who died, in 

contrast to the one who is taking care of it. In other words, 

this is an instance of selective focus (ibid.) 

 

In the default order of the relative clause, the 

complement follows the relative pronoun. In the following 

example of a headless relative clause, the complement is 

the noun phrase plus modifier terī ma    ‘your mother’ and 

the verb is the copula thī. These follow the relative 

pronoun ǰíṛī. 
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However, one or more constituents in the 

complement may precede the relativizer to give 

prominence to a new or contrastive topic or to a 

cons tuent in narrow focus. For example, in (39) below, 

which is similar to (38), the possessive terī ‘your’ occurs to 

the left of the relativizer. The effect is to give prominence 

to the contrastive topic. In the preceding context, the 

story was dealing with the main character’s family and 

Wahid, who came to give them some news. In this 

sentence ‘your mother’ is the new topic, in contrast to 

‘we’ and ‘Wahid Brother’, and the following clauses deal 

with her actions. 

 

A reduced form of Pattern 2 consists of a head 

noun and a relative pronoun, but no remaining relative 

clause constituents. This subtype never introduces a new 

entity. Rather, the relativizer acts like a demonstrative, as 

can be seen in the free, English translation below in 

example (40): 
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I now address the syntactic roles of the head noun 

in the relative clause. According to Andrews (2007:226) 

(following Keenan and Comrie 1977) there is a hierarchy of 

the possible syntactic roles, which includes: 

subject> object > oblique > possessor > object of comparison 

According to the data in this corpus, relative 

clauses with the pronoun ĵĺr modify subject, object and 

locative oblique head nouns. They thus conform with 

Keenan and Comrie’s proposal that .a given relativization 

strategy will cover a contiguous portion of the hierarchy. 

(Whaley 1997:264). Similarly the second variant of the 

relative pronoun, ĵis, modifies the oblique head nouns, 

other than locative, and also possessors. 

The first example shows the head noun hádī. 

‘bone’ as the subject of the clause: 

 

Example (42) shows a direct object lɔk as the head noun: 
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Example (43) shows two locative obliques, afrẫ ‘upwards’ 

and bastī mā ‘in that town’, as the head nouns of 

consecutive relative clauses: 

 

Relative clauses introduced with the second variant 

ǰis modify head nouns that refer to time and manner. 

Example (44) shows the relative construction with time, ǰis 

ṭem ‘time that’: 

 

Example (45) shows the relative construction with manner, 

ǰ            ‘manner that’. 
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The second variant of the relative pronoun also 

modifies a head noun that is in a possessive relationship to 

the relative clause. Example (46) shows the possessive 

construction ǰis ki ‘whose’ modifying the head noun us ki ti 

‘her daughter’: 

 

The non-specific relativizer ǰīya   can be used to 

introduce a headless relative clause whose referent is a 

non-specific participant, place, or time. In the following 

example, the referent of the relative clause is a non-

specific participant: 
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The form ǰ      can be used as what the Oxford 

English Dictionary calls a ‘related adverb,’ as in the 

following example. In (48), the adverbs       and        , 

translated ‘this direction’ and ‘that direction’ respectively, 

already give the feeling that the direction they walked is 

not specific. The subsequent use of ǰ      amplifies this non-

specific meaning. 

 

The non-specific relative pronoun can also be used for a 

non-specific time, see example (6) in section 2.1.1 above. 

2.4 Conjunctive Participles 

Gojri is a clause chaining language and can employ 

conjunctive participles (hereafter CP) to encode 

information of equal status to the main verb in the 

sentence. Therefore, although CPs might arguably fit 

under adverbial clauses of time, they will be treated 
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uniquely. The CP consists of a verb stem plus the particle 

kɛ. 

The CP, as stated above, behaves differently than 

other subordinate clauses. It shares the tense, mood, and 

negation of its main verb, but is semantically more 

independent than any other subordinate clause (Whaley 

1997:268). To reflect this independence, independent 

clauses, such as ‘get up’ in example (49), are used in the 

free translation instead of comparable participial clauses 

in English. 

Example (49) illustrates the CP sharing the negative 

associated with the main clause, as well as the tense and 

mood. In this example, the narrator is explaining both that 

they ‘didn’t even get up (out of bed)’ and that ‘they didn’t 

look’: 

 

A CP may occur directly adjacent to the main verb 

itself. As described by Losey (2002), it ‘immediately 

precedes the main verb phrase and describes an action 

completed immediately prior to the main verb.’ This is 

exemplified in (50): 
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However, it is also possible to insert constituents 

between the conjunctive participle and the main verb. In 

example (51) there are two intervening constituents: us na 

‘him’ is a right displaced object for the conjunc ve 

par ciple and kalandarābād ‘Qalandarabad’ is the locative 

belonging to the main clause. 

 

There may be more than one conjunctive participle 

in a sentence. Example (52) illustrates this phenomenon. 

Clauses (a) . (d) contain conjunctive participles and all 

relate to the main verb ā rέ in (e): 
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The significance of the conjunctive participle in 

Gojri for grounding is discussed below in chapter 3. 

3 Subordinate Clauses, Grounding and 

Prominence 

This chapter deals with Gojri’s use of subordinate 

clauses in grounding and in giving prominence to 

information or participants in a narrative. It begins by 

evaluating conflicting theories of grounding. It then looks 

at adverbial clauses and describes how their position in 

the sentence affects grounding. Thirdly, it handles the 

unique role of relative clauses in giving prominence to 

participants and props in Gojri narrative. 
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Finally, it deals with conjunctive participial clauses 

and their grounding status with respect to the sentence’s 

main verb, as has been alluded to in the previous chapter. 

Adverbial clauses and relative clauses play a role in 

grounding differentiation, but the presence of a 

complement clause does not affect the grounding of a 

sentence. The storyline status of the sentence is 

determined by the main verb and if a clause is the 

complement of that verb, it just assumes its status. 

Therefore complement clauses do not feature in this 

chapter. 

3.1 Analysis of Discourse/Grounding Theories 

Hopper and Thompson (1980:280) define the terms 

‘background’, ‘foreground’ and ‘grounding’ as follows: 

The part of a discourse which does not 

immediately and crucially contribute to the 

speaker’s goal, but which merely assists, 

amplifies, or comments on it, is referred to as 

BACKGROUND. By contrast, the material which 

supplies the main points of the discourse is 

known as FOREGROUND. Linguistic features 

associated with the distinction between 

foreground and background is referred to as 

GROUNDING. 
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This chapter is concerned with linguistic means of 

indicating the grounding status of subordinate clauses 

with respect to main clauses. 

3.1.1 Definition of foreground 

Hopper and Thompson’s definition of foreground 

information, given above, emphasizes the ‘main points’ of 

the discourse. Callow (1974:52-53) uses the term 

‘thematic material’ which ‘carries the discourse forward, 

contributes to the progression of the narrative or 

argument [, and] ... develops the theme of the discourse.’ 

She describes background information as ‘non-thematic’ 

material, which ‘serves as a commentary on the theme, 

but does not itself contribute directly to the progression of 

the theme ... [it] fills out the theme but does not develop 

it.’ Longacre (1990)’s definition of foreground is closely 

related to Callow’s, in that the storyline, as he calls it, 

advances the narrative. Grimes (1975) distinguish events 

from non-events in narrative, stating that the events form 

the backbone of the narrative. These definitions work well 

together. They all have something to do with the main 

point or the forward progression of a narrative, through 

the description of its events. 

In contrast to the works mentioned above, 

Heimerdinger (1999:222) does not use the term 

‘foreground’ to refer to the main event line of a narrative. 

Instead of foreground being the backbone or indispensible 

part of a narrative, he defines it as the unexpected or extra 
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things in a narrative. Heimerdinger uses the term 

‘foreground’ as an action that can be done to events or to 

non-events to set them apart or highlight them in a 

narrative. In conjunction with this, he discusses the 

manipulation of linguistic structures to achieve a certain 

effect on the hearer. Heimerdinger’s term allows both 

events and non-events to be fore-grounded, or, as stated 

above, manipulated for a certain effect. Such a definition 

of ‘foreground’ is quite different from the description of 

main event material supported by the other linguists 

mentioned above. 

This thesis follows Hopper and Thompson’s 

approach. The term foreground is used for the main 

events of the theme line that contribute to the forward 

progression of the narrative. 

3.1.2 Overview of different approaches to 

grounding status of main clause 

Grimes (1975) not only differentiates between 

events and non-events, but further divides non-events into 

setting, background, evaluation, and collateral 

information. He distinguishes between background and 

setting information according to what he calls the primary 

and secondary components of the narrative. Setting and 

event information are classified as primary information, 

whereas other non-event information, including 

background, is secondary, because it clarifies the 

narrative. 
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Longacre (1990) differentiates between a storyline 

band and six or more nonstory line bands that occur at 

increasing distances from the storyline: back-grounded 

events, back grounded activities, setting, irrealis, author 

intrusions, and cohesive information. The different aspects 

of the verb in a particular language correspond to the 

different bands in the storyline scheme. Certain discourse 

markers may move information up from one band to 

another. Subordination moves information down to a 

lower band. 

Heimerdinger (1999:77) objects to Longacre’s 

storyline scheme. According to Longacre a particular verb 

form constitutes the storyline band. For example, he 

claims that the storyline band in Hebrew consists of 

vayyiqtol verbs (1990:59). Heimerdinger disagrees, 

pointing out that vayyiqtol verbs in Hebrew encode not 

only foreground events, but also events that are not on 

the main line of the narrative. 

Levinsohn’s solution is to define a particular verb 

form, such as the vayyiqtol verb in Hebrew, as the default 

verb for narrative events (2002:128). If such a verb form is 

default, instead of viewed as a form specific to the 

storyline, it is not necessary to explain why events of 

apparently differing importance are encoded with the 

same form. 

Heimerdinger also has a problem with Longacre.s 

use of the term ‘background’. According to Longacre, 
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‘background’ refers to information that is preliminary to 

the storyline. This information may occur right before the 

event information and be important to the event, but not 

itself be event line. Longacre assigns all instances of 

imperfective or habitual aspect to the background event 

or background activity bands. Again using examples from 

Hebrew, Heimerdinger argues that information that is 

important to the development of the story is often 

encoded in the imperfective aspect and so should not be 

classified as background. 

In response to this difference, Levinsohn objects 

that Heimerdinger does not understand Longacre’s use of 

‘background’. Longacre uses ‘background’ as an action 

that categorizes events as preliminary to the story line, 

which may be preliminary to or lead up to the climax and 

therefore be important to the storyline, even though they 

are not on the storyline themselves. He writes, ‘I do not 

think that Heimerdinger has understood what Longacre 

means by back-grounded. The point about such events is 

that they may be viewed as ‘preliminary to the main 

events of the story’ (Levinsohn1991:150) or as resulting 

events of a secondary nature.’ (Levinsohn 2002:128) 

In summary, Longacre and Levinsohn make a 

fundamental distinction between events and non-events, 

but allow either to be highlighted in a narrative. This 

contrasts with Heimerdinger’s use of the ‘fore-grounded’ 

instead of ‘highlighted’. This thesis takes the position of 
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Longacre and Levinsohn. It will refer to the main event 

line, or backbone of the story, as the foreground, and refer 

to information that gets extra attention as ‘highlighted’. 

3.1.3 Grounding status of subordinate clauses 

with respect to main clauses 

Although Longacre’s scheme is primarily concerned 

with classifying independent verbs in main clauses, he 

does claim that ‘adverbial clauses, relative clauses, and 

most verbals are demoted. Thus a verb which, if 

independent, would have been on the storyline may be 

demoted to [band] (2) when it occurs in an adverbial 

clause, relative clause, or is a verbal.’ (Longacre 1990:3) 

Hwang (1990:69) corrects Longacre’s assumption 

that subordinate clauses never contain event line 

information, using English examples. She claims that post-

nuclear subordinate clauses do often contain event line 

information. Levinsohn (2008:75) quotes an example from 

‘The Three Little Pigs’: He was picking apples when the 

wolf arrived. In this sentence, the new and crucial 

information, given here in bold, is that the wolf arrived, 

and is encoded in an adverbial clause. 

Adverbial clauses in Gojri behave according to 

Hwang’s description of subordinate clauses and grounding. 

They convey back-grounded information if they are in 

prenuclear position, but event line information in other 

positions (see section 3.2 below). 
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For OV languages, Longacre (1990) posits three 

types of clause chain ranking. In type A languages, the final 

verb is on the storyline and preceding verbs, or gerunds, 

constitute back grounded activities or something still 

lower on the rank scheme. In type B languages, the final 

verb is a routinely added element that is grammaticalized 

or almost grammaticalized and the preceding gerunds are 

storyline. In type C languages, both the final verb and the 

preceding gerunds may be on the storyline. For each type, 

the above observations hold if the whole sentence is on 

the storyline. If the main verb, in language type C, is off 

the storyline, the gerunds will be off the storyline as well. 

Gojri is a clause chaining OV language. This study 

finds that Gojri’s conjunctive participial clauses behave in 

the same way as the gerunds in Longacre’s description of 

type C languages. 

3.2 Adverbial Clauses 

Adverbial clauses can occur before the nucleus of 

the sentence, between the subject and the verb, or after 

the verb. The grounding status of an adverbial clause with 

respect to the main clause depends on its position in a 

sentence. 

If an adverbial clause comes before the nucleus of 

the sentence, it contains or relates to established 

information, and is back grounded with respect to the rest 

of the sentence. In example (53), I elicited the text by 

asking the narrator to tell me what happened to Shazia in 
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the earthquake. Therefore, the first clause, ‘when the 

earthquake happened’, is established information and is 

encoded as a prenuclear adverbial clause introduced by 

ǰad (see section 2.1.1). Thus it is back-grounded with 

respect to the following main clause, which conveys the 

new information that the narrator wants the hearer to 

know. 

 

One interesting deviation from this pattern is the 

case where an adverbial clause occurs before the main 

clause, but carries new information. This phenomenon is 

related to Gojri’s use of connectives as spacers, so will be 

handled in section 4.5. 

If an adverbial clause occurs inside the sentence 

nucleus, between the subject and the verb, the status of 

the adverbial clause will be the same as that of the main 

clause since it falls within the focal domain of the main 

clause (Lambrecht 1994:222). The information in these 

clauses is new and often important for the development of 

the story. In the example below, the compound subject,    
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tɛ ek merɔ d ǰɔ         ‘he and another brother of mine’, 

occurs a number of clauses previous to the main clause, as 

shown by the dots in between. Then the purpose clause, 

       ṛuṇ     ɛ‘to attend school’, occurs just before the 

main clause, it rέ g   ‘would stay behind here’. The 

purpose clause is focal because it is part of the comment 

about .this brother of mine’. 

 

Example (55) illustrates the same phenomenon but 

it occurs in speech rather than in the narrative. The 

instructions that they should ‘see him’ are given as an 

adverbial clause of purpose. This instruction and the 

instruction to ‘come’, which is given as the main 

imperative verb, are equally important for the hortatory 

discourse in which it occurs. 
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If an adverbial clause comes after the main verb, it 

may again fall within the focal domain of the main clause. 

The adverbial clause          ṇ    stɛ ‘(lit.) in order to 

see him’ in example (56) follows the main verb           ‘will 

go’ in this way: 

 

Alternatively, post-nuclear adverbial clauses may 

convey information that supports the main clause, rather 

than being part of the focal domain. The next example 

shows an adverbial clause of reason, (b), occurring after 

the main clause, (a). Clause (b) introduces new 

information into the story: the many buffalos that the 

mother has at home to milk. This new information appears 

to support the information in clause (a) by providing a 

reason for it, rather than being as important as the main 

verb ǰ      ‘went.’ 
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3.3 Relative Clauses and Prominence 

We have seen that relative clauses in Gojri are 

typically restrictive, whether their referent is new or 

activated. We have also noted that some relative clauses 

seem to be .superfluous. (Losey 2002). This section looks 

at the use of the superfluous relative clause to give its 

referent thematic prominence. 

The head noun phrase may follow the relative 

pronoun (see Pattern 1) and the relative clause serve to 

identify a referent who is already activated, or, at least, 

accessible. Such a construction does not seem to give 

prominence to the referent. Example (58) demonstrates 

this. The girl, beṭk , is identified as the one who ‘was 

engaged to my sister’s son’. The ‘sister’s son’ has already 

been introduced, and although the fiancée is a new 

character, she is treated as accessible because of her 

relationship to the son. She is not prominent at this point. 
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When the contents of a relative clause do not 

identify a referent, however, but are apparently 

superfluous, such a construction marks the referent as 

salient. The following example repeats the above extract 

and adds the rest of the sentence. Clause (b) introduces a 

character       ɛṇ  ‘her sister’, who is related to the girl in 

(a), and who will feature as a temporary center of 

attention in the next part of the story. The nephew’s 

fiancée is identified by a relative clause in (a). In clause (b), 

the older sister of the fiancée is given prominence with a 

superfluous relative clause. Finally in (c) a comment is 

made about the older sister, who is now the temporary 

centre of attention. 
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Secondly, when the head noun or demonstrative 

precedes the relative pronoun (see Pattern 2), the relative 

clause, in left-dislocated position, modifies a referent 

which has been previously activated and gives the referent 

thematic prominence. 

In example (60), the brother has just been brought 

to the hospital and now the narrator makes a comment on 

the standard of the care in the hospital. Here, the doctors, 

ḍākṭar, are introduced as new participants in the story, 

but ones which the hearers have access to through their 

knowledge of the concept ‘hospital’. They appear as a left 

dislocated noun phrase that includes a superfluous relative 

clause, ǰíṛā thā ‘who were’. Preceding the head noun and 
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relative clause is the locative adverb ut ‘there’, which is 

not part of the relative clause, but has been proposed 

because it is established information. Their actions occupy 

six sentences (Appendix A 51-56), after which they 

disappear from the story. 

 

Example (61) is a further example of a superfluous 

relative clause giving a participant salience. This is a 

relative clause of type 2b, with a demonstrative as the 

head preceding the relative pronoun. The doctor has 

already been introduced into the story and the contents of 

the relative clause, ǰ ṛ-ɔ ḍ  ṭar th-ɔ ‘who was a doctor’, 

serve to activate him as a referent who fits this description 

and to mark him as thematically prominentԑ Indeed, the 

doctor does become the centre of attention for the next 

section of the narrative. 
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In (61) above, the relative pronoun is preceded by 

a distal demonstrative o, which is the head of the relative 

clause. A demonstrative can also act as the modifier of a 

noun. In the following example, ó ‘that’ is a demonstrative 

that modifies musāfar ‘traveler’. 

 

In summary, relative clauses, depending on their 

structure, can introduce a new participant into the 

narrative or identify an already active participant. This 

study shows that, when a relative clause of either type is 

superfluous, it marks the referent as salient, which in 

practice means that it becomes the temporary centre of 

attention. 

To conclude this section, I give a summary outline 

of the first episode of Tug of War (see Appendix B 

sentences 1-47 for the text in Gojri) to illustrate the use of 

superfluous relative clause to mark participants as salient. 

Section (a) is a general summary of the beginning of the 

story. Sections (b) – (e) show the literal translations, in 

bold, of the superfluous relative clauses that mark each 

participant as temporarily salient. These relative clauses 

are given with an English word choice that reflects the 

Gojri wording to emphasize the super fluousness of the 
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relative clauses. The non-bold type in these sentences are 

again general summaries. 

(63) (a)Two thieves are introduced. A singer is introduced, 

who is looking for work. The singer joins the 

thieves. They go off together and come to a 

house. 

(b) They who were thieves started stealing things. 

(c) They who were residents of that house were 

sleeping. The singer went and looked around. 

(d) She who was an old lady was sleeping. There 

was yogurt beside her. The singer ate the yogurt. 

The old lady heard a noise and woke up. 

(e) They who were residents woke up as well. The 

singer tried to run away, but the residents pulled 

him back in. The thieves came back and pulled him 

from the other side. They all pulled. The thieves 

were stronger. They took the singer and the things 

they had stolen and left. 

In the above extract, the singer is the VIP, and when 

he reappears, in (c), (d), and (e), no relative clause is 

necessary to introduce him. In contrast, reference to other 

characters by means of a superfluous relative clause 

signals that they are temporarily the centre of attention. In 

(b), the thieves, introduced with a superfluous relative 

clause, take over center stage for a short time while they 
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begin robbing the house. In (c), a superfluous relative 

clause refers to the residents of the house to show that 

they will have a significant part to play in the story. In (d), 

an old lady is introduced with a superfluous relative clause 

as she is about to play a short, but significant, part in the 

narrative. In (e), the residents of the house join in the 

action and are similarly marked. The reentry of the thieves 

in (e), however, does not require a relative clause as they 

have a major role to play throughout the rest of the 

episode. 

3.4 Clause Chaining 

Longacre (1990) recognizes three types of clause 

chaining for SOV languages, as we saw in section 3.1.3. His 

three language types are summarized again here and 

related to Gojri’s use of clause chaining. 

Languages of type A have a chain of subordinate medial 

clauses which convey background information followed by 

a main clause which conveys foreground information. 

Languages of type B have a final verb which is a routinely 

added, grammaticalised element and a preceding chain of 

subordinate clauses which convey foreground information. 

Languages of type C have a final verb and a preceding 

chain of subordinate clauses, both or either of which may 

convey foreground information. I now propose that Gojri 

belongs to language type C since both the final verb and 

the preceding chain of CPs (conjunctive participles) may 

convey foreground information. 
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In the preceding sentences, the word ‘may’ is 

significant, because CPs share the storyline status of the 

main verb to which they relate only if certain conditions 

hold. Longacre’s description of type C languages does not 

indicate the conditions that must be met for both the final 

verb and the preceding subordinate clauses to convey 

foreground information. In the case of Gojri, the 

information in the CP clause and the main clause must be 

equally active or equally new in order for them to be on 

the same level of grounding.13 If the CP contains 

established information and the main clause contains new 

information, only the final clause will convey foreground 

information. Conversely, if the CP contains new 

information and the main clause only contains established 

information, only the CP will convey foreground 

information. Further, it is possible for the content of the 

CP and the content of the final verb to merge, giving a 

compound meaning, in which case both verbs are 

automatically in the same storyline rank. The following 

examples illustrate these possibilities. 

Example (64) illustrates the case where the CP has 

the same grounding status as the main clause. It presents 

a list of activities that describe to the hearer what the 

woodsman’s occupation is. The information in this extract 

is of a background nature as far as the overall story is 

concerned, that is, it describes regular activities which 

occur all the time and do not advance the story. 

Nevertheless, the CPs that occurs in the chain prior to the 
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main verb convey information that is at least as important 

as that of the main verb itself, in that it is they that 

primarily answer the question .What does he do?’ 

 

Example (65) demonstrates that the CP can also 

have the same grounding status as the main clause when 

the main verb is on the storyline. The first CP, (65b), 

conveys accessible information that has been established 

in the immediately preceding clause. The two remaining 

clauses both convey events that are important to the story 

line:(65c), the girl washing, and (65d), giving the clothes to 

her brothers. The first of these two events, tò kɛ ‘having 
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washed’ (65c), is a CP, and the second, ditā ‘gave’ (65d), is 

a main verb, but they are both storyline events. 

 

CPs have the same grounding status as the main 

verbs only if they contain new information or information 

that is as established as the information in the main 

clause. CPs may contain established information, 

especially in tail-head constructions, like the first CP in 

example (65b) above. In this case, only the information in 

the second participle and the main clause is foreground. 

Example (66) illustrates a case in which the CP, 

(66b), conveys non-established information and the main 

clause, (66c), conveys information that is established in 

the preceding sentence, given in (66a). 
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(67c) illustrates the combining of meanings that 

sometimes happens when a CP and a main verb come 

together in a sentence (see discussion below). 

 

Sentence (67a) contains the command ‘you take 

him’, so ‘took’ in (67b) is the response to that command 

and a separate activity from ‘came’. In the sentence (67c), 

in contrast, the CP muṛ kɛ ‘return’ adds to the main verb ǰā 
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ráī ‘went/left’ the meaning of ‘back to where she originally 

was.’ This verb combination cannot be split into two 

different storyline events, or divided into background 

information and foreground information. Rather, the two 

verbs join their meanings to give a compound meaning 

encompassing both. 

To summarize this chapter, firstly, adverbial clauses 

that occur before the main clause are back-grounded with 

respect to the main clause, whereas adverbial clauses in 

other positions may be part of the focal domain of the 

main clause. Secondly, although relative clauses normally 

identify a participant, seemingly superfluous relative 

clauses give a participant or prop thematic prominence, 

making it the temporary center of attention. Finally, CPs 

used in clause chains have a grounding status which 

corresponds with Longacre (1990)’s language type C. In 

other words, the pre-final CP clauses may have the same 

storyline status as the main verb. 

4 Connectives and Packaging of Information 

The default mode of coordination in Gojri narrative 

is with a connective. The default connective is tɛ (tein 

Punjabi―Bhatia 1993:103). For example, in ‘Aslam’ 

(Appendix A), there are 119 sentences. A connective 

begins 72 of them, whereas juxtaposition occurs in 47. Tɛ 

introduces 40 of the 72 sentences that begin with a 

connective. See below for the other Gojri connectives that 

occur in my corpus. 
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This study has found two different uses of tɛ : a 

coordinative and a non-coordinative use. It compares tɛ 

with juxtaposition and with two other common 

connectives. This chapter first looks at coordinative tɛ 

which marks distinct units of information. This is followed 

by two usages of juxtaposition: the first is complementary 

to tɛ and involves continuity, indicating that pieces of 

information belong to the same unit, and the second 

involves discontinuity. The chapter then looks at two other 

connectives, fir, which indicates that two events are in 

sequence, and bas, which acts as a reorienter, warning the 

hearer to expect a change in the narrative. Subsequently 

non-coordinative tɛ is discussed. The chapter closes with a 

discussion of ǰī and its two func ons, first, limiting the 

interpretation of a clause, or indicating that exactly what is 

said is meant, with nothing extra added, and, second, 

speeding up the storyline. 

The following table shows the various connectives 

that exist in Gojri: 
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4.1 Coordinative tԑ 

Constituents of varying size are coordinated by tԑ 

to other constituents that belong to the same grammatical 

class, provided the coordinated constituents are distinct. 

In Urdu and Hindi the equivalent coordinating conjunction 

is aur. Urdu and Hindi’s cognate to is not used as a 

coordinator, but only as a correlative or contrastive 
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conjunction, comparable to Gojri’s non-coordinative tԑ, 

discussed in section 4.5 below. 

Noun phrases, verb phrases, certain subordinate 

clauses, independent clauses, and sentences are all 

coordinated with their own class by tԑ. The following 

examples from Gojri narrative texts show, in (68), the 

coordination of noun phrases, in (69), the coordination of 

verb phrases, in (70), the coordination of subordinate 

clauses, in (71) the coordination of simple sentences, and, 

in (72), the coordination of sentences. In each case the 

constituents being coordinated are distinct from each 

other. 

In (68), ‘he’ and ‘another brother of mine’ are 

distinct people. 

 

In (69), ‘removing’, that is, drawing yogurt from a 

pot, and ‘drinking’ are distinct actions. 
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In (70), taking the clothing for the wedding and 

taking the possessions, which are part of the dowry, are 

distinct activities. 

 

In (71), the three clauses describe distinct events or states. 

Sentences (a) and (c) are distinct activities and (b) makes a 

background statement that gives distinct information: 

(a) ‘came down to the Kawai bazaar’, (b) ‘there was a 
man there’, and (c) ‘he said’. 
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In (72), sentences (a) and (b) describe distinct 

purposes for the speaker’s visit. 

 

The above observations also apply to occasions 

when tԑ joins one conjunctive participial clause (hereafter, 

CP) to another CP and both convey new information. In 

such instances, the CPs are of equal status and each 

presents a distinct step in a procedure. This is particularly 

clear when there is a long chain of CPs before the final 

verb, as in the example below. 
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The connective tɛ can also occur at the end of a 

sentence (as in example (73d)), in which case it is often 

hardly more than a bare t at the end of the preceding 

word, with a little puff of air after it. After the t the 

speaker takes a breath and then continues with the next 

clause. If tɛ were actually at the beginning of the following 

clause, the speaker would take a breath before the tɛ and 

say it and the following word in the same breath. 

At the end of a sentence, tɛ indicates that distinct 

information will come in the next sentence. For example 

the sentence after (73d) gives a new, distinct activity: 

‘then we came down’ (not given here) and the tɛ at the 

end of (73d) points toward this distinct information. 

Similarly, in the following example, the main 

character arrives on the momentous visit that she has 

been waiting for. The preceding sentences describe the 

process of leaving and now, in this example, the travelers 
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arrive, and they finally see their brother in the hospital. 

Clause (74a) describes them arriving, which is information 

that has been established in the preceding context. It is 

followed by tɛ, which directs the hearer forward to what is 

about to come. The second clause in fact begins with a 

repetition of their arrival, (74b), which is not distinct 

information, and another tɛ separates this old information 

from the distinct information in the third clause, (74c), 

which describes their brother’s condition when they first 

see him. 

 

In summary, the default function of tɛis to 

coordinate constituents of the same grammatical class and 

indicate that the second constituent is distinct from the 

first. 

4.2 Juxtaposition 

Juxtaposition occurs in two different situations. On 

the one hand, it complements tɛ in that it introduces 
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information that is NOT distinct from what has just been 

stated, so belongs to the same package of events. On the 

other hand, it occurs in connection with a break in the 

narrative. 

Levinsohn (2000:118) describes this same 

phenomenon for Koiné Greek (he uses the word 

‘asyndeton’ for ‘juxtaposition’). 

‘Asyndeton is found in two very different contexts 

in non-narrative text: 

 when there is a close connection between the 
information concerned (i.e., the information 
belongs together in the same unit) 

 when there is no direct connection between the 
information concerned (i.e., the information 
belongs to different units).’ 

The first use of juxtaposition, to introduce non-distinct 

events, is used in at least two different contexts in Gojri. 

One context in which juxtaposition occurs involves the 

restatement or paraphrase of preceding information in 

various ways, such as generic specific, negated antonym, 

and summary information. The second context involves 

simultaneous events which belong to the same package of 

events as others in their context. These contexts are 

illustrated below. 

Juxtaposition introducing paraphrase with a synonym. 

In the following example, the quality of the doctors’ 
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treatment is described with one adjective in (a) and 

another in (b). 

 

Juxtaposition introducing a negated antonym. 

Example (76) follows directly after example (75) in ‘Aslam’. 

The actions of the doctors are being described to illustrate 

how poor the care is at the hospital, as seen in example 

(75) above. In this next extract, sentence (a) gives a 

positive statement of what they did (‘just slept’) and 

sentence (b) restates their actions as a negative statement 

(‘they didn’t even get up’): 
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Juxtaposition introducing a summary. In example 

(77), the family has just received bad news about their 

brother. Their reaction is first given as a speech sentence 

(a). Then the content of the speech is summarized in 

sentence (b) and introduced without a connective: 

 

Juxtaposition introducing a simultaneous event .15 

In example (78), the narrator’s other brothers have been 
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taking care of their sick brother. They have just had him 

admitted at a better hospital. Sentence (a) describes what 

happened after he was admitted, ‘he stayed’. Sentence (b) 

is simultaneous to the first, describing what the other 

brothers did while the first brother stayed, and requires no 

connective, because the events concerned simply 

conclude a section. 

 

The second use of juxtaposition, as described 

above, is at a complete break in the narrative, indicating 

that a new episode is beginning. Example (79), repeated 

from example (78) above, and expanded here, illustrates 

such a break or ‘discontinuity’ (Givón 1984:245). Between 

sentences (a) and (b), there is no connective, because the 

events are simultaneous. Between sentences (b) and (c), 

again, there is no connective, but in this case there is not 

only a switch of location from the hospital to the author’s 

home, but also a switch from events involving the injured 

brother to a report of what had happened. The lack of a 

connective reflects this discontinuity. 
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The existence of discontinuity between sentences 

(b) and (c) is confirmed by the presence of the pronoun 

úna    ‘they’ at the beginning of (c). It follows from Givon’s 

Iconicity Principle (1983:18) that, when a subject remains 

unchanged in successive sentences, the default way of 

referring to him or her in a pro-drop language is zero (see 

Levinsohn (2008) for the same phenomenon in Koiné 

Greek and in Hebrew.) Sentence (a) illustrates this: the sick 

brother is the main participant in the preceding sentences, 

so he is understood as the subject in this sentence. In 

sentence (b), a pronoun is necessary because the subject 

changes from Aslam to the other brothers. In sentence (c), 

however, the pronoun should not be necessary, according 

to the Iconicity Principle, because the subject remains the 

same as that of (b). The pronoun is used in this context to 

reflect the break in the narrative. 

In summary, juxtaposition is the norm when used 

to introduce sentences conveying non-distinct 
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information, such as restatements. Juxtaposition can also 

be used at breaks in the narrative. 

4.3 fir and tɛ fir 

Fir indicates a relationship of chronological 

sequence between propositions or groups of propositions 

when the new event follows naturally from the previous 

one(s). In the following example, fir marks sentence (b) as 

being in sequential progression with (a). 

 

In certain contexts, the event in sequential 

progression is the result of what preceded. In the following 

example, ‘they’ (the doctors) tell the addressee to take his 

sick brother away, and, as a result, he does so. 
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The difference between fir and tɛ can be thought of 

in terms of the way in which the information is packaged. 

When propositions are connected with fir, A fir B fir C, 

they constitute a single package of events in sequence. In 

contrast to fir, when tε accompanies some indicator of 

‘discon nuity’ (Givón 1984:245), it marks the beginning of 

a new package of events, variously described as a ‘group 

of events’ (Levinsohn2000:75), a ‘development unit’ 

(Levinsohn 2008:105), ‘a new burst of closely related 

actions’ (Heimerdinger 1999:124), the ‘introduction of a 

new phase in the action of the narrative’ (Revell 1996:61), 

and a ‘distinct step’ (De Regt 1999:20). 

The next example shows the division into packages 

of events of the portion of the Aslam narrative from which 

examples (75), (76), and (81) were taken (see Appendix A: 
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Aslam 50-58) for the extract in Gojri). The example is given 

in English, for simplicity, with the relevant Gojri 

connectives at the beginning of their sentences. 

 

In the above example tɛ starts two sentences, 51 

and 58. These two sentences each begin a new package of 

events: the first, what transpired at the hospital (51-57) 

and the second, the mother’s return home (58ff). 

Sentence 51 begins with a left-dislocated relative clause 

translated ‘the doctors there’, which indicates a switch of 

attention from the participants in the preceding sentence. 

Three sentences begin with juxtaposition, marked by ∅: 50 

is part of the same event of the previous sentences, and 

52 and 53f are amplifications of the new information given 

in 51. Finally, sentences 55f and 57 are introduced with fir. 

They are both in chronological sequence with respect to 

the information in the preceding sentence (see above on 

the logical relation between 56 and 57). However, they 
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belong in the same package of events because they make 

a single point, namely, that the patient could not be 

looked after in the hospital, so was taken elsewhere. 

Sentence 58 starts a new topic with a spatial point of 

departure by renewal16 ‘from there’, and thus begins a new 

package of events. 

Another extract from ‘Aslam’ (see Appendix A 83-

91), given in example (83) below, shows the same 

phenomenon. Tɛ marks the first, short package of events 

in sentence 83. Sentence 84 is introduced with the 

combination tɛ fir, which marks a new package of events 

as well as the next in sequence from the previous 

sentence. The connectives in 84 are followed by a new 

starting point in time ‘it was late afternoon’, which 

contrasts with the time period ‘the whole day’ in the 

preceding sentence. Sentences 85-87 are introduced with 

no connective. Each of them is a restatement of 84and so 

part of the same package of events. 88 is introduced with 

fir, which indicates that it is the next event in sequence 

but still part of the same package as the previous 

sentence. Sentence 89 is the same, also introduced with 

fir. Then a new package of events begins in 90, with tɛ and 

a switch of participants from ‘I’ to ‘my uncle’. 91belongs to 

the same package as 90 and is connected with the 

preceding sentence by juxta position. 
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When fir occurs together with tɛ, as in sentence 84 

of the above example, the relationship expressed between 

the preceding and following events involves both 

chronological sequence and distinctiveness. Example (84) 

is another instance of this combination. Sentence (84b) is 

the last in a sequence of questions that the father asks his 

daughters. The question is always the same and the 

answers do not change. However, the father keeps asking 

because he wants a different answer from his youngest 

daughter. The third time that he asks is the climax in this 

sequence, because the daughter still gives the wrong 

answer and finally he reacts and punishes her. For this 

reason, although it has become customary for him to ask 

this question, this time it is marked as distinct information, 

because it is the last time and a reaction is imminent. Tɛ 

marks (84b) as the beginning of a new package of reported 

speeches. 
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In summary, fir signals a sequential relationship 

between the events described before and after the 

connective, but does not mark the second one as the 

beginning of a new package of events. 

4.4 bas, bas fir and tԑ bas 

Blakemore (2002:144) describes Carlson (1994).s 

interpretation of the function of English well as 

‘reorienting hearers for the purpose of achieving optimal 

relevance.’ and cites numerous contexts in which it may be 

used. Reorientation signals a modification of the current 

situation which applies to the immediately preceding 

events. The Gojri connective bas also acts as a reorienter, 

letting the hearer know that some reorientation is needed 

but without completely changing the theme. It is typically 

used in two situations: one to move the hearer’s attention 

away from the storyline events, the other to introduce 

unexpected developments. 

Leading up to the following example, the narrator 

described the visit of the two brothers to their sister and 
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how they left after the visitԑ(85b) occurs in the same time 

frame as the events of (85a), but involves a change of 

orientation, as the narrator moves away from her 

description of their actions to her own reaction. 

 

bas is also used to introduce an unexpected 

development into the narrative. In the following example 

there is a drastic change of orientation from things going 

well to things going wrong. The extract is taken from the 

end of the journey that the narrator’s brothers went on. 

She explains that they traveled for two days and then 

stayed up in the mountains. Then, in the next sentence, 

bas introduces the bad news that they received about her 

brother: 
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The two connectives bas and fir can also occur 

together, as in the next example. The narrator has just 

finished describing how the brother stayed with his sister 

and now in this sentence, bas signals reorientation as the 

narrative moves from this event to a summary of what 

happened next. In turn, fir marks sequence. The sentence 

summarizes the brother’s stay at his sister’s house, which 

is a period of one month, sequentially following his initial 

removal to her house. 

 

Although example (87) involves reorientation, the 

sentence still progresses forward in time, which is 

indicated not only by fir but also with the time phrase at 
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the beginning of the second clause, ek min     ɔ pūrɔ ‘(for) 

one whole month’. This contrasts with example (85), which 

also has a  me phrase dèāṛī ‘day’, but no fir. This is 

because the departure of the brothers was not intended to 

cause the author to be upset. In other words, although ‘I 

was upset’ is the result of their departure, it is not in 

natural sequence with ‘they left.’ Instead, the bas in (85) 

simply introduces the feelings of them a in character right 

at the time when her brothers left. 

When the two connectives tԑ bas are used 

together, tԑ indicates that a new package of events is 

starting and bas lets the hearer know that there has been 

a reorientation. This is illustrated in the following example. 

Sentence (a) is part of the preceding package of events 

and describes the author’s injured brother being removed 

from her home to her mother’s. Sentence (b) is introduced 

by tԑ bas. Tԑ introduces the next package of events. The 

new package begins with a reorientation to a description 

of how she feels, hence the use of bas. This description 

leads to the next event, in (c), introduced with fir, in which 

the narrator goes to visit her brother at their mother’s 

house, because she was upset. 
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At a climactic point in the narrative, tɛ bas can be 

used repeatedly to introduce unexpected new 

developments. The following example is the climax of the 

story of Shasta’s mother’s death in the earthquake. Three 

sentences contain tɛ bas. They introduce the three steps 

that occurred to bring about her death. The first, (b), is the 

actual earthquake, the second, (c), is the house falling 

when she gets up to escape, and the third, (d), is her being 

caught underneath. 
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In summary, tɛ bas is normally used to start a new 

package of events and to signal reorientation in the 

storyline. In the climax of a story, however, as just 

illustrated with example (89), tɛ bas introduces 

unexpected new developments. 

4.5 Non-coordinative tɛ 

Section 4.1 discussed the coordinating conjunction 

tɛ, which links constituents of equal syntactic rank. This 

section discusses two further uses of tɛ, both of which 

separate constituents of unequal syntactic rank. These 

uses of tɛ are grouped together under the label ‘non-

coordinative tɛ’. 
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Previous studies of Indo-Aryan languages have 

noted a particle like tɛ which occurs between constituents 

of unequal status. For example, Phillips (2006)’s study on 

Hindi to describes the function of two when found 

between a temporal or a conditional clause and the main 

clause. Similarly, Baart (p.c.) states that Kalami to occurs 

between a subordinate clause and a main clause. 

Non-coordinative tɛ in Gojri is defined as occurring 

between sentence constituents of unequal syntactic rank. 

It is used in two ways which correspond to two different 

morphemes in Kalami, tä and to: as a marker of 

contrastive emphasis (see also Schmidt 1999:210 on the 

contrastive emphatic particle to in Urdu) and as a linking 

element between a pre-nuclear subordinate clause and 

the rest of the sentence (corresponding to what Philips 

2006 and some works cited there call a correlative 

conjunction). These will be referred to as contrastive tɛ 

and correlative tɛ, respectively. 

Linguists such as Ramsey (1987:385) have 

recognized that pre-nuclear subordinate clauses, such as 

adverbial clauses of condition and time, behave like other 

topicalized constituents. Gojri places correlative tɛ after 

proposed adverbial clauses and relative clauses and 

contrastive tɛ after the sentence topic. In both cases the 

constituents set apart by tɛ are topicalized and can be 

called, more exactly, ‘points of departure.’ 
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‘The term POINT OF DEPARTURE (Beneš 1962, cited 

in Garvin 1963:508) designates an initial element, often 

fronted or left-dislocated, which cohesively anchors the 

subsequent clause(s) to something which is already in the 

context (i.e. to something accessible in the hearer’s mental 

representation)’ (Dooley & Levinsohn 2001:68). 

In subject-initial languages, one way to show that a 

subject is also a point of departure is by placing a ‘spacer’ 

between the subject and the rest of the clause. Dooley and 

Levinsohn (2001:73) define spacers as ‘short expressions 

with little or no stress, whose lexical meaning has 

sentence scope ... They ... can be placed between 

constituents with distinct discourse-pragmatic roles.’ Since 

non-coordinative tɛ is found after points of departure in 

both its environments, it functions as a ‘spacer’. 

The presence of contrastive tɛ in a clause indicates 

that something unexpected or surprising is about to be 

stated. In example (90), stored wood is not expected to 

burn up in the night, but that is what happened, and the 

unexpected event is announced by the contrastive tɛ that 

immediately precedes it. 
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As shown in this example, contrastive tɛ prefers to 

occur after lighter constituents. Instead of occurring 

directly after the left-dislocated relative clause (see 

below),contrastive tɛ occurs after the lighter presumptive 

pronoun. 

Baart (1999:159-160) describes the use of the 

contrastive emphatic particle tä in Kalami as follows: 

The particle tä occurs in sentence-medial positions and 

in this way divides a sentence into two parts: that 

which precedes it, and that which follows it. The parts 

are not necessarily grammatical constituents of the 

sentence, and they do not necessarily correspond to 

the grammatical subject and the grammatical 

predicate of the sentence. However, the two parts do 

constitute units at the level of information structure. 

The part that precedes tä is the topic of the sentence 

(representing the entity or concept that the sentence 

is about), while the part that follows tä is the comment 

(representing the new information that is provided 

about the topic.) 

Then he further states: 

While tä marks the boundary between topic and 

comment, it also serves to emphasize the comment, 

marking it as particularly newsworthy. In many 

contexts, the implication of emphasizing the 
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importance of the comment is that one of the 

listener’s presuppositions is being contradicted. 

The contrastive emphasis spacer tɛ in (90) above 

indicates that the comment given about the topicalized 

‘wood’ is particularly unexpected and, as Baart stated 

above, that ‘one of the listener’s presuppositions is being 

contradicted.’ 

Similarly, Phillips (2006) describes the function of 

contrast to in Hindi comparing the proposition in its 

sentence to another proposition, or, in Baart’s terminology 

a ‘presupposition’ that the hearer has. In Phillips’ words, 

‘to indicates that the constituent preceding it should be 

compared with a corresponding constituent in another 

proposition’ (2006:72). 

Examples of contrastive emphasis in this corpus of 

personal historical narratives and folk stories are rare, 

whereas correlative tɛ is often found between subordinate 

clauses and main clauses, so I will concentrate on this 

second use from here on. 

Correlative tɛ is a spacer, just as contrastive tɛ is, and it 

consequently has some similarities. When correlative tɛ 

separates a constituent from the rest of the clause or 

sentence, the narrative develops in connection with the 

switch of attention to that constituent. In other words, the 

comparison with a corresponding constituent in another 

proposition that was mentioned in regard to contrastive tɛ 
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is applicable to correlative tɛ because the story will 

develop in connection with this switch of attention. 

I first describe correlative tɛ as a spacer separating an 

adverbial clause or phrase from the main clause. I then 

describe tɛ as a spacer separating a reference to a 

participant in the form of a relative clause from the rest of 

the sentence. 

When correlative tɛ marks a switch from one time to 

another, the story will develop through the actions 

performed at that new time. In the following example, 

suba ‘morning’ is introduced in sentence (91b) and then 

reasserted in sentence (91c), where it is set apart with a 

spacer tɛ to indicate the development of the story through 

the actions performed at this new time. 

 

When a temporal expression occurs at the 

beginning of a story or new episode, in contrast, tɛ is not 

used, because the author does not wish to signal a switch 

from one time to another.18 In the following example, 
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which occurs at the beginning of ‘Khatune’ and is 

therefore not a development with respect to anything 

preceding it, suba nā ‘in the morning’ is not separated 

from the rest of the clause by a spacer: 

 

In the next example, an adverbial clause of time 

introduced with ǰad is followed by tɛ and a main clause. In 

other words, tɛ separates clauses that do not belong to 

the same grammatical class, so is judged to be functioning 

as a spacer. The presence of tɛ also implies development 

in connection with the temporal switch. What follows tɛ is 

relevant in the sense that what happens during the school 

holidays will advance the storyline. 

 

The next example contrasts with (93) in that its 

adverbial clause is not separated from the main clause by 

a spacer: 
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The clauses in (94) are not separated by a spacer 

because the development does not progress with respect 

to the action described in the second clause, (b). (b) is a 

reminder of what happened first after the earthquake, and 

the story development starts in the next action, described 

in a later clause. 

A noun phrase modified by a relative clause can 

precede correlative tɛ. Once again in this context tɛ 

separates clauses that do not belong to the same 

grammatical class, so is judged to be functioning as a 

spacer. As described in section 3.3, relative clauses can 

introduce participants, identify previously introduced 

participants, or, if the relative clause appears superfluous, 

mark a participant as salient. Correlative tɛ, following any 

of these relative clauses, signals that the story will develop 

through the participants concerned. 

In the following example, the superfluous relative 

clause marks the thieves as the centre of attention in the 

following section of the story. The tɛ following the relative 

clause not only signals a switch of attention from the VIP, 
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the singer, but also indicates that the storyline will develop 

through the thieves’ actions. 

 

In contrast to (95), example (96) involves a relative 

clause with no accompanying spacer. The superfluous 

relative clause marks the residents of the house as salient, 

because they will have a significant part to play later in the 

story. However, the story at this point does not develop 

through their actions, but those of the VIP, the singer 

(hence the use of tɛ in (96b)). 

 

In example (95) above, the constituent preceding 

tɛ functions as a point of departure, involving a switch in 
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or discontinuity of time or participants. When tɛ separates 

a conjunctive participial clause (CP) from a main clause, in 

contrast, there is continuity with the context even though 

a new package of events is beginning.19 Yet again, tɛ 

separates clauses that do not belong to the same 

grammatical class, so is judged to be functioning as a 

spacer. 

Typically when tɛ follows a CP, there is ‘tail-head 

linkage’ (Loos 1963) between the information in the CP 

and the immediate context. This means that the action of 

the final verb in the preceding sentence is repeated as a 

CP at the beginning of the next sentence. Example (97) 

contains tail-head linkage in that the final verb of (a), uṭhī 

‘got up’, is the same as the initial verb of (b), uṭh kɛ 

‘having gotten up’. The head uṭh kɛ at the beginning of 

sentence (b) is set off from the main clause of the 

sentence by tɛ. Tɛ indicates, as usual, that a new package 

of events is beginning, but the tail-head linkage indicates 

continuity of situation with the context. 
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The next extract, (98), shows a contrastive 

example. In this case, there is tail-head linkage between 

sentences (a) and (b), just as in (97) above, but the CP 

head in (98b), le kɛ ‘having taken’, is not separated from 

the rest of the sentence by a spacer. This is because 

sentence (b) contains no distinctive information. The 

preceding sentence contains the distinct event ‘(they) took 

their home into it’, but (b) is a concluding statement, with 

the expected information that, having moved in, they 

would stay there and thus no tɛ is necessary. 

 

Because Gojri is a clause chaining language, with 

the ability to convey storyline information in CP clauses, a 

CP in a tail-head relation can occur not only before a main 

verb, but also before the combination of a second CP and 

a main verb. This happens in example (98) above, without 

the introduction of any distinct information, where ‘having 

taken it’ is followed by a second CP (translated ‘they went 

there’). It can also happen when tɛ follows the CP in a tail-

head relation. Example (99) (discussed below) illustrates 

this. 
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In this example, sentence (a) and the beginning of 

sentence (b) are in a tail-head relation. Tɛ follows the 

initial CP at the beginning of (b) and marks the beginning 

of a new package of events, in this case a new set of 

instructions. The new package includes both the second CP 

and the following main verb. 

When a CP describes the next expected event in a 

schema, it functions in a similar way to tail-head linkage. It 

conveys continuity with the context and may be followed 

by tɛ to mark the beginning of a new package. In the 

following example, the CP in clause (b), wá ā kɛ ‘she came’, 

describes the ful llment of the command in (a), wá us ne 

čala i ‘he sent her’, and is therefore the next expected 

event. A tɛ again follows this CP, at the beginning of (c), to 

mark the beginning of a new package of events, which 

includes both further CPs and a final main verb. 
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In summary, a CP at the beginning of a sentence 

can convey established or expected information and 

conveys continuity with the context. When followed by t., 

it leads from the CP into a new package of information in 

the following clause. 

In the preceding section on CPs, the information 

preceding tԑ was usually established or expected 

information, and tԑ always introduced a new package of 

events. It is also possible for the reverse to occur.20 In the 

following two examples involving t., clauses conveying 

established information FOLLOW clauses with new 

information. 

In example (101), the information in the reason 

clause, (a), refocuses on information that the listener has 

heard a few sentences ago in the text and gives it in this 

context as a reason for the established information in the 

main clause, (a). The following extract occurs at the end of 

a description of how the aunt (.she. in this sentence) took 

care of the two boys while they were going to school. 
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Sentence (b) of the next example, (102), illustrates 

the same order: brand-new information tɛ established 

information. This time an initial CP clause, (b), conveys 

brand-new information, while the clause following tɛ, (c), 

repeats information stated in (a). 

 

It should be noted, though, that the norm is for the 

non-established information to follow tɛ and for any 

established information to precede it rather than the 

reverse. 

In summary, coordinative tɛ, as described in 

section 4.1, normally introduces distinct units of 
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information. Non-coordinative tɛ separates constituents 

that belong to different grammatical classes. Correlative tɛ 

marks switches from one time or participant to a new time 

or participant, and contrastive tɛ introduces information 

that contrasts with an expectation of the hearer. 

4.6 ǰ  

ǰī functions as a limiter, that is, it limits the possible 

interpretation of the clause in which it occurs. This study 

distinguishes two uses: a default use and a pragmatic use. 

In its default use, ǰī is usually found at the end of a 

clause. In the following example, ǰī limits the 

interpretation of the locative expression ‘there where they 

were removed.’ This is reflected in the translation ‘just 

there.’ 

 

In the next example, ǰī occurs at the end of a clause 

that starts with ɛnū ‘like this’ and closes off the preceding 

activity. It follows the reduplicated imperfective participle, 

which is regularly used to summarize a preceding activity. 

The effect of adding ǰī is to indicate that what is described 
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about this activity is all there was, they did nothing extra 

and nothing changed: 

 

In the next example, ǰī does not occur at the end of 

the clause. Instead it follows the adjective, before the final 

verb of its clause, and exerts its influence on the 

complement and not on the whole clause: 

 

The second use of ǰī is to move the story along 

quickly. When it occurs early in a clause, as in example 

(106), immediately preceding a perfective, active verb, it 

has a pragmatic effect on its environment. In such a 

position, ǰī speeds the story up or directs the hearer 

forward to the next event of the story. Typically the 

perfective verb is followed by tɛ. Tɛ introduces a new 

package of events and ǰī indicates that this new 

development took place immediately after the previous 
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one. This combination of tɛ and ǰī is predominantly used 

by one of the authors of my corpus, but other authors also 

use it occasionally. 

The following passage contains three of these 

pragmatic instances of ǰī in a row. Events are building up to 

the climax of the story and these instances of ǰī speed up 

the pace at which each new development comes: 

 

Thus ǰi has two functions. It normally limits the 

interpretation of a clause. However, when occurring 

immediately before a perfective verb, it indicates that the 

next event took place immediately after the preceding 

one. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper I have discussed three aspects of Gojri 

discourse: the structure of subordinate clauses, the use of 
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subordinate clauses in grounding and prominence, and the 

function of certain common connectives in packaging 

information, concentrating on the default connective tɛ. 

As expected, Gojri narrative discourse uses 

adverbial clauses, complement clauses, and relative 

clauses. Most adverbial clauses give a time at which an 

activity happened, a manner in which it happened, the 

purpose for which it happened, or a reason or cause for 

the main activity in a sentence. One particular kind of 

adverbial clause, the conjunctive participial clause (CP), is 

commonly found in chained constructions preceding the 

final verb. 

Subordinate clauses are used both to background 

information with respect to a main clause and to give new, 

important information of storyline status. The information 

in an adverbial clause that precedes the main clause is 

usually back grounded with respect to that of the main 

clause. However, it is also possible for a pre-nuclear 

adverbial clause to convey storyline information. 

When a relative clause refers to an activated 

participant, it follows the relative pronoun. Conversely, 

when it introduces a new participant, the head noun 

precedes the relative pronoun. Other constituents may 

also precede the relative pronoun for focal prominence. 

Relative clauses are also used in contexts where they 

appear superfluous. In these cases, they indicate that the 
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referent has a significant role to play in the subsequent 

discourse. 

CP chains are used as per Longacre (1990).s 

description of Language Type C, in that the CP clause may 

contain information of the same storyline status as the 

main verb in the sentence. 

tԑ is the default connective in Gojri. Sentences are 

normally joined with a connective. Coordinative tԑ joins 

equal constituents that convey distinct information. Non-

coordinative t., on the other hand, acts as a spacer, 

separating unequal constituents from the main clause and 

indicating their relation to the context Correlative tԑ 

switches the attention to a new time or new participant 

and contrastive tԑ indicates a proposition that contrasts 

with an expectation of the hearer. Juxtaposition occurs 

when adjacent sentences do not convey distinct 

information. Other connectives discussed in this paper are 

fir, bas, and ĵi. fir introduces information as the next in 

sequence to what preceded. Bas signals reorienta on. 

Finally, ǰī has two uses. Its default use is to limit the 

interpretation of a clause. Its marked use is to speed up 

the progression of the storyline. 

As mentioned in the introduction, this paper 

addresses relevant issues for both Gojri and other Indo-

Aryan linguistics. This is a unique study in that all of the 

speakers giving the language data are female. To obtain a 

broader study of the language it would be necessary to 
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compare these findings to narratives given by male 

speakers. This study provides an initial narrative discourse 

analysis of Eastern Gojri for the Gojri Language 

Development Project. It adds to the knowledge of clause 

chaining languages, which have primarily been researched 

in Africa (see Longacre 1990), not in the Indo-Aryan 

language family. Finally, the studies of spacer tɛ and the 

apparently superfluous relative clauses used to mark 

salience have contributed to the knowledge of the 

behavior of Indo-Aryan languages and SOV languages in 

general. 
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APPENDIX C 

ABBREVIATIONS 

1. Gloss Abbreviations 

1  first person 

2  second person 

3  third person 

ADV  adverbial 

ABL  ablative 

AG  agent 

CAUS  causative 

CC coordinating connective (also 

‘correlative connective’, ‘contrastive 

connective’) 

COMP  complementizer 

CONT  continuous 

CP  conjunctive participle 

DAT  dative 

DST  distal 

EMPH  emphatic 

F  feminine 
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FUT  future 

GEN  genitive 

HAB  habitual 

IMP  imperative 

IMPF  imperfective 

INDEF  indefinite 

INF  infinitive 

INTERP interpretive 

INTR  intransitive 

LIM  limiter 

LOC  locative 

M  masculine 

N  nominative 

NEG  negative 

O  oblique 

P  plural 

PFP  perfective participle 

PRF  perfective 

PRS  present tense 

PRX  proximal 
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PST  past tense 

PURP  purpose 

REL  relative (pronoun) 

S  singular 

VOC  vocative 

2. Narrative Title Abbreviations 

Aftahad Aftahad 

Akram  Akram 

Anwar  Anwar’s Wedding 

Arshad  Arshad Bibi’s Story 

Aslam  Aslam 

Bibi  Bibi Khatune’s Story 

Doctor  My Father’s Story 

EQ Long Long Earthquake Story 

EQ Short Naheed’s Earthquake Story 

Jamila  Jamila 

Khatune Khatune’s Story 

Mazar  Mazar 

Mother Shasta’s Mother II 

Mother.1 Shasta’s Mother I 

Naheed Naheed’s Wedding 
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Nephew Shameem’s Sister’s Nephew 

 

Resh  Reshma’s Wedding 

Reshma Reshma’s Story 

Sham  Shameem II 

Shazia  Shazia 

Seventh Seventh Daughter 

Sister  Shameem’s Sister 

Tug  Tug of War 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO GOJRI PHONEMES 

AND SYLLABLE STRUCTURE 
NADEEM HAIDER BUKHARI 

Abstract 

This paper takes a look at the sound system of 

Gojri, a language spoken in Kashmir on either side of Indo-

Pakistan border and Northern Areas of Pakistan. This 

paper begins with an inventory of Gojri sounds and 

compares them with the Rajastani language of which it is 

claimed to be a dialect. After examining what kinds of 

clusters are allowed and which are ruled out, we examine 

what possible syllable structures are permitted in Gogri. 

The preliminary investigation suggests that the CV is not a 

favourite combination in Gojri. It appears to favour CVC 

structures with consonant clustering on the either flank of 

the vowel. The paper concludes with summarizing what 

phonotactic constraints are observed in syllable formation 

and whether syllable weight has a role in syllabification. 

1. Introduction 

Gojri is a language widely spoken in the state of 

Jammu and Kashmir as well as in the northern areas of 

Pakistan, especially in Hazara and Kohistan Districts. 

Grierson and Masica (1991) classify Gojri as a dialect of 

Rajasthani (a language spoken in Rajasthan, India) which is 

an Indo-Aryan language. He further claims that it is closer 

to Mewati (a language spoken in Rajasthan and Sind 

Provinces) because of its resemblance. According to a 
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recent survey (of dubious reliability), there are more than 

ten hundred thousand speakers of Gojri in Pakistan and 

the state of AJ&K. There is reason to believe that this 

language has been mostly influenced by other languages 

of the state including Urdu, Pahari, and Hindko, which are 

all Indo-Aryan. 

The 1971 census of India states that Gojri is spoken 

by 330,485 individuals in Jammu and Kashmir state of 

India. On the other hand, Khatana (2002) has claimed that 

the population of Gujjars in Jammu and Kashmir was 

547,150 in the year 1987.The majority of Gojri speakers in 

the State of Jammu and Kashmir live in the districts of 

Muzaffarabad, Bagh and Poonch. Shinwari (2005) claims 

that about 300,000 speakers of Gojri are living in the 

Northern areas of Pakistan. Since the Gojri speaking 

community has scattered here and there in the sub-

continent, no exact figure can be claimed regarding the 

number of Gojri speakers.  

Sharma (2002) claims that Gujjars, the native 

speakers of Gojri, are nomadic: they are immigrants to 

these areas and had previously lived with Rajasthani 

speakers at some point in history. It is a difficult task to 

distinguish the native elements and borrowed ones in 

Gojri because it shares a number of things with other 

languages with which it has close contacts. The 

consideration of Gojri can provide a clue as to its heritage 

and also help to determine the elements it shares with 
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other Indo-Aryan languages spoken in the region. 

Geographical contiguity and borrowing from other 

languages have affected Gojri phonology and led to a 

shared phonological development; there are thus areal 

features which can be noticed in other languages of the 

region as well. This also supports the commonly held view 

that phonological features undergo more rapid changes 

than morphological ones. The following chart will show 

how Gojri is closely related to Rajastani as they show same 

the phonological features: 

Table 1: Gojri vs Rajastani: A Comparison 
 

Gojri Rajastani English 

/wu/ /wo/ ‘he’ 

/nakk/ /nak/ ‘nose’ 

/jib/ /jiib/ ‘tongue’ 

/bhaai/ /bhaii/ ‘brother’ 

/bahain/ /bahan/ ‘sister’ 

/loho/ /loh/ ‘iron’ 

/taraa/ /taro/ ‘star’ 

/koRo/ /ghoRo/ ‘horse’ 

/billi/ /bilai/ ‘cat’ 

/bakri/ /bakari/ ‘she-goat’ 

/kuto /kutto/ ‘dog’ 

/auu/ /aw/ ‘come’ 

/age/ /agai/ ‘before’ 

/NeRe/ /NeRo/ ‘near’ 

/gra/ /gaw/ ‘village’ 
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Gojri shares a number of other linguistic features 

with other Indo-Aryan languages spoken in the state of 

Jammu and Kashmir. For example, syntactic structure is 

the same in Gojri, Punjabi, Urdu and Pahari languages. 

Similarly, these languages prefer CVC syllable structure. 

The number of consonant and vowel phonemes is the 

same with an exception of one or two in Punjabi. 

However, Gojri behaves differently on the morphological 

level than the other languages of the state. Many Gujjars 

are bilingual; they learn Urdu at schools or in cities where 

they are employed. Consequently, educated Gujjars’ 

proficiency in Urdu is greater than that of uneducated 

women who are mostly restricted to household activities. 

It is interesting to note that Gojri in the state of 

AJ&K has not been given any importance in the strata of 

enquiry because of its unofficial status at any level in the 

state. As a result, it has been unexplored for many 

decades. O’Leary and Clare conducted sociolinguistic 

survey of Northern Pakistan which was published 

collaboratively by the National Institute of Pakistan Studies 

and Summer Institute of Linguistics in 1992. This survey is 

only a comparative and typological study of sociolinguistic 

features of languages spoken in Northern Areas of 

Pakistan. There has been no significant writing in Gojri 

except some poetry by Sabir Afaqi and his brother 

Mukhlas Wajdani. However, some material is available in 

the North West Frontier Province (NWFP) of Pakistan 

which is mostly related to the history of Gujjars and the 
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Gojri Language. The written material has been produced in 

slightly modified Urdu script. Radio Stations broadcasts a 

programme in Gojri which is very popular in the Gujjar 

community. For the last few years, Pakistan television has 

been broadcasting five minute news in Gojri for the 

community living in either Pakistan or India. 

2. Phonemes in Gojri 

As the languages vary from one another, their 

phonemes also differ to some extent and even in different 

dialects of a same language these variations can be singled 

out quite easily. Gojri is no exception in this regard. Our 

main focus in this paper is to discuss only the above 

mentioned dialect of Gojri. 

2.1. Consonants 

The following chart presents a preliminary sketch 

of the consonants of Gojri. Unlike other languages of the 

same origin, Gojri does not have aspirated voiced stops, 

nor does it have retroflex fricatives and affricates. 

Rajastani, which is considered to be one of the closest 

languages to Gojri, does have these aspirated voiced stops. 

The loss of aspirated stops is common in many of the 

languages spoken in the state. For example, Kashmiri, 

Punjabi and Pahari do not have these sounds. 
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Table 2: Consonant chart of Gojri 

 

According to Sharma’s (2002) description of 

consonants of different Indo-Aryan languages, it seems 

that the main difference between the consonants of Gojri 

and Rajastani lies in the voiced aspirated stops and 

affricates (bh, dh, Dh, jh, gh) which are not present in Gojri. 

On the other hand, consonants like /S/, /x/, /w/, /y/, /G/ 

and /q/ do not exist in Rajastani while they are part of the 

inventory in Gojri, as the above table indicates. The 

following discussion will justify this claim as well. However, 

if we then compare the consonants of Punjabi, there 

seems no much difference except the places of articulation 

for /x/ which is velar in Gojri whereas it is articulated as 

retroflex in Punjabi. Similarly, /z/, though not very 

common in Punjabi, is dental, but (according to Sharma: 

2002) retroflex in Gojri. However, it can likely be placed in 

the dental category in the dialect spoken in the state of 

AJ&K. /h/ is absent from the list of Punjabi consonants. 

The optional /q/ indicates that it is present in Gojri but is 

very sparingly used in the speech of educated people 
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because of the influence of the Urdu language which they 

study as being the national language of the state whereas 

most of the uneducated speakers replace /q/ with /k/. 

Out of thirty two, the fifteen consonants (/p/, /ph/, 

/t/, /th/, /T/, /Th/, /c/, /ch/, /k/, /kh/, /f/, /s/, /S/,/x/, and 

/h/) are voiceless consonants. Usually all voiceless stops 

and affricates have both aspirated and non-aspirated 

forms. For example /pul/ in Gojri means ‘bridge’ whereas 

/phul/ means ‘flower’. Similarly, /tam/ means ‘you’ and 

/thum/ refers to a ‘pole’. The following example will be 

helpful in understanding how consonant distribution in 

Gojri takes place for the initial, intervocalic and final 

positions: 
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The above chart of consonant distribution in the 

Gojri language indicates that we do not find particular 

consonants in certain positions. Sharma (1982) claims that 

the voiceless labial plosive /ph/ does not occur in the final 

position of a word. Similarly, the glottal fricative /h/ is not 

found in either intervocalic or final position. On the other 

hand, the nasal retroflex /N/, the lateral retroflex /L/ and 

the flap retroflex /R/ do not appear in the initial position 

of the word. 
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Masica (1991) claims that Gojri has retained the 

Old Indo-Aryan consonant cluster of stop+r in initial and 

non-initial positions. However, in final position, in fact, 

most speakers put / a / in between the last two 

phonemes: 

 

/putr/ is typically pronounced [putar] and /suutr/ is 

[suutar].Similarly Gojri retains final nasal + stop as well as 

sibilant + stop clusters. Examples of such clusters are given 

below: 

 

In Gojri, consonant clusters occur in all three 

positions. In the initial and final positions, the Gojri syllable 

can accommodate two consonants. However, consonant 

clusters with more than two consonants can frequently be 

found in written words. Sharma (1982) suggests that all 

those clusters that are possible in the initial and final 

positions occur in the medial position also. However, there 

are some constraints. For example, retroflex stops and 

nasals do not form a cluster with retroflex lateral and flap 

in any position. Moreover, Gojri does not exhibit any 

cluster with voiced and voiceless stops together. Similarly, 

two aspirates do not form a cluster, and it is also rare to 

find a cluster with aspirates and any other consonant. 

Quite interestingly, /h/ does not contribute to any 
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consonant cluster and just appears in the initial position of 

the word. 

Like many other languages of the region, geminate 

consonants are a common phenomenon in Gojri. Among 

the plosives, there is only one, optional /q/ that does not 

show this feature. On the other hand, /s/ is the only 

fricative that is geminated in many cases. The glides and 

flaps do not exhibit gemination. Similarly, /n/ from nasals, 

/L/ from lateral and /S/ from affricates also lack this 

property. All those consonants that exhibit this feature in a 

word follow one of the three vowels /i/, /u/ and /a/. The 

following table (3) will provide a clue for better 

understanding of the phenomenon: 

Table 3: Geminate Consonants with examples 

/pp/ /Tappo/ ‘jump’ /pph/ /japhphi/ ‘embrace’ 

/bb/ /labbo/ ‘search’ /tt/ /tatto/ ‘hot’ 

/dd/ /baddal/ ‘Clouds’ /thth/ /paththar/ ‘stone’ 

/DD/ /khuDDo/ ‘cripple’ /TT/ /haTTi/ ‘shop’ 

/cc/ /bacci/ ‘daughter’ /ThTh/ /kaThTho/ ‘rivelet’ 

/chch/ /pachchi/ ‘basket’ /ll/ /gillo/ ‘wet’ 

/jj/ /gajjan/ ‘thunder’ /kk/ /nikko/ ‘small’ 

/gg/ /diggo/ ‘fall’ /ss/ /kasso/ ‘to tight’ 

/mm/ /dammo/ ‘rest’ /nn/ /jannũ/ ‘knee’ 

The above examples justify the point that the first 

consonant in the geminated case, serves as the coda of 

first syllable whereas the second functions as the onset of 

the second syllable. 
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2.2. Vowels 

It is interesting to note that there is no difference 

in the vowel systems across the languages under 

discussion here. According to Sharma (2002), almost all 

these languages share a common set of vowel phonemes. 

The next chart presents the vowel sounds occurring in 

Gojri and its neighbouring languages. It is too early to draw 

a firm conclusion about the exact phonemic status of 

these sounds. However, from this starting point some 

interesting conclusions may be drawn for careful future 

enquiries. 

Table 4: Vowel chart for Gojri 
 Front Central Back 

Close ii 
i 

 uu 
u 

Close-mid e  o 

Open-mid E a O 

Open  aa  

 

Throughout this paper, the traditional concept of 

VV for the representation of /ii/,/uu/, and /aa/ will be 

used. Vowels that appear in pairs in Gojri are distinctive in 

terms of their length. Apparently, it seems that these 

vowels behave in the same way as we experience in 

English vowel pairs / i:, i / and / u:, u /. Similarly, /a/ is 

shorter than /aa/ but the latter is more open than the 

former.. It is also very interesting to note that the native 

speakers of Gojri feel no difference in /a/ and /ə/; and 

Sharma (1982) quite frequently replaced one with the 
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other, though he has not indicated this vowel in his (2002) 

vowel inventory as well. The remaining vowels are all 

phonetically long. Masica (1991) is of the opinion that the 

vowels /E/ and /O/ correspond to the monophthongized 

diphthongs transcribed for Hindi-Urdu as- /ai/ and /au/, 

respectively. However, Wayne (2002) claims that these 

representations are problematic for Gojri because of many 

other syntactic and semantic factors. Therefore, using /au 

/ to represent /O/ would be misleading. 

The contrast between different vowel sounds can 

be better understood by comparing the following 

examples in 4: 

 

Sometimes it becomes difficult to make a contrast 

between /o/ and /O/ and special attention is needed to 

distinguish between them. For example, 

 

Nasalization in Gojri, as in many other Indo-Aryan 

Languages, is phonemic. All vowels in Table 4 have nasal 

phoneme versions. Nasalization is distinctive in Gojri as 

can be noticed from the following minimal pairs: 
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As nasalization is phonemic in Gojri, it can be 

marked in all positions and with almost all vowels. The 

following examples will better illustrate the fact: 

 

There are some restrictions on the sequences of 

vowels in Gojri. Sharma (1982) points out that (i) /E/ and 

/o/ do not participate at all in the vowel sequence; (ii) /ə/ 

and /a/ do not occur as a second member with any vowel; 

however these can occur as first member with some 

vowels; (iii) /i/ does not occur as first member in the vowel 

sequence and (iv) two similar vowels with one difference 

of height do not form a vowel sequence in any one of the 

two orders. 

3. Syllable Structure 

The role of syllable structure in phonological theory 

has been controversial and still there has been no water-

tight definition that can describe the phenomenon without 

any confusion. Historically, various attempts were made to 

define the syllable, yet none of these definitions has 

proved universally adequate. However, it seems that a 

syllable can easily be defined phonologically and 
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phonologists are fairly well agreed upon it. On the other 

hand, in defining a syllable phonetically, there are still 

some ambiguities which need to be addressed. 

A widely unmarked syllable structure schema in 

Gojri consists of CVC: 

 

 

There is a general agreement that nucleus is the 

most important part of a syllable and sometimes it solely 

constitutes a syllable or a word in a language. So far as 

Gojri is concerned, we find only a few examples of such 

syllables. However the ratio of this syllable type is higher 

in bi-syllabic and polysyllabic words than in mono syllabic 

ones. It seems that a syllable in Gojri also prefers to have 

either an onset like German and Arabic, or a coda like in 

many languages. 

3.1. Syllable Typology 

Syllable structure varies from language to language 

and even within the dialects of the same language. Sharma 

(1982) has pointed out only eight syllables; on the other 

hand the recent research done by Wayne (2002) has come 

up with thirteen possible types. Similarly, there is no 
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agreement on the number of syllable types in the Urdu 

language, which is the national language of the state. 

Bokhari (1985) has reported eight possible types whereas 

Akram (2002) reported eleven for Urdu. It seems that 

there is still some controversy on the number of possible 

syllable types in Gojri as well as the other languages of the 

region. Some languages are very restrictive while others 

are somehow flexible in accommodating different 

possibilities. In Fijian, CV is the desired structure for the 

syllable, while English can accommodate three consonants 

in onset and even allows four consonants in the coda. 

However, in English, for example, the nucleus alone is the 

most important part of the syllable whereas in many other 

languages of the world either coda or onset must be 

present in the basic structure of the syllable. In Arabic, the 

onset is an obligatory part of the syllable. On the other 

hand, in Hawaiian no coda is allowed. However, in all 

known languages, CV stands as a possible syllable 

structure and is therefore one of the preferred syllable 

structures for many languages of the world. Gojri needs 

either a coda or onset or both along with a nucleus for a 

well formed-syllable in monosyllabic words with an 

exception of two words that contain only VV structure. 

However, in polysyllabic words, both V and VV may form 

complete syllables as in the words like / ENak/ and /aiye/, 

meaning ‘spectacles’ and ‘please come’ respectively. 

Of the three constituents of a syllable, the question 

of nucleus is not always entirely straightforward because it 
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is not always a vowel that functions as a nucleus in many 

languages of the world. For example, English words 

‘bottle’, ‘prism’, and ‘button’ have two syllables each but 

the second syllable shows either liquids or nasals that form 

a syllabic nucleus. Similarly, in some languages, like 

Berber, voiceless fricatives and voiceless stops function as 

syllabic nuclei. But a thorough investigation of Gojri words 

does not give any indication of syllabic consonants used in 

its syllabic structure. 

In Gojri, CV is quite sparingly used syllable structure 

where V represents a short vowel. Monosyllabic words 

exhibit a very limited range of examples for this particular 

sequence. Nevertheless it can commonly be found in bi-

syllabic or poly-syllabic words. 

 

On the other hand, CVV syllable structure is very 

commonly observed in Gojri language. 

 

However, CVC and CVVC cover a large part of 

syllable formation in the Gojri. It means that the onset as 

well as coda is present in most of the syllables of Gojri 

words. Here are few examples: 
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Unlike CV and CVV, syllable types like VC and VVC 

are more common in monosyllabic words. Examples of 

these closed monosyllabic words are as follow: 

 

Other than a single consonant either in coda or 

onset position, the following syllable representations are 

also permissible in Gojri. There are no CCC clusters found 

in either position in Gojri. 

 

 

 

From the above data, it is clearly evident that Gojri 

has (C)(C)V(V)(C)(C) syllable structure. Urdu never permits 

structures like CCVCC, CCVC, and CCVV which are not so 

common but still exist in Gojri. By way of comparison, it is 

also interesting to note that Urdu has 11 different possible 

syllable types; Gojri, on the other hand, permits the 

following 14 constructions: 
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If we consider more examples for the above 

mentioned syllable types, it is clear that initial clusters are 

relatively more uncommon than their final counter parts. 

3.2. Phonotactic Constraints 

Phonotactic constraints apply in terms of syllable structure 

and consonant clusters. For example, in the case of three 

consonants in an English onset, /s/ must be the first. Gojri 

also imposes phonotactic constraints on its syllabic 

structures. Some of the restrictions on the composition of 

either onset or coda are as noted: 

1. /R/ and /L/ never appear in the onset of the first 

syllable as first consonant in a multisyllabic word. 

2. /N/ never comes in the beginning of a syllable. 

3. /ph/ does not appear in coda position. 

4. /h/ and /y/ cannot be placed in the final coda position. 

3.3. Syllable Weight 

Syllable weight involves by the type of rhyme a 

syllable has. Basically there are two syllable types. If the 

rhyme consists of nucleus only it is an open syllable while a 

syllable with coda is a closed syllable. Gojri displays both 
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open and closed syllables, as example, in the word /silTii/ 

‘comb’ where /sil/ is closed and /Tii/ is open. 

There is another distinction between light and 

heavy syllables. A light syllable has only a short vowel in 

the rhyme with no additional element whereas a heavy 

syllable may have one of the following three possibilities in 

a rhyme: 

1.  a long vowel 

2.  a long vowel with coda 

3.  a short vowel with coda 

It simply means that a complex rhyme stands for a 

heavy syllable. Gojri displays all possible heavy as well as 

light syllables as shown in 14 below: 

 

4. Conclusion 

Like some other languages of Indo-Aryan origin, Gojri 

contains the same set of consonants and vowels, with 

some exceptions: voiced aspirates are not found in Gojri. A 

close look at Rajastani confirms the claim that one of these 

languages is the dialect of the other. However, in modern 

literature, both these languages are treated separately. 

There are controversies regarding the number of 

phonemes in Gojri and the issue is still far from settled. 
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Gojri syllable structure shows that it prefers to have only 

one element in an onset or coda, and the majority of Gojri 

syllables adhere to this template. It is also interesting to 

note that Gojri does not license a short vowel in the final 

position of the word. Similarly, double consonants in any 

position of the syllable are not frequent. A syllable without 

an onset is very rare in Gojri and it seems that it is because 

of general trend that can be seen in almost all of the 

languages of the region. A detailed phonetic study also 

needs to be done for further exploration and confirmation 

of this phenomenon as this work has been just a glimpse 

to invite the attention of the interested reader. 
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Gojri Language  

Javaid Rahi 

The history of the Gojri language is as old as the 

Gojri people themselves who speak this language natively. 

The earliest forms of the languages are found in the first to 

fifth century. Later on, there are references to the Gojri 

kingdoms in different pockets of northern India. The 

remains of this periods are found in different towns and 

cities. 

The language spoken by the Gojars during the 

period from the sixth to thirteen century got mixed with 

other forms of the language such as Apbramsha, Khariboli 

and the Gojri of the present-day was evolved. There is an 

evidence to show that the language was developed 

adequately to have the earliest forms of literature or 

folklore. This language was used in certain pockets of the 

present-day states of Gujarat (Kathiawar) Madhya 

Pradesh, Rajasthan, Punjab and Jammu & Kashmir. It was 

spread from Chitral to Nepal in the northwest Himalayas 

and from Punjab to Gujarat in the plains. It has an 

important place among the dialects of Gujarati, Rajasthani, 

Haryanvi and Hindi-Urdu languages. A large number of 

Gojri vocabulary is found in the languages of expression of 

saints in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries like 

Mirabai, Kabir and Tulsidas. 
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The fall of the Gojri kingdoms in the seventeenth 

century had an impact on the Gojri languages, which 

remained confined to limited areas. It was in the state of 

Jammu & Kashmir that it became vibrant again around 

1950. Radio programmes in Gojri commenced in Radio 

Kashmir in the year 1969 and later in Radio Kashmir, 

Jammu in 1974. Programmes were broadcast in the radio 

stations in Pakistan too. 

A Gojri unit was started in the Jammu & Kashmir 

Academy of Art, Culture and Languages in 1978. This unit 

has published hundreds of books so far, including 

dictionaries and grammars in the languages. There are also 

large number of individual publications by writers and 

artists. 

Jammu & Kashmiri State Board of School Education 

has introduced it as an optional language in the state and 

has prepared textbooks in the language for the use in 

classes from the first to the eighth standards. Some private 

institutions and trusts, like Gojar Desh Charitable Trust, 

Jammu, and Tribal Research and Cultural Foundation, 

Srinagar, have prepared and published books and are 

making efforts to preserve some folk cultural materials. 

Gojri is spoken not only by Gojars alone, but also by some 

Muslim agriculturists and people of other communities 

who live in the neighbourhood of Gojar settlements. 

Gojri has been included in the 6th schedule of the 

Constitution of the state of Jammu & Kashmir and there is 
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a movement for including it in the 8th schedule of the 

Constitution of India too. 

LINGUISTIC FEATURE OF GOJRI 

As an Indo-Aryan language, Gojri has some important 

characteristics which distinguishes it from other 

neighbouring languages of the areas where it is spoken. 

Phonology 

Gojri shares most of its speech sounds with Dogri. The 

phonemic inventory of Gojri is as follows: 

Vowels 

Front Central Back 

High  i:   u: 

Lower High I   u 

Mid  e ǝ  o 

Lower Mid ɛ   ɔ 

Low   ɑ 

Consonants 

  Bila. Den. Retro. Pala. Vel. Glo. 

Stops: 

Vl.anas  p. t ṭ c k 

Vl.asp  ph th ṭh ch kh 

Vd.unas b d ḍ j g 

Flap 

Vl.unas    ṛ 

Nasala: m n ṇ 

Fricatives: 

Vl.  f s  š  h 
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Vd.  z    ɤ 

Lateral:  l l 

Trill:   r 

Semivowels: w   y 

Abbreviations: Bila (Bilabial), Den (Dental), Retro 

(Retroflex), Pala (Palatal), Vel (Velar), Glo 

(Glottal). 

The length of the vowels is represented by the sign 

colon (:) written after the vowels sign. All the vowels can 

be nasalized. The nasalization is phonemic in Gojri. There 

are some geminated consonants too in Gojri. 

There are no voiced aspirated sounds such as /bh, 

dh, ḍh, gh, jh/ and /ṛh/ in Gojri. 

There are three tones: Low tone is marked by / ‘/, 

High tone is marked by /’ /. The Mid tone is unmarked. 

Examples of the contrast are given below: 

Low tone   High tone 

ka ‘ṇi:  ‘division’ ka ‘ṇi:  ‘story’ 

ko ‘ṛo  ‘horse’  ko ‘ro  ‘fog’ 

Mid tone   Low tone 

 ǝ   ‘do’   ǝ   ‘house’ 

ki  ‘did’    ’  clarified 

butter 

Mid tone   High tone 

saro  ‘complete’ sáro  ‘smooth’ 
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La  ‘put on’  la  ‘pick, 

put off’ 

There are geminated consonants in Gojri. Examples 

of contrast between Lenis and Germinates are given 

below: 

Lenis    Geminate 

 ǝ ǝ   ‘veil’   ǝ  ǝ   ‘seventy’ 

kiso  ‘how’  kisso  ‘story, legend’ 

TEXT 

Poem 1 (Geet) 

Mahjoor Rajori 

aj nah   hai qrar mina  dukh giya: hɛ mar mina 

kyõ gǝyo hɛ bisar mina pǝrdesiya mil jae 

nah : koi: gǝmxvar mero nǝhi: koi: bhi: yar mero 

gǝyo sǝbr qra:r mero   ǝ d      mil jae 

ǝj such ko sah koi:nah  is sah ko bǝsa koi nǝh : 

tina kyõ pǝrva koi: nah   ǝ d      mil jae 

mina koi: vi ǝram nǝh : sukh subǝh te šam nǝh : 

tero pǝta pɛgam nǝh :   ǝ d      mil jae 

 ǝ d      mil jae  

Translation 

I’m restless today  Worries have killed me. 

Why did you forget me Meet me oh my distant friend! 

No one to share my sorrow No one is my friend 
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I lost my patience and comfort Meet me oh my distant friend! 

I cannot breathe in peace My breathe may not last for long 

You don’t bother about me Meet me oh my distant friend! 

I’m not at peace at all  No comfort for day and night. 

Your whereabouts are not known Meet me oh my distant friend! 

Meet me oh my distant friend! 

Ghazal 

Rafeeq Anjum 

tẽ dilã: ka rog laya hῦ: dǝva likhto rǝhiyo 

terii bedǝrdi: na vi: ǝpni: xǝt likhto rǝhiyo 

mɛ bichai: balya  ǝ : var yadã ka diya 

tera xvabã na dilã ka asra likhto  ǝ   o 

terii mǝj  :  :  ǝj   ǝ  ǝpni: mǝhru: mi: te dekh. 

kɛso devano tho  ǝ  ǝ  na xuda likhto  ǝ   o 

mɛ te ki: qurbani: is tẽ ǝpniyã ratã ki:  ĩ:d. 

voh vi: mere vaste cǝ  ǝ   ǝz  likhto  ǝ   o 

is zǝmǝ   ne mera ik dǝ d ki: kari: na ki:. 

hῦ: te likhã aste ke ke dǝv  likhto  ǝ   o 

Translation 

You gave me pain in my heart and I prescribe medicine to others 

The mercilessness of yours also I considered fault of my own. 

I lit and extinguished the lamps of your memory a number of times 

I lived on your dreams and consoled my heart 

I’m aware about your compulsions but look at the apathy of mine 

I have lost my mind and am writing names of God on stones too 

I have sacrificed my sleep for you days together 
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And in return, my punishments are enhanced and never ending 

Not a single pain of mine is cured so far 

And I’m writing medicines for innumerable sufferers 

Short Story 

Faislo 

Mohammad Ashraf Chauhan 

ni: losǝrǝb nimǝl tara liš liš kǝrẽ. cin ko ǝk kinngro ohle 

hõn alu, ḍǝḍḍã ne ǝpni: masti: mã mǝst dhayã mã gi:t 

cheḍiya va, chetrã ake pasõ gǝrm te drya ali: bakhi: te 

ṭhanḍi: havaa jhule. Pǝkã koṭhã ala kujh mǝsti: mã 

sutavate kujh TV dejg dejg je hasẽ te taḍi: marẽ. vǝr bhai: 

najmiyã na dhyaṛi: ki: thǝkavǝṭ te uprõ muqdamã horã ko 

rub aj ašmã heṭh dǝngi: pǝr xǝbre nĩ:d kyõ nahĩ: thopẽ de. 

bhanvẽ sǝthro bhi: ḍahyo thoro vǝh pasa pǝrǝt ke uf uf kǝre 

tho. 

 “ǝdda ǝj masṭǝr horã ne sou rupyõ fi:s mǝngi: hɛ jo 

pakko imtihaṇ aṇ alo hɛ. fi:s deṇ ko ǝj chekǝḍ ko dhyaṛo hɛ. 

je kǝde fi:s ǝj nǝ de sykõ tã masṭǝr hor kahĩ: tha je tero 

farm hǝm nǝhĩ: bhǝr sã.” Jǝmal di:n ne rotã bhaii nǝjmyã 

nǝ kǝhyo. 

te fir hud kǝtã bolyo, “ǝdda je sau ropyo ǝj minã nǝ 

labho te fir hõ Dy. S.P. nǝhĩ: bǝn sǝksõ. 

Translation 

The sky was clear and the star is shining. A part of moon is 

set. The frogs are engrossed in singing their songs in the 

fields. A hot breeze is coming from the fields and cool 
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breeze from the side of the river. People living in concrete 

houses are asleep and some are laughing and clapping 

while watching television. But lying on the Danga (a kind of 

cot), Najam bhaai cannot sleep due to the tiredness of the 

day and the scolding of the Choudhry (village head). 

Though he spread the grass to make his sleeping place 

soft; he was turning himself in bed and taking deep sighs. 

“Father, the teacher in the school has asked for the 

examination fee of one hundred rupees. It is the last day 

for the payment of the fee. The teacher has said if the 

amount is not paid today my form will not be forwarded 

for examination.” Jamal-ul-Din told his brother Najmiya 

while crying. 

While taking deep sighs he added, “If I don’t get 

Rupees one hundred today, I cannot become the Dy S.P.” 

VOCABULARY 

Kinship Terms 
Mã: mother   bap  father 

pahɛ brother   bǝhǝn/pɛhǝn sister 

caca father’s younger brother pu:t  son 

taya father’s elder brother tǝhi:  daughter 

gǝdro boy   gǝbro  boy 

munḍo boy   laḍo  boy 

gǝdri: girl   kuṛi  girl 

gǝdri: girl   beṭki:  girl 

dada father’s father  dadi  father’s mother 

nano mother’s father  nani:  mother’s mother 
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mamo mother’s brother jamai:  son-in-law 

mami: mother’s brother’s wife juai  son-in-law 

jǝmatro son-in-law  sǝso  mother-in-law 

pǝnohyo sister’s husband pǝnovo  sister’s husband 

salo wife’s brother  Sali:  wife’s sister 

pǝhǝnjo sister’s son  panojo  sister’s son 

kalri: woman   zǝnami: woman 

janõ man   bi:vi:  wife 

zǝnani :wife   dyani:  wife 

kǝhrai: wife   khǝsǝm husband 

kǝhralu husband 

Time and Space 
sǝrgi:  dawn   niki:lo after dawn 

chus musu:  between dark and light savel morning 

dopha  noon   peši: afternoon 

di:gǝr  before evening šam evening 

nǝmǝša  darkness after evening rat night 

tǝhdã vele after midnight 

Colours 
rato  red  kalo  black 

ciṭo  white  ni:lo  blue 

pi:lo  yellow  ni:lo sarb green 

kalo šah jet black ciṭo safed very white 

pi:lo zad deep yellow rato laal deep red 

Months 
bɛsakh  April-May jeṭh  May-June 

haṛ  june-July savǝn  July-August 
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bhardo  August-September asaso  September-October 

kǝtǝk   October-November maghǝr  November-

December 

poh  December-January mág  January-February 

phǝgǝn February-March cet  March-April 

Distance, Directions and Nature 
neṛe  near   du:r far 

doraaṛ  very far  saje right 

khǝbe  left   ǝge front 

piche  behind   cǝṛhte towards East 

lǝhte  towards West  opǝr above 

thǝle  down  tǝrti:  earth 

ǝsman  sky  paṛ  mountains 

šǝngǝ  hills  mahǝl  hills 

dár  hills 

Seasons 
bǝhar  spring  gǝrmi:  summer 

šǝrd  autumn ṭhǝnḍ  winter 

Terms for Snow 
bǝrf  snow  chaṭi:  snow and rain 

ǝyi:n  hail storm kord  frozen water 

mani:  glacier 
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Some Facts about Gojri Language 
Dr. Javaid Rahi  

Name:- Gojri, Gujjari, Bakerwali, Gurjari, Gujari, Gujjar 

Zaban, Gujjar Bhakha/Bhasha. 

Dialects:- Banhari, Allaiwali, Kunhari, Kashmiri-Gojri, 

Sowati, Kaghani, Muqami, Kangra gi Gojri. 

Main Areas:- India- Pakistan and Afghanistan (Jammu and 

Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Uttaranchal, Delhi, 

Haryana, Utter Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, 

Punjab and others).  

Introduction:- 

Gojri is one of the oldest and significant languages 

of the South Asian Sub-Continent, having a strong case for 

its inclusion into the 8th Schedule of Constitution of India 

on the bases of its importance, merit and vivacity.  

History says that Rajasthani, Marwari and Gujarati 

have evolved from Gojri.  The language was known as 

Gujjar bhakha or Gurjar Apabhramsha lately. It was used 

as literary language as early as 12th century. The poet 

Bhoja referred to Gaurjar Apabhramsha (Gurjar 

Apabhramsha) in 1014 AD.  

According to various census reports compiled by a 

number of Government and non-Government 

Organizations, the Gojri language is first language of 

millions of people residing in three main countries of 
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South Asia i.e. India, Pakistan and Afghanistan. Majority of 

speakers of this language lives in Indian state of Jammu 

and Kashmir. The Gojri language has already been included 

in the 6th Schedule of Constitution of Jammu and Kashmir.  

Historical Background:- 

Linguists have traced the origin and practice of 

Gojri language to BC era. There are several mentions of 

this language in ancient classical and religious texts. 

Noted Persian scholar, saint and poet Hazrat 

Ameer Khusraw formally made a mention of Gojri 

language in the list of prominent eighteen Indian 

languages of his time. 

Researchers, linguists and historian are of this 

considered opinion that Gojri is the mother of some of the 

important languages of India including Gujrati, Rajisthani 

and Haryani, besides having worked as important dialect in 

the evolution of Urdu and Hindi. 

Family:- 

Gojri is an offshoot of Indo-Arian group of 

languages having its independent sub-groups like Kashmiri 

and Dogri. 

Speakers of Gojri Language:- 

Gujjars and Bakerwals (Schedule Tribe 

Communities of Jammu and Kashmir) are the main 

speakers Gojri language. History reveals that Gujjars have 
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remained a brave tribe of Central Asia who ruled various 

parts of India during Gurjar-Partihara Period (6th to 10th 

Century AD). 

At present they are mainly residing in India, 

Pakistan and Afghanistan. In India they are largely found in 

12 states includes Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, 

Haryana, Uttaranchal, Rajasthan, Utter Pradesh, Gujarat, 

Madhya Pradesh, Punjab and others. 

Other Tribe/Communities Speak Gojri  

Muslim Jaats, Pakhtoons, Ajhries communities 

/Tribes residing in Pir Panchal areas of Jammu and Kashmir 

speaks Gojri as their mother tongue. 

Tribes /Communities Use Gojri as Second 

Language 

A number of Tribe and communities used Gojri as 

second language. They includes Paharis Speaking People, 

Dogri Speaking People of Udhampur/Raisi/Ramban, 

Kashmiri Speaking people of Poonch, Rajouri, Raisi, 

Udhampur Baramulla, and Kupwara, Hindko Speaking, 

Gaddi speaking People of J&K. 

Classical Literature:- 

According to historic works the Gojri remained 

common language in north-western belt of India from 6th 

to 17th Century A.D. Several saints of the time used Gojri to 

spread their message of peace among masses. They were 

Saint Noor-ud-Din – Sat Guru (1094 A.D.), Amir Shah 
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Meranji (1194 A.D.), Shah Bajan (1397-1508 A.D.), Gazi 

Mahmood Daryai (1409-1545 A.D.), Ali Jevan Gam Dhani 

(1565 A.D.), Burhan-ud-Din Janam (1572 A.D.), Khoob 

Mohammad Chesti (1539-1614 A.D.), Adil Shah Sani Jagat 

Guru (1411 A.D.), Kutub Shah (1556-1611 A.D.), Moulana 

Afzal Panipati (1657 A.D.), Meeraji Hashmi (1688 A.D.) and 

others.  

According to various historical works the above 

saints used Gojri and described the language which they 

were using at that time was Gujjari which resembles to 

current days Gojri. These poets and saints known all over 

Sub-Continent for their unique message of brotherhood 

and peace. 

As it continued to be significant language in the 

Sub-Continent the Gojri has remained in practice for more 

than 10 Centuries now. 

Folklore and Oral Traditions: 

Gojri has a strong traditions of a folk and oral lore 

which includes folk songs, folk ballad, folk tales proverbs, 

Children literature etc. The folk-lore remained in practice 

in Gojri for centuries together. Taja, Noora, Meerian 

Dhandi, Bharisye, Noor Begum, Kushal, Munshi (Qanchi) 

were the top ballad of bravery and valour of Gujjars song 

by different musicians/folk singers of the time. They are 

still popular in younger generation of tribal community. 

From 17th to 20th Century the folk-lore remained main 

source of their expressions. 
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Modern literature:- 

The moment for renaissance of Gojri was started in 

early decades of 19th Century A.D. During last 112 years 

hundreds of books published in Gojri. The topics of these 

books are Spirituality, Art, Dictionary, Encyclopedias, 

Literature, Flora-fauna, Medicines, History, Geography, 

Social aspects, Cultural Ethos and other different subjects. 

Sufficient literature is available in Gojri Language as on 

date which help in introducing this language at National 

level by including it in Constitution of India.  

Translations:- 

To enrich its Literature and other aspects a number 

of rare books are rendered in Gojri from Arabic , English, 

Persian, Urdu and other languages. Some of the important 

books now available in Gojri includes Masnavi Moulana 

Rum all the volumes, Rubiyat e Umar Khayam, Gulistan e 

Sadi, Bostan e Sadi, Plays of Shakespeare, Gandhiji’s 

Autobiography, Neelmat Purana, Haqayat-e- Rumi, Qisa 

Chahar Darvesh and others.    

Institutions Working for Development of Gojri 

Language:- 

A number of Government and Non Government 

organizations/Institutions are working for the 

development of Gojri language and literature. The 

Government sponsored organizations includes Jammu & 

Kashmir Academy of Art, Culture and Languages, Sahitya 

Academy-Academy of literature, New Delhi, Radio 
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Kashmir, Jammu/Srinagar, Doordarshan-Kendras, J&K 

State Board of School Education. A number of non-

governmental Organizations including Gurjardesh 

Charitable Trust, Jammu, Tribal Research and Cultural 

Foundation, Bazam-e-Adab Gojri  J&K, Bhartiya Gurjar 

Parished, New Delhi, Adbi Sangat Wangat, Kashmir, 

Anjuman Gojri Zuban Adab Kashmir, Gojri Adbi Majlis, 

Rajouri and others. 

Research, Literature and Communication 

Internationally noted Linguistic Researcher Sir G. A. 

Gareirson while analyzing various languages of India has 

written a full volume on Gojri Language. In his work Sir has 

accepted and outlined universal influence of Gojri and its 

impact on other Indian Languages.  

The Oxford University U.K had compiled (By T. 

Graham Bialy) first ever Grammar of Gojri Language in 

1905.  

The Linguistic Survey of India has surveyed the 

various aspects of Gojri Language and its influence on 

other languages. In its research project, the Linguistic 

Survey of India has described Gojri as one of the main 

languages Instrumental in developing and flourishing other 

Languages.  

The Central Institute of Indian Language Mysore 

under Ministry of Human Resource Development, 
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Government of India has published various books on 

Linguistic aspect of Gojri languages.  

The All India Radio and Doordarshan Kendra are 

already airing various Gojri programmes. The Radio 

Kashmir Jammu, Srinagar, Poonch in India which have a 

wide acceptability across the state of Jammu and Kashmir. 

This demonstrates the importance of Gojri language.  

During past hundreds of years a large number of 

Gojri Books have been published by private publishers on 

various on various subjects which include Encyclopedias, 

Dictionaries, Grammar, Poetry. Prose, Flora and Fauna, 

Folk lore, Art and Architecture, Agriculture, Sociology and 

Research documents etc. 

The National Academy of Letters, Sahitya 

Akademi, New Delhi has also recognized Gojri as one of 

the major Indian Languages for its prestigious National 

Award that is Bhasha Samman and other programmes.  

The Jammu and Kashmir Academy of Arts, Culture 

and Languages has a well established a Gojri Section in its 

Central Office which is in operation for last 30 years. 

Hundreds of books, dictionaries and other research works 

have been performed and published by the Academy for 

the development of Gojri Language.  

The Jammu and Kashmir State Board of School 

Education has introduced Gojri upto middle standard in 

Government Schools. 
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The University of Jammu, Kashmir University, Baba 

Ghulam Shah Badshah University have awarded several 

Doctorate Degrees on completing research projects on 

Gojri. 

The language deserves better treatment for its all 

round development. Inclusion of Gojri in the language 

schedule of constitution of India the Heritage, Oral-lore, 

Literature, Arts, Word-hoards written/available in this rich 

language spoken by a substantial population spreading 

various States of India will be preserved for posterity. This 

timely, much needed and well deserved gesture will 

develop sense of belonging to such communities besides 

preserving the rich heritage of this Indian language which 

can even be termed as classical language as its record can 

be traced back around 700 to 1000 years. As has been 

justified vide foregoing paras that Gojri is the source 

language of many Indian languages which been already 

included in the 8th schedule of Indian Constitution. These 

languages include Gujrati and Urdu as well. The Gujjars-

main speakers of this ancient languages have been 

projecting this demand for half the Century. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Northern Pakistan is a land of geographic and ethnic 

diversity, one of the most multilingual places on the face 

of the earth. Spectacular mountain ranges and mighty 

rivers segment the area, providing natural barriers which 

often serve as isoglosses separating linguistic varieties. 

Centuries of people movements across this crossroad of 
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South and Central Asia have left a complex pattern of 

languages and dialects, fertile ground for sociolinguistic 

investigation. 

Twenty-five named languagesTwenty-five named 

languages from within northern Pakistan are dealt with in 

the volumes of the Sociolinguistic Survey of Northern 

Pakistan. Most languages of the region have been 

classified as part of the large Indo-Aryan (or Indic) family. 

Two of these have been called members of the “Central 

Group” according to the scheme established in Grierson’s 

Linguistic Survey of India: Gojri , subgrouped with other 

Rajasthani languages, and Domaaki, not even mentioned 

by Grierson, but classified as Central by Fussman (1972) 

and Buddruss (1985). A third named language, Hindko, 

was originally included within the Northwestern Group of 

Indo-Aryan, among those varieties which were given the 

label “Lahnda” (LSI VIII.1). The various forms called Hindko 

have been particularly difficult to classify (Shackle 1979, 

1980), showing a wide geographic range, much linguistic 

divergence, and some convergence with Panjabi, which 

has been classified in the Central Group. 

The largest number of Indo-Aryan languages dealt with in 

these volumes belong to the Northwestern Group, Dardic 

branch: Shina, and its historical relations, Phalura and 

Ushojo; Indus Kohistani, and its smaller neighbors, Chilisso, 

Gowro, and, presumably, Bateri (which has not been 

classified); the Swat Kohistani varieties, Kalami and 
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Torwali; the Chitral group of Khowar and Kalasha; and the 

Kunar group, including Dameli and Gawar-bati. The 

Nuristani branch accounts for some languages spoken on 

the north-western frontier; within Pakistan that group is 

represented by Eastern Kativiri and Kamviri/Shekhani. This 

classification outline for members of the Dardic and 

Nuristani branches is based on several scholarly 

contributions (Fussman 1972, Masica 1991, Morgenstierne 

1932), but primarily follows Strand (1973). 

There are also members of the larger Iranian family 

(classification following Payne 1987). Some come from the 

Southeastern Iranian group, the major example being 

Pashto, but also including the more divergent WaNeci. 

Others are from the Southeastern Iranian Pamir subgroup: 

Wakhi and Yidgha. Ormuri has been classified as a 

Northwestern Iranian language but shows the influence of 

being surrounded by Pashto. 

Finally, a few linguistic relics remain from outside the 

larger Indo-European family, notably the westernmost 

Tibeto-Burman language, Balti, and the isolate, Burushaski. 

The distinction between language and dialect is always a 

fuzzy one, but particularly so in this part of the world. 

Scholars have long acknowledged the immense dialect 

continuum which characterizes the South Asian region, 

particularly among the Indo-Aryan varieties. The 

difficulties in drawing language distinctions are 

compounded by the terminological confusion found when 
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local speakers use identical names to label their very 

different spoken varieties (e.g., Kohistani) or apply the 

name of a larger and more prestigious language to cover a 

very wide range of speech forms (e.g., Panjabi). 

Rather than focusing on linguistic classification or on the 

historical relationships between languages, the 

Sociolinguistic Survey of Northern Pakistan has taken a 

synchronic descriptive approach to this issue of language 

versus dialect. Linguistic and sociolinguistic data to verify 

the diversity and similarity within the varieties have been 

collected for all twenty-five named languages. These data 

include a consistent 210-item word list from several 

locations within a language group. In addition, oral texts 

have been recorded and transcribed from many locations; 

often these texts have been used to assess the 

intelligibility of spoken forms among speakers of divergent 

dialectal varieties. Word list comparisons have been made 

across named languages in some cases (e.g., Gojri  with 

Hazara Hindko, Indus and Swat varieties of Kohistani, 

Shina with its linguistic neighbors), to give some 

perspective on the relative levels of diversity within and 

between named varieties. These comparisons of linguistic 

data are balanced by information gathered through 

interviews and orally-administered questionnaires 

regarding ethnic identification, dialect group contacts, and 

perceived linguistic similarity and difference. Although few 

sharp boundaries are evident, groupings of relatively 

similar varieties can be demonstrated according to the 
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criteria of lexical similarity, indications of intelligibility, 

patterns of within-group contact, and dialect perceptions 

of the speakers themselves. 

The investigation of local language names has 

provided a perspective on the linguistic identification of its 

speakers. Where it is possible to use the locally preferred 

name without ambiguity, those local names have been 

chosen to designate the linguistic varieties described in 

these volumes. Where further clarification is necessary, 

language names have included regional designations or 

have incorporated the labels given by previous scholars 

even though they were not found to be used by the 

speakers themselves. 

 

In addition to questions of diversity within 

languages, there are higher levels of sociolinguistic 

variation which are evident in the prevalence of 

multilingualism throughout the area. In general, it seems 

that members of most language groups in northern 

Pakistan exhibit pragmatic attitudes toward adoption of 

languages of wider communication. With so many 

languages in close proximity, it is commonplace for 

persons to acquire one or more of their neighboring 

languages to some degree of proficiency. Some studies 

included tests of proficiency in the national language, 

Urdu, or in a regional language of wider communication 

such as Pashto or Hindko. Other reports have investigated 

reported proficiency and use of other languages through 
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interviews, orally-administered questionnaires, and 

observation. The patterns associated with the use of other 

languages are related to such social phenomena as inter-

ethnic contacts, the regional dominance of certain groups, 

and the promotion of Urdu through education and the 

media. A few language groups indicate signs of declining 

linguistic vitality and the preference for more dominant 

neighboring languages among the younger generations 

within those groups (e.g., Domaaki, Chilisso, Gowro, 

Yidgha). But, for the present, most of the ethnic languages 

of northern Pakistan are well-maintained by their mother-

tongue speakers as the most frequently used and 

apparently valued means of communication. 

A major contribution of the Sociolinguistic Survey of 

Northern Pakistan is the collection of the standard 210-

item word list; combining the lists from all twenty-five 

languages yields a sum of 127 regional speech forms 

represented. The phonetically transcribed lists for the 

reports covered in each volume are presented in the 

relevant appendices. Story texts for the languages 

represented are presented as well, with a rough word for-

word gloss and a free translation. In total, there are forty-

nine transcribed texts in these volumes. This fieldwork has 

not undergone thorough grammatical and phonological 

analysis; it is included to support the conclusions 

presented in each report and as data for future 

scholarship. 
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In terms of methodology, this research makes a 

contribution as well. A multipronged approach was utilized 

in each study, combining some or all of the following: 

participant observation, interviews and orally-

administered questionnaires, testing of second language 

proficiency, testing of comprehension of related varieties, 

and the comparison of word lists by a standardized 

method measuring phonetic similarity. Overall, the data 

show great internal consistency, with many types of self-

reports from questionnaires and interviews corresponding 

well with more objective measures such as test results and 

lexical similarity counts. 

Each report reflects a slightly different focus. Some 

emphasize interdialectal variation and intelligibility (e.g., 

Balti, Burushaski, Pashto, Shina, Wakhi); others include 

this focus, but concentrate more than the rest on 

assessing the proficiency and use of other languages (e.g., 

the reports on the languages of Indus and Swat Kohistan, 

Gojri , Hindko). The high concentration of languages in the 

Chitral region make multilingualism and ethno linguistic 

vitality a primary concern in that volume. Issues of 

declining vitality are of critical concern for Domaaki. One 

language included in this research has not been previously 

described or reported: Ushojo, a variant of Shina located in 

the Chail Valley of Swat District. 

It has been a privilege to work with representatives 

of each of these ethno linguistic groups in carrying out this 
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survey research. These volumes are offered in the hope 

that they will provide a holistic overview of the 

sociolinguistic situation in northern Pakistan and will 

stimulate further such work in the years to come. 
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THE LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT OF HINDKO-

SPEAKING PEOPLE 
Calvin R. Rensch 

1. SETTING 

1.1 Geographic and Linguistic Setting of Hindko 

The people of north central Pakistan who speak 

Hindko are generally people of the plains and low hills. 

Apart from those who live in the Kaghan Valley, the 

highest part of the area, they live in the valley of the Indus, 

often on the east side of the river but sometimes on the 

west, and in the valleys of its tributaries. Their territory 

extends from the point where the Indus emerges from the 

gorges of Indus Kohistan downstream to the south and 

west for more than two hundred kilometers. (See map 2.) 

More than one interpretation has been offered for 

the term Hindko. Some associate it with India, others with 

Hindu people, and still others with the Indus River, which 

is, of course, the etymological source of all these terms. 

Long before Partition, Grierson understood it to mean “the 

language of Hindus” (LSI VIII.1:234), an interpretation also 

reflected in Bahri’s 1941 study.1 However, the language 

use patterns since his day have shown the language to be 

firmly established among non-Hindu people. Shackle 

suggests that Hindko refers to “the Indian language” 

(1980:482), i.e., an Indic language, in sociolinguistic 

contrast to Pashto, the Iranian language of the area. 
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The term Hindki is often used to refer to a speaker 

of the Hindko language (Shackle 1980:482),3 but in popular 

usage it may refer to the language as well. In older 

literature it was frequently used for the language — for 

example, in the Imperial Gazetteer of NWFP, which 

regularly calls it Hindki (1905:130,172,186 ff.). Grierson 

uses it to designate certain dialects of his Lahnda 

grouping, some others being called Hindko (LSI 

VIII.1:554,565 ff.).  

It seems clear that the term Hindko/Hindki has 

developed as a label to distinguish far western forms of 

Indic speech from the Iranian dialects called Pashto, 

largely spoken even farther west. 

1.1.1 Linguistic fault line 

The speakers of Hindko, a member of the Indic 

language family,4 live along the east side of the linguistic 

fault line that separates Indic from Iranian languages. In 

most Hindko-speaking areas speakers of Pashto live in 

neighboring communities and often in the same 

communities as Hindko speakers, although this is less true 

in the vicinity of Abbottabad and in the Kaghan Valley than 

elsewhere. In the mixed areas many people speak both 

languages. 

The relationship between Hindko and Pashto does not 

seem to be one of stable bilingualism. In the northeast 

Hindko is dominant in some areas and even seems to be 

advancing, both in domains of usage and in numbers of 
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speakers,5 whereas in the southwest Pashto seems to be 

advancing in those same ways.6 

However, Addleton, viewing trends over the past 

forty years, sees a strengthening of the position of Pashto 

overall in the Hindko-speaking areas: “The influence of 

Pushto on Hazara appears to have become more 

pronounced, due in part to an influx of Pashtuns replacing 

the Hindko-speaking Sikhs and Hindus who formerly held 

key trading positions and who departed at independence. 

Moreover, the proportion of Hindko speakers who also 

use Pushto seems to be on the increase” (1986:59). Such 

patterns of shifting language affiliation are hardly 

surprising in a multilingual environment of this sort.7 

1.1.2 Population centers of Hindko speakers 

Speakers of Hindko live primarily in five districts. 

Four of these are in the North-West Frontier Province — 

Mansehra, Abbottabad, Peshawar and Kohat — while one 

district, Attock, is in the Panjab. (See map 2.) 

According to 1981 census figures (reported in 

Addleton 1986:70), 305,505 households of the nation (2.4 

percent of the total) speak Hindko as their mother tongue. 

Its predominance in rural areas is reflected in the fact that 

2.8 percent of rural households report Hindko as their 

household language as compared with only 1.5 percent of 

urban households. 
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Reflecting these census figures, Addleton states 

that, “Hindko is the most significant linguistic minority in 

the NWFP, represented in nearly one-fifth (18.7 percent) 

of the province’s total households.” In Abbottabad District 

92.3 percent of the households reported speaking Hindko, 

in Mansehra District 46.8 percent, in Peshawar District 6.9 

percent, and in Kohat District 10.4 percent (1986:58-59). 

Hindko-speaking areas included in the study 

Word lists were collected from villages throughout 

the Hindko-speaking area in order to study lexical 

differences that distinguish one dialect from another, and 

levels of intelligibility among dialects were tested in 

representative dialects from the various areas of the 

Hindko region. 

Abbottabad and Mansehra districts within the 

Hazara Division of the North-West Frontier Province 

account for three fourths of all Hindko-speaking 

households. Abbottabad district includes over half of them 

and Mansehra district accounts for an additional one-

fourth (Addleton 1986:70). 

It was in this area, where the Hindko population is 

concentrated, that studies were carried out in four 

communities to determine levels of second language 

proficiency of Hindko speakers and those social factors 

which favor or inhibit their learning a second language. 
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Although Hindko is also spoken by significant 

numbers of people in Attock District of the Panjab, 

Addleton (1986:78) reports only 1260 households (0.6 

percent of those in the district) who give Hindko as their 

mother tongue in the census returns. There may be a 

significant distortion here due to the local use of more 

than one name for the same language (see below), or this 

may in part reflect the way the census questions were 

asked. (For a discussion of the way the language questions 

of the 1981 census were framed, see Addleton 1986:56.) 

The scope of this study is defined largely as those 

communities where the people call their speech Hindko. In 

other words, the subjects were largely self-defined. In the 

southern part of the area, however, are two dialects that 

require further comment — one is a dialect included in 

this study which is not called Hindko by its speakers and 

the other, a dialect not included in this study which is 

called Hindko by some of its speakers. 

The dialect spoken in Talagang, Attock District, has 

been included in this study. Shackle states that the speech 

of Talagang tehsil is “most commonly called Avankari.” He 

includes it, along with the dialects of Pindi Gheb (in Attock 

tehsil) and of Kohat, in a grouping which he calls Hindko 

proper (1980:484-5). Bahri (1962:xviii) says that the speech 

of Talagang is a dialect of Avankari. However, during our 

field research in Talagang we found no one who used the 

name Avankari to refer to the local speech variety. Nor, for 
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that matter, do the people themselves use the term 

Hindko for that purpose. They call it simply Panjabi,8 

stating, however, that they recognize that their speech is 

more similar to Hindko than it is to the Panjabi of Lahore 

and Gujranwala. A speaker of Lahore Panjabi, interviewed 

in Talagang, stated that the local speech is Hindko and not 

Panjabi, and that he can understand but not speak the 

language of Talagang. In spite of the terminological 

confusion surrounding the name of the language of 

Talagang, this dialect was originally included in this study 

because it was understood to be similar to the Hindko of 

Attock tehsil to its north. Our studies of lexical similarity 

and dialect intelligibility have subsequently confirmed the 

appropriateness of this decision. 

In Dera Ismail Khan District (NWFP) many people 

identify themselves as speakers of Hindko. The man who 

provided the word list for that locality said that the entire 

area is Hindkospeaking. Several of his neighbors in his 

village, Himat, near the town of Dera Ismail Khan, also 

stated that their language is called Hindko. However, 

others in their area indicated that they speak Siraiki and 

that there are no Hindko speakers in that area.   

Some added that a generation ago the language 

was called Hindko. It seems clear that these differences of 

opinion indicate not a linguistic difference but a difference 

in language naming. On the whole, it appears that the 

speakers of this dialect who are more influenced by the 
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social movements of the region call it Siraiki and relate 

their speech to Multani, at the same time recognizing that 

their dialect is different from that of Multan, which is 

generally recognized as the standard dialect of Siraiki.9 

Therefore, the speech of Dera Ismail Khan, even though 

called Hindko by some, has not been systematically 

included in the present study.10  

The relationship of the Hindko dialects to other 

Indic dialects of northeastern Pakistan needs to be 

investigated, especially from the standpoint of inherent 

and acquired intelligibility. Such a study of “Greater 

Panjabi” would include dialects called Panjabi, Siraiki, 

Pothohari and Pahari. An investigation of the position of 

the dialect of Dera Ismail Khan would naturally find its 

place in such a study. It is, of course, possible that such a 

study could also refine our current understanding of the 

internal and external relationships of the dialects included 

in this study.11   

1.2 Genetic Relationships of the Hindko Dialects 

In Grierson’s study (LSI VIII.1:239) the Hindko 

dialects were included within an extensive grouping which 

he called Lahnda, a term he coined to designate various 

languages of Western Panjab and adjoining territories.12 He 

distinguished three divisions of Lahnda — southern, north-

western and northeastern — and assigned the dialects in 

the following manner (although specifics vary slightly in his 

various presentations): 
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A. Southern Lahnda 

1. Standard (Shahpur) 

2. Multani (including Siraiki) 

3. Khetrani and Jafiri 

4. Thali (Thal Desert east of the Indus) 

B. North-Western Lahnda 

1. Dhanni (W. Jhelum) 

2. Sawain (E. Attock) 

3. Hindko (N. Attock, Peshawar, Hazara) 

C. North-Eastern Lahnda 

1. Pothohari 

2. Pahari 

3. Chibhali, including Punchi (Kashmir)  

4. Western Salt Range (N. Shahpur) 

5. Avankari (Attock & Kohat) 

6. Ghebi (Attock) 

Shackle finds the assignment of Avankari and Ghebi to 

“North-Eastern Lahnda”, which separates them from the 

other Hindko dialects, “clumsy and misleading” 

(1980:485). Leaving aside the Hindko of northern Hazara 

Division for reasons not made clear, he proposes a 

classification which includes six speech varieties, grouped 

by the fact that they exhibit a set of common features, 

which he labels “Common Panjabi.” His classification is 

displayed as follows: 

A. Hindko Proper 
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a. Avankari (with three sub-varieties) 

b. Ghebi 

c. Attock-Haripur Hindko 

d. Kohat Hindko 

B. Peshawar Hindko 

C. Dhanni 

D. Pothohari 

E. Siraiki (Multan) 

F. Central Panjabi (Lahore) 

1.3 Ethnic Affiliations of Hindko Speakers 

Members of a variety of ethnic groups speak the 

language called Hindko. A large number of Hindko 

speakers in Hazara Division (Mansehra and Abbottabad 

Districts) are Pashtoons. Some of those speak Hindko as a 

second language; many others speak it as their mother 

tongue. These include the Tahir Kheli Pashtoons, who 

claim to have migrated to Hazara Division from 

Afghanistan during the eighteenth century. Many other 

mothertongue speakers of Hindko are Swati Pathans, who 

are said to have formerly spoken Pashto while living in the 

lower Swat valley. After migrating across the Indus River 

into Hazara Division, which Ahmed (1976:xv) dates around 

A.D. 1515, the Swatis adopted the Hindko language.14 

There are also Pashtoons belonging to three other groups, 

the Yusufzai, the Jadun and the Tarin, who have replaced 

Pashto with Hindko (Caroe 1958:339). 
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Many speakers of Hindko belong to groups other 

than the Pashtoons: Some of these are Saiyids, said to 

have come to the area in the early centuries of Islamic 

history (Caroe 1958:102), many of whom live in the 

Peshawar area. Large numbers of Hindko speakers are 

Avans, particularly in Attock District and Hazara Division. 

Still others belong to groups of Moughals, Bulghadris, 

Turks and Qureshis. In Jammun significant numbers of 

Gujjars have adopted Hindko as their first language. 

1.4 Social Features of Hindko-Speaking 

Communities 

The social features relevant for defining 

sociolinguistic subgroups of Hindko-speaking communities 

were studied in four localities:  

Jammun, near the town of Ghazi, on the Indus River in 

Haripur tehsil of southern Abbottabad District; 

Singo Di Garhi, a comparatively isolated community in 

northern Abbottabad District, about eight kilometers 

from the district center; 

Sherpur, a more accessible community in southern 

Mansehra District, about ten kilometers northwest of 

the district center;15 and 

Balakot, a large community at the southern end of the 

Kaghan Valley in eastern Mansehra District. 
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In these communities representatives of various 

households were interviewed in order to learn the 

(approximate) age of each of the males and females of 

that household and the level of education that each has 

attained. In two communities, Jammun and Singo Di Garhi, 

it was possible to interview a representative of every 

household. In Sherpur it was possible to collect such 

information for many, but not all, households. In Balakot 

information was gathered from and about only a selected 

sampling of men.  

Whenever information is collected about only part of a 

community, a question arises concerning the extent to 

which the data sample is truly representative of that entire 

community. Fortunately, data about the age categories of 

all men and women of voting age, collected by the central 

government of Pakistan, are available for the village of 

Sherpur (Sherpur Election List, 1979-80). This body of data 

is presumably exhaustive for the entire adult population of 

Sherpur. Therefore, the percentage of people in each age 

category found there was considered representative and 

was extended for predicting the percentage of people in 

each such category in other communities. The percentages 

of the total adult population who are in each of the age 

and gender subgroups of Sherpur are presented in figure 

(1.1).  
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The profiles of the four communities developed in 

this study from data collected through interviews have 

been compared with the Sherpur profile developed from 

government registration figures as a check on how 

representative our data are. Interestingly enough, the 

profiles for Jammun and Singo Di Garhi, the communities 

in which data were collected on every household, most 

closely fit the Sherpur profile given in figure (1.1). The 

profile developed from interviews conducted in only some 

of the households of Sherpur as a part of this study fits the 

government profile less well, while the profile developed 

from a selected sampling of men in Balakot fits least well. 

1.4.1 Jammun 

The number of adults in Jammun twenty years and 

older, arranged by age groups in the same way as the 
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government registration data for Sherpur, is displayed in 

figure (1.2).  

 

When the percentages of men and women in the 

various age groups of Jammun are compared with those of 

the registration figures for Sherpur (figure 1.1), it can be 

seen that the distribution of the population of Jammun 

approximates very closely that of Sherpur. This 

observation leads one to believe that the profile 

developed for Jammun is an accurate reflection of that 

community. 

During the course of interviewing in Jammun, 

information was collected concerning the educational level 

attained by the males and females in all age groups. The 

distribution of the population of Jammun into the various 

age and education groups is displayed in figure (1.3). 
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From figure (1.3) it can be seen that women in 

Jammun have received considerably less education than 

men. The percentage of women with no education is more 

than twice as large as the percentage of men with no 

education. The percentage of all women with education, 

much or little, is smaller than the percentage of men with 

only one to five years of education.  

 

The categories of age and education for Jammun 

are combined in figure (1.4) to give a more complete 

picture. The number of adult males and females in each 

age/education group and the percentage of the total at 

each education level and in each age group are presented. 

As can be seen, the distribution of the levels of education 

among the various age categories in Jammun is uneven. 
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Only the percentages of men and women of Jammun 

thirteen years and older who belong to each ageeducation 

group are presented. For the purposes of this study 

thirteen was set as the lower age limit. Below that age it is 

unlikely that a person’s linguistic proficiency is developed 

enough for him to provide reliable responses in the testing 

situations of the present study. Figure (1.4), then, presents 

the profile of the population in Jammun upon which this 

study has been based.
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As is commonly the case, the younger age groups 

in Jammun have been educated to a greater extent than 

the older groups. The percentage of teenage men with 

some education is more than three times as great as the 

percentage of educated men fifty years and older. The 

situation is even more dramatic for women. The 

percentage of teenage women with some education is 

more than twelve times as great as the percentage of 

educated women fifty years and older. 

1.4.2 Singo Di Garhi 

Information concerning age and education level of 

men and women was gathered through interviews in Singo 

Di Garhi also. This village is also in Abbottabad District, but 

in the north of the district, whereas Jammun is in the 

southwest. The number of Singo Di Garhi men and women 
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in each age/education category and the percentage of the 

sample distributed in each category are displayed in figure 

(1.5).  
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For men, the correspondence between education 

and the younger age group is even more extreme in Singo 

Di Garhi than in Jammun. Eleven of the twelve teenage 

males, 92 percent, have received some education. The 

proportion of educated to uneducated men in each older 

age group declines steadily as age increases. Only one 

female was reported with any education, a teenager with 

primary level schooling. 

1.4.3 Sherpur 

Interviewing was also conducted in Hindko-

speaking households of Sherpur, which is northwest of the 

district center of Mansehra. The sample of 109 men and 

66 women is not exhaustive for that sizeable community, 

nor is it random. It is, however, of sufficient size and broad 

enough distribution to show with reasonable confidence 
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that education has been more widely available there than 

in Singo Di Garhi, especially among men. The number and 

percentage of Hindko-speaking men and women of 

Sherpur in each age and education group are displayed in 

figure (1.6).  
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The percentage of Sherpur men who have received 

some education remains high through the older age 

groups to an extent not seen in either Jammun or Singo Di 

Garhi. This suggests that education has been available in 

Sherpur for a longer period than in Jammun or Singo Di 

Garhi. It should be noted that there are two primary 

schools and one high school in Sherpur, whereas there is 

one primary school but no high school in both Singo Di 

Garhi and Jammun. 

1.4.4 Balakot 

The fourth community in which interviews were 

conducted is Balakot, which is located in the eastern part 

of Mansehra District at the southern end of the Kaghan 

Valley. Information was gathered from men in the 

community who participated in interviews in order to 
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determine the relative strength of the various subgroups 

as distinguished by age and level of education they 

represent. The resulting profile of these men is presented 

in figure (1.7).  
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LANGUAGE USE IN THE HINDKO-SPEAKING 

AREA 
Patterns of language use were studied in five 

communities – the two communities of Mansehra District, 

the two of Abbottabad District described above (§1.4), and 

an additional community in Peshawar District. Interviews 

were conducted in each of these to probe the extent and 

domains of use of the languages in their repertoires as 

well as the factors which promote multilingualism. In all 

five communities studied, Hindko is the only, or almost 

only, language used in the home. Yet, even while it is the 

unchallenged mother tongue, respondents in every locality 

report vigorous use of at least one other language. The 

people of some communities use up to four languages, the 

choice depending on the context. 

2.1 Language Use in Jammun 

The village of Jammun is located on the Indus River 

just below the Tarbela Dam, near Ghazi, in Haripur Tehsil 

of Abbottabad District. There, representatives of forty 

households were asked to state which languages they use 

when communicating with speakers of the various 

languages found in their area. They were asked for the 

language(s) they use (a) in the home and with fellow 

speakers of Hindko, (b) with people recognized as speakers 

of Pashto, and (c) with people recognized as speakers of 

Urdu. The responses were framed in terms of one 

language or a combination of languages. The percentage 
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of respondents from Jammun who gave each of the 

various responses is presented in figure (2.1).  

 

It is significant that all respondents report using 

only Hindko in their homes. Although many are no doubt 

able to speak Pashto, Urdu and Panjabi to varying extents, 

they prefer not to use any of these when speaking with 

family members or with others who can speak Hindko. 

Forty percent of the respondents report using 

Pashto with speakers of Pashto and an additional twenty-

five percent report using Pashto in combination with 

Hindko. The fact that nearly two-thirds of the respondents 

report using at least some Pashto with speakers of that 

language suggests considerable use of Pashto in the 

community in certain domains (sociolinguistic 

environments). It may also indicate considerable 

proficiency in Pashto, but this was not verified through 

Pashto proficiency testing. 
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The position of Urdu in Jammun seems to be even 

stronger than that of Pashto. Sixty percent report using 

only Urdu with speakers of that language, while only 40 

percent report using only Pashto with Pashto speakers. As 

a corollary to this, only 25 percent report using Hindko 

with Urdu speakers, whereas 30 percent report using 

Hindko with Pashto speakers. The results of Urdu recorded 

text testing in Jammun (average score of 86 percent for 

the 37 men tested, with a standard deviation of 13 – see 

§3.3) seem to suggest that the high percentage of 

respondents who report using Urdu with Urdu speakers is 

linked with some ability to speak Urdu on the part of 

many. 

Education and travel are factors that can affect 

one’s ability to speak languages which predominate 

outside the home area. Education has a special effect on 

proficiency in Urdu, while travel affects the ability to speak 

other languages as well. 

As can be seen from figure (1.4), 58.6 percent of 

the men of Jammun have received some education. More 

than half the men who were interviewed concerning 

language-use practices are from the 13-29 year age group, 

and about three-fourths of this age group have had some 

education. Therefore, it is to be expected that their level 

of Urdu would enable them to communicate well in Urdu 

with speakers of that language. 
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More than half the respondents from Jammun 

report having traveled to the following localities: 

Rawalpindi, Abbottabad, Haripur (88% each) 

Peshawar (68%) 

Lahore, Karachi (59% each) 

Jammun is situated near the Tarbela Dam and is 

connected with the Grand Trunk Road by a paved road. 

Thus, of the four localities in Hazara Division in which 

information was gathered about travel, it has the best 

access to the large non-Hindko speaking cities of 

Rawalpindi, Lahore and Karachi. Therefore, it is not 

surprising that 88 percent of the respondents report 

having visited Rawalpindi, with about half of that group 

having visited it more than twenty times. However, two-

thirds of those who have visited Rawalpindi have never 

stayed there for as long as one week. Thus, for a majority 

of the respondents the visits to Rawalpindi have been 

short even though for many they have been frequent. 

Most of the Jammun respondents also report 

frequent but short visits to Haripur and Abbottabad, 

nearby communities in Hazara, where there are many 

Hindko speakers. A high 88 percent have visited Haripur, 

and the same percentage have visited Abbottabad; 82 

percent have visited both. It is surprising that only 26 percent 

have visited Mansehra, a Hindko-speaking community just north 

of Abbottabad. Nevertheless, more than two-thirds of those who 

have visited Mansehra have done so more than twenty times. 
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Judging from this information we may expect to find in Jammun 

a small group that has become well acquainted with the Hindko 

dialects of Mansehra District and a larger group that has not. As 

a matter of fact, the Jammun subjects scored an average of 83 

percent on the Hindko test from Balakot, a town in Mansehra 

District, but with the high standard deviation of 16. This gives 

evidence that indeed some of the subjects understood the Balakot 

text considerably better than others. (See §4.2.) 

A majority of the Jammun respondents (68 percent) have 

visited Peshawar more than once and nearly half of these have 

been there more than twenty times. These visits have presumably 

promoted facility in Pashto, although for some they may also 

have provided familiarity with Peshawari Hindko. Travel to 

Peshawar may have been occasioned by business relating to the 

provincial capital or it may have been purely for visiting. 

A slight majority of the Jammun respondents also report 

having visited Lahore and Karachi. These visits were on the 

whole less frequent than those to Rawalpindi, Peshawar and 

nearer communities. Visits to Lahore were also short, but nearly 

half of those who have traveled to Karachi remained there for 

more than six months. Thus, travel to Karachi, although not 

common, probably has had a significant effect on second 

language learning for those who traveled because of its 

duration.16 (Since the collection of data on travel outside Jammun 

was not carried out at the same time as the bilingualism testing 

and since the sources of the two kinds of information are not 

necessarily the same individuals, it is not possible at this point to 

demonstrate whether there is a relationship between frequent 

travel and higher levels of second language proficiency.)  
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2.2 Language Use in Singo Di Garhi 

Near the town of Abbottabad a study was carried 

out in the village of Singo Di Garhi. Representatives of all 

twenty households of this village participated in the study. 

This community is clearly less advantaged 

materially than the others studied. There is no electricity 

in the village. Slightly more than one-fourth of the 

respondents report having a radio; naturally, none reports 

having a television set. This situation contrasts with that in 

Sherpur, for example, where electricity is available and 

there are thirty television sets and 112 radios. 

Hindko is the language of all the homes in Singo Di 

Garhi. The only other language in common use in the 

community is Urdu. The languages used by Singo Di Garhi 

residents with people recognized as speakers of other 

languages are presented in figure (2.2) in terms of 

percentages of respondents.  
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The use of Hindko by Singo Di Garhi residents is 

clearly very vigorous, apparently more so than in any of 

the other communities studied, in that they use Hindko 

more with non- Hindko speaking people than do 

respondents from the other communities. Hindko is the 

only language used in communicating with family 

members or in occasional encounters with Gojri -speaking 

people. Hindko is also the principal language used with 

speakers of Panjabi. The fact that Hindko speakers from 

Singo Di Garhi generally speak Hindko with speakers of 

either Gojri  or Panjabi is, of course, feasible only because 

the three languages are relatively similar – by contrast, for 

example, with Pashto. A majority of respondents also 

report using Hindko with Pashto speakers, although 

slightly more than one-fourth use Urdu. Only one person 

reports using Pashto with Pashto speakers. It is only in 
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communicating with Urdu speakers that Singo Di Garhi 

residents use another language more than Hindko. Even 

so, more than half the respondents use at least some 

Hindko when speaking with speakers of Urdu. 

From these responses it is clear that the Hindko 

speakers of Singo Di Garhi, even though ethnically Swati 

Pathans and, hence, descended from Pashto-speakers, 

have little opportunity or necessity to speak Pashto. There 

are few Pashto speakers living in their vicinity. In this 

respect their situation is more like that of Balakot, another 

area where Pashto is only rarely used, than that of 

Jammun and Sherpur, where Pashto is prevalent. 

The apparently lower use of Urdu by Singo Di Garhi 

residents as compared with Jammun residents cannot be 

related to amount of education, which is the factor that 

most commonly promotes Urdu proficiency. Neither 

community has a high school; each has a primary school. 

Furthermore, the level of education attained by men in the 

two communities seems to be about the same. In Jammun 

58.7 percent of the men were reported to have had some 

education (see figure 1.4) and in Singo Di Garhi the 

percentage is 61.4 percent (see figure 1.5). However, Singo 

Di Garhi residents report traveling outside their village a 

bit less and for shorter periods than Jammun residents 

(see also §2.1). It may be that less travel gives them less 

contact with Urdu and less opportunity to use the Urdu 

that they have learned. 
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In Jammun 21.6 percent of the women have had 

some education as compared with 2.3 percent in Singo Di 

Garhi. The difference in women’s education, however, is 

unlikely to account for different language use patterns 

reported by male respondents. It does correlate well, 

however, with the fact that women from Singo Di Garhi 

travel very little. Among the thirteen women interviewed 

in connection with bilingualism studies, who may be more 

educated and well traveled than the women of the 

community as a whole, two have accompanied their 

husbands to live in the Karachi area for a year or more and 

one has lived in Rawalpindi for three months. Travel for 

the rest of the women interviewed is limited to nearby 

Abbottabad. 

Since Singo Di Garhi is situated close to the town of 

Abbottabad, its location is more favorable for travel to the 

cities of the Panjab or to Peshawar than that of either 

Sherpur or Balakot. It appears that the Hindko speakers of 

Singo Di Garhi take advantage of their location and do 

travel, although their travel patterns present some 

contrasts with those reported for Jammun. More than half 

the respondents report having traveled to the following 

localities outside the Abbottabad area: 

Mansehra, Rawalpindi (93% each) 

Lahore, Karachi (60% each) 

The high level of travel to Mansehra is interesting 

because that town has fewer commercial opportunities 
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than does Abbottabad, which is much closer — just a few 

kilometers away. It should be noted that the residents of 

Singo Di Garhi are Swati Pathans and that the majority of 

Swati Pathans reside in the district of Mansehra. It is 

possible, therefore, that they visit with people in the 

Mansehra area with whom they are linked by kinship ties. 

Travel to Rawalpindi is similarly high, although the 

frequency of trips is less than that for residents of 

Jammun. Only fourteen percent of those who have visited 

Rawalpindi have done so more than twenty times, 

whereas in Jammun the figure is forty-seven percent. 

Again, not even a third of those who have visited 

Rawalpindi have stayed there for as long as one week on 

their longest stay. Therefore, we can assume that these 

short, infrequent visits to Rawalpindi have not had a 

significant impact on levels of fluency in, or use of, Urdu.  

Patterns of travel to Lahore and Karachi are similar 

in Singo Di Garhi to those of Jammun: about three-fifths of 

the respondents have traveled to these cities. They have 

stayed for short periods (1-6 days) in Lahore, but some 

have remained for six months or more in Karachi. 

It is of interest that few respondents in Singo Di 

Garhi (only one third) report travel to Peshawar. A larger 

percentage of respondents from Sherpur have visited 

Peshawar. The lack of travel to Peshawar on the part of 

Singo Di Garhi residents may correlate with their low use 
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of Pashto, which in turn seems to be related to infrequent 

contact with Pashto speakers in their home area. 

2.3 Language Use in Sherpur 

Representatives of forty Hindko-speaking 

households participated in a study of language-use 

patterns in Sherpur, a community located ten kilometers 

northwest of the town of Mansehra. 

Respondents from Sherpur report using Pashto, 

Urdu, Panjabi and Gojri  in addition to Hindko. The 

languages used with those whom they recognize as 

speakers of other languages are presented in figure (2.3).  

 

In its language-use patterns Sherpur is the most 

multilingual of the communities studied as viewed from 

several standpoints: First, it is the only community in 

which less than 100 percent of the respondents report 
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using only Hindko in the home domain. Presumably, this 

results from intermarriage. 

Of greater significance is the fact that eighty-seven 

percent of the Hindko-speaking respondents report using 

Pashto with Pashto speakers. This indicates a more 

widespread use of Pashto than for any of the other 

communities studied. It is doubtless a result of frequent 

contact with Pashto speakers in the village itself, including 

intermarriage, and of travel to Pashto-speaking areas. A 

large number, perhaps half, of the residents of Sherpur, 

largely in the lower part of the village, speak Pashto as 

their first language; among these, cousin marriage is 

widely practiced. The Pashtoons in the upper part of the 

town, by contrast, use Hindko as the language of the home 

and do not regularly practice cousin marriage. In spite of 

these differences in marriage patterns and home 

languages, the Hindko speakers report considerable 

intermarriage with Pashto speakers. 

A high eighty-seven percent of the respondents 

report using Urdu with those recognized as speakers of 

Urdu. Again, this figure is higher than for any of the other 

communities studied and is doubtless reflective of access 

to education and of frequent travel. The proportion of 

men receiving some education is ten percent higher for 

Sherpur than for the other three communities. Also, they 

have, on the whole, completed more years of education, 

as indicated by the fact that the median point of education 
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among Sherpur men falls in the 6-10 years category 

whereas it falls in the 1-5 years category in the other three 

communities. It should be noted that there are two 

primary schools and one high school in Sherpur, whereas 

there is one primary school but no high school in Singo Di 

Garhi and in Jammun. Balakot, on the other hand, has 

education through college level. 

Sherpur residents — both those in the Hindko-

speaking households of this study and those in the Pashto-

speaking households — also have opportunities to 

improve at least their passive ability in Urdu through 

access to radio and television. Fifteen percent of all the 

households of Sherpur report having a television set and 

fifty-six percent report having a radio. By contrast, only 

twenty-seven percent of the respondents in Singo Di Garhi 

report having radios and none has a television set, the 

latter situation due to the fact that Singo Di Garhi does not 

have access to electricity, whatever other factors may be 

involved. 

Travel may well be an additional contributor to the 

use of Urdu by residents of Sherpur. Large percentages of 

the respondents report having traveled to the following 

localities: 

Abbottabad (93%) 

Rawalpindi (90%) 

Peshawar, Lahore (77% each) 

Karachi (64%) 
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Most of those who have traveled to Abbottabad 

report that they have visited there more than twenty 

times but have never stayed as long as one week. This is 

due largely to the fact that residents of Sherpur must pass 

through Abbottabad on their way to the Grand Trunk Road 

en route to the other cities which they visit. Another 

contributing factor is the larger bazaar area of Abbottabad 

as compared with the nearer town of Mansehra. 

Repeated travel by Sherpur residents to 

Rawalpindi, Lahore and Karachi doubtless enhances their 

use of Urdu. However, only small percentages of the 

respondents have gone to these cities as many as twenty 

times and in general their stays have been brief. Once 

again, we find the pattern that those who have traveled as 

far as Karachi have remained longer. Forty percent of 

those who have traveled to Karachi have remained for 

more than three months whereas that is true of only eight 

percent of those who have traveled to Lahore and of none 

who have traveled to Rawalpindi. 

The common use of Pashto in their home area 

probably is at least a partial explanation for why Hindko-

speaking residents of Sherpur travel frequently to 

Peshawar. One-third of those who report having visited 

there have gone more than twenty times. Twenty-one 

percent of those who have gone report that they have 

stayed for more than six months on their longest visit. 

Again, this contrasts with the infrequency of visits which 
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residents of Singo Di Garhi make to Peshawar. Even 

though both groups identify themselves as Swati Pathans, 

the more widespread use of Pashto in Sherpur seems to 

correlate with the more frequent and longer visits which 

Sherpur residents make to Peshawar. 

The sample of Sherpur women interviewed in 

connection with bilingualism testing suggests that they, 

like men from Sherpur, have lived and traveled extensively 

outside their area. Eight of the twenty-six women 

interviewed (31 percent) have lived for long periods in 

cities outside the area. These eight have lived an average 

of 4 years in Lahore, 5.4 years in Rawalpindi and 12 years 

in Karachi. Eighteen of the twenty-six women (69 percent) 

report having traveled, sometimes for months, to 

Rawalpindi, Lahore, Peshawar and Karachi. 

2.4 Language Use in Balakot 

Balakot is located in the hills of eastern Mansehra 

District at the base of the Kaghan Valley. In that 

community forty-eight residents were interviewed 

concerning the languages which they use in various 

contexts and the factors which affect their language 

choices. The percentage of respondents from Balakot 

giving the various responses is presented in figure (2.4). 
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Once more, the respondents report complete 

loyalty to Hindko in the family domain and with fellow 

speakers of Hindko. 

The Hindko-speaking people of Balakot are in 

frequent contact with Gojri -speaking people since many 

Gujjars are found in that vicinity. Some Gujjars come to 

the markets of Balakot daily. Others are storekeepers. Still 

others come to sell wood in Balakot or to work in the 

homes of Hindko speakers. Nineteen percent of the 

respondents report having learned Gojri  to the point 

where they use it in their communication with Gojri  

speakers. This contrasts with Jammun and Sherpur, where 

Pashto speakers are the principal other language group 

with whom Hindko speakers are in frequent contact. 

Although a large portion of the residents of Balakot 

identify themselves as Swati Pathans, not one of the 

respondents reported ever speaking Pashto. Thus, it 

appears that they have very little contact with Pashto 

speakers. 
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Hindko is the principal language used for 

communicating with those who speak Gojri and Panjabi, 

while Urdu is more commonly used when communicating 

with speakers of Pashto and Urdu. In some respects, the 

language-use patterns of Balakot are similar to those of 

Singo Di Garhi in that Urdu is the principal second 

language and Pashto virtually absent. However, the 

Balakot respondents seem to have greater access to Urdu 

and less dependence on Hindko than Singo Di Garhi 

residents. A higher percentage of the Balakot respondents 

report using Urdu with speakers of Pashto and Urdu, and a 

correspondingly lower percentage use Hindko with them. 

Some also report using Urdu in communicating with 

speakers of Panjabi, which no one reports in Singo Di 

Garhi. 

It is interesting to note that the Hindko speakers of 

Balakot seem to use Urdu more frequently than do those 

of Singo Di Garhi. Usually, more frequent use of a second 

language is linked to greater proficiency in it. However, 

differences between Balakot and Singo Di Garhi in 

frequency of use — and perhaps proficiency — do not 

seem to be explained in terms of differing levels of 

education. The percentages of men who have had some 

education in Singo di Garhi (61.4 percent) and Balakot 

(60.7 percent) are almost the same. The median number 

of years of education for both groups is between one and 

five years, and about 80 percent of the younger (under 30) 

men of both localities have had some education. 
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More than half the Balakot respondents report 

having traveled to the following localities: 

Mansehra (98%) 

Abbottabad (94%) 

Rawalpindi (90%) 

Peshawar (52%) 

The frequent visits to Mansehra and Abbottabad are 

not surprising in view of the fact that Balakot residents 

normally pass through those towns en route to the Grand 

Trunk Road and on to the cities farther south. 

Although many respondents (90 percent) report 

having visited Rawalpindi, their visits on the whole have 

been neither frequent nor prolonged. Of those who have 

visited Rawalpindi, about half have visited fewer than ten 

times and 70 percent have never stayed as long as one 

week.  

Fewer respondents from Balakot, as compared to the 

other three communities studied, report having traveled 

to Lahore and Karachi; in fact, this was the only 

community in which not even half the respondents have 

traveled to Karachi. 

Barely half the Balakot respondents (52 percent) 

report having visited Peshawar. Sixty percent of those who 

have visited there have been there fewer than five times, 

and no one has visited there twenty times. On eighty 

percent of the visits they stayed for less than one week. 
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2.5 Language Use in Wad Pagga 

The village of Wad Pagga lies close to Peshawar, 

slightly to the north and east. It is part of a large group of 

Hindko-speaking villages east of Peshawar which Shackle 

(1980:497-498) refers to as Tappa Khalsa. Information 

about language use was collected in Wad Pagga not 

through interviews with many household representatives 

but through two interviews with a mother of adult 

children who has lived in that village all her life. This 

woman is able to read the Urdu, Panjabi, Pashto and 

Arabic scripts and can write letters in Urdu. Two daughters 

and a son, who were present at times during the 

interviews, also made comments. The daughters can read 

and write Urdu and some English; they write letters in 

Urdu. They report that they find it difficult, even with 

effort, to write Hindko because of some difficulty in 

symbolizing certain sounds. 

When conversing with other Hindko speakers, the 

respondent always uses Hindko. If there is a dialect 

difference, adjustments are made, perhaps on the part of 

both speakers. If the other person is an Urdu speaker, the 

conversation is in Urdu. If the other person speaks Panjabi, 

she uses a mixture of Hindko and Urdu. If the other person 

speaks Pashto, she uses Pashto. 

The main population of the village of Wad Pagga is 

Hindkospeaking Saiyids. The girls marry only Saiyid boys; 

the boys sometimes marry girls from other groups. It is 
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considered preferable to marry relatives. The mother 

tongue of the marriage partner is not an important 

consideration when marriages are arranged since it is 

assumed that the girl will learn the language of her 

husband’s family. The important consideration is whether 

the partner is a Saiyid. 

In Wad Pagga there are also Hindko-speaking 

people of other ethnic origins, as well as some Pashto-

speaking Mohmand Pashtoons and Pashto-speaking 

“Kabuli”, or Afghan, Pashtoon refugees. There is some 

intermarriage between Hindko- and Pashto-speaking 

people in this area. 

Six villages in the area, including nearby Pakha 

Gholam, are said by the respondent to be entirely Hindko-

speaking, but others include both Hindko and Pashto 

mother-tongue speakers. There are also many villages in 

the vicinity where the residents speak only Pashto. The 

respondent commented that the Hindko of Wad Pagga 

incorporates some Urdu vocabulary, whereas the speech 

of some other villages retains a higher percentage of 

authentic Hindko vocabulary. 

Most of the Hindko-speaking men and women of 

Wad Pagga can speak some Pashto, and apparently many 

local Pashtoons have learned to speak some Hindko. The 

woman who was interviewed says that her ability in 

Pashto is limited to only basic conversation. In both cases, 

learning of the other language comes about through social 
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interaction in the village. In addition, sometimes a girl who 

speaks a different language marries into a home, with the 

result that others in the home learn some of her language. 

Also, women at times gather on the roof tops for visiting. 

When a Pashto-speaking woman is present, the 

conversation is in Pashto; otherwise it is in Hindko. 

In Wad Pagga there is a school for girls which offer 

education through grade five. If the teacher can speak and 

explain well in Urdu, she does that. If not, she gives the 

explanation in Hindko. Since there are no Pashtoon or 

Afghan girls reported in the school, there is no language 

problem. Girls can continue their schooling by attending 

higher schools in Peshawar. However, the girls of the 

home where the interviews were conducted continue their 

study at home, citing the convention that Saiyids practice 

strict purdah.  

In the home the respondent watches Urdu and 

Hindko programs on television while the children watch 

these and English programs as well. The girls also listen to 

Urdu songs, but not Pashto songs, on a tape recorder. 

Although the respondent has lived in Wad Pagga all 

her life, she has visited various localities in the North-West 

Frontier Province and the Panjab. Each visit has been 

limited to two or three days. When visiting during her 

travels, she speaks Hindko, Pashto and Urdu with those 

who speak those languages. With speakers of Panjabi she 

uses a mixture of Hindko and Urdu.  
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BILINGUAL PROFICIENCY OF HINDKO 

SPEAKERS 
As seen in the preceding chapter, there are some 

Hindkospeaking people who in the course of their regular 

activities speak Urdu, Pashto, Panjabi or Gojri  in addition 

to Hindko in dealing with other-language speakers in their 

areas. Urdu is spoken by some people in each of the four 

communities studied. Pashto is used by many in Jammun 

and Sherpur, by few in Singo Di Garhi and by none of the 

Balakot sample. Panjabi is used by a few in Singo Di Garhi 

and Balakot and by a larger group, though a minority, in 

Sherpur. Gojri  is used by a few in Balakot and by very few 

in Sherpur. In general, of course, the language repertoires 

and choices relate to contact and opportunities found in 

the communities studied.  

That many Hindko-speaking people of a community 

use a second language when conversing with speakers of 

that language suggests a high level of societal bilingualism, 

but it does not directly provide information about the 

proficiency with which the Hindko speakers use the 

second language. Therefore, the proficiency of Hindko 

speakers in speaking Urdu, Pashto and Panjabi was tested 

in several communities. 

3.1 Tests of Bilingual Proficiency 

Two kinds of tests were used to evaluate bilingual 

proficiency: sentence repetition tests (SRTs) and recorded 

text tests (RTTs). The first type of test was used for testing 
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proficiency in Urdu and Pashto. The second type was used 

for Urdu and Panjabi. 

3.1.1 Sentence Repetition Test 

Sentence repetition tests are based on the premise 

that a person cannot repeat sentences of any linguistic 

complexity in another language beyond the level of his 

control – or at least comprehension – of that language. An 

SRT consists of a set of sentences in a second language 

which the subject is asked to listen to and repeat. The 

accuracy with which he is able to repeat the sentences is 

taken as an indication of his proficiency in that language. 

The scores resulting from subjects’ performances 

on an SRT are expressed in terms of descriptive 

evaluations of second language proficiency called 

Reported Proficiency Evaluation (RPE) levels. These range 

from RPE level 0+ (very minimal proficiency) to RPE level 

4+ (approaching the proficiency of a native speaker). (See 

appendix A.3 for a summary of the procedures for 

developing and interpreting a sentence repetition test.) 

3.1.2 Recorded Text Test 

The second type of test used in this study for 

evaluating levels of second language proficiency is a 

recorded text test (RTT). The form of the RTT is essentially 

the same as that used for testing intelligibility among 

related dialects. A tape-recorded text in the test language 

is played for people who have learned it as a second 

language. They are asked to answer ten questions, 
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presented in their mother tongue, about its content, thus 

showing their level of comprehension of the text. (See 

appendix A.2 for a summary of procedures used in 

constructing an RTT.) 

3.2 Urdu Bilingualism Testing in Singo Di Garhi 

The second-language proficiency in Urdu of 

residents of Singo Di Garhi was assessed through the 

administration of both the Urdu Sentence Repetition Test 

and the Urdu Recorded Text Test.  

3.2.1 Urdu Sentence Repetition Test 

The Urdu Sentence Repetition Test was 

administered to twenty-eight men and nine women in 

Singo Di Garhi. The scores of the men and women in the 

various age and education groups are displayed in figure 

(3.1).  
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n = number of subjects tested from that group 

RPE = RPE level equivalent to average score 

ave = average SRT score 

3+ = RPE level 3+ and above 

From figure (3.1) it can be seen that education plays a 

very important role in Urdu proficiency in Singo Di Garhi. All the 

groups of educated men, regardless of age, averaged RPE level 

3+ and above. None of the groups of uneducated men, 

whatever their age, averaged higher than RPE level 3. Also, we 

see a much greater range of Urdu proficiency in the various 

groups of uneducated men than in the groups of educated men. 

This is even more clear in figure (3.2), which shows the 

percentage of men at each of the RPE levels within the 

educated and uneducated groups.  
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The results of Urdu sentence repetition testing in 

Singo Di Garhi show that proficiency is generally high 

among educated men (61.5 percent of the male 

population) but not among uneducated men (38.5 percent 

of the male population) nor among women, all of whom 

are also uneducated. All but two of the eighteen educated 

men scored at the highest RPE level, 3+ or above; whereas 

only three of the ten uneducated men scored so highly. 

Travel to distant locations is also a factor in Urdu 

proficiency among the men of Singo Di Garhi. Men who 

have not attended school but have traveled to cities of the 

Panjab and Karachi scored higher than those uneducated 

men who have not traveled. Presumably this is because 

travel to non-Hindko areas increases the frequency with 

which they are compelled to communicate in Urdu. For 

example, one uneducated man who has been to Karachi 

more than ten times scored at RPE level 3, while a second 
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uneducated man who has rarely been outside Hazara 

Division scored at RPE level 0+. Amounts of informal Urdu 

learning will, of course, vary between the extremes 

represented by these two men. 

None of the females tested in Singo Di Garhi has 

been to school. Not surprisingly, their command of Urdu 

seems to be minimal as reflected in their performance on 

the Urdu SRT.  

It is interesting to note that three of the women 

tested have traveled outside their village. One lived in 

Karachi for five years, one lived near Karachi for a year, 

and one lived in Rawalpindi for three months. The other 

six women have not traveled outside the area. 

Nevertheless, the outside travel/living of the three women 

does not seem to have caused them to perform better on 

the Urdu SRT than the untraveled women. It is probable 

that the time spent outside their village was spent with 

others with whom they could communicate in Hindko or 

that for some other reason they had no need to speak 

Urdu or any other language of wider communication. 

3.2.2 Urdu Recorded Text Test 

The Urdu Recorded Text Test was administered in 

Singo Di Garhi to eighteen men. Their scores range from 

80 to 100 percent, with an average of 95 percent. The 

standard deviation is 6.2. 
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Information about age and education level is 

available for eleven of the subjects. Even though the 

number of subjects is small, their scores, distributed in the 

age and education groups, are presented in figure (3.3).  

 

Although the number of subjects is few, scores on 

the Urdu Recorded Text Test corroborate the importance 

of education and its effect on Urdu proficiency as shown 

by the Urdu SRT. It appears that in Singo Di Garhi the men 

with education (RTT average scores of 95 percent and 96 

percent) are probably more proficient in Urdu than those 

without education (RTT average 90 percent). (It should be 

noted that the Urdu RTT is a much easier test than the 

Urdu SRT, which explains why the difference between the 

educated and uneducated groups on the RTT is not so 

great as that on the SRT.) 
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3.3 Urdu Bilingualism Testing in Jammun 

The Urdu Recorded Text Test was administered to 

thirtyseven men in Jammun. The average score of this 

sample was 86 percent, with a standard deviation of 13. As 

a group these men can understand Urdu; however, there 

is considerable range in their abilities: Nearly one-third of 

the subjects performed perfectly on the test, while others 

were unable to answer more than half the questions 

correctly. 

Information about age and education levels is 

available for thirty-six of the thirty-seven men in Jammun. 

The scores of these subjects as distributed in the age and 

education groups are presented in figure (3.4).  
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Once again, the role of education in Urdu 

proficiency can be observed. Uneducated men scored an 

average of 80 percent while educated men scored an 

average of 88 percent. The average score increased with 

the progression from 1-5 to 6-10 years of schooling, but, 

surprisingly, the smallest group, consisting of the most 

educated men, dipped below the average for all educated 

men. This may be a misleading result due to the small 

sample size or some other unidentified factor. 

3.4 Bilingualism Testing in Sherpur 

The second language proficiency in Urdu of 

Sherpur men and women was assessed through 

administration of the Urdu SRT. Pashto second language 

proficiency was assessed through administration of the 

Pashto SRT. 

3.4.1 Urdu Sentence Repetition Test 

The Urdu Sentence Repetition Test was 

administered in Sherpur to fifty-five men and twenty-three 

women. The scores of the men and women in the various 

age and education groups are displayed in figure (3.5). 

Again in Sherpur, the effect of education on 

proficiency in Urdu is evident. The uneducated men, who 

averaged RPE 2+, are the only education group of men not 

to attain RPE 3+ and above. The uneducated women, who 

averaged RPE 2, perform at levels below the women with 

1-5 years of education, who averaged RPE 2+, and those 
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with six or more years of education, whose average is RPE 

3+ and above. 

Thus, with both men and women there proved to 

be a difference in Urdu proficiency between those who are 

educated and those who are not. In addition, the 

differences in level of education seem to be significant, in 

particular for the women. Those women with higher levels 

of education scored on the average higher than those with 

less education. The groups of women in order of 

increasing levels of education scored on the average 29, 38 

and 40 points. So, not surprisingly, it appears that in 

Sherpur, at least, women continue to improve their 

proficiency in Urdu as they progress in level of education. 
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The scores of educated Sherpur men cluster at the 

highest levels of Urdu proficiency while the scores of 

uneducated men are more evenly distributed throughout 

the various levels of proficiency, a phenomenon that is 

repeated with the women. Figure (3.6) displays the 

percentage of educated and uneducated men and women 

scoring at each RPE level. 
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It is interesting to note that half the six uneducated 

men in Sherpur made scores on the Urdu SRT equivalent 

to the highest RPE level. These three subjects are, in fact, 

brothers, who are involved in the same business. They 

collect firewood from forests outside Sherpur and 

frequently take it to the district center and elsewhere to 

sell. They also frequently travel to Lahore. By contrast, 

another uneducated man, who scored at the much lower 

RPE level of 1, makes mattresses in Sherpur itself. He 

travels away from Sherpur much less frequently and has 

never been to Lahore. 

For educated people, education has been a 

powerful vehicle for learning Urdu. For uneducated men, 

outside travel and employment which takes them away 

from Sherpur apparently also have an important role to 

play in the development of Urdu proficiency. 
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It is also evident that the uneducated women of 

Sherpur have succeeded in learning Urdu to an extent not 

matched by the uneducated women of Singo Di Garhi. 

Sixty percent of the uneducated women of Sherpur scored 

at RPE level 2+ or better; while in Singo Di Garhi, none of 

the (all uneducated) women scored at those levels. This 

higher level of proficiency in Urdu among the women of 

Sherpur cannot be explained by appealing to travel outside 

the area, as there seems to be little difference between 

the scores of those who have traveled and those who have 

not. Certain factors within each village appear to be at 

work: 

First, the women of Sherpur have regular contact 

with Urdu through radio and television. A household 

survey shows that thirty Sherpur households have 

television sets and 112 have radios. At times, members of 

households without television sets spend time in 

households that have them, so the impact of the thirty 

television sets in the community is not limited to just 

those thirty households. This contrasts with the absence of 

television and near absence of radios in Singo Di Garhi. 

There is another factor within Sherpur which seems 

to promote the learning of Urdu, a secondary effect of 

education. Mothers and other women hear the school-

going children recite their lessons in Urdu day after day 

and, apparently as a result, learn some of the Urdu of 

those lessons. The widespread and longstanding 
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availability of education in Sherpur apparently has had an 

impact beyond its school-going population.  

3.4.2 Pashto Sentence Repetition Test 

The extent to which the men of Sherpur are 

proficient in Pashto was tested by administering the 

Pashto Sentence Repetition Test to thirty-four men. The 

scores from that testing as distributed in the various age 

and education groups are displayed in figure (3.7).  

 

When the results of Pashto bilingualism testing in 

Sherpur are compared with those of Urdu bilingualism 

testing, several factors become evident: First, it is clear 

that the Hindko-speaking men of Sherpur, in spite of their 

regular interaction with Pashto mother-tongue speakers in 

the community, do not have the same level of proficiency 

in Pashto that they have in Urdu. There are many more 

men with low scores in Pashto; even the group with the 

highest score in Pashto, RPE 3, is lower than most of the 

groups in Urdu which averaged at RPE 3+. 
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Also, the average scores in Pashto increase as the 

age group of the subjects increases. This is to be expected 

when a language is learned informally, as is the case with 

Pashto in Sherpur. It is interesting to note that the average 

scores also increase as the average educational level of the 

subjects increases. This might not hold true if the testing 

were to be extended to include larger numbers of subjects 

at the lower educational levels. However, if it were to 

prove true that those subjects with higher educational 

levels consistently have higher Pashto SRT scores, it may 

be that their increased Pashto proficiency actually results 

from other contact opportunities, such as interactions 

with Pashto-speaking classmates, or occupation-related 

travel, which are only an indirect consequence of 

education.  

The percentage of Sherpur men in each age group 

who scored at each RPE level of Pashto proficiency is 

displayed in figure (3.8). 
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It can be observed in figure (3.8) that there are 

more younger men at the lower RPE levels of 2 or below 

and none of the three oldest age group subjects at that 

level. Furthermore, the median score in the 13-19 and 20-

29 year age groups is RPE 2+, whereas the median score in 

the 30-39 year age group is RPE 3+- and-above. Thus, from 

various perspectives it seems that proficiency in Pashto 

among Sherpur men increases with age, i.e., with exposure 

to Pashto. 

3.5 Panjabi Bilingualism Testing 

Second-language proficiency in (Lahore) Panjabi 

was investigated in a modest way by administering a 

Panjabi Recorded Text Test to three small groups of 

subjects: eleven Peshawar men18 and three Sherpur 

women. The scores of these three groups are displayed in 

figure (3.9).  
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The comparatively high scores of the Sherpur 

women and the Peshawar men indicate some 

comprehension of Panjabi. Two young women from 

Sherpur each scored ninety percent on the Panjabi RTT. 

One of these has passed matriculation and has traveled to 

the Panjab. The other attended school for six years and is 

now studying privately in order to pass matriculation; she 

once lived in the Lahore area for six months. Surprisingly, 

though, it was a woman above fifty who had four years of 

education many years ago and who has never traveled 

even as far as Mansehra who scored 100 percent on the 

Panjabi RTT. This fragmentary evidence, including the 

rather low (less than 10) standard deviations in the scores, 

seems to suggest that Hindko has a fair amount of 

inherent intelligibility with Panjabi, based on close genetic 

relationship, quite apart from any comprehension derived 

from contact.  

DIALECTS OF HINDKO 

The Hindko language is spoken over a rather large 

geographic area, especially in its north-south dimension. 

Some enclaves of Hindko speakers are not geographically 
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contiguous to others. Therefore, it is not surprising to find 

that there is significant dialect differentiation among the 

varieties of speech called Hindko. 

Two approaches were taken to the study of Hindko 

dialects. The similarity of the lexicon was examined as the 

first index of overall linguistic similarity and, presumably, 

genetic proximity.19 Secondly, the extent to which 

speakers of each geographical dialect understand the 

speech of other such dialects was measured by means of 

testing the comprehension of tape recorded speech 

samples consisting of personal-experience narratives. 

4.1 Lexical Similarity 

Hindko equivalents to the items on a 210-item 

standard word list were elicited in eleven Hindko-speaking 

communities. In each case a Hindko speaker who had lived 

since birth in the locality where the list was collected was 

asked to provide the most natural Hindko equivalent to 

each item of the list. The list was normally presented in 

Urdu, occasionally in Panjabi. Later, the same list was 

elicited from a second speaker in order to find any items 

which might differ. Divergent responses were investigated 

with the second – or a third – speaker. This checking 

procedure is intended to bring to light any 

misunderstandings of the Urdu cue words and to identify 

any items for which there is more than one Hindko 

equivalent or for which Urdu loan words were given 

instead of Hindko terms in common use.  
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Word lists were collected in this way from the 

following localities (with the abbreviation for each locality 

shown to the right): 

Balakot (Mansehra Dist.)   BA 

Sherpur (Mansehra Dist.)   SH 

Mansehra City     MA 

Singo Di Garhi (Abbottabad Dist.)  SI 

Jammun (near Ghazi) (Abbottabad Dist.) JA 

Attock City     AT 

Talagang (Attock Dist.)   TA 

Kohat City     KO 

Wad Pagga (Peshawar Dist.)   WA 

Pakha Gholam (Peshawar Dist.)  PA 

Peshawar City     PE 

Each word list was compared with all the others 

pair by pair in order to determine the extent to which the 

corresponding Hindko lexical items are similar. In this 

procedure no attempt is made to identify true cognates 

based on consistent sound correspondences. Rather, the 

items are compared only for obvious phonetic similarity. 

(See appendix A.1 for a summary of this procedure.) 

After all pairs of items on two word lists have been 

determined to be phonetically similar or not according to 

the criteria, the percentage of similar items is calculated. 

This procedure is repeated for each pair of dialects. 
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The percentage of phonetically similar lexical items 

for each pair of Hindko dialects compared is displayed in 

figure (4.1).  

(4.1) Percentages of Phonetically Similar 

Lexical Items Shared by Pairs of Hindko Dialects 

BA Balakot 

SH 89 Sherpur 

MA 87 92 Mansehra 

SI 87 89 90 Singo Di Garhi 

JA 82 85 84 89 Jammun 

AT 71 76 77 79 82 Attock 

TA 67 70 73 77 75 85 Talagang 

KO 69 70 68 70 76 79 76 Kohat 

WA 70 75 74 74 76 81 73 76 Wad Pagga 

PA 73 76 76 77 78 81 75 76 93 Pakha Gholam 

PE 70 73 74 71 73 70 66 71 79 81 Peshawar 

From the percentages of similarity displayed in 

figure (4.1) it can be seen that the dialects of certain 

Hindko areas are especially similar. The two rural dialects 

of Peshawar District, Wad Pagga and Pakha Gholam, are 

especially similar to each other (93 percent) but not 

particularly so to that of Peshawar City.20 It is interesting 

to note the moderate lexical distance between Peshawar 

rural dialects and the city dialect, which contrasts with the 

fact that they are geographically close — Pakha Gholam, 

for example, being a mere five kilometers from the city of 

Peshawar. An examination of the lexical items which are 
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interpreted as different in the Pakha Gholam and 

Peshawar city dialects has revealed that in 63 percent of 

cases the city dialect uses an Urdu or Panjabi word not 

used in the rural dialect.21  

There is also considerable lexical homogeneity 

among the Hindko dialects of Hazara Division (Mansehra 

and Abbottabad Districts). Some of the highest lexical 

similarity percentages in the entire Hindko-speaking area 

are found there. All five of the Hazara dialects compared 

— Balakot, Sherpur, Mansehra, Singo Di Garhi and 

Jammun — show at least 82 percent similarity in the word 

lists.  

The two dialects in Attock District — Attock City 

and Talagang — are also rather similar (85 percent).  

Both Kohat City22 and Peshawar City appear to 

stand alone as distinctive dialects. Kohat is less than 80 

percent similar to any other dialect, and Peshawar City 

reaches the 80 percent similarity mark only with nearby 

Pakha Gholam (81 percent). 

On the basis of lexical similarity counts we can 

recognize five dialect areas for Hindko: Hazara, Attock, 

Kohat, rural Peshawar and Peshawar city. The range of 

lexical similarity scores among these five Hindko dialect 

areas may be seen in figure (4.2). For each comparison 

there is a range of scores when dialect areas consisting of 

more than one (sub-) dialect arecompared. 
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(4.2) Ranges of Lexical Similarity Percentages 

Among thePrincipal Hindko Dialect Areas 

Hazara   Hazara 

Attock   67-82 Attock 

Kohat   68-76 76-79 Kohat 

Peshawar rural 70-78 73-81 76 Peshawar rural 

Peshawar city  70-74 66-70 71 79-81 Peshawar city 

From these percentage ranges it can be seen that 

each of the five areas is rather distinct from the others. 

With just two exceptions, each dialect area is linked with 

every other by no more than 80 percent lexical similarity. 

The lexical similarity between Hazara and Attock areas is at 

its lowest 67 percent; that between Peshawar city and 

Attock an even lower 66 percent. Attock, Kohat and rural 

Peshawar seem to constitute a central area united by a 

minimum of 73 percent lexical similarity, while Hazara and 

Peshawar city are the ends of the dialect string, connected 

to dialects of the central group by percentages of similarity 

as low as the sixties. 

The fact that the speech of Dera Ismail Khan is 

called Hindko by some of its speakers and Siraiki by others 

has been mentioned earlier (see §1.1.3).23 The relative 

lexical distance between the speech of Dera Ismail Khan 

and the dialects treated in this study may be seen from 

figure (4.3), in which its lexical similarity scores are 

presented. Note that the highest similarity count for D.I. 

Khan is 70 percent and that this is at the low end of the 
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range for the other lexical similarity comparisons. Thus, 

the decision not to include D.I. Khan in the study is 

confirmed.  

(4.3) Lexical Similarity Percentages Between 

the Speech of D.I. Khan and the Dialects of This 

Study 

BASH MA SI JA AT TA KO WA PA PE 

D.I. Khan 64 65 64 67 67 70 65 68  67  66  65 

4.2 Comprehension of Oral Speech  

The factors which cause speakers of one dialect to 

understand a related dialect are both linguistic and social. 

Obviously, similarity in lexicon, grammatical patterns and 

phonological structure facilitates understanding. There 

are, however, additional factors which may favor 

understanding, such as previous contact with that dialect 

or other related dialects, a need to understand the other 

dialect, or positive attitudes toward speakers of the other 

dialect. This complex interplay of linguistic and social 

factors, often difficult to distinguish, results in differing 

levels of intelligibility among related dialects. (See chapter 

5 for discussion of some attitude factors.) 

4.2.1 Recorded Text Test 

Intelligibility among dialects of Hindko was studied 

by using tape-recorded texts, which was also one of the 

methods used for testing bilingual proficiency. A text 

which is a personalexperience narrative is tape-recorded 
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in one village or area and played for speakers of another 

dialect in another village or area in order to infer patterns 

of intelligibility. (See appendix A.2 for a summary of 

procedures used in constructing a recorded text test, or 

RTT). 

4.2.2 Dialect Intelligibility 

Recorded text tests were developed in Balakot, 

Jammun, Talagang, Kohat and Wad Pagga. Each test was 

first validated by administering it in the locality in which it 

had been prepared. It was then administered in all the 

other localities mentioned. Additional recorded text tests 

were developed in Sherpur and Singo Di Garhi. These tests 

were administered elsewhere in Hazara Division and in 

two or three other localities, but not so extensively as the 

first five. All the tests were administered in Peshawar city. 

The test from Peshawar city was also administered in a 

few locations. 

The results of recorded-text intelligibility testing 

among Hindko dialects are shown in figure (4.4). The 

standard deviations are given below the average scores. 

The number of subjects in each case was at least ten 

unless otherwise indicated. 

From these scores we can observe the community 

of comprehension within the northern dialects (in Hazara 

Division), as evidenced by the scores for Balakot, Sherpur, 

Singo Di Garhi and Jammun. Nearly all scores are in the 

ninety-two percent ranges or better; most are ninety-five 
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percent or better. The lone exception is the poorer 

understanding (83 percent) that the people of Jammun 

had of the Balakot text. The higher standard deviation 

here (16) also suggests that some of the Jammun people 

tested understand the Balakot dialect better than others 

because of having learned it through contact. 

The southern dialects of Talagang, Kohat, Wad 

Pagga and Peshawar city also exhibit a community of 

comprehension, with nearly all scores at ninety percent or 

higher. The only exception is the lower comprehension 

that Wad Pagga people demonstrated of the Kohat dialect 

(85 percent). 

Comprehension between the northern and 

southern areas is markedly less. Speakers of northern 

dialects understood Talagang (93 percent and 91 percent) 

and Wad Pagga (95 percent and 88 percent) reasonably 

well but Kohat (83 percent) less well. Speakers of southern 

dialects understood the northern dialects even less well, 

with more than half of the scores less than eighty percent.  
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As stated above, in five communities (Balakot, 

Jammun, Talagang, Kohat and Wad Pagga), representing 

the geographic extremes of the area, intelligibility testing 

was carried out in each community for each of the other 

four dialects. The scores from these representative 
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dialects are re-displayed in figure (4.5) in order to facilitate 

comparison.  

 

Ignoring the score made on each test when it was 

administered in the locality where it was developed (i.e., 

the hometown test, shown in parentheses in the chart), it 

is possible to explore the extent to which each dialect is 

understood in the other localities. For each test the scores 

on that text of the other four test points have been 

averaged to find the average degree to which the text was 

understood in the other areas. Those averages are 

displayed in figure (4.6).  

 

From the scores displayed in figure (4.6) it may be 

seen that Talagang and Wad Pagga were understood best, 

on the average, by speakers of the other dialects in this 
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five-dialect network. The Balakot subjects understood 

Talagang (93 percent) better than they did Wad Pagga (88 

percent), while Jammun subjects understood Wad Pagga 

(95 percent) better than they did Talagang (91 percent). It 

is interesting to note that Wad Pagga and Jammun dialects 

are the only ones of these five whose lexical similarity 

count with any of the other four representative dialects 

does not fall below seventy percent (figure 4.1). However, 

even though Jammun shows high lexical similarity with all 

the other four representative dialects, it is not well 

understood in Kohat, as shown by intelligibility testing 

scores (71 percent). Perhaps lexical similarity is a 

significant factor in explaining why, on the average, Wad 

Pagga is understood best, by a slight margin, in the other 

four dialect areas. 

The dialects of Jammun and Kohat were also 

understood over a wide area, but noticeably less well than 

those of Talagang and Wad Pagga. The dialect of Balakot 

was, on the average, considerably less well understood by 

speakers of other dialects than any other. 

4.3 Comparison of Lexical Similarity and Dialect 

Intelligibility Results 

Lexical similarity counts suggest five Hindko dialect 

areas: Hazara, Attock, Kohat city, Peshawar rural and 

Peshawar city. Dialect intelligibility testing also clearly 

indicates the separation of the northern (Hazara) group of 

dialects from the group of dialects farther south and west. 
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Somewhat lower scores on the northern dialect tests by 

Peshawar city subjects may suggest the existence of a 

separate Peshawar city area. However, since the Peshawar 

city test was not administered in many test points, the 

evidence from dialect intelligibility testing for a separate 

Peshawar city area is not clear. 

Lexical counts show Jammun to be lexically the 

most central of the five dialects. That is, it has the highest 

average percentage of lexical similarity with the other four 

dialects. Intelligibility testing, however, shows the dialects 

a bit farther south and west, i.e., Talagang and Wad Pagga, 

to be more central in terms of intelligibility. From both 

standpoints the northern Hazara dialect of Balakot is the 

most peripheral.  
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ATTITUDES OF HINDKO SPEAKERS TOWARD 

OTHER LANGUAGES AND DIALECTS 
As has been discussed in previous chapters, a 

complex interplay of linguistic and social factors, often 

difficult to distinguish, results in differing levels of 

intelligibility among related dialects and in different levels 

of second language proficiency in speakers of those 

dialects. This chapter will discuss attitudes expressed by 

Hindko-speakers that may affect their proficiency in and 

use of other languages and dialects.  

Interviews were conducted in Jammun, Singo Di 

Garhi, Sherpur and Balakot in order to attempt to learn 

what attitudes the respondents have toward their own 

language and other languages used in their communities 

or areas. Some of the interview questions were designed 

to discover which language is preferred in various 

contexts. Others were designed to elicit attitudes toward 

specific languages or dialects. 

5.1 Language Preference 

During the course of the study it became evident 

that listening to the radio is a common practice in Hindko-

speaking communities and that radio is a common source 

of exposure to languages other than Hindko. In Sherpur 56 

percent of the households have radios, but in Singo Di 

Garhi only 27 percent have them. (In Balakot 71 percent of 

the small group of 48 men interviewed report having 
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radios, and 27 percent of that group report having a 

television. In Jammun this topic was not investigated.)  

Respondents in Singo Di Garhi, Sherpur and Balakot 

were asked to name the language(s) of radio broadcasts to 

which they customarily listen. Responses are summarized 

in figure (5.1). 

 

Although various languages and combinations of 

languages appeal to the respondents in these villages, it is 

evident that Urdu is the overwhelming favorite for radio 

listening. In Singo Di Garhi it is the only radio language for 

which a preference was expressed. Hindko was mentioned 
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only in combination with other languages and then by few 

respondents: nine percent in Sherpur, four percent in 

Balakot and no one in Singo Di Garhi. It must be noted, of 

course, that the majority of radio programming is in Urdu. 

Hindko speakers may prefer listening to Urdu programs for 

their quality or in order to learn more Urdu. It may also be 

difficult for Hindko speakers to develop a practice of 

listening to radio programs in Hindko when they are aired 

quite infrequently. On the other hand, these responses 

may indicate that for Hindko speakers radio is thought to 

be a public function, similar to other official settings in 

which Urdu is considered appropriate. If that were the 

case, Hindko, which is very strong in the home setting, 

would not be expected for use in official roles. 

The fact that thirty-three percent of the Sherpur 

respondents report listening to Pashto on the radio, while 

no one in Singo Di Garhi or Balakot mentions it, is further 

confirmation of the importance that people of Sherpur 

attach to Pashto, something not found in the other two 

towns. 

5.2 Attitudes Toward Specific Languages 

Respondents were also asked to answer a set of 

questions which approach the matter of language 

attitudes indirectly. These questions deal with specifically 

named languages: Hindko itself, including some of its 

dialects, and also Urdu, Pashto, Panjabi and Gojri. 
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5.2.1 Attitudes toward Languages Other than 

Hindko 

Each respondent was asked to demonstrate 

language attitudes by indicating whether he would be 

willing for his son to marry a girl who speaks certain 

languages other than his own. The languages mentioned 

were Urdu, Pashto, Panjabi and Gojri. The premise 

underlying this type of question is that a positive response 

to the question indicates a positive attitude toward the 

language mentioned. 

Although these questions were asked in all four 

communities, the responses from Jammun and Singo Di 

Garhi did not reveal anything about language attitudes. 

The respondents from Jammun replied that they marry, at 

least ideally, only within their own ethnic group. Those 

from Singo Di Garhi said that they marry only their cousins. 

Those from Sherpur and Balakot, however, were prepared 

to consider intermarriage with others and gave a variety of 

responses. 

Respondents from Sherpur and Balakot were asked 

whether they would want their sons to marry Urdu-

speaking girls. Their responses are summarized in figure 

(5.2).  
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The responses from the two locations are similar 

and indicate that respondents in both communities have 

favorable attitudes toward Urdu speakers. An examination 

of the reasons given by those who gave a positive 

response shows that the most commonly mentioned 

reason is that Urdu speakers are “civilized” people. Such 

responses indicate that the Urdu language holds a high 

degree of prestige due to its role in education and 

literature and its association with social and economic 

advancement. 

Many of those who replied that they would not 

favor intermarriage with Urdu speakers said that they do 

not understand Urdu or that the bride would not 

understand them. This response indicates that they 

believe they have low proficiency in Urdu but does not 

necessarily reveal a negative attitude toward the language. 

Respondents were also asked whether they would 

be willing for their sons to marry Pashto-speaking girls, 

Panjabi-speaking girls, or Gojri -speaking girls. Their 

responses are summarized in figure (5.3).  
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From these responses it is evident that 

respondents from Sherpur have much more favorable 

attitudes toward Pashto than do respondents from 

Balakot. The reasons Sherpur residents gave for their 

positive responses show that they welcome their sons’ 

marrying Pashto-speaking girls because they themselves 

speak and understand Pashto. Curiously, one person 

commented that Pashtoons speak Hindko. Another 

mentioned that he already has other Pashto speakers in 

his family. Another said that Pashto is the language of their 

forefathers, i.e., they were Swati Pathans. 

The Balakot respondents mentioned the fact that 

they do not know Pashto as a reason for not wanting their 

sons to marry Pashto-speaking girls. Presumably 

communication would be too difficult. Others expressed 

the belief that a Pashto-speaking girl would be “dirty”. 
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Responses from both localities show a markedly 

negative attitude toward intermarriage with Panjabi 

speakers. This fits with the fact that only about one-third 

of the respondents from Sherpur and twelve percent of 

those from Balakot report that they ever use Panjabi with 

speakers of Panjabi. The response, however, contrasts 

with the more favorable attitude toward Urdu speakers 

exhibited in both of these communities. 

In explaining their responses most of the Balakot 

respondents said that they have no relatives who are 

Panjabis and that they marry only within their own group. 

Several of the Sherpur respondents said that Panjabi is a 

different language and, therefore, intermarriage is not 

desirable.  

Responses concerning intermarriage with Gojri 

speakers exhibit sharply negative attitudes in both Sherpur 

and Balakot. Each location produced greater than eighty-

five percent negative responses. It should be noted, 

however, that in Balakot the prospect of a Gojri -speaking 

daughter-in-law was more welcome than that of a Pashto-

speaking daughter-in-law. 

Several respondents from Sherpur indicate that 

they believe the Gujjar people to be “crude and 

uncivilized”. This contrasts sharply with the attitude also 

expressed in Sherpur, that Urduspeaking people are 

“educated and civilized”. 
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Respondents were also asked their opinions 

regarding the usefulness of being able to speak various 

languages. Their responses are summarized in figure (5.4).  

 

 

Clearly, Hindko and Urdu are widely viewed by 

Hindko speakers as languages that carry advantages. In 
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every community, at least 88 percent of the respondents 

viewed it as advantageous to speak both. As might be 

expected, nearly all the reasons stating the advantages of 

Hindko were affective — “It feels easy,” “it is a good 

language,” “I like Hindko,” “it is our mother tongue.” On 

the other hand, the reasons given as advantages for Urdu 

were largely effective or instrumental — “it is understood 

all over Pakistan,” “useful in cities, offices and bazaars,” “it 

is used in schools,” “it is easy to write,” “with it we can 

speak with people who have different mother tongues.” 

Counter to this generalization, however, a few 

respondents when speaking of Urdu said, “it is sweet,” “I 

like the language,” while a few when speaking of Hindko 

said, “with it we can easily communicate our message,” 

“with it we can communicate with Panjabis.” 

There was much less agreement about whether it 

is advantageous to speak Pashto, Panjabi, or Gojri. 

Respondents in Sherpur were much more in favor of 

speaking Pashto than were those in Singo Di Garhi and 

Balakot, where there are few Pashtospeaking people. The 

positive respondents in Sherpur see an advantage in being 

able to communicate with Pashto-speaking people. Two 

respondents also mentioned that it is the language of their 

ancestors, Swati Pathans, revealing a factor of 

ethnolinguistic loyalty.  

Conversely, Panjabi and Gojri are viewed as 

advantageous by many in Singo Di Garhi and Balakot but 
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by fewer in Sherpur. For Balakot at least, this may reflect 

the frequent need for communication with Gujjars. The 

percentage of positive replies was considerably lower for 

Gojri than for Panjabi, perhaps reflecting generally less 

positive attitudes toward Gujjars than toward Panjabis. 

One of the advantages of speaking Panjabi was said to be 

its usefulness when traveling in the Panjab. 

5.2.2 Attitudes Toward the Hindko Language 

Three questions were asked to elicit attitudes 

toward Hindko, two of them regarding the language in 

written form and one regarding the language in oral form. 

In the first question the respondent was asked, 

“Would you like books and newspapers in the Hindko 

language?” The responses from the four communities are 

summarized in figure (5.5).  

 

The highest percentage of positive responses came 

from the village of Singo Di Garhi (93 percent), followed by 
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Balakot (81 percent), Sherpur (63 percent) and Jammun 

(45 percent). The positive attitude of the people of Singo 

Di Garhi may be related to the fact that higher 

percentages of the respondents from Singo Di Garhi state 

that they use Hindko with speakers of other languages. 

They are apparently more dependent on their own 

language and perhaps more loyal to it. It is interesting to 

note that Jammun and Sherpur, the localities in which 

many respondents report using Pashto, are less 

enthusiastic about books and magazines in their own 

language. It is perhaps even more significant that both of 

those communities report rather frequent use of Urdu. 

Reasons stated for favoring the development of 

books and magazines in Hindko include the following: 

– so that the language will develop 

– they would be easier to understand (than in other 

languages) 

– our children would read them 

– they would provide information for people who 

know Hindko 

– it’s our language 

– we love our language. 

Another response, “so that we can learn Hindko”, 

highlights the frequently encountered opinion that 

languages are written so that other people can learn them. 

This opinion is probably related to the fact that, for many 

linguistic groups, written materials are often not in the 
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mother tongue of the readers. The result is that reading is 

associated with school, where learning the literary 

language and learning the skills of reading usually go hand 

in hand. 

Respondents were also asked, “Would you like your 

children to learn to read and write in the Hindko 

language?”. The responses from the four localities are 

summarized in figure (5.6).  

 

Interestingly enough, the respondents were 

considerably less enthusiastic about having their children 

learn to read and write in Hindko than they were about 

having books and magazines available in that language. 

They also seem to be less interested in having their 

children learn to read and write in Hindko than they are in 

their learning to speak other languages (see §5.2.1). This is 

perhaps due to the fact that people who become bilingual 

by informal means often view learning to speak additional 
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languages as a natural thing but learning to read more 

than one language as difficult. In other words, they believe 

it is normal to read just one language, but normal to speak 

more than one. If such is their view, learning to read and 

write in Hindko could imply to them not learning to read 

and write in Urdu, the accepted language of literacy. It 

would be interesting to investigate what the responses 

would have been if the question had introduced reading 

and writing as skills which are possible and useful in the 

mother tongue in addition to the language of wider 

communication. 

One respondent, replying in the negative, explained 

his lack of enthusiasm for written Hindko by saying that 

books are all in Urdu. Some of the negative responses may 

reflect the fact that respondents could not conceive of 

having reading material available in Hindko. It would be 

interesting to ask the same question after showing the 

respondents the books of Hindko poetry and perhaps 

other writings which have been produced in the Peshawar 

and Abbottabad areas. 

Other negative responses were based on the fact 

that reading and writing in Hindko do not bring 

employment benefits. These responses seem to indicate 

that the respondents are unacquainted with other benefits 

of literacy, such as gaining knowledge, pleasure, 

communication through letters, etc. 
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5.3 Attitudes Toward Other Hindko Dialects 

The study of language attitudes is intrinsically one 

of the most subjective areas of inquiry in the field of 

sociolinguistics. Directly questioning subjects through the 

use of questionnaires is often ineffective in revealing 

attitudes of which the subjects themselves are only 

vaguely aware and usually not accustomed to verbalizing. 

Consequently, more indirect techniques must be brought 

to bear, and the results of these are frequently expressed 

in qualitative rather than quantitative terms.  

Since the dialects spoken in the southern part of 

the Hindkospeaking area seem to be more widely 

understood than those of the northern part (see §4.3), it is 

of considerable interest to learn what the more numerous 

group in the north (i.e., Hazara) feel about the more 

widely understood dialects of rural Peshawar and 

Talagang. On an experimental basis a small sampling of 

sixteen Hindko speakers from Balakot, Sherpur, Singo Di 

Garhi and Abbottabad were interviewed for the purpose 

of discovering something of their attitudes toward more 

southerly dialects of Hindko. Each respondent was asked 

to listen to a pair of tape recorded texts. One was spoken 

by an educated young man from Wad Pagga and the other 

by a somewhat less educated young man from Talagang. 

The names of the source communities of the texts 

were not divulged. The respondent was asked several 

questions designed to reveal his attitudes about each 
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speaker and the speaker’s text.29 He was asked whether 

he thought that the speaker is educated or not, whether 

the place where the speaker comes from is a good place, 

and whether the people in that place are good, friendly 

people. The responses from each community are 

presented in figure (5.7).  

 

The response of any individual to any one question 

is not significant. Certainly the questions may have 

different connotations to different respondents. The 

questions may appear to be overlapping to some 

respondents and not to others. However, the cumulative 

effect of the responses may well indicate attitudes. 
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The responses to the Wad Pagga speech sample 

were generally positive (33+ and 10–) while the responses 

to the Talagang speech sample were more mixed, with 

negative responses outnumbering positive (16+ and 21–). 

From this pilot study we may draw the tentative 

conclusions that attitudes of Hindko speakers in Hazara 

Division are not negative toward the two southern dialects 

sampled and that attitudes toward the Wad Pagga dialect 

(rural Peshawar) are more favorable than those toward 

Talagang (Attock District). 

Respondents were also asked to state where the 

best Hindko is spoken. Since all fourteen respondents are 

from Hazara Division, it is perhaps not surprising that five 

of them said  

“Abbottabad” and four said “Mansehra”. More 

surprisingly, seven named Peshawar as the place 

where the best Hindko is spoken. This may reflect 

the prestige of a city dialect and may be further 

evidence that the Peshawar dialect is acquiring the 

status of the standard, prestige dialect. 

5.4 The Vitality of Hindko 

Finally, the respondents in the four communities 

where most of the interviewing was conducted were asked 

whether they believe that the day will come when Hindko 

will no longer be spoken. Their responses are presented in 

figure (5.8).  
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These figures show that nearly all respondents 

from three of the communities view Hindko as vital and its 

continuation as assured. The respondents from Jammun 

were a bit less sure of its vitality. Since their village is on 

the border of the Panjab and also close to many Pashto-

speaking communities, they may feel more keenly the 

language competition from Panjabi and Pashto. In 

contrast, Sherpur appears to be characterized by a 

situation of stable bilingualism and Singo Di Garhi by low 

bilingualism and single-minded commitment to the 

mother tongue. 

Thus, in spite of a few doubts on the part of some 

respondents from Jammun, it appears that Hindko 

speakers in general exhibit great loyalty to their mother 

tongue and that they expect their language to continue 

being spoken. Most, it appears, would like to see it 

developed in written form even though they do not want 

it to be the language of (beginning) education. 
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When faced with the question of whether Hindko 

will be replaced by other languages in the future, one man 

from Singo Di Garhi flatly stated that it “can’t be replaced.” 

Another, from the same town, said it won’t happen, “not 

even after one hundred years”. Another, from Balakot, 

said simply, “Never!”  
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Hindko, a member of the Indic family of languages, 

is spoken in north central Pakistan in the most northerly 

plains of the Indus Valley. The language is spoken generally 

to the east of the Pashto-speaking area and in some cases 

in the same communities with Pashto. Hindko speakers 

belong to a variety of ethnic groups. Many identify 

themselves as Pashtoons, especially Swati Pathans. Others, 

especially in the Peshawar area are Saiyids. Other ethnic 

identifications include Avans and Gujjars. 

6.1 Use of Multiple Languages 

Studies of multilingualism were carried out in four 

Hindkospeaking communities in the northern (Hazara 

Division) section of the area, where the largest 

concentration of Hindko speakers is found. In each of the 

four communities studied, Hindko is the unchallenged 

language of the home. In addition, Urdu is widely used by 

the men of these communities to communicate with 

speakers of other languages. In two of the communities 

Pashto is also used with outsiders. 

The percentage of respondents who report 

speaking other languages with speakers of those 

languages is displayed in figure (6.1).  
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From figure (6.1) it can be seen that the vast 

majority of Sherpur men speak Urdu and Pashto with 

speakers of those languages. A majority of Balakot and 

Jammun men also report speaking Urdu with Urdu 

speakers. A sizable minority of Jammun men also speak 

Pashto with Pashto speakers. Nearly half the Singo Di 

Garhi men report using Urdu with Urdu speakers. 

However, multilingualism is not universal in these 

Hindkospeaking communities. Some respondents in each 

community report using Hindko when communicating with 

speakers of Urdu and Pashto. The percentage of 

respondents in each community who report using Hindko 

in such encounters is displayed in figure (6.2).  
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From these data it is evident that Singo Di Garhi 

respondents are much more dependent on Hindko than 

are Sherpur respondents. Respondents from the other two 

villages occupy an intermediate position. 

In the Hindko-speaking communities studied, Urdu 

is the most common second language, followed by Pashto. 

The principal source of proficiency in Urdu seems clearly to 

be formal education. Travel outside the home area 

apparently contributes to proficiency in both Urdu and 

Pashto, but this connection is more difficult to 

demonstrate. In Sherpur in particular, radio and television 

also seem to contribute to proficiency in Urdu. This may be 

an especially significant factor for women.  

Access to education clearly varies from one 

community to another. The percentage of men and 

women who have received at least some education is 

displayed in figure (6.3). 
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From figure (6.3) it is evident that the highest 

percentage of educated men is found in Sherpur, with 

each of the other three communities having about ten 

percent fewer educated men. Furthermore, in Sherpur the 

median of the male population falls in the six to ten years 

of education group, whereas in the other three 

communities the median falls in the one to five years of 

education group. 

The women of Singo Di Garhi have had the least 

access to education. It is interesting to observe that the 

percentage of women in Jammun with education is ten 

times as great, even surpassing the percentage for women 

in the educationally advantaged community of Sherpur. 

The percentage of educated men in each of five 

age groups is displayed in figure (6.4).  
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From figure (6.4) we can observe that the 

percentage of men who have received some education 

decreases as age increases, as one might expect. Only in 

Sherpur is there an older group of men (30-39 years) who 

have a higher education percentage than the teenage 

men. It is interesting to observe that in Jammun and Singo 

Di Garhi there is a rather sharp drop at the point where 

the percentage falls below about 50 percent. From these 

figures one can guess that the 30-39 year old men in 

Jammun are the first generation to have general access to 

education, since less than one-third of the 40-49 year old 

men have any education. Similarly, one can guess that the 

40-49 year old men in Singo Di Garhi are the first 

generation to have general access to education, since only 

14 percent of the oldest age group have education. By 

contrast, there does not seem to be a point where there is 

a single sharp drop in the figures for Sherpur. Presumably 

education has been available in that community for a 

longer period, with the result that even many of the oldest 
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group of men have had access to it. The situation is similar 

in Balakot. 

Nearly all respondents from the four communities 

report having traveled to Rawalpindi. A much smaller 

percentage have traveled to the much more distant city of 

Karachi, and an intermediate percentage (in most 

localities) to the provincial capital of Peshawar. In general, 

longer periods of time were spent in the more distant 

cities of Karachi and Lahore. These longer stays have 

probably had a greater impact on the learning of Urdu 

than have the shorter but much more frequent visits to 

Rawalpindi/Islamabad.  

6.2 Measuring Bilingual Proficiency 

In Singo Di Garhi levels of proficiency in Urdu were 

studied while in Sherpur levels of proficiency in both Urdu 

and Pashto were studied. The highest level of proficiency 

which the Sentence Repetition Tests that were used are 

capable of measuring is RPE level 3+-and-above, which 

covers a range between high functional control and near 

mother-tongue proficiency. The percentage of the subjects 

from these two communities who demonstrated 

proficiency at this highest level is displayed in figure (6.5).  
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From figure (6.5) it can be observed that the men 

of Singo Di Garhi who have not had access to education 

have not in general found other means of learning Urdu. 

Few of them have attained the higher levels of Urdu 

proficiency. On the other hand, half the uneducated men 

of Sherpur have found other, informal means for learning. 

The average scores on the Urdu SRT (expressed in 

RPE levels) for educated and uneducated men and women 

are displayed in figure (6.6).  

 

From figure (6.6) it can be observed that educated 

men in both communities have attained a high level of 

proficiency in Urdu. Almost half the educated women of 

Sherpur have also attained that level, but more than half 

have not. Neither uneducated men nor uneducated 

women have been able to achieve those same levels, 

although men scored higher than women. 

Pashto is learned in Hindko-speaking communities 

through informal means. That learning continues over the 

years. Therefore, it is not surprising to see that in each 

progressively older group of Sherpur men the percentage 
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of those who have attained the highest level of Pashto 

proficiency is larger. The percentages of Sherpur men in 

the various age groups who have attained the RPE 3+-or-

above level are indicated in figure (6.7).  

 

The second languages most commonly 

encountered in the Hindko-speaking area are Urdu and 

Pashto. The former is learned primarily in a formal way, 

while the latter is learned informally.  

6.3 Hindko Dialects 

The Hindko dialect question was examined by 

comparing word lists and by dialect intelligibility testing. 

On the basis of lexical similarity counts, five major dialect 

areas have emerged: Hazara, Attock, Kohat, Peshawar 

rural and Peshawar city. The second, third and fourth 

seem to constitute a central dialect area. Especially in 

some of their sub-areas these are rather different from 

both Hazara and Peshawar-city dialects. 

Testing of inherent intelligibility among Hindko 

dialects through the use of recorded text tests has shown 

that there is a northern (Hazara) dialect group and a 

southern dialect group. The southern dialects are more 
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widely understood throughout the dialect network than 

are the northern dialects. The dialects of rural Peshawar 

and Talagang are the most widely understood of the 

dialects tested; Balakot is the least widely understood. 

6.4 Attitudes Toward Hindko and Other 

Languages 

Attitudes of Hindko speakers toward other 

languages were probed through interviews conducted in 

several villages. Respondents were asked whether they 

would be willing for their sons to marry Urdu-speaking or 

Pashto-speaking women. Their attitudes toward a possible 

Urdu-speaking daughter-in-law were positive in both 

Sherpur and Balakot. (The responses in the other two 

villages did not reveal language attitudes.) The attitudes 

toward a Pashto-speaking daughter-in-law were positive in 

Sherpur, but quite negative in Balakot. 

The respondents were asked to state whether 

there are advantages to speaking several possible second 

languages. Their responses are indicated in figure (6.8).  

 

Each community views Urdu as a useful language. 

Pashto is valued only in Sherpur. Conversely, Panjabi is 
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valued highly in Singo Di Garhi and Balakot but only 

moderately in Sherpur. No community sees great value in 

learning Gojri. 

Attitudes toward the Hindko speakers’ own 

language were also studied. Respondents were asked 

whether they see advantages in speaking Hindko. In every 

community the responses were positive. They were asked 

whether they would like to have books and newspapers in 

Hindko. The responses in Singo Di Garhi and Balakot were 

highly positive but in Sherpur and Jammun were mildly 

positive to mildly negative. When asked whether they 

would like their children to learn to read and write in 

Hindko, respondents in Singo Di Garhi and Balakot were 

mildly positive, but those in Sherpur and Jammun were 

mildly negative. In general, attitudes toward Hindko are 

uniformly high in Singo Di Garhi and Balakot, where 

Hindko is relatively unchallenged (except to some degree 

by Urdu, especially in Balakot). Attitudes toward Hindko 

are less strong in Sherpur and weaker yet in Jammun, the 

two communities where Pashto is a stronger challenge to 

Hindko. 

When respondents were asked to listen to tape 

recordings of speech samples from Wad Pagga and 

Talagang, the two dialects most widely understood 

throughout the Hindko-speaking region, and to comment 

about their impressions of the speaker and the place from 

which he comes, attitudes expressed toward Wad Pagga 
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were quite positive, while those toward Talagang were 

mildly negative. 

Finally, respondents were asked for their opinions 

as to whether the Hindko language will continue to be 

spoken. In every community there was a positive outlook 

concerning the vitality of the language, especially in Singo 

Di Garhi and Sherpur. 

6.5 Directions for Future Research 

From this study a picture has emerged of how 

various languages are used in the lives of Hindko speakers 

as well as some information about the distribution of 

bilingual proficiency in Urdu and Pashto among the various 

segments of the Hindkospeaking communities. The study 

has also pointed out some areas for future research that 

merit mention: 

The Hindko dialects, while seeming to form a 

cohesive dialect grouping, are clearly only one part of an 

extensive string of dialects that are called by various 

names, such as Panjabi, Siraiki, Pothohari, Pahari and 

perhaps others. The linguistic relationships of these 

dialects and especially the levels of intelligibility that unite 

– or separate – them are urgent topics for investigation. In 

this dialect network, which may be termed Greater 

Panjabi, there have emerged and are emerging recognized 

standard dialects. Attitudes toward these standard dialects 

and the degree to which each standard is understood 

throughout the area which it is thought to serve are 
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matters which should be studied, as is the question of the 

extent to which there is movement in the direction of 

standardization resulting from increasing communication, 

travel and media development. It also remains to be seen 

whether dialect clusters within Greater Panjabi which bear 

the same name are internally any closer in terms of 

linguistic similarity and intelligibility than are adjacent 

dialects of neighboring clusters which bear different 

names. 

Returning, finally, to Hindko itself, there is a need 

for further study of the Peshawar dialect, which is coming 

to be recognized for some purposes as a standard for 

Hindko. The intelligibility studies presented here suggest 

that the conservative dialect of the Khalisa villages 

(Shackle’s Tappa Khalsa) near Peshawar (e.g., Wad Pagga) 

is more widely understood than the more eclectic dialect 

of the city. In view of the move to establish the dialect of 

the city as a standard, it would be of considerable interest 

to determine whether the city dialect of Peshawar, ideally 

of a rather conservative variety, can be widely understood 

throughout the Hindko-speaking region to an extent equal 

to that of the rural Peshawar dialects. 
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DIALECT VARIATION AND 

MULTILINGUALISM AMONG GUJJARS OF 

PAKISTAN 
Calinda E. Hallberg 

Clare F. O’Leary 

1.1 Scope of the Study 

The Gujjar people are spread from northwestern and 

central India, across northern Pakistan, and into 

northeastern Afghanistan. Their language, Gojri, belongs 

to the Indo-Aryan branch of the Indo-European 

family.Gojri -speaking communities in Pakistan are 

generally located in areas where other languages are more 

dominant. There are other Indo-Aryan languages in the 

eastern end of their range, including varieties of Hindko 

and of Panjabi, as well as some from the Dardic branch: 

Kashmiri, Shina, and several forms called Kohistani. In the 

west, Gujjar communities are located in areas dominated 

by the Iranian language, Pashto. Thus, a sociolinguistic 

survey of Gujjars in Pakistan should encompass both the 

variation within Gojri itself and the patterns of 

multilingualism that are exhibited within Gujjar 

communities.  

Data for this survey were gathered between 1986 and 

1989, involving the participation of several researchers. 

Word lists in Gojri varieties were collected from twelve 

locations. Narrative texts in the local Gojri variety were 

tape-recorded in five locations. These recorded texts were 
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used to evaluate the patterns of intelligibility within Gojri, 

by testing members of these five Gujjar communities as to 

how well they understood texts from other regions. In 

addition, interviews were accomplished with respondents 

from these communities, regarding perceived dialect 

differences and similarities. 

Multilingualism was investigated by focussing on 

patterns of second language proficiency and use in two 

communities. Although there are different variables which 

affect multilingualism in the many regions where Gojri is 

spoken, the investigations in these two areas permit 

comparison between levels of proficiency and reported 

use of Urdu, the national language of Pakistan, and of the 

respective local languages of wider communication. A 

census of each community was taken to construct 

demographic profiles for these two locations. These 

profiles uncovered significant social factors, such as 

gender roles, access to education, patterns of travel, and 

types of contacts with non-Gujjars; such factors help 

explain the differing multilingual situations for these two 

communities. Spoken language proficiency was tested in 

two languages in each community and orally-administered 

questionnaires were given regarding use of these other 

languages. 

The underlying questions which motivated this 

research center on effective communication, both within 

the wider community of Gujjars in Pakistan and between 
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Gujjars and those from other language backgrounds. Are 

there identifiable dialect areas within Gojri? How well can 

Gujjars within Pakistan understand the varieties of Gojri 

spoken in regions remote from their own? Is there 

widespread proficiency in one or more other languages 

which is exhibited by major portions of the Gujjar 

population? Is there evidence of language shift from the 

use of Gojri toward the dominant use of another 

language? These sociolinguistic issues frame this study and 

have implications for the future directions of the Gojri -

speaking people in Pakistan.  

1.2 Language Classification 

Grierson (LSI IX:10,925) describes Gojri  as closely 

related to the Rajasthani dialects spoken mainly in 

northwestern India. Bailey (1903) pointed out the 

similarity of Gojri to Mewari. Grierson (LSI IX:925) states 

that the grammar is almost identical to another Rajasthani 

dialect, Mewati, differing in only one or two details and at 

those points it agrees with Mewari. He notes that Gojri 

appears to be a more archaic form than Mewati; many 

Gojri words are at an older stage of development. Grierson 

also notes (LSI IX:10) that one clan of the Gujjars in Swat 

Valley, northwestern Pakistan, is called Chauhan; the 

dominant race in Mewar also belongs to the Chauhan clan 

of Rajputs. This affinity between two language groups, 

separated by hundreds of miles and several different 

languages, raises a number of historical questions as to 

who the Gujjars are and where they came from. 
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Before turning to historical origins of Gujjars, 

however, the relationship between Gojri and some of the 

other Indo-Aryan languages of Pakistan needs to be 

addressed. Scholars have had difficulty classifying 

Northern Hindko, Western Panjabi, and Gojri. Some 

classifications have followed Grierson in labeling Northern 

Hindko as part of the Lahnda family although the 

usefulness of the term “Lahnda” has been disputed. (See 

Rensch this volume. Also Shackle 1980, Varma 1936.) 

The linguistic boundaries between Western Panjabi 

and Northern Hindko have not been fully established by 

clear comparative evidence. Many scholars, beginning 

with Grierson, have noted the inappropriateness of 

assuming that they are as distinct as is implied by their 

assignations to separate subbranches of Indo-Aryan.3 

Although Gojri  has been classified as a Rajasthani variety, 

similar problems exist in marking it as if it were clearly 

differentiated from Western Panjabi and Lahnda varieties. 

J. C. Sharma (1982:7-8) notes that Gojri /Gujjari 

…shares certain common retentions with 

Panjabi within [the] Central group of [the] 

Inner-sub-branch and Lahnda and Sindhi of 

[the] North-Western group. Besides it has some 

shared innovation exclusively with Panjabi and 

its dialects. 

He goes on to outline some of the shared features, 

especially noting that it “shares most of the phonological 
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features with various geographically contiguous 

languages” although the morphology is more similar to 

Rajasthani (1982:8). Sharma (1982:9) concludes by 

suggesting, “If we take the total features in view, then we 

may place it [Gujjari/ Gojri] between Panjabi and 

Rajasthani.” 

Thus, Panjabi, Hindko, and Gojri  pose classification 

problems; however, they are known to share some 

phonological and morphological features and vocabulary 

common among Indo-Aryan languages from the Central 

and Northwest Indic Zones (Grierson LSI VIII & IX, J. C. 

Sharma 1982, Masica 1991).4 

1.3 Historical Background of Gujjars 

There is much controversy over the origin of the 

Gujjars. Many scholars support the theory of a Central 

Asian origin. (See Ibbetson et al., 1911; Grierson LSI IX; 

Caroe 1958.) Caroe (1958:83) describes the ancestors of 

the Gujjars, the Gurjaras, as “a sort of vassal or helot 

group of tribes” which accompanied the Ephthalites (or 

White Huns) on their invasion of India in the fifth century. 

(Grierson dates it sixth century, LSI IX:6.) The Ephthalites 

came from Mongolia where they served as vassals and 

auxiliaries to the Avars in the fourth century. “The Avars 

probably spoke a Mongol language and their ruler 

assumed the title of Khagan or Khan, a title which the 

Ephthalites brought with them on their travels from 

Central Asia” (Caroe 1958:82). These invading tribes were 
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very powerful. They made their primary settlements in 

Rajputana and the Panjab (Smith quoted in Caroe 

1958:85). The ruling families were identified with the 

Kshatriyas and were called Rajputs by the Brahmans. The 

subordinate agricultural castes were called Jats, and the 

pastoral castes were called Gurjaras or, in more modern 

terms, Gujjars (Grierson LSI IX:9, Smith in Grierson LSI 

IX:11, Smith in Caroe 1958:86). 

Manku (1986:3) cites several authors who oppose 

the theory of Central Asian origin. They argue that 

Gurjaras were of Indian origin and Aryan stock. They 

inhabited the area around Mount Abu in Rajasthan and 

migrated out from there. For an in-depth presentation of 

this point of view, see Temple and Bhandarkar 1914. 

Grierson presents two theories to explain the 

presence of a Rajasthani dialect similar to Mewati in such 

a distant place as Swat Valley. One theory is that some of 

the Gurjaras, who came into India with the Huns, stayed 

behind in the Swat region where they retained their 

language. The others continued on into Rajputana, 

bringing this same language with them (LSI IX:10). The 

other theory, espoused by Smith and Grierson, is that the 

Gujjars emigrated west from Rajputana, probably during 

the ninth century when the Gurjara-Rajput rule extended 

across northern and northwestern India. They carried with 

them the Rajasthani language which was the language of 
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the court and capital (Smith in Grierson LSI IX:12). Grierson 

(LSI IX:15) proposes how this language developed: 

The Gurjaras settled among a people speaking an 

Indo-Aryan language of the Inner Group akin to 

Western Hindi. They adopted this language, 

retaining at the same time many forms of their 

own speech. The result was Rajasthani, a mixed 

language in which, as has been shown elsewhere, 

the influence of the Inner Group of Indo-Aryan 

languages weakens as we go westwards. In the 

north-east of Rajputana, in Alwar and Mewat, the 

influence of the Inner Group is strongest. 

Grierson (LSI IX:16) proposes that some Mewat Gujjars 

moved up the Jamna Valley and settled in the Panjab 

plains, mixing with the local people and losing their local 

language. Others settled in the submontane area of Gujrat, 

Gujranwala, and Kangra. They retained some of their own 

language resulting in a broken mixture of Panjabi and 

Hindostani. And still others went further into the 

mountains of Kashmir and westward. 

1.4 Population 

Official population figures for Gujjars in Pakistan 

are not available, particularly for Gujjars who have 

maintained the Gojri  language, as opposed to those who 

have not. There is a large number and high concentration 

of Gojri -speaking Gujjars in the eastern area of north 

Pakistan, particularly in Pak occopied  Jammu and Kashmir 
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and also in the Kaghan Valley in Hazara. J.C. Sharma (1982) 

guessed that there may be around 200,000 Gojri  speakers 

in Pak occopied  Jammu and Kashmir. In 1989, a Pakistani 

Gujjar writer and radio-broadcaster interviewed for this 

study estimated the population to be around 700,000 for 

that same area. The 1981 census figure for Pak occopied  

Jammu and Kashmir is 1,980,000, representing all 

language groups in the region. In the western region of 

Pakistan (Swat, Dir, Chitral) and also in Indus Kohistan and 

Gilgit Agency, Gujjars tend to be fewer in number, living in 

scattered pockets. The issue of Gojri  speakers versus 

ethnic Gujjars who no longer maintain the Gojri  language 

seems to be especially significant in areas of the Panjab 

and southern Pak occopied  Jammu and Kashmir. 

Gujjars are known to live beyond the borders of 

Pakistan, both to the east and west. Hasan (1986) explains 

that there are Muslim, Hindu, and Sikh Gujjars widely 

spread over northern and central India. Muslim Gujjars are 

primarily located in Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal 

Pradesh, and Uttar Pradesh. The Gujjar population in 

Jammu and Kashmir is known to be sizeable. 

Population estimates for Gujjars in India are more 

available but are sometimes the subject of some amount 

of dispute. The 1961 Indian census reported Bakarwali 

speakers (nomadic Gujjars) separately from Gojri  

speakers, listing approximately 6,000 and 209,000 

respectively for these language groups. J.C. Sharma (1979) 
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considers Bakarwali a form of  Gojri  (Gujjari) with little 

variation. The 1971 Indian census figures (quoted in J.C. 

Sharma 1982) indicate approximately 330,000. D. Sharma 

(1988:36) says the 1971 figures are not reliable but that 

rough estimates can be made based on the 1981 census. 

He cites dissertation reseach by Bisaria, who estimates 

that the Gujjar population is about ten per cent of the 

total population, which comes to about 598,000. He says 

transhumant (nomadic) Gujjars are approximately one 

fourth of the total Gujjar population, yielding a figure of 

approximately 115,000. Breaking things down by states, 

J.C. Sharma reported that the 1961 census listed 

approximately 5,000 Gojri -speaking nomads in Himachal 

Pradesh, 1,450 in Uttar Pradesh, and 450 in Madhya 

Pradesh. Hasan (1986:7) cites The Centre for Research, 

Planning and Action, New Delhi, which estimates the 

Gujjar population of Himachel Pradesh to be 

approximately 47,000, approximately 18,000 of which are 

migratory, most of these being Muslims. According to 

Hasan, forest officials in Uttar Pradesh say that Muslim 

Gujjars from Himachel Pradesh started coming to the area 

no more than seventy or eighty years ago. The forest 

officials’ figure for Jammu Gujjars in Uttar Pradesh is 

7,278. Hasan says the actual population is probably higher 

but not higher than 10,000.5 The Gojri  spoken by these 

Indian Gujjars may be somewhat different from the Gojri  

data presented in this study.  
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Preliminary evidence indicates that there are surely 

fewer Gujjars in Afghanistan than in India or Pakistan, 

perhaps only a small community. The war in Afghanistan 

has undoubtedly affected this population. Afghan Gujjar 

interview subjects have reported that Gujjars were located 

in Nuristan, Kunar Province, and Badakhshan. In general, 

less concrete data are available about the population and 

distribution of Afghan Gujjars than about Indian or 

Pakistani Gujjars. Edelberg and Jones (1979:100- 101) 

discuss the competition for resources between Nuristanis 

and Gujjars in Nuristan, stating that by 1964, Gujjars were 

to be found utlizing the high pastures as far as central 

Nuristan. These authors mention that some of these 

Gujjars came from the Swat region through northern 

Chitral. Unfortunately, the turmoil in Afghanistan has 

prohibited access to these communities and has made it 

impossible to evaluate the current population there. 

1.5 Gujjar Ways of Life 

Gujjars in northern Pakistan traditionally have been 

pastoralists, moving with their herds of goats and sheep or 

buffalo. Today, however, there is a spectrum of lifestyles 

among the Gujjars of Pakistan, ranging from nomadic 

shepherds found among the Bakarwals in the east and the 

Ajars in the west to completely settled Gujjars.6 Many 

Gujjars are agriculturalists, some with small land holdings; 

others work as tenant farmers. Many practice traditional 

transhumance patterns, living in a lower elevation 

settlement with their crops and animals during the winter 
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months, and moving to higher mountain pastures in the 

summer. The focus of this study is primarily on 

communities of settled and semi-settled Gujjars scattered 

across the rural areas of northern Pakistan.  

1.6 Socioeconomic Status of Gujjars 

One impression gained through the course of this 

study is that the socioeconomic situation of Gujjars in Pak 

occopied  Kashmir is considerably different from that of 

Gojri -speaking Gujjars in the rest of Pakistan. Gujjars are 

generally considered to have low socioeconomic status in 

relation to other ethnic groups around them (Ahmed 

1986). They often work as tenants or servants to these 

other groups. Many of the settled Gujjars own land, but 

only a minority of the men are educated, and few hold 

high positions in the larger community (outside their own 

village). Gujjars seem to take pride in their language and 

ethnicity, but outsiders tend to devalue them and their 

language. One Pashtoon school teacher in the Gujjar town 

of Peshmal told the principal field researcher that he 

should learn a significant language such as Pashto or Urdu, 

not an “insignificant” language like Gojri. Another 

Pashtoon told him that the Gojri  language has no 

grammar. 

Evidence from informal interviews and personal 

observation of field researchers indicates that Gujjars in 

Pak occopied Kashmir enjoy much higher status than Gojri  

speakers in the rest of Pakistan. Gujjars in Pak occopied  
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Kashmir are found in every level of society, from servants 

to government leaders. Many are landed and educated. 

Indications are that more people are being educated and 

are achieving higher levels of education in Pak occopied  

Kashmir than in areas to the west. In Pak occopied  

Kashmir there are reported to be many schools, and it 

appears that most of the children among the settled 

Gujjars are attending school, girls as well as boys. The 

evidence from the western areas indicates that the 

majority of Gujjars there are uneducated. There are fewer 

schools in Gujjar communities, and hardly any girls are 

educated at all. 

Researchers asked one young Gujjar man from 

Patikha in Pak occopied  Kashmir why he thought Gojri  is 

prestigious in his area. He responded: 

Because Gujjars are in the majority; the Gujjars 

are doing much business; they own much land; 

they are richer than many of the other people in 

the area. Other ethnic groups even want to call 

themselves Gujjars.  

This man reported that he had read in a book that 

Gujjars were backward and poor, but that it is not true in 

his area. He also reported having seen and read materials 

written in Gojri . The significance of having written 

materials in Gojri  is seen in the comment of another 

young man from Trarkhel. He said that Gojri  has more 
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prestige in the area than Pahari because Gojri  is written 

and Pahari is not. 

1.7 Language Maintenance 

Gujjars throughout northern Pakistan, regardless of 

their status, appear to take pride in their identity as 

Gujjars and in their history, culture and language. The 

primary example to the contrary is in the Panjab where 

Gujjars are reportedly embarrassed to speak Gojri . It is 

also reported that most Gujjars who migrated to that area 

at partition are no longer speaking Gojri . Scholars from 

the turn of the century have mentioned the loss of the 

Gojri  language by Panjab Gujjars who have lived in that 

area for many years (Bailey 1903, Grierson LSI IX). Areas of 

reported language shift are in the Panjab, Mirpur, and 

some villages near Muzaffarabad. In general, though, the 

language is being used and well maintained in many 

communities throughout the North-West Frontier 

Province, Pak occopied  Kashmir, and the Northern Areas. 

The general impression from the interviews in Pak 

occopied  Kashmir is that in the more rural areas where 

Gujjars are concentrated or are in a majority, the language 

is being maintained. In the western areas, however, it 

seems that Gojri  is being maintained even though Gujjars 

live in more scattered communities and are in the minority 

relative to the dominant groups in those regions. 
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1.8 Development and Promotion of Gojri  

Gujjar ethnic identity is encouraged in various ways 

in Pakistan. The Gujjar Association based in Lahore and 

their publication, The Gujjar Gazette, serve to help 

promote and unite Gujjars as a people. Gujjar men from as 

far away as Chitral reported attending Gujjar conventions. 

Gojri  radio programs help to promote Gojri  language, 

literature, and music. Gujjars and even some non-Gujjars 

are writing poems and stories in Gojri  for radio. Gojri  is 

broadcast in northern Pakistan from Peshawar, Rawalpindi 

(one half hour daily), and Muzaffarabad (one half hour 

daily). It is also reportedly broadcast from Srinagar and 

Jammu on the Indian side of the line of control. A Gujjar 

radio broadcaster in Rawalpindi reported that a Gojri  

television program is broadcast from Srinagar and can be 

received in Mirpur. The radio programs are popular among 

the Gujjar people. Generally, people across northern 

Pakistan reported no difficulty understanding the 

programs from the various Pakistan stations. 

There is an expressed interest among some 

members of the wider Gujjar comunity of northern 

Pakistan in promoting more written materials in Gojri . 

There is a small number of authors who are writing and 

publishing Gojri  poetry and stories in a modified Urdu 

script. Many Gujjars in the east, particularly in Pak 

occopied  Kashmir, are aware of these writings and have 

read them. Two men from Trarkhel who are writing 

speeches in Gojri  said they would like to see more 
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publications in Gojri . They are trying to get more 

published themselves. Another young man said he writes 

poetry and stories in Gojri  and would like to write more. A 

sixty-year-old man from Subri said books and poetry are 

available and he gets them and reads them; so do other 

educated people. 

Although Gojri  literature has made a beginning in 

Pakistan, it appears that more work in developing and 

promoting Gojri  is taking place further east in Srinagar. 

Interviewees reported that the Academy of Culture and 

Language in Srinagar is publishing many works in Gojri . 

Awareness of these language development efforts across 

the line of control have undoubtedly encouraged the 

aspiring writers and educated Gujjars who are interested 

in promoting Gojri  in Pakistan. The literary efforts of these 

members of the Gojri -speaking community in Pakistan are 

significant and should be monitored to evaluate the 

possible development of a standardized form of Gojri .  

1.9 Outline of Present Research 

The present chapter sets the stage for the 

subsequent ones by providing initial background 

information on the Gojri  language and the Gujjar people. 

The analysis of the data regarding dialect variation is 

presented in chapter 2. Chapter 3 displays the profiles of 

two Gujjar communities: Peshmal in Swat Valley, and 

Mittikot in the Kaghan Valley, Hazara. The types of 
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multilingualism and the levels of proficiency exhibited in 

these communities are discussed in chapter 4. 
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DIALECTS OF Gojri  

2.1 Introduction  

The Gujjar people are spread throughout northern 

Pakistan, from concentrations in the easternmost areas of 

Pak occopied  Jammu and Kashmir to scattered pockets 

throughout the north and west including villages in the 

Chitral area along the north-western frontier. In addition, 

there are  Gojri  speakers in India, in Jammu and Kashmir, 

and in Afghanistan, extending beyond the borders of 

Pakistan both to the east and to the west. With such 

widespread dispersion in the population, dialectal 

differentiation in Gojri  would be somewhat expected. 

This study of dialect variation within Gojri  utilized 

three distinct approaches. First, lexical similarities and 

differences were evaluated to get an initial index of overall 

linguistic similarity. The primary motivation for these word 

list comparisons was to discover evidence of synchronic 

similarity in lexical usage, rather than of historical 

relatedness. The second approach was the investigation of 

the extent to which speakers of selected regional varieties 

understand the speech of Gujjars from other regions. This 

was measured by testing Gujjar men from selected regions 

on their comprehension of tape recorded speech samples 

consisting of personal-experience narratives. Third, small 

samples of speakers from various regions were 

interviewed regarding dialect opinions. Most interviews 

were given after participants had listened to the taped 
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narratives; respondents were asked to try to identify the 

location from which the taped speaker might come, to give 

their personal opinion as to the quality of the Gojri  

spoken, and to rate how similar or different the Gojri  on 

the taped sample is from their own variety. Evidence from 

these three types of indicators is combined in order to 

infer patterns of dialect intelligibility for the Gojri  

language as spoken in Pakistan.  

2.2 Lexical Similarity 

2.2.1 Word List Collection and Principles of 

Analysis 

Local Gojri  equivalents to the items on a 210-item 

standard word list were elicited from participants 

representing twelve Gojri -speaking communities. A 

speaker from each community was asked to provide the 

most natural Gojri  equivalent to each item on the list. 

These elicitations were later independently checked with 

another Gojri  speaker from the same location. A listing of 

the items and the general elicitation procedure is 

presented in appendix A.1. 

The methodology for comparison of the word lists 

is also detailed in appendix A.1. Principles for consistent 

comparison are based on phonetic similarity of elicited 

lexical items currently in common use in that location. A 

synchronic perspective was chosen in order to better 

understand current patterns of dialect intelligibility in Gojri 

. The results of this analysis, then, differ somewhat from 
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the more common diachronic picture expressed in a 

historical cognate count.7 

2.2.2 Locations of Word List Collection 

Word lists were collected from the following 

localities. The word lists are presented in the general order 

of their west to east geographic location. See map 3.   

1. Kunar Gojri  (Kunar Province, Afghanistan) 

2. Chitral Gojri  (Ashriki) 

3. Dir Gojri  (near Sheringal) 

4. Settled Swat Gojri  (Peshmal) 

5. Transhumant Swat Gojri  (Ragushu) 

6. Gilgit Gojri  (Naltar Bala) 

7. Kaghan Gojri  (Mittikot) 

8. Southern Hazara Gojri  (Tarchatti) 

9. Northern Pak occopied  Kashmir  Gojri  (Subri) 

10. Central Pak occopied  Kashmir  Gojri  (Trarkhel) 

11. Southern Pak occopied  Kashmir  Gojri  (Kotli) 

12. Gujranwala Gojri  (immigrants from Agra area, India) 

13. Poonch  Gojri  (Mendhar, Poonch District, Indian-Side 

of Jammu and  Kashmir) 

All of these lists come from settled Gujjar 

communities; however, many of them are from locations 

where the inhabitants practice some sort of seasonal 

migration. For some communities, seasonal migration 

involves moving to nearby higher altitudes, perhaps only a 

few miles above their winter villages. One list, which has 

been labelled as Transhumant Swat  Gojri , was collected 
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from a Gujjar group which could be called seminomadic 

since their seasonal migration takes them from one end of 

the Swat Valley to the other. 

The Kunar word list was elicited from a refugee from 

Kunar Province in Afghanistan. He had been living in 

Chitral, outside his homeland, for two years. The man 

seemed language-aware and stated his opinion that there 

is very little difference between his language and the Gojri  

spoken in the Chitral area and in Peshmal, Swat Valley. 

The Chitral word list was elicited and checked in Ashriki 

village near the roadside town of Tharo in Shishi Koh 

Valley, approximately twenty kilometers northeast of 

Drosh. These Gujjars are said to have migrated from 

Peshmal and Kalam in Swat Kohistan and from Arandu in 

the lower Chitral River Valley. There are a few thousand 

Gujjars located in southern Chitral, in the area bordering 

Afghanistan, especially near Arandu, but this area was 

inaccessible for research at the time data were collected. 

The Dir word list was elicited and checked in the town 

of Dir with Gujjars who live just a few hours traveling time 

up the Panjkora Valley in the hills near Sheringal. 

Two lists were collected from Swat District. The Settled 

Swat word list was elicited and checked in Peshmal, a 

Gujjar town two kilometers south of Kalam in Swat 

Kohistan. The Transhumant Swat word list, discussed 

above, was elicited from Gujjar herders, referred to as 
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Ajars, who live in Ragushu village in Lower Swat Valley 

during the winter months and shift to northern Swat 

during the summer months in search of pastures for their 

sheep and goats. The original elicited Transhumant Swat 

list and the check were taken in Peshmal while these 

herders were passing through scouting out pastures. 

The Gilgit word list was elicited and checked in Naltar 

Bala, a village in Naltar Valley, which opens into the Hunza 

River valley, approximately forty kilometers north of Gilgit. 

The village headman claims that the forefathers of the 

Naltar Bala Gujjars came from Swat Valley and from the 

Indus River valley, from such places as Chilas, Komela, 

Darel, and Tangir. Every winter about half the community 

of approximately 400 people travels down to Sultanabad, 

about six kilometers from Gilgit; in the summer, all but a 

few families go back to Naltar where they have small 

farms. 

The Kaghan word list was elicited and checked in 

Mittikot, a village three hours walking distance up into the 

mountains above Balakot, a town in northern Hazara at 

the mouth of the Kaghan Valley. The Southern Hazara list 

was elicited from an elderly man in the village of Tarchatti, 

located in the Haripur tehsil of Abbottabad District. It was 

checked in the village of Choigari, in the same tehsil and 

district.  

Three word lists were elicited from Gujjar communities 

within Pak occopied  Kashmir. The Northern Pak occopied  
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Kashmir word list was elicited in Muzaffarabad from a 

Gujjar man from Sutband village, approximately sixteen 

kilometers south of Muzaffarabad. It was checked with a 

man from Subri village, approximately six kilometers south 

of Muzaffarabad. The Central Pak occopied  Kashmir word 

list was first given in Rawalakot, the district headquarters 

of Poonch District, by an educated man from Khrang, 

twentythree kilometers south of Rawalakot. The list was 

then checked with a group of five educated men in 

Trarkhel, a Gujjar village approximately eighteen 

kilometers south of Rawalakot. The Southern Pak occopied  

Kashmir word list was given by a man from Kotli, the 

district headquarters of Kotli District. 

One word list comes from an area not contiguous to 

the other  Gojri -speaking communities; as might be 

expected, it shows the greatest amount of lexical 

deviation. The Gujranwala word list was elicited and 

checked with post-partition immigrants who had come 

from the Jamna River area, near Agra, India, south of 

Delhi. These people now reside in Kotshera village on the 

outskirts of the Panjab city of Gujranwala. There are many 

people of Gujjar ethnicity in this province. Some 

immigrated from East Panjab (Amritsar, Ludhiana) and 

Jammu and Kashmir during the time that Pakistan was 

founded; others have lived in the area for hundreds of 

years. Unlike the Gujranwala community of Gujjars from 

the Agra area, however, the majority of Gujjars in the 
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Panjab are reported to speak Panjabi as their first 

language. 

The elicitation and checking procedure described 

above was accomplished for each of the lists with two 

exceptions: the lists from Kunar and from Southern Pak 

occopied  Kashmir. Neither list was elicited on location, 

nor were there opportunities to check either one. For 

these reasons, these lists may be less reliable than the 

others included in this study. 

One additional word list was gleaned from publications 

of the Central Institute of Indian Languages written by J. C. 

Sharma (1979, 1982). Sharma describes the Poonch variety 

of  Gojri  (according to the author’s spelling), as spoken in 

several villages in the Suran Valley area across the line of 

control in disputed Jammu and Kashmir. He notes that, 

according to his local sources, the Gojri  spoken in the 

Poonch District, particulary in the Suran Valley, was 

considered to be “more acceptable” (1982:6), being “the 

purest” (1979:3) form of the language. He explains that 

this perception of purity is based on the belief that in 

Poonch District, Gojri /Gujari “has lesser influence of other 

languages such as Urdu, Dogri and Kashmiri” (1979:3). The 

villages from which Sharma’s data were collected are in 

Haveli and Mendhar tehsils, within Poonch District of 

Indian-Side of Jammu and  Jammu and Kashmir. Because 

this list was compiled from published analyses of the 

grammar and phonology of  Gojri /Gujari, only 160 Poonch 
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word list forms were available for comparison, rather than 

the full 210-item set. 

It should be noted that this is not intended to be an 

exhaustive listing of significant locations where Gojri  is 

spoken, even within Pakistan. As mentioned before, Gujjar 

communities are scattered throughout the northern part 

of the country; a complete sampling of locations where 

Gujjars are known to live would be an unrealistic research 

goal. There are known to be landless Gujjars continuing to 

pursue a nomadic herding lifestyle, particularly the 

Bakarwals in Pak occopied  Kashmir. The general opinion 

of settled Gujjars in Pak occopied  Kashmir was that the 

Bakarwal Gojri  was only slightly different from their own, 

the lifestyle being the main difference between the 

peoples. However no linguistic evidence has been 

collected to substantiate these opinions. 

2.2.3 Other Linguistic Varieties included in the 

Lexical Similarity Comparisons 

Four additional word lists from related or 

significant languages were included in the final lexical 

similarity comparison with Gojri . Two lists were collected 

in the process of other research projects undertaken by 

the Sociolinguistic Survey of Northern Pakistan: Balakot 

Hindko and Lahore Panjabi. Balakot Hindko represents the 

northernmost Hindko variety as is spoken in the Kaghan 

Valley, Hazara region; Balakot is a neighboring major town 

near Mittikot, where the Kaghan  Gojri  list was collected. 
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Hindko is an important language of wider communication 

in the Hazara region. 

The commonality due to shared genetic history 

between Western Panjabi, Hindko, and Gojri  is overlaid 

with a very long history of mutual borrowings, creating 

patterns of divergence and convergence that many 

scholars have noted as being extremely difficult to sort 

out. Therefore the Lahore Panjabi and the Balakot Hindko 

word lists were included in the analysis in order to assess 

the relative levels of similarity between the collected Gojri  

varieties and these two lists which are labelled as distinct 

languages. Again, the purpose is to evaluate synchronic 

lexical similarity according to the phonetic similarities 

between word list items sampled, not to provide support 

for historical classification based on cognicity. 

Two lists represent major, standardized languages 

in northern Pakistan, Urdu and Yusufzai Pashto. Both of 

these languages are used for communication with non-

Gujjari speakers by certain segments of the Gujjar 

communities in some locations. In addition to being the 

national language and the language of education in 

Pakistan, Urdu was used for cueing bilingual respondents 

when elicitating lexical items in Gojri. Like Western 

Panjabi, Hindko, and Gojri, Urdu is also part of the Indo-

Aryan or Indic branch of the Indo-European family. Several 

Gujjar respondents spoke of the similarity between Urdu 

and Gojri  during interviews, mentioning such opinions as 
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Urdu being easier to learn and understand because it is 

similar to Gojri . 

In contrast, Pashto is classified as part of the 

Iranian branch, and is clearly more distinct from Gojri  than 

the other varieties being compared. Being the major 

language of wider communication in the North-West 

Frontier Province of Pakistan, Pashto is spoken as a second 

language by many Gujjars from the western word list 

locations. Grierson (LSI IX.4:941) and others (e.g., Varma 

1978) have suggested that Pashto borrowings intrude on 

the Gojri  spoken in some of these Western locations, 

particularly in Swat District. In support of such borrowings, 

several interview subjects in this study from non-Pashto 

speaking areas mentioned the use of Pashto words in the 

recorded text from Swat. 

2.2.4 Lexical Similarity Counts 

After the word list data were gathered, each list 

was compared with each of the others, pair by pair, in 

order to determine the similarity between corresponding 

lexical items. The similarity decisions were made according 

to the synchronic principles mentioned above, using the 

method for ensuring consistency which is described in 

appendix A.1. After all pairs of items on two word lists 

were compared, the percentage of similar items was 

calculated. This procedure was repeated for each pair of 

word list locations. The percentage of phonetically similar 
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items for each pair of Gojri  word list locations is displayed 

in figure (1) 

 

2.2.5 Evidence of Gojri  Dialect Groupings: East-

West Continuum 

The lexical similarity counts suggest that there is a 

continuum of similarity between varieties of Gojri  ranging 

in a general east to west direction across northern 

Pakistan. The Gujranwala list deviates from this pattern 

and will be discussed separately. The east-west word list 

continuum can be analyzed in terms of two dialect clusters 

although the percentages are not as neatly separable as 

such a division might suggest. Nonetheless, with the 
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exception of the Kaghan word list discussed as a border 

area below, the range of similarity percentages for each 

location shows higher counts for comparisons within its 

dialect cluster than are shown between that location and 

those locations outside that cluster. Thus Western 

locations display higher similarity to other Western 

locations than they display to any Eastern locations, and 

vice versa. The lexical similarity percentages within each 

tentative dialect cluster are generally between 80 and 100 

percent. In contrast, the range of percentages between all 

Western and Eastern locations is 64 to 83 percent. 

These tentative clusters can be outlined as follows. 

The Western dialect group includes the sampled varieties 

of Gojri  spoken in Chitral, Dir, Swat (two lists), and Gilgit. 

The Kunar list from Afghanistan also falls into this Western 

grouping. The range of similarity between the Western 

lists, including the Kunar list, is 94 to 84 percent, with the 

average within-group similarity at 89 percent. 

The Eastern group clusters less tightly than the 

Western group. Sampled Gojri  varieties from Northern, 

Central, and Southern Pak occopied  Kashmir, and 

Southern Hazara group together to form an Eastern dialect 

cluster. The range of similarity between these lists is 91 to 

78 percent, with an average similarity of 83 percent. The 

lowest similarity counts within this group are from 

comparisons with the Southern Pak occopied  Kashmir list, 

which was noted above as possibly less reliable since it 
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was neither elicited on location, nor checked. If the 

Southern Pak occopied  Kashmir list were excluded on the 

basis of being less reliable, the range within the Eastern 

group is narrower, 83 to 86 percent, and the average 

similarity is slightly higher at 85 percent. Even so, word list 

comparisons indicate more lexical variation among the 

Eastern Gojri  varieties. 

The  Gojri  spoken in the Kaghan Valley and 

represented in the list from Mittikot could be viewed as a 

border variety between the Western and Eastern 

clusters.13 The lexical similarity percentages are slightly 

higher between Kaghan Gojri  and Eastern varieties (88 to 

73 percent range, 82 percent average) than between 

Kaghan   Gojri  and Western varieties (83 to 74 percent 

range, 79 percent average). This slight tendency towards 

greater similarity between the Kaghan list and the Eastern 

lists is supported by other types of evidence which indicate 

that the Kaghan variety may be viewed as a member of 

that cluster.  

These indicators include the dialect opinions 

expressed by both Eastern and Western variety speakers, 

and those of the interviewed participants from Mittikot 

itself. Mittikot subjects evaluated the text from Pak 

occopied  Kashmir as “pure” Gojri , identical to their own 

speech. While Eastern area participants from Pak occopied  

Kashmir evaluated the Kaghan text as very similar to their 

own speech, Gujjars from the Western areas said that the 
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Kaghan text mixes forms from Hindko or Panjabi. As is 

discussed in a subsequent section, the word list 

comparisons between Kaghan Gojri  and other related 

Indo-Aryan languages (Urdu, Hindko, and Lahore Panjabi) 

display similar patterns to those of other Eastern group 

varieties. In addition, the language of wider 

communication of the Kaghan area is Hindko, an Indo-

Aryan language which falls on the eastward direction of 

the linguistic “fault line” separating Indic from Iranian 

languages (see Rensch this volume). In contrast, Pashto, 

which fills the lingua franca role for much of the Western 

dialect area, falls on the western side of the linguistic 

divide as an Iranian language.14 These facts indicate that 

in various ways the sociolinguistic situation of Kaghan Gojri  

is more similar to that of the Eastern dialect cluster than to 

the Western. 

The  Gojri  list from Poonch District in Indian-Side of 

Jammu and  Kashmir is quite similar to the word lists from 

Pak occopied  Kashmir, particulary the Central Pak 

occopied  Kashmir list with which it shares 91 percent 

similarity; the Northern and Southern Pak occopied  

Kashmir lists are both at 81 percent similarity with Poonch 

District  Gojri . The comparisons with the two Hazara lists, 

Kaghan and Southern Hazara, drop to 77 and 75 percent 

respectively. The range of similarity percentages between 

the  Gojri  list and the Western lists falls to between 67 

and 74 percent. Thus, the published Poonch  Gojri  list also 
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follows the general pattern of higher similarity with 

Eastern than with Western varieties of  Gojri . 

The one elicited Gojri  word list that has been 

excluded from this Western and Eastern cluster analysis is 

the list from Gujranwala. As noted above, Gujranwala is 

not contiguous to the rest of the communities, and 

represents a different sociolinguistic situation, especially 

since this is a fairly recent settlement of Gujjars originating 

from India. This list is perhaps more representative of the 

Gojri  spoken in the Agra area from which this community 

came. Panjabi is the language of wider communication in 

the Gujranwala area, and most ethnic Gujjars throughout 

the Panjab have Panjabi as their first language. Gujranwala 

Gujjars are completely settled, and practice lifestyles 

similar to those of their surrounding Panjabi neighbors. 

The lexical similarity count indicates that the Gujranwala 

list is most similar to the Central Pak occopied  Kashmir 

list, with a moderately low percentage of 68 percent 

similarity. It is slightly more similar to the Eastern cluster 

than to the Western one. Gujranwala with all the Eastern 

lists excluding Central Pak occopied  Kashmir falls at 60 or 

61 percent, and there is a range of 54 to 58 percent 

between it and all the Western lists. These percentages 

are considerably lower than those from comparisons 

between the other Gojri  lists, and thus it stands outside 

the east-west continuum of dialects proposed above. 

Comments from Gujranwala Gujjars in response to the 

Western recorded text from Peshmal, Swat support the 
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conclusion that the Gojri  spoken in their community is 

markedly different from that of Swat.  

2.2.6 Additional Comparisons with Related and 

Neighboring Languages 

Although borrowings and inherently related forms 

are not distinguished when doing word list similarity 

counts, consistent patterns in phonetic similarity counts 

are observable when the Eastern and Western dialect 

clusters of Gojri  are compared with lists in Balakot Hindko, 

Lahore Panjabi, and Urdu. Gojri  word lists from Eastern 

and Western locations both displayed low percentages of 

similarity with Yusufzai Pashto, a range of 10 to 13 

percent. 

The most surprising result of this comparison with 

other named languages is the relatively high similarity 

between Eastern Gojri  varieties and Balakot Hindko. The 

lexical similarity counts between Balakot Hindko and Gojri  

varieties in the Eastern cluster range between 71 and 81 

percent, with an average of 78 percent. In contrast, 

similarity percentages between Balakot Hindko and the 

Western Gojri  varieties range between 62 and 71 percent, 

with an average similarity of 66 percent. This east-west 

contrast is explainable since Hindko is a widely spoken 

language in parts of the eastern region, which is not the 

case in the areas of the west where there are Gujjar 

communities. 
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It is interesting to note that the percentages 

between many Eastern Gojri  varieties and Balakot Hindko 

are higher than those between these same Eastern 

varieties and many of the Western Gojri  varieties. The 

Balakot Hindko list with those of the Eastern group ranges 

between 72 and 81 percent similarity, with an average 

similarity of 78 percent. Western Gojri  varieties compare 

with Eastern varieties with a range of 64 to 83 percent and 

an average similarity of 73 percent. These figures indicate 

that the lexical inventories of some Eastern varieties of 

Gojri  may be slightly more similar to that of Balakot 

Hindko than they are to those of Western varieties of Gojri 

. 

A likely explanation is that borrowings from Hindko 

have made their way into the lexicon of Gujjar 

communities in close proximity to Hindko speakers, 

contributing to the divergence of Eastern and Western 

dialects of Gojri . However, since Hindko and Gojri  are also 

related languages, there is a foundation of similarity 

between them because of their genetic relatedness. In 

their effects on the moderately high similarity counts 

between Eastern Gojri  and Balakot Hindko, the 

contribution of the magnitude of borrowings is not 

separable from that of historical relatedness. 

Similar patterns of higher similarity with the 

Eastern cluster are seen when comparisons are made with 

Lahore Panjabi and Urdu. Lahore Panjabi word list 
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percentages indicate more similarity with Eastern Gojri  

varieties than with Western Gojri  varieties. The lexical 

similarity percentages with the Eastern group range 

between 64 and 73 percent, with an average similarity of 

68 percent. The comparisons with the Western group are 

approximately 10 percent lower, ranging from 51 to 61 

percent, and averaging at 56 percent. 

Percentages from the comparison of Gojri  and 

Urdu word lists show somewhat less similarity than was 

shown by the comparison with Panjabi. However there is a 

replication of the pattern of an approximate 10 percent 

increase in lexical similarity between Urdu and Eastern 

Gojri  varieties than between Urdu and Western Gojri  

varieties. Urdu with the Eastern group ranges between 57 

and 71 percent similarity, with an average at 62 percent. 

Urdu with the Western group falls to a range of 47 to 56 

percent and an average of 52 percent. 

The word list evidence presented here is 

insufficient for the definite identification of processes of 

linguistic divergence and convergence. There remain 

questions related to differing tendencies toward 

maintenance of traditional forms which have brought 

about these east-west dialect patterns. However, there is 

definite lexical evidence for the increased similarity 

between Eastern varieties of Gojri  and their related 

linguistic neighbors on the east side of the Iranian-Indic 

fault line. 
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2.3 Comprehension of Recorded Speech 

Both linguistic and extralinguistic factors affect a 

hearer’s comprehension of the spoken forms of related 

linguistic varieties. Shared linguistic features in the lexicon, 

phonology, and grammar contribute to the ability to 

decode meaning from oral texts. Social factors influence 

patterns of intelligibility as well, such as frequency and 

depth of contact with members of the speech community 

represented, the necessity or motivation to communicate 

with such speakers, and the social prestige or 

stigmatization associated with certain speech forms. A 

combination of these linguistic and social factors serve to 

differentiate spoken forms of Gojri . 

2.3.1 Recorded Text Testing of Regional 

Varieties of Gojri  

In order to evaluate the intelligibility of varieties of 

Gojri  spoken in different locations, tape-recorded texts 

were collected from five locations and constructed into 

simple, orallyadministered comprehension tests. In each 

case, a short, personal-experience narrative was elicited 

from a speaker of the target speech variety and tape 

recorded. A set of comprehension questions was then 

constructed based on various semantic areas covered in 

the text. The averaged scores on this recorded text test 

(RTT) from the speakers of other varieties of Gojri  

represent their ability to comprehend the test variety. 

From this, extrapolations could be made regarding 

intelligibility between the varieties. A more detailed 
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description of the methodology is given in appendix A.2 of 

this volume. 

These recorded text tests were developed in the 

regional varieties of Gojri  spoken in specific sites in 

Chitral, Swat, Gilgit, Kaghan, and Pak occopied  Kashmir. 

Each test was first administered in the area where it was 

developed in order to verify that the text represents a 

good, natural sample of local speech and that the test 

questions are clear and can be easily answered by local 

speakers. The RTTs were then administered in the other 

regions. The Chitral, Swat, Gilgit, and Kaghan RTTs were all 

administered in each of these four locations; thus, there is 

a complete four-way comparison between these locations 

with four RTTs administered in each. The Pak occopied  

Kashmir testing was limited in that only two texts were 

tested in the Central Pak occopied  Kashmir location; these 

were the Swat and the Kaghan RTTs. The Pak occopied  

Kashmir text was tested in three of the other regions, 

Chitral, Swat, and Kaghan, in addition to the initial 

validation testing in the Central Pak occopied  Kashmir 

area. In terms of the dialect continuum tentatively 

proposed on the basis of the word lists, three of the RTT 

sites are in the Western region (Chitral, Swat, and Gilgit) 

and the remaining two are in the Eastern region (Kaghan, 

Pak occopied  Kashmir). 
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2.3.2 Mean Comprehension Scores on Recorded 

Text Tests 

The results of recorded text testing in the five Gojri  

locations are shown in figure (2). The mean 

comprehension score is listed for each recorded text test 

(RTT) given in each test location. In addition, a 95 percent 

confidence interval is given as an estimate of the range 

within which the comprehension score for the total 

population would fall, based on the distribution of scores 

in the sample. The number of test subjects per sample and 

the standard deviation are indicated for each mean score. 

The RTT means are given as percentages of correct 

answers. Standard deviations for each mean indicate the 

amount of variation within each sample.  
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2.3.3 Recorded Text Test Analysis 

The RTT analysis shows the same general 

continuum of East-West variation as shown in the analysis 
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of the Gojri  word lists. Mean scores from Western texts 

tested in Western locations (Chitral, Swat, Gilgit) are 

higher than the mean scores from Eastern texts tested in 

Western locations. Excluding the hometown RTTs used as 

validation tests in the locations from which that spoken 

form was recorded, the Western texts tested in Western 

locations display means ranging from 93 to 97 percent in 

all but one case. The performance of Gilgit Gujjars on the 

Chitral text, both within the posited Western region, is 

somewhat lower with a mean of 83 percent; the Chitral 

Gujjars perform well on the Gilgit Gojri  text, however, 

with a mean score of 93 percent. Overall these Western 

RTT results seem to indicate fairly high intelligibility of 

spoken forms of Gojri  within the Western region, with a 

tentative indication of some comprehension loss between 

Gilgit and Chitral varieties of Gojri . 

In comparison to the scores on RTTs within the 

Western region, the range of RTT means for Eastern texts 

tested in Western locations is still high overall, but shows a 

slight drop, between 80 percent and 95 percent. The high 

mean scores within this range are seen in the results of the 

Kaghan RTT tested in the Gilgit and Swat regions, with 

means of 93 percent and 95 percent respectively. Such 

results support the position of Kaghan Gojri  as a border 

variety between Eastern and Western dialect clusters. The 

Kaghan RTT mean dips to 82 percent in the far western 

test site of Chitral. The Pak occopied  Kashmir RTT shows 

lower results in both the Chitral and Swat test sites, at 80 
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and 85 percent. These means tentatively indicate 

moderate to fairly high comprehension by Western Gujjars 

listening to the speech forms exemplified in the Eastern 

Gojri  texts. 

Eastern texts tested in Eastern locations (Kaghan, 

Central Pak occopied  Kashmir) show higher means than 

Western texts in Eastern locations. Within-group means 

for the Eastern regional texts are 86 percent for Central 

Pak occopied  Kashmir subjects on the Kaghan text and 87 

percent for Kaghan subjects on the Central Pak occopied  

Kashmir text. These means are not as high as the within-

region RTT means for the Western dialect cluster (93 to 97 

percent); however, they also point to moderate to fairly 

high intelligibility among the Eastern varieties tested. 

Thus, means and ranges based on confidence intervals on 

RTTs from within the region tend to be higher than those 

on RTTs from the other region. 

In comparing the two regions by their scores on 

texts from outside their dialect cluster, it appears that the 

subjects living in Western regions had relatively less 

trouble on the Eastern texts (means ranging from 80 to 95 

percent), than the opposite case. In other words, the 

subjects living in Eastern regions had quite a bit of trouble 

understanding some of the Western texts (means ranging 

from 53 to 88 percent). The Chitral text was not well 

understood in the only Eastern location where it was 

tested, Kaghan. 
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The striking indicator of Eastern subjects’ limited 

understanding of Western varieties was the 53 percent 

mean on the Swat text tested in the farthest Eastern area, 

Central Pak occopied  Kashmir. The Swat text shows the 

highest mean scores within the Western group (96 to 97 

percent), drops to 88 percent in the Eastern border area of 

Kaghan, then to 53 percent in Central Pak occopied  

Kashmir. The presence of certain unfamiliar lexical items in 

this Swat Gojri  text is a partial explanation for the sharp 

drop in comprehension scores. As is discussed in the 

following section, the importance of these lexical items in 

causing a loss of comprehension is supported by the 

performance of RTT subjects and by the opinions 

expressed by these subjects and others who listened to 

the text. 

The other two Western texts (Chitral, Gilgit) were 

tested only in Kaghan and not in the farther east location 

of Central Pak occopied  Kashmir. However the means for 

these two Western texts in the Eastern-border area of 

Kaghan are lower as well. In Kaghan, the Chitral RTT mean 

was 73 percent, versus 83 and 94 percent for the other 

Western locations. In Kaghan, the Gilgit RTT mean was 86 

percent, in contrast to 93 and 95 percent for the Gilgit test 

in other Western locations. 

The Kaghan text displays higher scores in the 

Western region than the further Eastern text, Central Pak 

occopied  Kashmir, does. This supports the indicators that 
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Kaghan Gojri  is a border variety between the Eastern and 

Western regions. Less testing of Western varieties in the 

Eastern region was accomplished, so it is difficult to say 

which Western variety may be better understood in the 

East. 

There is tentative evidence of variation in 

intelligibility indicated by different means on RTTs in 

different regional varieties of Gojri ; but since there is 

some amount of variation in the levels of difficulty 

between these texts, it is difficult to interpret the 

significance of such comparisons between comprehension 

scores. Nevertheless, the overall pattern of an east-west 

dialect continuum is consistent with the pattern of 

recorded text test scores. 

2.4 Dialect Opinions in Reference to Recorded 

Texts 

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, 

recorded text test participants were also asked to give 

their opinions of the texts they heard. Open ended 

questions were presented to elicit attitudes and 

perceptions after the testing was completed; in a few 

cases, these same questions were asked of Gujjar men 

who had not fully participated in the comprehension 

testing, but who had listened to the story texts as part of a 

more informal interview. The questions focussed on the 

following areas: Was the recorded story “good Gojri ”? 

Why or why not? Where did the respondent think the 
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storyteller was from? Is the Gojri  in the story the same or 

different from the way the respondent speaks? Which 

story represented the most different variety of Gojri ? How 

well did the respondents feel that they understood the 

variety of Gojri  in the story? These dialect perceptions and 

attitudes round out the patterns of intelligibility indicated 

by the more quantitative evidence presented above. 

Comments expressed by subjects regarding RTT 

texts and general opinions given regarding perceived Gojri  

dialects support the word list and RTT results. Although 

these comments undoubtedly have some bearing in 

linguistic reality, the specific frequencies of divergent 

versus shared linguistic forms between spoken forms of 

Gojri  and related or surrounding linguistic varieties have 

not been fully investigated. Thus these comments are 

included as supportive evidence of perceived dialect 

differences. 

The general pattern was that interviewees from the 

East felt that Gojri  spoken in the West was somewhat 

different from their own and likewise, those from the 

West recognized differences in the Gojri  spoken in the 

East. The few individuals tested from the extreme ends of 

the East-West continuum (coming from regions outside 

the scope of the formal study, from Afghanistan or from 

Indian-Side of Jammu and  Kashmir) expressed even 

greater difficulty understanding the Gojri  from the 

opposite side. In addition to these perceptions of 
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difference, the respondents’ perceptions of similarity 

support the clustering of Eastern varieties and the 

clustering of Western ones. Subjects’ comments regarding 

Kaghan Gojri  support the grouping of this borderline 

variety with the Eastern rather than the Western dialect 

cluster. 

Respondents who listened to the recorded texts 

from various areas often compared them by giving 

opinions on the relative purity, correctness, or overall 

goodness of the Gojri  represented in the recording. There 

were no expressions by those interviewed of negative 

attitudes toward their own local variety of Gojri  in 

comparison to some prestige associated with another 

regional variety. Instead, many respondents specified that 

their own regional variety was the best Gojri . The most 

frequent comment about the recorded texts from outside 

the participant’s dialect cluster was that these forms of 

Gojri  were a little different or perhaps very different. 

Interestingly, the perceptions of most subjects who 

listened to the recordings were relatively accurate with 

regards to their identification of the general region from 

which these texts came. Western recordings were 

generally recognized as similar to other texts from the 

Western dialect cluster and vice versa. 

Some Western dialect speakers explained that the 

Gojri  spoken in the East was a different variety, in contrast 

to the similarity they perceived with speech forms 
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between Swat, Dir and Chitral. This support for the East-

West difference is also seen in the reverse direction, in 

responses of Eastern speakers toward Western forms of 

Gojri . Two of the men interviewed independently in Pak 

occopied  Kashmir spoke of “two dialects” of Gojri  within 

Pakistan, separating the  Gojri  spoken in Swat and Chitral 

(one included Gilgit in this dialect group as well) from that 

spoken in Hazara and Pak occopied  Jammu and Kashmir. 

The issue of “pure” versus “mixed” Gojri  was often 

mentioned by RTT subjects and interviewees, lending 

further support to the East-West split hypothesis 

described in the word list analysis. RTT subjects repeatedly 

commented regarding code-mixing in the recorded texts. 

Several subjects from the West described the Gojri  in the 

Eastern recorded texts as mixing Hindko, Pahari, Panjabi, 

or Urdu. As mentioned above, the Eastern word lists do 

display higher similarity counts with these other languages 

than do the Western ones. Two respondents also 

mentioned the influence of Kashmiri in the Trarkhel text. 

Some subjects in the East describe the Peshmal text as 

mixing Pashto, though the word list counts do not support 

this pattern. Some subjects also mentioned the influence 

of Swat Kohistani words in the Peshmal text, and one 

subject mentioned some Khowar words in the Chitral Gojri  

text. Lexical borrowing from regional languages is to be 

expected, but we have no measure as to the extent that 

borrowed forms actually occur in the recorded texts to 

compare with the perceptions mentioned by some 
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subjects. It is likely that even a few unfamiliar loan words 

would stand out and provoke comment by listeners from 

regions where the loaning language is not spoken. 

Lexical influence on some Gojri  varieties from the 

national language, Urdu, and from the widely spoken 

Panjabi could improve the comprehension of such 

varieties by those Gujjars with education or greater 

contact with those languages. The exposure to Urdu was 

mentioned by one respondent from Chitral as boosting his 

comprehension of the recorded text from Central Pak 

occopied  Kashmir. Another interview respondent stated 

that the Gojri  radio broadcasts from Muzaffarabad and 

from Rawalpindi are mixed with some Urdu because the 

announcers are literate; but that these Urdu loans make 

“only one percent difference” from the dialect spoken by 

the Gujjars in Pak occopied  Kashmir. There were several 

supporting comments from other Gujjars interviewed who 

gave opinions such as the belief of widespread ability to 

understand Urdu, even among the uneducated Gujjars, 

because their languages are similar, or the comment that 

Urduspeaking girls would make suitable wives for their 

sons because Urdu is similar to their language. The opinion 

that Gojri  is similar to Panjabi was widely voiced as well, 

with one of the Gujjars interviewed in the Panjab stating 

that Gojri  was really a “dialect of Panjabi”. 

“Pure” Gojri  was identified by various Eastern 

interviewees as coming from areas within the posited 
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Eastern region, or further east into Jammu and Kashmir. 

One man, a radio announcer for Gojri  broadcasts from 

Rawalpindi, mentioned that the Gojri  spoken in the 

Kaghan area, Upper Hazara, was the purest form of  Gojri  

within Pakistan. Other Eastern dialect speakers pinpointed 

the spoken forms from locations in Jammu and Kashmir, or 

identified the speech of the Bakarwals as the purest form 

of their language. Some more sophisticated and educated 

Gujjars from the Panjab or from Pak occopied  Kashmir 

were aware of  Gojri  language promotion in Srinagar or 

other locations across the eastern frontier. The historical 

ties tracing Pakistani Gujjars as migrating from areas south 

and east were acknowledged by some interviewees from 

both the east and the west. Thus there is some evidence 

for the perceptions of more traditional Gojri  being 

centered toward the easterly direction, rather than the 

west. 

Overarching this attention to the differences 

between varieties of  Gojri , there appeared to be a 

common perception of shared ethnic identity between 

Gujjars and the assertion that they speak their own  Gojri  

language. Many respondents commented on the texts 

from other areas by stating that the speech on the tape 

was “my language, but different”. Gujjars from various 

locations mentioned listening to the radio broadcasts; one 

man reported that these broadcasts originate in Peshawar, 

in Muzaffarabad, in Srinagar, and in Jammu, and that he 

can understand the  Gojri  from all these place because the 
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language is essentially the same everywhere. The 

importance of Gujjar unity is supported by the existence of 

organizations, such as the Union for the Gujjar Gazette and 

the Gujjar Association. These associations hold regular 

conventions; attendance at such conventions was 

reported by participants even from the farthest extremes 

of dialect areas represented in this study, from Chitral to 

Gujranwala. Thus the perception of a unifying Gojri  

language and identity seems to be significant to the Gujjar 

community. 

2.5 Indications of Dialect Intelligibility Patterns 

and Directions for Future Research 

Overall, both the word list analysis and the 

recorded text test results support the pattern of declining 

comprehension as distance between regional varieties of 

Gojri  increases. This pattern of increasing difficulty in 

comprehension of more distant Gojri  varieties is 

supported by opinions and perceptions of interview 

participants as well. However, Gujjars are distinguished by 

a strong and unified ethnic identity, and they seem to 

regard the language spoken by various Gujjar communities 

as one unifying and distinguishing feature of their common 

ethnicity. It seems apparent that Gojri  speakers regard 

their language as having regional variance, but as one 

common tongue. 

A common view regarding the distinction between 

different languages versus dialects of the same language is 
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based on the premise that dialects of the same language 

are intelligible to the speakers of variant dialects, whereas 

different languages are not sufficiently intelligible for 

speakers to understand each other without the 

opportunity for acquisition or learning. Although the 

evidence gathered on linguistic varieties labeled as Gojri  

cannot uncontrovertably prove that the investigated 

spoken forms are merely different dialects, i.e., sufficiently 

intelligible not to be labeled as Gojri  languages, it appears 

that this is the case. There is clearly some loss of 

comprehension between the more distant varieties of 

Gojri  within Pakistan. How much adjustment Gojri  

speakers must make to accomodate to dialectal 

differences is an avenue for further research. 

Although both the Eastern and Western Gojri  

spoken varieties show some divergence and are 

undoubtedly affected by their surrounding languages, 

there is tentative evidence that Western Gojri  speakers 

better understand the speech forms of Eastern Gujjars, 

than the Easterners understand the Western varieties. 

One possible explanation could be that if the Eastern Gojri  

varieties are closer to the historical form from which all 

forms of Gojri  have derived, then perhaps Western 

Gujjars retain some level of receptive competence to 

comprehend such varieties though their productive 

competence may reflect more divergence. Another 

explanation might be that since the Eastern varieties of 

Gojri  are more similar to Urdu and Panjabi, any knowlege 
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of Urdu or exposure to Panjabi among Western Gujjars is 

likely to improve their understanding of Eastern Gojri . 

Whether these language contact factors have significantly 

impacted the investigation of intelligibility is difficult to 

say. Verification of such speculation requires further 

research. 

Being that the Kaghan variety of Gojri  shows 

evidence of being a border dialect in the East-West 

continuum of  Gojri  varieties, it may represent the most 

central and widely understood form of the Gojri  language 

as spoken within Pakistan. However, the Gojri  variety 

spoken to the east of Kaghan in Pak occopied  Kashmir is 

significant for two reasons. Speakers there are more 

numerous and concentrated. In addition, some educated 

Gujjars from Pak occopied  Jammu and Kashmir are aware 

of the development efforts in Srinagar where some Gojri  

literature is being produced, and they are committed to 

the development and promotion of  Gojri  in Pakistan. 

As has been noted, Gojri  is spoken by a significant 

number of speakers outside of Pakistan, particularly 

towards the east in the disputed area of Jammu and 

Kashmir, and in India. A more complete picture of the 

extent of intelligiblity for the full range of  Gojri  varieties 

requires investigation beyond the borders of Pakistan. 
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PROFILES OF TWO GUJJAR COMMUNITIES 

3.1 Introduction 

Two Gujjar communities were studied in depth in 

order to examine social features relevant to sociolinguistic 

patterns in these communities. The first community was 

Peshmal, a small Gujjar town in northern Swat Valley near 

Kalam. The second was Mittikot, a village in the mountains 

above Balakot, near the mouth of the Kaghan Valley. For 

the purposes of this study, the Peshmal community, in the 

proposed Western dialect area, represents Gujjars living in 

a small town which is easily accessable and is set in a 

dominant Pashtoon region with Pashto as the language of 

wider communication. The Mittikot community, in the 

proposed Eastern dialect area, represents Gujjars in a 

small, more isolated village set in a region where Hindko is 

the dominant language of wider communication. 

3.2 Methodology 

The purpose of this chapter is to present a general 

description of each Gujjar community and a profile of 

social factors, such as gender, age, and education which 

are relevant to the sociolinguistic patterns seen in these 

communities. In each community, a census was taken, 

second language proficiency was tested, and interviews 

were conducted regarding language use and attitudes and 

travel experience. 

The census for Peshmal does not include the entire 

Peshmal area. Rather, census data was gathered in Gush, a 
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settlement in larger Peshmal, as representative of the 

Peshmal area in general. The Gush census information is 

complete in that every household is included. A  Gojri -

speaking, middle school teacher and lifelong resident of 

the community provided all the data on each household, 

giving information for each member as to age, gender, 

education level, khel, and relationship to the head of the 

household. In Mittikot, a representative from each 

household was interviewed regarding each household 

member. The census counted all the residents, including 

those residing in the lower village of Mittikot, as well as 

those in the high summer settlement. 

3.3 Peshmal 

Peshmal is a small Gujjar town located 

approximately two kilometers south of Kalam along the 

Swat River. It is situated on the main road into northern 

Swat and is frequented by tourists and others passing 

through on their way to Kalam. The regional language 

spoken in the area is Pashto. The village immediately 

across the river from Peshmal, called Ariani, has a majority 

Pashtoon population. Kohistani people also live in the area 

and speak their own Kohistani language. The nearby town 

of Kalam is predominantly Kohistani speaking. 

3.3.1 Peshmal Population 

An estimate of the population of greater Peshmal is 

approximately 3,500. According to the 1987 census taken 

by the Sociolinguistic Survey of Northern Pakistan, Gush 
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has a total population of 268: 150 males and 118 females, 

with 43 households, averaging 6.2 people per household. 

Similarly, the 1981 government census lists the Gush 

population as 210 people with 37 households. The 

distribution of the 1987 Gush population by age and 

gender is displayed in figure (1).  

 

3.3.2 General Background on Peshmal Gujjars 

One leading Gujjar family in Gush, managers and 

partial owners of the Peshmal Hotel, traces their ancestral 

migration into the area from Gujjarat, Rajasthan, and the 

Panjab. Another man, the young middle school teacher, 

explains that the Peshmal Gujjars have been settled in the 

area for hundreds of years. Two or three Gujjars came and 

settled in the area from the Kana khel. According to the 

teacher, the people do not have a tradition as nomadic 

herdsmen. The Gujjars in the Peshmal area today are 
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farmers of small land holdings. The crops are primarily 

maize, potatoes, and turnips. The people also grow smaller 

amounts of other vegetables. Gujjar men travel to Lahore 

and Rawalpindi to sell potatoes. Beans, turnips, and 

walnuts are also sold. Peshmal Gujjars do not have herds 

of goats or sheep; generally there is only one or two per 

family. The people have cows and buffaloes for milk and 

for plowing.  

Peshmal Gujjars own land in the upper regions 

above Peshmal. Transhumant or semi-nomadic Gujjars, 

referred to by locals as Ajris or in the literature as Ajars, 

come up into the area from Lower Swat during the 

summer months and pay the settled Peshmal Gujjars for 

permission to graze their herds on the land.23 Peshmal 

Gujjars also own forest land. They cut the timber and sell it 

to people from Bahrain, Mingora, and other places further 

down the valley. The government also buys timber directly 

from the Gujjars. 

Many Peshmal Gujjars (preliminary questionnaire 

data indicate approximately half the population) leave 

Peshmal for about six months in the winter to escape the 

cold and snow and to seek employment. They travel to 

lower areas such as Malakand, Peshawar, Nowshera, and 

Rawalpindi. Often whole families travel south. 

Peshmal has a small bazaar with seven shops 

where basic supplies can be purchased. Many items, such 

as fresh meat and medicine, must be obtained from the 
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larger bazaar in Kalam. There is a hotel and restaurant in 

Peshmal, also a police station and power house. The 

middle school (classes one through eight) where Gujjar 

children are educated, is located across the river in Ariani. 

A mosque school (classes one through three) is located in 

Peshmal. There are eight small mosques located 

throughout the area for prayer. The local people report 

that  Gojri  is generally spoken in the mosque. Friday 

prayers, however, are given in Pashto because people 

come from other areas who do not speak  Gojri .  

There is electricity in Peshmal in the summer 

months when there is sufficient snow melt for hydro-

electric power. There is no television; however, radio 

broadcasts are received from Peshawar, Rawalpindi, and 

also Muzaffarabad. The people listen to Urdu, Pashto, and  

Gojri  broadcasts. Generally, they report no trouble 

understanding the Gojri  broadcasts from these locations. 

Many of the homes also have tape players; people listen to 

Urdu and Pashto songs. 

Additional services are available in nearby Kalam. 

There are two primary schools there, one for boys and one 

for girls, and a high school for boys only. 

3.3.3 Education in Peshmal 

In the 1987 language survey census of Gush, 40 

percent of the total male population was reported to have 

received some form of formal education (approximately 

half of those school age and older). Only one female, 
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thirteen years old, was reported to have received any 

formal education (five years). Figure (2) below presents 

the distribution of the Gush population according to 

gender and education level. The majority of educated men 

received one to five years education. Only 12 percent of 

the male population received more than five years; more 

than ten years was rare, comprising only 1 percent of the 

population.  

 

Figure (3) presents the distribution of the 

population by sex, age, and education level. As might be 

expected, the data indicate that more young Gujjar males 

are receiving education now than in the past. In 1987, only 

three Gush men over thirty years of age had received any 

formal education.  
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(3) Population of Gush settlement, Peshmal (1987): 

Distribution of Males and Females in Age and Education 

Groups 

 

 

In 1989, the middle school teacher who gave the 

census information estimated that there were 

approximately 400 boys enrolled in the middle school in 

Peshmal, approximately 300 of which were Gujjars. Other 

students were Pashtoons and Kohistanis. Enrollment 

gradually decreased from an estimate of approximately 
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eighty students in class one, to fifteen in class eight. The 

medium of instruction is Pashto in classes one through 

five. Urdu is taught as a subject, as well as Pashto. Many of 

the teachers are Pashtoons and communicate with their 

students in Pashto. If the first class teacher is a Gujjar, he 

will use some Gojri  to explain new or difficult concepts. 

Urdu is the medium of instruction in classes six through 

eight. Urdu and Pashto are also taught as subjects. The 

teacher estimated that there were approximately sixty 

Gujjar boys in ninth and tenth class in Kalam. There were 

four or five boys enrolled in Mingora High School and 

another four or five in Mingora College. 

The mosque school teaches classes one through 

three. Pashto is the medium of instruction. Subjects such 

as Islamic studies, Pakistan studies, English, math, and 

Urdu are taught. 

Quranic education is provided at the mosque for 

boys beginning at age five or six with some continuing 

until age thirteen or fourteen. The boys receive religious 

instruction. They learn some Arabic and learn to read and 

recite the Quran. The medium of instruction is Gojri . Girls 

receive Quranic education at home. Some boys also are 

trained at home. 

3.4 Mittikot 

Mittikot is a Gujjar village located approximately six 

kilometers west of Balakot in the mountains near the 

mouth of the Kaghan Valley in Mansehra District, Hazara. 
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It is a more isolated village than Peshmal. There is no road 

and no transport, except by donkey, to the village which is 

a two to three-hour walk up a steep mountain path from 

Balakot. Mittikot is one of many Gujjar villages in the area. 

Balakot is the main town, stretching along the Kunhar 

River at the mouth of the steep valley. The majority of 

people in Balakot are Hindko speakers. Hindko is the 

regional language of the area. 

The Mittikot Gujjars are transhumant pastoralists 

and agriculturalists. They are settled in Mittikot in the 

winter months when the snows are heavy and move to 

their summer settlement, called Danna or Mali, about 

eight kilometers further up the mountain during the 

summer months. In the past, the whole village moved with 

the herds. Now only 50 percent of the population moves 

up the mountain in the summer. Arif (1987:3) reported a 

“decrease in the upward migration and some changes in 

their subsistence patterns due to adopting occupations 

other than agriculture and animal husbandry, such as 

labour, service, woodcutting and selling.”25 The winter 

village covers an area of approximately eight square 

kilometers and the summer settlement covers 

approximately 8 to 10 square kilometers with a total area 

of 18 to 25 square kilometers. The stone and mud houses 

in Mittikot are scattered over the hilly land in an area 

surrounded by forests. Only small tracts of land are arable. 

This land is terraced and used primarily to grow corn, and 

also fodder, wheat, rice, and vegetables. The winter 
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settlement is rather congested and once the maize crop is 

growing, there is little room for grazing. The buffalo, 

sheep, and goats are taken up to the summer settlement 

where there are fields but also a wide open grazing area. 

On the other side of the mountain is a Swati village called 

Shinkiari. The people there are Hindko speakers. There is a 

jeep road from Shinkiari leading up to the Mittikot 

summer settlement. In the summer, some Mittikot Gujjars 

take the road to Shinkiari for Friday prayers, errands in the 

bazaar, or for work. 

3.4.1 Mittikot Population 

The total number of households in Arif’s 1986 

census was 141; 71 households stayed in the main village 

of Mittikot and 70 migrated to the summer site. The total 

population was 742: 377 males and 365 females with an 

average of 5.3 people per household. These figures are 

very similar to those obtained two years later by the 

Sociolinguistic Survey of Northern Pakistan. In the 1988 

language survey census, there was a total population of 

734: 374 males and 360 females. Figure (4) presents the 

distribution of the population by gender and age group.  
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3.4.2 General Background on Mittikot Gujjars 

The Gujjars claim to be the oldest inhabitants in the 

Hazara area (Imperial Gazetteer of India, NWFP, circa 

1905). Some of the older Gujjar villagers informed Arif 

(1987:13) that Mittikot is approximately 200 years old. 

They say that when the famous Syed Ahmad Shaheed and 

Shah Ismail Shaheed came to Balakot in 1831, there were 

three households settled in the place called Mittikot, 

which means “place of clay and mud”. Balakot is well 

known as the burial place of these men. According to the 

older villagers, Baba Ransi Ullah of the Bakarwals was the 

first person to settle in Mittikot. Later the Bakarwals 

brought in Dedar Gujjars for defense purposes. Then later, 

Khatana, Chechi, Kohli and Thekri Gujjars came and settled 

in Mittikot. When the Swatis moved into the area, they 

took over almost all the land. The Gujjars became tenants 

to the Swatis. Not until the land reforms of Khan Abdul 
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Qayyum Khan, former Chief Minister of the North-West 

Frontier Province, were the Gujjars given rights to land and 

forest. At that time, the Mittikot Gujjars obtained the land 

near their winter settlement. The land and forest in the 

upper area, however, are still owned by Swati landlords 

from Balakot. In exchange for the use of the land, the 

Gujjars must give a certain amount of livestock, produce, 

field labor, and household service to the landlords each 

year (Arif 1987). 

The Gujjars were traditionally nomadic herdsmen 

of goats and sheep. When they settled in Mittikot, they 

took up agriculture. They have also since shifted toward 

raising buffaloes. In 1986, only nine families had flocks of 

goats and sheep. Most families have just a few animals. 

Arif (1987) explains that the population in Mittikot is 

growing and the Gujjars there are not able to subsist on 

just their crops and livestock. Therefore, most families are 

engaged in wood cutting. Both adults and children, male 

and female, collect wood and carry it down to Balakot 

where they sell it to local people. In addition to 

woodcutting, many people sell the by-products of their 

livestock, such as milk and ghee. Many men are working 

outside of Mittikot, primarily in Balakot and Mansehra, as 

laborers and some as skilled workers. Some Gujjars, 

including women, also are working in the homes of Swati 

landlords. All of these outside activities, in addition to 

interaction with the Balakot landlords, bring most Mittikot 

Gujjars into regular contact with Hindko speakers. Some 
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men are working as laborers in the main cities in Pakistan, 

such as Rawalpindi, Lahore, and Karachi, where they are 

undoubtedly exposed to Urdu. A few work as laborers in 

the Middle East. 

There are very limited public services available in 

Mittikot. Mittikot has no electricity and, therefore, no 

television. A few families are reported to have tape 

recorders and some have radios. The people listen to Gojri  

radio programs broadcasted from Muzaffarabad in Pak 

occopied  Kashmir. They report clear understanding of the 

Gojri  programs. The villagers have access to general public 

services in Balakot. Arif reports that there are two 

mosques in Mittikot where the men gather for daily 

prayers. Most men travel to Balakot for Friday prayers. 

Gojri  is spoken in the Mittikot mosques, and Urdu and 

Hindko are spoken in the Balakot mosques. 

3.4.3 Education in Mittikot 

There is one primary school in the village. Arif 

(1987) reports that in 1986 there was one male teacher 

teaching preschool through fifth class. The teacher is a 

Hindko speaker from Balakot. The medium of instruction 

in the school is Urdu with some explanation provided by 

the teacher in Gojri  (Arif 1989, personal communication). 

The school enrollment figures for 1986 are presented in 

figure (5) below: 
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(5) Student Enrollment in the Mittikot 

Primary School in 1986 

Class   Number of Students 

Preschool   22 

1st class   16 

2
nd

    10 

3
rd

    4 

4
th
    4 

5
th
    8 

1st-5th Total   42 

The total primary school-age population was 150. 

Only 42 students, 28 percent of the school-age population, 

were enrolled. Of those enrolled, 62 percent were in first 

and second class. Enrollment figures dropped off sharply 

at the third and fourth class level. 

In Balakot there is a middle school (classes six 

through eight), a high school (through class ten), and an 

intermediate school (two-year college) for boys. There is 

one school (classes one through ten) for girls. The medium 

of instruction in Balakot is Urdu with some explanation 

provided in Hindko. The majority of the students are 

Hindko speakers. In 1986, seven Mittikot students were 

enrolled in sixth class, four in ninth class, and two in 

intermediate. The Mittikot students attending school in 

Balakot were boys from the families of muqaddams 

(village leaders). 
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Figure (6) presents the distribution of the Mittikot 

population by education groups according to the 1988 

language survey census. The data indicate that the 

majority of the population has received no formal 

education. Of the males, 27 percent have received one to 

ten years of education, contrasted with 5 percent of the 

females. Only two males (brothers and sons of the 

muqaddam) have completed eleven to twelve years of 

education. 

(6) Population of Mittikot (1988): Distribution of 

Males and Females in Education Groups 

 

Figure (7) presents the distribution of the Mittikot 

population in both age and education groups. Again, as 

was seen in Peshmal, more young Mittikot males are 

receiving education now and to higher levels. Interestingly, 

more females are also being educated although they still 

represent only a small fraction 

(7) Population of Mittikot (1988): 
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Distribution of Males and Females in Age and Education 

Groups 

 

 

Arif (1987) explains that there is economic 

incentive to keep children out of school. At approximately 

nine years of age, they can help with household duties and 

with collecting wood. The wood provides not only income 

for the family but also direct cash to the children 

themselves.  
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3.5 Summary 

In this examination of two Gujjar communities, 

many similarities and differences are seen. In both areas, 

the Gujjar people are a low socioeconomic status minority 

in a region with a more dominant culture and language. 

Both groups maintain their Gujjar identity and language 

and see themselves as part of a larger Gujjar community. 

Both groups are settled, yet their lifestyles involve certain 

migratory aspects. Many Peshmal Gujjars move their 

families south in the winter for economic reasons and to 

get out of the cold and snow. Mittikot Gujjars practice 

more traditional transhumance patterns in a seasonal shift 

up and down the mountain. Neither are nomadic 

pastoralists such as some of the Ajars of Swat or the 

Bakarwals of Kashmir. 

Both the Peshmal and Mittikot communities have 

large segments of the population which are uneducated. In 

Peshmal there is more of an even split between educated 

and uneducated males than there is in Mittikot where 

fewer males are formally educated. In both groups more 

males are receiving education now than in the past. 

Women remain the markedly uneducated population in 

both communities, although in Mittikot a small percentage 

of girls are beginning to receive education. 

The most far-reaching difference between the two 

Gujjar communities is the nature of the dominant ethnic 

group in each region. As the principal researcher in this 
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study points out, the Gujjars have conformed to the 

surrounding culture. Peshmal Gujjars live in the west in the 

midst of a more conservative, Pashtoon culture. They are 

relatively less economically dependent on the Pashtoons. 

For example, Peshmal Gujjars own their own land, in 

contrast to Mittikot Gujjars whose summer settlement 

belongs to Swati landlords. While some Mittikot Gujjars 

are employed in landlords’ homes, Pashtoon culture 

discourages outsiders from working for Pashtoons in their 

homes. Because of this independence, then, the Peshmal 

Gujjars seem to be better off. They are more economically 

self-sufficient and see themselves as more or less equal to 

the Pashtoons. Another effect of the conservative 

Pashtoon culture is that Peshmal Gujjar women observe 

rather strict purdah. It is viewed as improper for Peshmal 

Gujjar females to attend school or to be employed outside 

the home. So even though more males are educated in 

Peshmal than in Mittikot, fewer females, virtually none, 

are educated. 

Another difference is the language of each 

dominant group. Peshmal Gujjars live alongside Pashto, an 

Iranian language, which is quite a linguistic contrast from 

their own. Gojri  stands out as markedly different from the 

surrounding regional language. Peshmal Gujjars have 

developed a strong ethnicity, perhaps partially in response 

to this contrastiveness. They feel that their Gojri  is more 

pure and that Hazara Gujjars are “mixing” their Gojri  with 

other languages. 
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Mittikot Gujjars, in contrast, live in the east in an 

area where Hindko-speaking people are dominant. In this 

cultural setting, there is a more clear-cut socioeconomic 

hierarchy with the dominated groups doing “low” work for 

higher groups. There is more economic dependence by the 

low-status Gujjars on the dominant majority. The Hindko 

speakers, particularly Swatis, are the landlords so Mittikot 

Gujjars must pay fees in cash and services. It is very 

difficult for them to move up in this system. The cultural 

milieu is more open, however, in the sense that women 

take more public roles and are active in earning income 

outside the home. There is also a greater openness to the 

idea of females receiving education. 

Mittikot Gujjars are much more similar in physical 

appearance to the dominant group and, as discussed in 

chapter two on dialects, their language is much more 

linguistically similar to Hindko, the regional language, than 

it is to Pashto, the dominant language in the west. The 

development of a distinct Gujjar identity, however, is 

becoming more of a social and political issue in the Hazara 

region (see Ahmed 1986). 

In the following chapter the subject of 

multilingualism is explored. Social factors in the 

community profiles are examined to demonstrate how 

such factors as gender, education, and age are related to 

patterns of language use and proficiency.  
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MULTILINGUALISM IN TWO GUJJAR 

COMMUNITIES 

4.1 Introduction 

An examination of the language situation of the 

Gujjar people would be incomplete without some 

investigation of the other languages in use by them in 

addition to their own. To this end, two Gujjar communities 

were selected for conducting more focussed bilingualism 

research: Peshmal, in northern Swat Valley, and Mittikot, 

at the mouth of the Kaghan Valley in Hazara. The 

motivating questions for this research center on 

discovering the extent of proficiency in and use of Urdu, 

the national language, and Pashto or Hindko, the 

languages of wider communication in the respective 

communities. This research investigates patterns of 

language proficiency according to such factors as gender, 

education, and age. In addition, levels of proficiency in 

each community were evaluated in light of subjects’ 

reports of travel to non-Gujjari speaking areas and 

frequencies of speaking and hearing other languages. 

Underlying the analysis of the data are questions 

relating to effective communication within the large Gujjar 

ethnolinguistic community and to issues of language 

maintenance or shift. How widespread are the abilities to 

comprehend and use these languages? Does widespread 

bilingualism threaten the future maintenance of Gojri  in 

these communities? Or, are Urdu and the local languages 
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of wider communication used exclusively with non-Gujjar 

‘outsiders’? If this is the case, proficiency in these other 

languages should pattern according to the extent of 

contact that community members have with non-Gujjars 

in situations where these languages must be used. These 

underlying questions are broad in scope and thus require 

longer-term and more in-depth research than was 

accomplished in this limited study. However, available 

evidence points to the conclusion that there are large 

segments of the Gujjar population that are not proficient 

in any language other than their own, and that Gojri  

language vitality is not yet threatened by encroaching 

widespread use of more widely spoken languages. 

A sample of people from each community was 

tested for second language proficiency in Urdu and in the 

local language of wider communication. Urdu and Pashto 

were tested by means of a sentence repetition test (Radloff 

1991). Hindko was tested by means of a recorded text test 

(Casad 1974). These tests are described in more detail in 

appendices A.2 and A.3. To the extent that the available 

data allow, scores on these proficiency tests are treated as 

dependent variables in assessing the effects on second 

language proficiency of the following independent 

variables: gender, education, and age. Where relevant, 

there is discussion of observed patterning in proficiency 

test results and subjects’ reports of travel, and of 

frequency of second language use. The analysis of 

bilingualism in the Peshmal Gujjar community will be 
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presented first, then a similar order will be followed for 

the Mittikot data analysis. For each community, variables 

related to Urdu proficiency will be discussed first; 

subsequently, these same variables will be presented as 

they relate to proficiency in the local language of wider 

communication. In Peshmal, gender-related differences in 

second language proficiency are the most clearly marked, 

and thus for the purposes of presentation, the patterns 

observed among men and women will be discussed 

separately. The data from Mittikot are from males only; it 

was not possible to collect data from women in that 

community. After each community has been analyzed 

separately, the patterns in the two communities will be 

compared. 

4.2 Multilingualism in Peshmal 

4.2.1 Distribution of Test Subjects in Peshmal 

Sample 

In order to obtain a general assessment of Urdu 

and Pashto bilingualism among Gujjars in Peshmal, 

sentence repetition tests (SRTs) in these languages were 

administered to a sample of forty-eight males from the 

Peshmal community. Because random sampling was 

impossible in these field work situations, judgment (or 

quota) sampling was used. The demographic 

characteristics of age and education define the sampling 

cells. In order to obtain sufficient data for statistical 
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analysis, at least five subjects were included in each age 

and education cell wherever possible. 

As was presented in chapter three, a complete 

census of Gush, a settlement within Peshmal, was 

collected and has been taken to be representative of the 

wider Peshmal area. In figure (8) the distribution of the 

male test subjects according to various age and education 

categories, by percentage and number, is compared with 

the distribution of the Gush population as a whole, shown 

in percents. From this chart it is evident that the 

stratification of subjects in the test sample generally 

parallels that of the general Gush population.  

(8) Gush settlement, Peshmal 

Distribution of male population compared with test 

subjects in percentages 

 

According to the community profile of Gush, 

approximately half of the men school age and above have 

received some education. Likewise, the test sample of 

forty-eight males contains a similar division: twenty-five 
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uneducated and twentythree educated men. Subdividing 

the educated men according to age, the chart shows that 

there are very few older men with education in the Gush 

population; thus, few such subjects were available to be 

included in the test sample. Because of such limitations in 

the actual features of the population, it is difficult to 

assess the possible interaction of age with education and 

their combined influence on the patterns of second 

language proficiency. Consequently, the effect of age as an 

independent variable is undertaken with uneducated male 

subjects only. 

Collecting data among women was much more 

difficult than among men, since cultural constraints 

require such testing to take place in the home using 

female researchers only. Building trust to enable such 

access takes time; and once inside the home, it is much 

more difficult to control the testing situation and to ensure 

that sampling quotas are appropriately filled. Thus the 

data for women are limited and the distribution is skewed, 

including mostly young women in their twenties. In all, 

twenty Peshmal women participated in the Pashto 

sentence repetition testing; only eleven of these felt they 

knew any Urdu and were willing to participate in the Urdu 

SRT. Only one female in the Gush population was reported 

to have received any education. All female test subjects 

were uneducated. The sample distributions are compared 

to those in the Gush population, as shown in figure (9) 

below.  
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(9) Gush settlement, Peshmal 

Distribution of female population compared with 

test subjects for Pashto and Urdu SRTs 

 

4.2.2 Peshmal Urdu Proficiency 

Figure (10) presents the mean scores of the 

Peshmal male subjects on the Urdu sentence repetition 

test, grouped according to age groups and education 

levels. Groups are presented in terms of number of 

subjects (n), mean SRT score (m), and standard deviation 

(sd). The range and median Reported Proficiency 

Evaluation (RPE) levels which correspond to the SRT scores 

are provided for each education group. SRT scores range 

from zero to forty-five, and can be interpreted on the basis 
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of the corresponding RPE levels. The RPE levels range from 

0+ (very minimal proficiency, inadequate for even basic 

conversation) to 4+ (approaching native speaker 

proficiency). See appendix A.3 for further description of 

both the Sentence Repetition Test and the Reported 

Proficiency Evaluation.  

(10) Scores of Peshmal male subjects on Urdu SRT 

 

From figure (10) it is evident that education is an 

important factor in the distribution of Urdu SRT scores. 

The average scores in all age groups consistently increase 

with education. The oneway analysis of variance test was 

applied to this data revealing education as having a 

statistically significant effect on Urdu SRT proficiency 

scores (F=8.83, p<.01). This significant effect is displayed in 

the comparison of the scores of those with 6 to 10 years 

education with both the lesser educated groups; the mean 
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score for the group with only 1 to 5 years education is not 

significantly greater than that of the uneducated group. 

These data indicate a threshold between primary level (1 

to 5 years) and middle and high school level (6 to 10 years) 

education.  

The significant effect of education is not surprising, 

since schooling is the principal means for learning Urdu. In 

Peshmal, it was reported that Pashto is used as the 

medium for instruction in the earlier grades, classes 1 

through 5, while Urdu is taught as a subject in those years. 

In contrast, Urdu is used as the principal medium in class 6 

and above. These patterns of language use in schools 

support the threshold of higher proficiency in Urdu at six 

years or more as demonstrated in the Peshmal data. 

This highest education group shows the greatest 

withingroup consistency in their scores, with a standard 

deviation of only 5.5; no one in this group scored below 26 

on the SRT, which is equivalent to RPE level 2+, indicating 

good, basic proficiency. Thus, those with substantial 

education tend to have similarly high levels of proficiency 

in Urdu. 

The lesser educated group and the uneducated 

group show higher standard deviations: 7.9 for the 

primary level education group, and 10.7 for the 

uneducated group. These higher measures of dispersion 

indicate greater variability in the Urdu proficiency levels of 

subjects within each of these groups; a few men with little 
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or no schooling do succeed in acquiring good Urdu. Only 

28 percent of the uneducated and lesser-educated 

subjects’ performances on the Urdu SRT indicate RPE 

levels of 3 or above, while 83 percent of the highly 

educated group do so. These results correspond with 

expectations that the less educated groups would not 

reflect the relatively uniform influence of exposure to 

Urdu through years of education, but that their Urdu 

proficiency is more seriously affected by their varied 

amounts of language contact and use as a result of 

employment, travel, etc. 

Age and Urdu Proficiency 

Although one might expect Urdu proficiency to be 

affected by age, the Peshmal data indicate no clear age 

patterning. In order to overcome these limitations in the 

data distribution (in that there are fewer older test 

subjects, especially in the educated groups) and to control 

for the effect of education, the scores for the uneducated 

subjects were isolated and evaluated according to age 

groups, but no statistically significant differences between 

the mean Urdu SRT scores were found for these age 

groups. The standard deviations ranging from 8.2 to 12.4 

indicate relatively great variablity of SRT scores within 

each age group of uneducated subjects. It is possible that 

factors reflecting levels of language contact and use are 

acting as uncontrolled intervening variables and obscuring 

any age patterning that might exist. However, on the basis 
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of these data, there is no indication that Urdu proficiency 

is affected by age, and thus no evidence of a shift toward 

increased use of Urdu among the younger generation. 

Travel and Urdu Proficiency 

In order to investigate potential contact with 

languages of wider communication while they were away 

from Peshmal, subjects were asked questions about their 

travel to areas where these languages are widely spoken. 

Subjects were asked to list where they had traveled 

outside of their home area. For each location mentioned 

they were asked to report the length of stay and the 

frequency of travel to this place. The selected locations 

where a subject could have come into frequent contact 

with Urdu speakers were Rawalpindi, Lahore, and Karachi, 

all of which were reported as places of temporary 

employment by some Peshmal men. 

It was hypothesized that travel contact might 

explain the variation in Urdu proficiency scores, 

particularly among uneducated subjects. Thus, the 

responses of the uneducated subjects were isolated and 

their travel reports were examined. These were then 

separated into two groups: those subjects reporting little 

or no travel, meaning less than two week stays in any of 

the cities mentioned above, and those reporting more 

extensive travel to any of these same locations. Although 

the mean Urdu SRT score was slightly higher for the 

relatively welltraveled group (25 rather than 21), the 
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difference between the two groups was not statistically 

significant. A simple examination of the scores for the 

individuals in each group reveals too much within-group 

variation, as is reflected in standard deviations of 10.6 for 

both the traveled and the untraveled groups. In and of 

itself, travel to areas where Urdu is more widely spoken 

does not significantly influence measured proficiency. 

Further investigation of language use while staying in such 

an area should reveal more definite patterns. 

4.2.3 Reported Use of Urdu by Peshmal Men 

In addition to straightforward proficiency testing, 

Peshmal subjects were asked to answer questions which 

would indicate their exposure to and use of Urdu. These 

questions are given below in (11). As the subject answered 

the numbered questions in his own words, the interviewer 

chose the frequency level which best fit his response. The 

seven frequency levels used by the interviewer are listed 

below the questions regarding frequency of hearing and 

speaking Urdu. Similarly, the five levels of conversation 

length are listed below the appropriate question. 

These questions approach Urdu use from two 

angles, one more quantitative and the other qualitative. 

The quantitative angle is an attempt to measure the 

relative frequency of hearing and speaking Urdu reported 

by these subjects. Included in this general approach to 

quantifying the frequency of Urdu use is the question 

regarding the approximate duration of the longest Urdu 
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conversation for each subject. The duration of the 

conversation tells us something frequency does not: it 

gives an indication of the quality of the interaction. For 

example, if the subject is speaking Urdu many times per 

day but only for five minutes while shopping in the bazaar, 

the domain and time involved are quite limited and not 

much skill is required.  

(11) Questions about Urdu use 

1. How much do you hear Urdu? 

2. How much do you speak Urdu? 

i. never 

ii. one time per month 

iii. one time per two weeks 

iv. one time per week 

v. 2 or 3 times per week 

vi. one time per day 

vii. many times per day 

Think about the person you’ve had the longest 

conversation with in Urdu in Peshmal: 

1. What is the occupation of the person you speak Urdu 

with? 

2. What relation do you have with this person? Is he your 

khan? Your teacher? Your relative? 

3. What did you talk about with this man? About local 

politics? Sports? What? 

4. How much time did you talk with this man in Urdu at 

one time? 
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i. never 

ii. less than 5 minutes 

iii. between 5 and 20 minutes 

iv. between 20 and 60 minutes 

v. more than 60 minutes 

Frequencies of Speaking and Hearing Urdu 

Figure (12) presents the tabulation of reported 

frequency of hearing and speaking Urdu in the sample of 

forty-eight Peshmal males. 

 

(12) Peshmal men: 

reported frequencies for hearing and speaking 

Urdu percent and number responding at each level 

 

Consistent with general expectations, subjects 

reported hearing Urdu more frequently than actually 
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speaking it; 69 percent reported hearing Urdu at least 

once per day, while only 46 percent reported speaking 

Urdu so frequently. The fact that less than half of the 

subjects report speaking any amount of Urdu on a daily or 

more frequent basis is in stark contrast to their reported 

frequency of speaking Pashto. The relative importance of 

Pashto will be discussed in the next section. Figure (13) 

compares their reported frequency of speaking Urdu with 

their scores on the Urdu SRT.  

 

The mean Urdu SRT scores show a general rise as 

reported frequency of speaking and hearing Urdu increase. 

The mean SRT scores for each of the three highest 

frequency of speaking groups are significantly higher than 

the mean for those who claim to speak Urdu either never, 

or not more than once every two weeks (F=8.29, p<.001). 

These consistent results indicate that the selfreported 

estimates of frequency of speaking and hearing Urdu are 

valuable indicators of the relative amounts of Urdu used; 
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in general, those who report infrequent use of Urdu do not 

seem to have sufficient proficiency to get beyond the level 

of basic communication in that language. 

Urdu Conversation Duration  

The Urdu conversation duration data substantiate 

this limitation in proficiency. Figure (14) shows the 

distribution of responses regarding the longest Urdu 

conversation reported by Peshmal subjects. These data are 

compared with the mean Urdu SRT score for subjects 

responding at each level of conversation duration.  

 

According to these reports, few subjects have had 

long conversations in Urdu; only 27 percent report having 

an Urdu conversation which extended over one hour. 
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Eighteen percent reported that their longest Urdu 

conversation lasted less than five minutes. Again — as will 

be seen in (18), below — these figures are striking in 

relation to the comparable ones for Pashto, and 

substantiate the role of Pashto, not the national language 

Urdu, as the commonly used lingua franca in the area. 

The mean scores on the Urdu SRT for those who 

responded that they never had conversations in Urdu or 

that their longest Urdu conversation was less than five 

minutes duration are significantly lower than those who 

reported longer conversations (F=7.74, p<.001). Such 

quantitative comparisons indicate the consistency of the 

data: subjects reporting more frequent and more lengthy 

conversations in Urdu also perform better on the Urdu 

SRT. Thus, the differences between subgroups in terms of 

their reported use of Urdu can be more confidently 

interpreted as reflecting the sociolinguistic reality of 

differing levels of bilingual proficiency within the Peshmal 

community. 

Conversational Domains for Urdu 

The issue of conversational domain provides a 

qualitative angle on the data regarding reported Urdu use: 

with whom is Urdu spoken and for which kinds of topics is 

it considered appropriate. Among the Peshmal Gujjars, 

Urdu is an ‘outsider’ language, spoken with non-Gujjars, in 

dealing with topics that imply contact with the outside 

world. When asked with whom they spoke Urdu the most 
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while in Peshmal, subjects uniformly listed persons outside 

the Peshmal community: guests or friends from other 

areas, or teachers. The most commonly reported topic 

mentioned by these subjects concerned the Peshmal or 

general Kalam area and the people living there, obviously 

some kind of explanation to people unfamiliar with these 

things. Another similar kind of outsider-directed topic is 

the next most commonly reported: hotels or renting of 

rooms. Those who reported speaking Urdu with teachers 

gave topics such as lessons in school or discussions 

concerning meanings of words. The fact that Urdu is the 

medium of instruction in class 6 and above makes it the 

obvious choice for many such conversations. From these 

data, it is apparent that Urdu is not making inroads into 

the domains of family and peer usage; Gujjars maintain 

the use of Gojri  except when they are forced to use a 

more widely spoken language in order to communicate 

with non-Gujjars. 

4.2.4 Urdu Proficiency of Peshmal Women 

Testing of Gujjar women in Peshmal was restricted 

to the home environment. Thus, it was possible to test 

only half as many women as men. Twenty Peshmal women 

participated in bilingualism testing there, working with 

female researchers in a home setting. However, only 

eleven of these twenty were willing to attempt the Urdu 

SRT; the others claimed that they had no knowlege of 

Urdu and did not wish to participate. The distribution of 

these subjects according to age consequently does not 
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represent the wider female population: there are no 

teenage subjects, eight women are in their twenties, one 

in her thirties and two older women over forty. All of the 

women are uneducated, which is consistent with the 

census reports for this area.37 Thus, the potential effect of 

education or age on women’s Urdu SRT scores could not 

be investigated. 

The scores range from a low of 0, below even 

minimal proficiency, to a high of 22, representing level 2 

RPE proficiency, adequate for basic needs when projected 

on the RPE scale. The distribution of Peshmal women’s 

Urdu SRT scores are listed below in figure (15).  

(15) Peshmal female subjects on Urdu SRT with 

equivalent RPE levels 

 

Four of the eleven female subjects scored at RPE 

level 0+, very minimal proficiency; five were below the 

minimum on the RPE scale, testing at zero or one on the 

Urdu SRT. Only two women scored higher than 0+; they 
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each gave different explanations for their knowlege of 

Urdu. The subject with limited basic proficiency at RPE 

level 1+, stressed that although Peshmal women are 

uneducated, they are able to communicate a bit in Urdu 

because Urdu and Gojri  are closely related languages. 

Other women also made this comment. The low scores of 

these women indicate, however, that the linguistic affinity 

that exists between the languages does not by itself 

enable a speaker of Gojri  to function in Urdu, even at an 

elementary level. The most proficient female subject, with 

an RPE level of 2, indicating adequate basic proficiency for 

simple, everyday communication, mentioned radio 

broadcasting as a major opportunity for exposure to Urdu. 

She stated that she listens to Pashto and Urdu radio all 

day. This subject is also relatively well-traveled, although 

the locations she has visited are primarily Pashto-speaking 

areas. Some other ladies also mentioned listening to the 

radio while performing their household duties. Another 

stated that her sons recite their Urdu lessons aloud and so 

she has learned some Urdu that way. One other 

mentioned having an uncle who had taught her a little 

Urdu. 

Clearly, Peshmal Gujjar women have little exposure 

to Urdu and little skill in the language. This situation is 

unlikely to change in the near future, because of the 

prevailing attitude that it is undesirable for women to be 

educated. However, lack of education alone does not 

account for the extremely low Urdu SRT scores. The mean 
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score for the Peshmal women can be compared to that of 

the uneducated Peshmal men to emphasize this point. The 

mean score for female subjects is 4.7 or a level of 0+, very 

minimal proficiency on the RPE scale; the mean for 

uneducated male subjects is 23.3, representing RPE level 

2, knowlege of Urdu sufficient for basic, everyday 

communication. The difference between these scores is 

highly significant, as is demonstrated by the results of the 

analysis of variance (F=27.87, p<.001). Differences in 

opportunities for exposure to Urdu and the corresponding 

differences in informal language learning that such 

opportunities provide must account for the disparate Urdu 

proficiency scores of uneducated men and women in 

Peshmal. (See chapter 3 for more discussion of cultural 

parameters for women in Peshmal.) 

4.2.5 Peshmal Pashto Proficiency 

In order to assess the general ability of Peshmal 

Gujjars in Pashto, the regional language of the area, a 

sample of forty-eight males and twenty females was 

tested on the Pashto sentence repetition test (PSRT). The 

males are the same subjects who were tested on the Urdu 

SRT, thus a comparison can be made of their relative 

proficiency in each language by looking at the RPE levels 

attained. Since the USRT and PSRT subjects are identical, 

there is no change in the distribution of the sample 

population for Peshmal male subjects in relation to the 

Gush census population; this information was previously 

presented in figure (8), showing the general 
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correspondence between population and sample in terms 

of age and education groups. 

As with the Urdu SRT, the Pashto SRT scores are 

evaluated according to education levels and age groups. 

The distribution of mean Pashto SRT scores and 

corresponding RPE levels are displayed according to these 

age and education subgroups in figure (16) below. 

 

 

 

 

 

(16) Peshmal male subjects on Pashto SRT 
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Education and Pashto Proficiency 

An examination of the mean Pashto SRT scores 

indicates that education is the major factor influencing 

Pashto proficiency. The mean PSRT score for those with six 

to ten years education is significantly higher than the 

means for the lesser educated group and the uneducated 

group (F=9.90, p<.001). As was the case with Urdu 

proficiency, the Pashto proficiency scores indicate a 

threshold between primary level education or less and 

middle school level education or more, with those having 

higher education attaining good to very good levels of 

general proficiency in Pashto, RPE levels 3 to 3+ and 

above. Although some of those with little or no education 

achieve very good levels of Pashto proficiency, the vast 

majority of the more educated men do so. Forty-two 

percent of the uneducated and lesser educated group 

performed at level 3 or above, while 92 percent (all but 

one) of the more educated subjects did so. Those with no 

education and those with primary level education (one to 

five years) averaged the same on the Pashto SRT: the 

median RPE level for both the less educated and the 

uneducated group reflect competence in Pashto sufficient 

for basic, everyday communication. Again, the 

correspondence between Pashto proficiency and 

education is not surprising since Pashto is used as the 

medium of instruction in Peshmal through class five, and is 

taught as a subject in school in classes six through eight. 

After class eight, Peshmal boys attend school in Kalam, a 
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Kohistanispeaking town where Pashto is the language of 

wider communication. 

For each education group, there is less dispersion 

in Pashto proficiency scores than was shown in the Urdu 

scores. The standard deviations range from 5.3 for the 

uneducated subjects, to 3.8 for the more educated 

subjects. Only two of the total of 48 subjects, both 

uneducated, performed below the RPE level of 2 in Pashto, 

in contrast with nine performing below that level on the 

Urdu SRT. These indicators are consistent with the 

interpretation that, generally, Peshmal men achieve at 

least adequate basic proficiency in Pashto, and many men 

achieve good to very good proficiency. 

Age and Pashto Proficiency 

Again as with the Urdu SRT scores, there is no age 

patterning shown in the distribution of Pashto SRT scores. 

The absence of age patterning supports the interpretation 

that Pashto proficiency has not become more widespread 

in the Peshmal community over the past few generations. 

It does not seem to be the case that younger men are 

increasing in their use of Pashto as a result of increased 

contact with and possible integration into the Pashto-

speaking mainstream. Rather, the use of Pashto appears to 

be stable across age groups, arguing against any indication 

of language shift among Peshmal Gujjars away from Gojri  

towards Pashto. 
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Travel and Pashto Proficiency  

The influence of extended language contact due to 

traveling and/or prolonged stays in Pashto-speaking areas 

away from Peshmal was investigated in light of potential 

effects on Pashto SRT scores. As was mentioned in the 

discussion of travel to Urdu-speaking areas, subjects were 

asked to tell the researcher where they had traveled and 

the length of stay in that location. Travel reports to six 

locations were examined, all places where Pashto is the 

lingua franca. Two were close to Peshmal, the neighboring 

village of Ariani (which virtually all subjects have visited), 

and Bahrain, the tehsil headquarters two hours away. 

Mingora is the district headquarters and the largest town 

in the Swat valley, providing employment opportunities for 

Gujjars. Malakand and Mardan are south of Swat, 

locations where Peshmal Gujjars reported traveling for 

seasonal employment during the months that Peshmal is 

snowbound. Peshawar is the closest major city to Peshmal, 

and is the most important Pashtodominant metropolis in 

Pakistan. The Peshmal Gujjars have easy access to the road 

and to means of transportation; they are generally well-

traveled, both to these towns in the Swat region and to 

the frontier city of Peshawar. 

As in the case of Urdu, it was hypothesized that 

travel contact might explain the variation in Pashto 

proficiency scores, particularly among the uneducated 

subjects. However, when the PSRT scores for the 
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uneducated subjects were isolated, and their travel 

reports were examined, there was no evidence to support 

the expected pattern of higher proficiency levels linked to 

reports of more frequent and lengthy travel. Thus, the 

simple fact that some subjects have traveled rather 

extensively to Pashtospeaking areas does not affect their 

Pashto SRT scores; more detailed questioning regarding 

their language use patterns while they were in these 

locations might reveal some significant but currently 

obscured factors. However, since Pashto is the local 

language of wider communication in Swat, Peshmal 

subjects have many more opportunities to come in contact 

with that language than with Urdu. 

4.2.6 Reported Use of Pashto by Peshmal Men 

Peshmal male subjects were asked the same set of 

language use questions for Pashto as those recounted in 

the above section on frequency of use and contact for 

Urdu. (Listed above in figure (11).) Subjects reported how 

frequently they hear and speak Pashto, the approximate 

duration of their longest Pashto conversation, and the 

interlocutor and topic involved in this conversation. 

Frequencies of Speaking and Hearing Pashto Patterns of 

language contact and use are quite different for Pashto 

than Urdu, with Pashto being reported at much higher 

frequencies of use than Urdu. Figure (17) presents the 

reported frequencies of hearing and speaking Pashto for 

the Peshmal male sample.  
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Whereas with Urdu, presented above in (12), the 

sample is spread out among the various categories of 

frequency of use, with Pashto the entire sample reports 

frequent exposure and use. Every subject except one 

reported hearing Pashto at least once a day; all but one 

also reported speaking Pashto many times a day. Subjects 

use their Pashto whether it is very proficient or not, 

because they are living in a Pashto-dominant region. In any 

case, Peshmal men generally achieve at least adequate 

proficiency in Pashto for basic conversation. 

Pashto Conversation Duration 

The conversation duration data for Pashto shows a 

similar skewing, with virtually all subjects reporting 

conversations of longer than sixty minutes. The 
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distribution is shown in figure (18) below. It provides a 

striking contrast to the spread shown for Urdu 

conversation length reported above in figure (14). Again, 

with only two subjects reporting that their longest Pashto 

conversation lasted less than one hour, no relationship can 

be shown between PSRT scores and reported conversation 

length.  

 

The contrast between the reported conversation 

length for Pashto versus Urdu is most noticeable in the 

comparison between the percentages of subjects 

reporting conversations of over one hour in length. Recall 

that these reports come from the same set of Peshmal 

males, giving their estimates for each of their two non-

mother tongue languages; 98 percent report these lengthy 

conversations in Pashto, while only 27 percent report such 

in Urdu. 
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These self-reported estimates of frequency of use 

and conversation length conform to the sociolinguistic 

realities of living in a Pashto-dominant area. Peshmal 

Gujjars live along the main road and have frequent contact 

with Pashtoons traveling through their area. Pashto is also 

the language of communication between Gujjars and 

neighboring Kohistanis. 

Conversational Domains for Pashto 

This widespread and frequent use of Pashto is 

corroborated in the data on conversational domains. 

Peshmal males reported speaking Pashto to a much 

greater variety of interlocutors: guests, neighbors from 

Ariani, friends, relatives, local Pashtoons, police, teachers, 

school fellows, contacts in the bazaar, etc. Topics 

discussed also showed a much wider variety, including 

many issues relating to daily life and personal interests. 

Reported topics include daily and local problems; home, 

families, and marriage; school lessons and education; land, 

crops, food, and water; business, jobs, and work; the 

people and culture of this area; religion; weather; and 

sports. Thus, in contrast to Urdu use, Pashto use is not 

restricted to contact with outsiders from other areas nor 

to topics which relate local life to those unfamiliar with it. 

However, there is no evidence suggesting that the 

interlocutors are fellow Gujjars; rather they are mostly 

‘local outsiders’, non- Gujjars whose lives are in close 

contact with these Peshmal residents. On the basis of this 
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evidence, there appears to be no indication of any threat 

to the maintenance of Gojri  as the exclusive, in-group 

language among the Gujjar residents of Peshmal. 

4.2.7 Pashto Proficiency of Peshmal Women 

Twenty Gujjar women residing in Peshmal 

participated in Pashto bilingualism testing, including 

informal interviews with female researchers. These 

women displayed a greater readiness to undergo 

proficiency testing in Pashto than in Urdu, and indeed 

their Pashto SRT scores show much higher competence in 

Pashto than in Urdu. The overall mean for Pashto 

proficiency and the median RPE level of 2, indicate 

adequate proficiency for basic, everyday conversation; the 

median level for Urdu, based only on the scores of those 

few who did not exclude themselves from taking the Urdu 

SRT by claiming lack of skill, was level 0+, the minimal 

proficiency level. The distribution of PSRT scores for 

female subjects in Peshmal is displayed in figure (19).  
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As mentioned above, none of the female subjects 

in Peshmal have received any education, as is typical of 

the women there. Thus the role of education in the 

acquisition of Pashto is not explanatory in terms of the 

variation of women’s proficiency scores. The distribution 

in terms of women’s ages is skewed and therefore it is 

difficult to assess the possible effect of age on PSRT scores. 

However there appears to be no more indication of age 

patterning here than there was in the proficiency scores of 

the male subjects. Thus other factors must be considered 

in interpreting the variation in Pashto proficiency of 

female subjects. During informal discussions with Peshmal 

women concerning their knowlege and use of Pashto, two 

potentially important factors became apparent: 

intermarriage with Pashtoons among the subject’s close 
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kin and employment-related travel to Pashto-speaking 

areas for several months. 

Intermarriage between Peshmal Gujjars and 

Pashtoons is quite common: eight of the twenty female 

subjects reported having Pashtoon relatives. This presence 

of a Pashto mother tongue relative in a subject’s close kin 

does not have a statistically significant effect on PSRT 

scores in this sample, however. The eight women with 

Pashtoon relatives show a full range of proficiency levels, 

from RPE level 1 to level 3+. Thus although some women 

explained their knowlege of Pashto by referring to the 

presence of Pashtoons in their families, this factor did not 

exhibit a uniformly beneficial effect on proficiency. It is 

interesting to note these ladies’ reports that in cases of 

intermarriage between a Gujjar man and a Pashtoon 

woman, the language of the father tends to be dominant 

in the home. It is reported that new Pashto-speaking 

daughters-in-law usually learn to communicate in Gojri ; 

preference is not given to the higher status Pashto. These 

reports seem to indicate that the Gujjars take pride in their 

language and help explain why the simple presence of 

Pashtoon relatives does not consistently correspond with 

higher PSRT scores. The dominance of Gojri  over Pashto in 

these cases of intermarriage also argues for the 

maintenance of the Gojri  language over time. 

There is a significant trend indicated in the PSRT 

scores when they are grouped according to travel to 
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Pashto-speaking areas. Eleven women migrate south with 

their families during winter months, accompanying their 

husbands as they seek employment in Pashto-dominant 

locations. Of these eleven, seven reported going to 

Nowshera (or nearby Risalpur), where they reported a 

sizeable Gujjar community gathers. The other four women 

spent winter months in Lower Swat or in Peshawar. The 

women were divided into three groups: those who do not 

travel to Pashto-speaking areas, those traveling to 

Nowshera area, and those traveling to Lower Swat or 

Peshawar. The mean PSRT scores show an upward trend 

from a low for the untraveled group of 23 (sd=4.6), and a 

slightly higher 26 (sd=5.0) for those going to Nowshera, to 

a high of 33 (sd=8.5) for those going to Lower Swat or 

Peshawar. Although the sample size is small, the 

difference between the Pashto SRT scores of the 

untraveled group and those of the women traveling to 

Peshawar and Lower Swat is statistically significant 

(F=4.18, p<.05). These results indicate that periods of 

residence in Pashto-dominant areas can have a significant 

influence on the acquisition of Pashto by Gujjar women.  

A comparison of women’s Pashto SRT scores with 

those of the uneducated men in Peshmal shows that 

women tend to have slightly lower proficiency in Pashto, 

though the gap between men’s and women’s scores is not 

nearly as wide in Pashto as it is in Urdu. The overall PSRT 

mean for Peshmal female subjects is 26, in contrast to a 

mean of 31 for uneducated male subjects (F=6.75, p<.05). 
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This corresponds to a median Pashto RPE level of 2 for the 

women, versus between 2 and 2+ for the uneducated 

men. Again, lack of education alone cannot account for the 

difference between the proficiency levels of men and 

women since uneducated men as a group perform 

significantly better than uneducated women on the Pashto 

SRT. As compared to that of the men, the lifestyle of 

Peshmal Gujjar women limits their exposure to any 

language of wider communication. They live most of their 

lives at home, tending to household duties, children, and 

field work. It is likely that a woman’s role also limits the 

range of topics commonly discussed which, in turn, may 

limit the breadth of proficiency attained in Pashto or any 

second language. Keeping these language contact 

limitations in mind, it is interesting that the women 

achieved as high levels in Pashto as their PSRT results 

indicate. Although Peshmal women are restricted in 

comparison to men, they do have considerable contact 

with Pashto through neighbors, relatives and travel; the 

majority of women sampled seem to acquire sufficient 

command of Pashto to carry on basic conversations about 

everyday topics.  

4.3 Multilingualism in Mittikot 

4.3.1 Distribution of Test Subjects in Mittikot 

Sample 

In order to obtain a general assessment of Urdu 

ability among Gujjars living in Mittikot, proficiency testing 
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was conducted with a sample of forty-two males from that 

community. As mentioned above, no women were tested. 

The demographic distribution of the Mittikot male 

population according to age and education groups was 

presented in chapter two. Figure (20) below presents a 

comparison between the percentages for each age and 

education cell for the male population and for the sample 

of Urdu SRT subjects. From this chart it is evident that the 

stratification of subjects in the test sample generally 

parallels that of the Mittikot male population.  

 

There were 52 men included in the Hindko 

recorded text test (RTT) sample; unfortunately these 

samples of subjects for Hindko and Urdu proficiency 

testing are not exactly equivalent. Fourteen men who 

participated in the Hindko RTT did not participate in the 

Urdu testing; four men who were included in the Urdu 
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testing were not included in the Hindko testing. The 

distribution of Hindko RTT testing according to age and 

education cells is quite similar to that of the Urdu test 

subjects, and generally corresponds to that in the Mittikot 

male population: 75 percent uneducated (the same as in 

the total Mittikot population); 12 percent with one to five 

years education (versus 13 percent in the population); and 

13 percent with six or more years education (versus 12 

percent in the population). The age distribution for the 

Hindko test subjects is quite even, yielding between 23 

and 27 percent of the sample in each of the four age 

subgroups. 

4.3.2 Mittikot Urdu Proficiency 

Figure (21) presents the mean scores (m) of the 

Mittikot subjects on the Urdu sentence repetition test of 

bilingual proficiency, according to age and education 

subgroups. Figure (21) also records the number of subjects 

(n), and standard deviation of mean Urdu SRT scores (sd). 

In addition, median and range of corresponding Reported 

Proficiency Evaluation (RPE) levels are included for each 

education subgroup. 
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Education and Urdu Proficiency 

From figure (21) it is evident that education is the 

key factor in explaining the distribution of the Mittikot 

Urdu SRT scores; mean SRT scores consistently increase 

with education. The importance of education is 

demonstrated by the the one-way analysis of variance test 

which yields highly significant results (F=18.1, p<.001). The 

major difference in Urdu proficiency as measured by the 

SRT is seen in the comparison of the scores of the highest 

education group with those of the uneducated subjects. 

The highest education group has a mean Urdu SRT score of 

33, and a corresponding RPE median of between 2+ and 3. 

In contrast, the primary education group mean is 23, 

median RPE level between 1+ and 2, and the uneducated 

group mean is 12, with a median RPE level 1. The large gap 

between the mean SRT scores for the primary education 

group and for the more highly educated group support the 
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threshold posited in the discussion of the Peshmal Urdu 

SRT results: available data indicate that moderate or 

better proficiency in Urdu is only occasionally attained by 

those with a primary level education or less, but generally 

attained by those with more education. The importance of 

higher levels of education is not surprising since schooling 

is the primary means for males to learn Urdu in Mittikot. 

Since Mittikot is a more isolated village than Peshmal, 

there are very few contacts with Urdu-speaking outsiders 

and no tourists passing through. Thus education has even 

more of an impact on Urdu proficiency in Mittikot. 

The higher education group, although small in 

number of subjects, shows more internal consistency in 

Urdu proficiency, with a standard deviation of 5.8, lower 

than the standard deviation of 8.8 for the uneducated 

group. This relative reduction of within-group variation 

supports the role of schooling in producing consistently 

higher levels of Urdu proficiency. The greater variation in 

Urdu ability among the uneducated and lesser educated 

subjects must be explained by other more individual 

factors, such as periods of residence in or travel to 

Urduspeaking areas, or differing exposure to Urdu through 

occupational contacts.  

Age and Urdu Proficiency 

Age does not have a significant effect on Urdu 

ability in Mittikot, which is consistent with the data in 

Peshmal. There is no apparent age pattern in the Mittikot 
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bilingualism data, thus no evidence that there is any 

increase in use of Urdu by the younger generations. From 

these data, we have no indication of a shift away from the 

use of Gojri  toward the use of Urdu in the Mittikot speech 

community, nor any trend indicating that men gain Urdu 

skill with age and experience. 

Travel and Urdu Proficiency 

As in the case of the Peshmal data, the Urdu 

proficiency of Mittikot subjects was examined to uncover 

measurable effects of language contact through exposure 

during travel to Urduspeaking areas. Mittikot men were 

asked about the locations to which they had traveled, the 

longest stay in that place, and the frequency of travel to 

that location. Trips to Rawalpindi, Lahore, and Karachi 

were considered as potentially affecting a subject’s Urdu 

exposure; trips to these same three cities were examined 

in the Peshmal data. 

In order to control for the effect of education in 

improving a subject’s Urdu proficiency, the Urdu SRT 

scores of uneducated subjects only were examined. 

Subjects were divided into two groups according to their 

reports of travel duration: those who had been to any of 

the three cities for less than one month were put in the 

relatively untraveled group (n=17), and those who had 

stayed for three months or more in one of these locations 

were put in the more traveled group (n=12). There was a 

statistically significant difference between the Urdu 
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proficiency scores of these two groups as measured by 

one-way analysis of variance (F=4.84, p<.05). The mean 

Urdu SRT score for the more traveled group (16, sd=9.5) is 

higher than that of the untraveled group (9, sd=7.2). These 

mean scores correspond with a full level difference in 

median RPE levels between the two groups, from level 0+ 

(very minimal proficiency) to level 1+ (limited basic 

proficiency).  

4.3.3 Reported Use of Urdu by Mittikot Men 

Parallel to the sections in the Peshmal 

questionnaire dealing with language use, questions were 

included in the Mittikot questionnaire concerning a 

subject’s use of Urdu. The actual questions concerning 

frequency of speaking and hearing Urdu and a subject’s 

longest conversation in Urdu were the same as those 

listed for Peshmal in the preceding figure (11). However 

when investigating the longest reported conversations in 

Urdu, Mittikot subjects were asked specifically to report 

about their longest duration Urdu conversations held in 

three different locations: in Mittikot itself, in the nearby 

and larger town of Balakot, and in locations outside of 

those two specified places. As stated above, the 

frequencies of speaking and hearing Urdu and the 

reported durations of the longest Urdu conversations were 

included as more quantitative angles on the language use 

data. More qualitative information was also gathered by 

asking subjects to report their Urdu-speaking 
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interlocutors, and the topics which were discussed in these 

Urdu conversations. 

Frequencies of Speaking and Hearing Urdu 

Figure (22) presents the frequencies of hearing and 

speaking Urdu in the sample of fifty-eight Mittikot male 

subjects. Of these fifty-eight subjects, forty-two 

participated in the Urdu SRT testing; thus the second part 

of this figure displays the frequency distribution of these 

forty-two subjects and the mean Urdu SRT scores of these 

subjects separated into three groups according to relative 

frequency of speaking Urdu. The mean Urdu SRT score for 

the subjects reporting relatively higher frequency of 

speaking Urdu is significantly higher than the mean scores 

of the two groups reporting lower Urdu speaking 

frequency (F=6.75, p<.01).  
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Notice that the reports of Urdu use are much less 

frequent for Mittikot men than for Peshmal men. Almost 

half report that they never speak Urdu, in contrast to only 

6 percent who reported no use of Urdu among the 

Peshmal men. Considering only those who participated in 

the Urdu SRT testing as shown in the second half of this 

figure, the highest frequency group consists of all those 
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who reported speaking Urdu twice or three times a week 

combined with those few reporting that they speak it once 

or many times a day, since all such reports were relatively 

infrequent; there were no patterned differences between 

those combined into this group. It is only this group which 

shows a significantly higher Urdu SRT mean. Again this 

reflects the paucity of subjects reporting frequent use of 

Urdu in Mittikot. As in the Peshmal data, the significant 

differences between the measures of Urdu proficiency for 

those who report using Urdu more often, in contrast to 

those who report using it less often, substantiate the 

consistency of the Mittikot data. Although these results are 

not strong enough to indicate that self-reported frequency 

of use can be taken as a predictor of Urdu proficiency, they 

indicate that these two measures are positively related and 

that the generally low frequency of Urdu use of most 

Mittikot subjects reflects very limited skill in Urdu for the 

majority of the Gujjar male population. In general, those 

who report that they speak Urdu infrequently do not seem 

to have proficiency adequate for conversations beyond the 

level of basic needs. 

Urdu Conversation Duration 

The conversation duration data for Urdu 

conversations in Mittikot, Balakot, or outside locations 

reveal that most subjects report only very short 

conversations in Urdu. For all three locations, a majority of 

subjects reported never using Urdu in conversation; the 

percentages reporting that they never use Urdu in 
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conversation range from 56 in the two out-of-town 

locations to 62 in Mittikot. Only one subject in one location 

reported using Urdu for a conversation of more than one 

hour in length. The most commonly reported duration of 

the remainder who reported any Urdu conversations was 

between five and twenty minutes. There is no consistent 

relationship between Urdu SRT scores and reported 

conversation length, but since so few reported Urdu 

conversations of more than twenty-minute duration, this 

result is hardly surprising. The frequencies and percentages 

of Urdu conversation duration data for Mittikot men are 

listed in figure (23); the data listed here reflects answers to 

questions specifying Urdu use in the nearby town of 

Balakot, to which Mittikot men regularly go for economic 

reasons. 

(23) Percent of Mittikot men: 

length of longest reported Urdu conversation 

 

Conversational Domains for Urdu 
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Since Urdu is rarely used in Mittikot, it fits with 

expectations to discover that the reported domains where 

it is spoken are with interlocutors who are higher status 

‘outsiders’. Among those who reported Urdu 

conversations, the most frequently mentioned interlocutor 

was the school teacher; others included forestry workers, 

visitors, landlords, employers, lawyers, and shopkeepers in 

Balakot or more distant locations. Most often, the topics 

were appropriate to conversations with such interlocutors, 

not ones which would be discussed among family and 

peers within the Gujjar community: schoolwork, 

employment, court cases, etc. 

4.3.4 Mittikot Hindko Proficiency 

In addition to limited use of Urdu, a second 

language of wider communication used by the Gujjars in 

Mittikot is the regional language widely spoken in the 

Hazara area, Hindko. Hindko is the dominant language in 

the nearby town of Balakot, where many Mittikot Gujjars 

have regular contacts. In order to test the bilingual ability 

of Mittikot Gujjar men in Hindko, a sample of fifty-two 

men were tested by means of a Hindko recorded text test 

(RTT). 

The text, a simple narrative, was collected from a 

native Hindko speaker from the town of Balakot. Recorded 

text testing procedure involves playing the taped text to 

each subject; after listening to the text, the subject is 

asked a series of questions in his own native language or 
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dialect. These questions are presented while the subject 

hears the story again, interspersed within the recorded 

text at appropriate places with pauses for answering. Thus 

a standardized presentation is used for all subjects. A 

subject’s responses to those questions, which may be 

given in his own native language, are taken as indicators of 

his level of comprehension of the text, and thus a 

reflection of his level of proficiency in the taped language 

variety. In comparison with the sentence repetition tests 

used to measure Urdu and Pashto proficiency as discussed 

in the previous sections of this chapter, the Hindko RTT is 

less sensitive; it measures comprehension of a text, and 

does not require a subject to speak the test language as 

part of test performance. Its results are more difficult to 

interpret since they have not been calibrated with a direct 

measure of proficiency such as the Reported Proficiency 

Evaluation. Therefore statistical evaluation of the RTT 

results must be cautiously interpreted and the resulting 

conclusions are necessarily weaker. More details regarding 

recorded text testing are in appendix A.2. The specific text 

from Balakot used to measure Hindko proficiency is 

included in appendix B.2.2. 

Figure (24) shows the distribution of mean Hindko 

RTT scores according to age and education subgroups. For 

each subgroup the number of subjects (n), mean RTT score 

(m), and standard deviation (sd) are given. RTT scores are 

given in terms of percent of responses correct, thus 80 

indicates eight out of ten questions answered correctly.  
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In general, the scores for the Hindko RTT are quite 

high, with an overall mean of 84. A 95 percent confidence 

interval based on the distribution of Hindko RTT scores 

indicates that a true population mean would fall between 

80 and 88 percent. These figures can be compared with 

the mean score of 93 on the Gojri  hometown recorded 

text test (with a 95 percent confidence interval of 91 to 95) 

to evaluate the approximate level of Hindko proficiency 

relative to the average of these subjects’ performances on 

a similar test in their native variety of Gojri . 

Each Hindko RTT score was compared with the 

paired Gojri  RTT score from the same subject using a 

dependent sample t-test. The results showed a significant 

difference between Hindko and Gojri  RTT scores, with the 

Gojri  score showing a mean increase of 9.1 points (t=5.4, 

p<.001). Clearly, Mittikot Gujjar men are less proficient in 

Hindko than they are in their native Gojri , but the average 

decrease as measured by the RTT is not great. 
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Of the 52 Mittikot subjects taking the Hindko test, 24 

performed at the 100 percent correct level on their Gojri  

hometown screening test; the remainder performed at 90 

or 80 percent correct. For the 24 who had perfect 

hometown test scores, the mean on the Hindko RTT was 

significantly higher than the overall mean: 90 percent with 

a standard deviation of 9.5; the corresponding 95 percent 

confidence interval is 86 to 94 percent. These results give 

further confirmation to the conclusion that good ability in 

comprehending Hindko is quite widespread in the Mittikot 

Gujjar community. 

Education and Hindko Proficiency 

To be consistent with the evaluations of Urdu and 

Pashto proficiency discussed in previous sections of this 

chapter, the Hindko RTT was analyzed with analysis of 

variance tests to look for significant effects for the 

independent variables of education and age.49 Again, 

education revealed a significant effect on Hindko RTT 

scores (F=3.6, p<.05). As noted in figure (24), the 

distribution of subjects is heavily skewed in favor of the 

uneducated subjects, and there are rather large standard 

deviations for the uneducated and the less educated 

groups. Nevertheless, there is a consistent rise in mean 

Hindko RTT scores as education increases: 81 for the 

uneducated subjects, 88 for the lesser educated subjects, 

and 96 for the more highly educated subjects. Post-hoc 

comparisons between each pair of education groups using 
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the Scheffe’s procedure reveals that the highest education 

group has a significantly higher mean Hindko RTT score 

than the uneducated group, but that their mean score is 

not significantly different than that of the primary 

education group. 

It may not seem intuitively obvious why there is a 

relationship between education and Hindko proficiency, 

but a look at the particular circumstances of schooling for 

Mittikot boys yields some clarification. Hindko is not 

officially taught in school; however, it is often used by 

Hindko-speaking teachers to explain new or difficult 

concepts. The only middle and high schools available for 

Mittikot students are located in Balakot, a Hindko-

speaking town. Most of the students at Balakot schools are 

Hindko speakers. Thus, schooling provides an environment 

where Hindko is acquired by regular exposure, not by 

direct teaching. 

Age and Hindko Proficiency 

The evaluation of the effect of age on Hindko RTT 

scores is based on relatively balanced numbers of subjects 

in each age group. The mean Hindko RTT scores decrease 

as age increases; from a high of 90 for the teenage group 

to a low of 77 for those 40 and over. However the 

standard deviations for each group are quite large, 

between 10.8 and 17.7, indicating sizeable intragroup 

variation in scores within each age group. An analysis of 

variance on the differences between the means for these 
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age groups indicates a probability level barely outside the 

minimum necessary to establish a significant relationship 

between age and Hindko RTT scores (p=0.053). Using a 

more sensitive proficiency test, or controlling for possible 

interaction between age and education effects, significant 

results might be indicated.  

On the basis of the Hindko RTT data available, 

there is weak evidence for increasing Hindko proficiency 

among the young. If this trend were observed over time, in 

combination with an observed and reported increase in 

the use of Hindko among fellow Gujjars, such data could 

be interpreted as indicating that Hindko use and 

proficiency are in a transitional stage, perhaps moving in 

the direction of a shift towards use of Hindko and the loss 

of Gojri  among some Kaghan Gujjars. At this point the 

Hindko proficiency data are inconclusive, and the reports 

of frequency of Hindko use in conversation do not pattern 

in a way that would support this suggestion. 

Travel and Hindko Proficiency 

Since Mittikot Gujjars are surrounded by a Hindko-

dominant environment, effects of travel to and lengthy 

stays in Hindkospeaking towns are rather difficult to 

evaluate. However for the sake of parallelism with the 

evaluation of the other situations of second language use 

and travel, a comparison between untraveled and more 

traveled Mittikot subjects was done. Again, this analysis 

used only Hindko RTT scores of the uneducated subjects, 
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to eliminate the interference of the effect of education. 

Those thirteen Mittikot Gujjar men reporting at least one 

month or more residence in either Balakot, Mansehra, or 

Abbotabad were placed into the more traveled group. 

Those remaining twenty-six uneducated men were placed 

into the untraveled group. The mean Hindko RTT score of 

the traveled group was slightly higher than that of the 

untraveled group, 85 versus 80. However, the standard 

deviations for these groups were both quite high, with 

10.5 for the traveled group and 15.8 for the untraveled 

group. The differences between group means was not 

statistically significant. Therefore, there is no conclusive 

evidence that travel to or relatively longer stays in these 

Hindkospeaking towns consistently affects Hindko 

proficiency. Again, more detailed questioning regarding 

language use while in a Hindko-dominant environment 

should reveal the factors of language contact that would 

explain some of the variation within the scores of the 

more traveled group. 

4.3.5 Reported Use of Hindko by Mittikot Men 

Similar to the reports of language use for Urdu and 

Pashto discussed above, Mittikot subjects also reported 

their frequencies of speaking and hearing Hindko. They 

were also asked about conversations in which they 

reported to use Hindko, the approximate duration of their 

longest conversation, the topic of the conversation, and 

the person with whom they spoke. 
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Frequencies of Speaking and Hearing Hindko 

In contrast to the consistent links between 

language use and proficiency as measured by the Urdu and 

Pashto SRT tests, these data do not show any significant 

relationships with Hindko ability as measured with the 

Hindko RTT. Such a result is not surprising given the fact 

that the Hindko RTT is a less sensitive and less 

discriminating proficiency measure. The reports of 

frequency of speaking and of hearing Hindko are 

presented below for all 58 Mittikot subjects in figure (25).  

 

The frequency reports given here indicate that 

Mittikot men use Hindko much more frequently than 

Urdu. In contrast to 6 or 7 percent who report using Urdu 

many times a day, 26 percent report speaking and hearing 
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Hindko many times a day. Almost half of the subjects 

report using Hindko at least once a day, versus between 12 

and 19 percent for Urdu. Whereas only two percent report 

never speaking Hindko, almost half these same subjects 

report never speaking Urdu. Since the regional language is 

Hindko and the majority of Mittikot Gujjar men have 

regular contact with Hindko speakers in nearby Balakot, 

Hindko is clearly a well-used language for these Hazara 

Gujjar men. 

Hindko Conversation Duration 

The reported Hindko conversation length data also 

do not stratify consistently with the Hindko RTT 

proficiency measure. However, the tallies and 

accompanying percentages for reported Hindko 

conversation length in Balakot do indicate greater use of 

Hindko than of Urdu. These tallies are listed below in 

figure (26).  
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The largest number of Mittikot subjects report that 

their longest Hindko conversations are of 20 to 60 minutes 

duration; almost half report Hindko conversation of at 

least twenty minutes to over one hour. These conversation 

lengths contrast sharply with the reports for Urdu 

conversations; only 9 percent of these same Mittikot men 

report conversations in Urdu of 20 minutes or longer 

duration, the rest reporting shorter Urdu conversations or 

none at all. Only one subject reported never using Hindko 

for conversations in Balakot, while 57 percent report none 

in Urdu. 

Conversational Domains for Hindko 

The domains of use for Hindko pattern similarly to 

those discussed for Urdu: Hindko is not reported to be 

used within the Gujjar community, but is used between 

Gujjars and non-Gujjars in the Hazara area. Thirteen 

percent reported never using Hindko in Mittikot, whereas 

all but one reported using it for conversations in Balakot. 

The large majority report that their longest Hindko 

conversations were with shopkeepers in Balakot, many 

also reporting that they use Hindko with their landlord. 

Three reported long conversations with the local imam in 

Hindko. The topics reported were appropriate to the 

interlocutors listed, and reflect the need to use Hindko as 

a local lingua franca. 
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4.4 Comparative Patterns of Multilingualism in 

Peshmal and Mittikot 

4.4.1 Relative Urdu Proficiency and Use 

In both Gujjar communities under investigation, 

evidence indicates that, compared to the local languages 

of wider communication, Urdu proficiency was generally 

lower and Urdu use was less frequent. Neither the 

Peshmal data, nor the Mittikot data indicate widespread 

high levels of proficiency in Urdu. However in both 

communities, Urdu proficiency was significantly affected 

by education, with only those subjects in the highest 

education group attaining consistently higher scores on 

the Urdu sentence repetition test. 

The levels of Urdu proficiency for each community 

are displayed in figure (27), according to percents of more 

educated subjects versus lesser educated and uneducated 

subjects at each projected Reported Proficiency Evaluation 

level. Because no significant differences were found 

between Urdu proficiency levels of uneducated subjects 

and lesser educated subjects (with one to five years 

education), these two education groups are combined on 

this figure. 
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Because demographic profiles were gathered for these 

two communities, the relative percentages of more highly 

educated subjects for each community are known. 

Combining these percentages with the proficiency test 

results indicates the overall percentages expected at each 

level of Urdu proficiency for the Peshmal versus the 

Mittikot Gujjar communities. In Peshmal, 83 percent of the 

more educated men and 28 percent of the lesser or 

uneducated men demonstrated Urdu proficiency at RPE 

level 3 or above. More highly educated men make up only 

18 percent of the Peshmal population, while lesser or 

uneducated men make up the remaining 82 percent. Using 

these figures to gain an estimate of the percentage of men 

who speak Urdu at level 3 or above, yields 38 percent as 

the overall percentage of Peshmal men who speak Urdu at 

good, general proficiency or better. 
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The projections for Mittikot demonstrate much 

lower levels of Urdu proficiency. The percentages of more 

highly educated men in the Mittikot population are 

somewhat lower than was the case in Peshmal: only 12 

percent of the population had six or more years education. 

In addition, the performances of these educated men 

indicated fewer who demonstrated good, general 

proficiency in Urdu: only 58 percent of these more 

educated men performed at RPE level 3 or above. For the 

uneducated and lesser educated men, only 3 percent 

demonstrated RPE level 3 proficiency. Lesser educated and 

uneducated men make up 88 percent of Mittikot’s male 

population. Thus, the overall percentage of all Mittikot 

men who are estimated to be at RPE level 3 or above is 

only 10 percent. 

Several factors help explain why these 

communities have differing levels of Urdu proficiency. 

Education for males is more widespread in Peshmal than 

in Mittikot, particularly among the younger generation. 

While Mittikot is more remote and is not likely to have 

many visitors from other areas, Peshmal is on a main road, 

in an area heavily traveled by tourists. Thus, it seems that 

Urdu proficiency may be more necessary in Peshmal than 

in Mittikot. This supposition is borne out by the 

questionnaire responses of subjects regarding the 

frequency with which they use Urdu: Peshmal subjects 

reported much less frequent use of Urdu than of Pashto, 
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but they reported much more frequent use of Urdu than 

did the Mittikot subjects.  

4.4.2 Relative Proficiency and Use of Local 

Languages of Wider Communication 

The comparison between the local languages of 

wider communication in these two communities is not so 

straightforward. In both Peshmal and Mittikot, evidence 

indicates that there is more widespread proficiency in the 

local lingua franca than in Urdu. But since different types 

of tests were used, and different languages are involved, 

the results for Pashto in Peshmal and Hindko in Mittikot 

are difficult to compare. The levels of Pashto proficiency 

for the Peshmal community are displayed in figure (28), 

according to percents of more educated subjects versus 

lesser educated and uneducated subjects at each 

projected RPE level. Again, since no significant differences 

were found between proficiency levels of uneducated 

subjects and lesser educated subjects (with one to five 

years education), these two lesser education groups are 

combined.  
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These results support the conclusion that Peshmal 

men demonstrate higher levels of proficiency in Pashto 

than they do in Urdu. Among the more educated subjects, 

92 percent performed at RPE level 3 or above. Eighteen 

percent of the total Peshmal male population aged 

fourteen and above were found to be in this more 

educated subgroup according to the census described in 

chapter two. Thus, multiplying these percentages yields 17 

percent of the Peshmal male population who both are 

more highly educated and speak Pashto with good, 

general proficiency (at RPE level 3 or better). Fifteen of the 

36 uneducated and lesser educated subjects, or 41 

percent, demonstrated such high levels of Pashto 

proficiency. Lesser educated and uneducated subjects 
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make up 82 percent of the population of Peshmal men. 

These figures yield a projection of 34 percent of the 

Peshmal male population who both speak Pashto at RPE 

level 3 proficiency and have little or no education. The 

total projected percentage for Peshmal men who are 

estimated to speak Pashto at a good, general proficiency 

level is the sum of these subgroup percents, 51 percent. 

Thus, an estimated half of the male Gujjar population in 

Peshmal speaks good Pashto, considerably more than the 

38 percent estimated to speak Urdu at the same level of 

proficiency. 

Hindko proficiency levels in Mittikot are 

undoubtedly higher than Urdu proficiency levels, but the 

different testing methods used in the asessment of the 

two languages do not produce results that are 

comparable. The Hindko recorded text test results can be 

stratified according to education subgroups, however the 

interpretation of the results in terms of the level of 

proficiency they reflect is difficult. The tallies below 

indicate the percent of Mittikot subjects achieving scores 

on the RTT test at the levels displayed.  
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From these results and the census of the Mittikot 

population, an estimation can be made of the percent of 

Mittikot men who might achieve level 80 or above on the 

Hindko recorded text test. All of the higher education 

group achieved this threshold level; men with higher 

education make up 12 percent of the Mittikot male 

population, and all of them can be expected to perform 

well in Hindko. Of those with one to five years education, 

83 percent scored at 80 or above; this lesser education 

subgroup makes up 13 percent of the total population. 

Thus these lesser educated Mittikot men contribute 11 

percent (ie., 83 times 13 percent) to a total projected 

estimate of those who could perform well on an Hindko 

test. The vast majority, 75 percent, of Mittikot men are 

uneducated. Only 69 percent of the uneducated men 
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scored at level 80 or above, which comes to a projected 52 

percent who are both uneducated and who should score 

at least 80 on the Hindko RTT. The combined projection is 

the sum of these projected estimates: 12 percent, plus 11 

percent, plus 52 percent, yielding an estimated 75 percent 

of Mittikot men who should score at least 80 on the 

Hindko Recorded Text Test. Since 80 percent is considered 

threshold level for passing a hometown screening test, the 

fact that an estimated three quarters of Mittikot men may 

perform so well indicates a moderately high level of 

comprehension of Hindko.  

4.4.3 Language Proficiency of Women in 

Peshmal and Mittikot 
The levels of proficiency exhibited by men in both 

these communities can only be expected to far exceed 

those which would be found if representative samples of 

women were tested. No testing of women was 

accomplished in Mittikot. However, the Urdu proficiency 

levels demonstrated by Mittikot men, particularly the 

uneducated sector of society, indicate that women, most 

of whom are uneducated, would probably score in a range 

below the RPE level of 2+, the maximum proficiency level 

achieved by uneducated men. Mittikot women would have 

even less need for Urdu than the men; thus it is unlikely 

that many of them have developed communicative 

proficiency in it. 
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The testing of female subjects in Peshmal cannot 

claim to yield true estimates for the female population in 

that location, particularly for the evaluation of Urdu 

proficiency. Since women often opted out of participation, 

claiming to know little or no Urdu, the scores achieved by 

the remainder were probably better than would have 

been achieved had a representative sample been tested. 

Even so, Peshmal women exhibited very little proficiency 

in Urdu, the median RPE level indicating 0+, or very 

minimal proficiency. 

It is likely that the women in both communities 

would demonstrate higher levels of proficiency in the 

languages of wider communication in their areas than they 

would in Urdu. The scores of the Peshmal women on the 

Pashto SRT bear this out. Almost twice as many women 

participated in the Pashto testing as in the Urdu, and the 

median RPE level achieved was 2, indicating adequate, 

basic proficiency for everyday interactions. The median 

Pashto proficiency level achieved by Peshmal women was 

still lower than the 2+ achieved by the uneducated men, 

but the difference was only a half level on the RPE. Since 

Gujjar women in Peshmal practice purdah and do not 

attend school, it is unlikely that many have opportunity to 

develop as high levels of proficiency as were achieved by 

the men. Even the median of RPE 2 may be an 

overestimate for the female population as a whole since it 

was primarily young women in their twenties who 

participated in Pashto testing.  
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In comparison with women in Peshmal, Mittikot 

women have more contacts with non-kin, some even 

laboring in the homes of Hindko speakers. Thus, it is likely 

that they have had more opportunities to be exposed to 

Hindko than most Peshmal women had to Pashto. 

However, since few Mittikot women have received much 

education, which was found to be significantly related to 

Hindko proficiency among the men, and since most 

women would still have more restricted contacts with 

Hindko speakers than would the men, it is expected that 

the women’s Hindko proficiency would generally be lower. 

4.4.4 Acquisition of Multiple Languages through 

Contact 

Having stated that unschooled men and women in 

both Gujjar communities achieve significantly lower levels 

of second language proficiency than are achieved by those 

with education, it should be emphasized that some of 

them do achieve good proficiency. In many societies, 

second language learning is only achieved through 

schooling; the fact that some members of these 

communities have acquired good proficiency without 

schooling speaks of the pragmatic attitudes toward 

acquiring languages of wider communication evidenced 

throughout the minority linguistic communities in 

northern Pakistan. The accomplishment of unschooled 

persons acquiring two or more languages additional to 

their native Gojri , however imperfectly they are acquired, 
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is something that astounds many educated monolinguals 

in the so-called developed world. 

In addition, such acquisition through informal 

means indicates the complex social interdependencies 

exhibited by these language groups. It is the usual pattern 

that the more dominant groups will acquire little if any of 

the minority group languages, while the smaller, lower 

status, and more dominated groups will try to acquire 

necessary proficiency in the higher status and larger group 

languages. In many such cases, the language of the 

dominated ethnolinguistic minority has become a 

stigmatized variety from which speakers of that language 

try to disassociate themselves. Gujjars, who have been 

called a lower status group, fit the expected pattern in 

terms of the acquisition of the languages of their more 

dominant neighbors. However, there is a sense of pride in 

their own Gojri  language evidenced by the participants in 

this research, both among the residents of Peshmal and 

Mittikot, and especially among those from Pak occopied  

Kashmir who were interviewed during other parts of this 

study. Gujjars in northern Pakistan seem to acquire other 

languages because they serve their needs for contact with 

non-Gujjars and because proficiency in these tongues gives 

them opportunities for socioeconomic advancement. Gojri  

is maintained as the most frequently used language and as 

a symbol of ethnicity for the vast majority of the 

population. 
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APPENDIX A 

METHODOLOGIES 

Appendix A.1 

Procedure for Counting Lexical Similarity 

A standard list of 210 vocabulary items was 

collected from speakers at key locations for each of the 

languages studied in the surveys reported in these 

volumes. This list is presented at the end of this section 

along with the Urdu and Pashto words used for elicitation. 

A phonetic chart presenting the transcription conventions 

used in these reports precedes the elicitation list. 

In standard procedure, the 210 words are elicited 

from a person who has grown up in the target locality. The 

list is then collected a second time from another speaker. 

Any differences in responses are examined in order to 

identify (1) incorrect responses due to misunderstanding 

of the elicitation cue, (2) loan words offered in response to 

the language of elicitation when indigenous terms are 

actually still in use, and (3) terms which are simply at 

different places along the generic-specific lexical scale. 

Normally, a single term is recorded for each item of the 

word list. However, more than one term is recorded for a 

single item when synonymous terms are apparently in 

general use or when more than one specific term occupies 

the semantic area of a more generic item on the word list. 
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An evaluation of the reliability of each word list is 

given according to three levels, from A to C. The reliability 

codes are assigned based on the following criteria: 

whether the word list was adequately checked through a 

second independent elicitation and/or through 

comparison with published data; whether the original 

elicitation was clearly tape recorded for further checking 

where necessary; whether the word list informant 

demonstrated full bilingual proficiency in the language of 

elicitation and clearly understood the procedure; and 

whether the list was collected on location from a speaker 

who unquestionably represented the regional variety. 

The word lists are compared to determine the 

extent to which the vocabulary of each pair of speech 

forms is similar. No attempt is made to identify genuine 

cognates based on a network of sound correspondences. 

Rather, two items are judged to be phonetically similar if 

at least half of the segments compared are the same 

(category 1) and of the remaining segments at least half 

are rather similar (category 2). For example, if two items of 

eight segments in length are compared, these words are 

judged to be similar if at least four segments are virtually 

the same and at least two more are rather similar. The 

criteria applied are presented in (1).  

(1) 

Category 1 
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a. Contoid (consonant-like) segments which match 

exactly 

b. Vowels (vowel-like) segments which match exactly 

or differ by only one articulatory feature 

c. Phonetically similar segments (of the sort which 

frequently are found as allophones) which are seen 

to correspond in at least three pairs of words 

Category 2 

All other phonetically similar pairs of segments which 

are not, however, supported by at least three pairs 

of words 

Category 3 

a. Pairs of segments which are not phonetically similar 

b. A segment which is matched by no segment in the 

corresponding item 

After pairs of items on two word lists had been 

determined to be phonetically similar or not, according to 

the criteria stated above, the percentage of items judged 

similar was calculated. The procedure was repeated for 

each pair of dialects thought to be similar enough to 

warrant comparison. 

Occasionally, one or more of the standard 210 lexical 

items were found to be so problematic in a particular 

language that consistent elicitation was impossible or 

evaluation of similarity became anomalous. In those few 

cases the problematic lexical items were omitted from the 
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data lists presented in the subsequent appendices, and 

were excluded from the lexical similarity counts. 

The pair by pair counting procedure was greatly 

facilitated by the use of a computer program designed for 

this purpose: Wimbish, John A. 1989. WORDSURV: A 

program for analyzing language survey word lists. 

(Occasional Publications in Academic Computing, 13.) 

Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics. 

It should be noted that the word list data and transcribed 

texts as included in the subsequent appendices are field 

transcriptions and have not undergone thorough 

phonological and grammatical analysis.  
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Appendix A.2 

Recorded Text Testing 
The extent to which speakers of related dialectal 

varieties understand one another can be studied by means 

of tape recorded texts. The degree to which speakers of 

one variety understand a narrative text in another variety 

and answer questions about the content of that text is 

taken as an index of their comprehension of that speech 

form. From this, the amount of intelligibility between 

related speech forms can be extrapolated. The recorded 

text test methodology, as used in the present surveys, is 

based on that described by Casad (1974). 

Short, personal-experience narratives are deemed 

to be most suitable for comprehension testing of recorded 

texts in that the content must be relatively unpredictable 

and the speech form should be natural. An attempt is 

made to avoid folklore texts or other material likely to be 

widely known. A three- to five-minute story is recorded 

from a speaker of the regional vernacular, and then 

checked with a group of speakers from the same region to 

ensure that the spoken forms are truly representative of 

that area. This story is then transcribed and a set of 

comprehension questions is constructed based on various 

semantic domains covered in the text. To ensure that 

measures of comprehension are based on the subjects’ 

understanding of the text itself and not on a 

misunderstanding of the test questions, these questions 
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are always recorded in the regional variety of the test 

subjects; this requires an appropriate dialect version of the 

questions for each recorded text test (RTT) for each test 

location. 

According to the standard procedure adopted for 

the recorded text testing in northern Pakistan, test 

subjects heard the complete story text once, after which 

the story was repeated with test questions and the 

opportunities for responses interspersed with necessary 

pauses in the recorded text. Appropriate and correct 

responses are directly extractable from the segment of 

speech immediately preceding the question, such that 

memory limitations exert a negligible effect and indirect 

inferencing based on the content is not required.  

Thus the RTT aims to be a closer reflection of a 

subject’s comprehension of the language itself, not of his 

or her memory, intelligence, or reasoning. 

In order to ensure that the text is a fair test of the 

intelligibility of the linguistic variety in focus, other 

speakers of the same local variety are asked to listen to 

the text and answer the questions. If they are able to do 

that, it is assumed that the story is an adequate sample of 

local speech, and that the questions are readily 

answerable by those for whom this speech form is native. 

This testing of subjects in their native speech form for the 

purpose of test validation is often referred to as 

hometown testing. 
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It is possible that a subject may be unable to answer the 

test questions correctly simply because he does not 

understand what is expected of him. This is especially true 

with unsophisticated subjects or those unacquainted with 

testtaking procedures. Therefore, a very short (pre-test) 

story with four questions is recorded in the local variety 

before beginning the actual testing, in order to acquaint 

the subject with the test procedures. If he is able to 

answer these pretest questions correctly, it is assumed 

that he is capable of functioning as a suitable subject. Each 

subject then participates in the hometown test in his 

native speech form before participating in recorded text 

tests in non-native varieties. Occasionally, even after the 

pre-test, a subject fails to perform adequately on an 

already validated hometown test. Performances of such 

subjects were eliminated from the final evaluation, the 

assumption being that uncontrollable factors unrelated to 

the intelligibility of speech forms are skewing such test 

results. Thus, validated hometown tests are used for 

subject screening, in an attempt to ensure that recorded 

text testing results reflect as closely as possible the 

relative levels of comprehensibility of the speech forms 

represented. 

Test tapes are prepared for each location where a 

test is to be administered (test point). The hometown test 

tape includes (a) a short introduction in the local speech 

form to explain the purpose of the test, (b) the pre-test to 

orient and screen test subjects, (c) the hometown test text 
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in its entirety followed by a repeat of the text, in short 

sections, with the relevant test questions and adequate 

pauses inserted in appropriate locations. 

The non-native test tapes are similar, omitting the 

screening elements from the hometown test tape. A short 

introduction in the local speech form reminding subjects 

of the test procedures precedes each recorded text. Then 

the recorded narrative in the non-native variety is given in 

its entirety, followed by the comprehension questions, 

now translated into the local speech form for that test 

point and with the relevant part of the non-native text 

repeated before each question. 

When speakers of one linguistic variety have had 

no previous contact with that represented in the recorded 

text, the test scores of ten subjects tend to be more similar 

— especially when scores are in the higher ranges. Such 

consistent scores are interpreted to be reflections of the 

inherent intelligibility between the related varieties. 

Increasing the number of subjects should not significantly 

increase the range of variation of the scores. 

However, when some subjects have had significant 

previous contact with the speech form recorded on the 

test, while others have not, the scores should vary 

considerably, reflecting the degree of learning that has 

gone on through contact. For this reason it is important to 

include a measure of dispersion which reflects the extent 

to which the range of scores varies from the mean — the 
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standard deviation. If the standard deviation is relatively 

low, say 10 or below on a test with 100 possible points 

(that is, 100 percent), and the mean score for subjects 

from the selected test point is high, the implication is that 

the community as a whole probably understands the test 

variety rather well simply because the variety represented 

in the recording is inherently intelligible. If the standard 

deviation is relatively low and the mean comprehension 

score is also low, the implication is that the community as 

a whole understands the test variety rather poorly and 

that regular contact has not facilitated learning of the test 

variety to any significant extent. If the standard deviation 

is high, regardless of the mean score, one implication is 

that some subjects have learned to comprehend the test 

variety better than others. In this last case, any inherent 

intelligibility between the related varieties is mixed with 

acquired comprehension which results from learning 

through contact. 

Much care was taken in the recorded text testing in 

these sociolinguistic surveys, thus the results are discussed 

with the assumption that the effects from intervening 

factors were either negligible or were interpreted 

appropriately. However, in contrast to experimentally 

controlled testing in a laboratory situation, the results of 

field administered methods such as the RTT cannot be 

completely isolated from all potential biases. It is therefore 

recommended that results from recorded text tests not be 

interpreted in terms of fixed numerical thresholds, but 
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rather be evaluated in light of other indicators of 

intelligibility, such as word lists and dialect opinions, and 

according to patterns of contact and communication. 

RTTs in Second Language Testing 

The procedures of recorded text testing as used for 

evaluating comprehension of a second language are 

similar to those used for dialect comprehension testing. A 

personal experience text is prepared by a mother tongue 

speaker of the target language. It is validated to be a clear 

and representative sample of the targeted variety of the 

second language by other mother tongue speakers of that 

language. 

Before the recorded text test in the second 

language is administered, each subject is screened by 

participating in a hometown test in his own language as 

described above. In this way, it is ascertained that the 

subject understands the testing process sufficiently and 

also that he is indeed a speaker of the language of the 

community being tested. 

Because second language proficiency is usually 

unevenly distributed in a community, a large sample of 

subjects is generally tested. To ensure representative 

sampling, attention must be paid to factors which are 

expected to potentially affect the comprehension of the 

second language, such as acquisition through schooling or 

through contact opportunities which are connected with 

gender, age, or economic migration patterns. Thus, where 
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such independent variables are hypothesized as having an 

effect, sufficient numbers of subjects for evaluation of 

such effects must be included in the test sample. 

Interpretation and evaluation of test results must take 

these independent variables into consideration. 
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Appendix A.3 

Sentence Repetition Testing 
A sentence repetition test is based on the premise 

that people’s ability to repeat sentences in a second 

language is limited by the level of their mastery of the 

morphology and syntax of that second language. The 

greater proficiency they have in that language, the better 

able they are to repeat sentences of increasing length and 

complexity. A sentence repetition test is developed 

separately for each language to be tested. Detailed 

procedures for developing and calibrating a sentence 

repetition test are presented in Radloff (1991). The 

sentences selected are calibrated against an evaluative 

instrument called the Reported Proficiency Evaluation 

(RPE), where mother tongue raters are provided a detailed 

framework of proficiency descriptions against which to 

evaluate the proficiency of their second language speaking 

acquaintances. The half-levels of the RPE describe 

increasing levels of proficiency in a second language, as 

elaborated in (2). 
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A sentence repetition test provides a rapid 

assessment of a person’s second language proficiency, 

suited to the purposes of a bilingualism survey. It is often 

the goal of a bilingualism survey to obtain a profile of the 

second language proficiencies in the community under 

investigation, that is, a picture of what percentage of the 

population can be projected to be at each of the different 

levels of proficiency. In order to obtain this, a large and 

representative sample of the population must be tested. 

This speaks to the need for an assessment instrument that 

is quick and easy to administer. A short administration 

time, however, is offset by careful attention to the 

development and calibration of a sentence repetition test. 

The SRT provides a general assessment, thus, the 

researcher must be able to place full confidence in the 

results through strict attention to the quality of each 

developmental step. A complete step-by-step 

methodology for developing and calibrating a sentence 

repetition test is given in Radloff (1991). 

The development and calibration of a sentence 

repetition test proceeds through several steps: A 

preliminary form of the test is developed through the 

assistance of mother tongue speakers of the test language. 

A large group of second language speakers of the test 

language have their proficiency assessed through a 

second, more descriptive proficiency standard instrument, 

in this case, the Reported Proficiency Evaluation. These 

people are then administered the preliminary form of the 
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test. Based on their performances, fifteen sentences are 

selected, which prove to be the most discriminating of 

performance and also represent increasing complexity and 

length. These fifteen sentences are calibrated against the 

proficiency assessments from the RPE. This 

fifteensentence final form of the test is used in the 

bilingualism survey, and the resulting test scores are 

interpreted in terms of equivalent RPE proficiency levels. 

During the course of the sociolinguistic survey of 

northern Pakistan, three sentence repetition tests were 

developed, one in the Urdu language and two in the 

Pashto. Actually, the second Pashto SRT is a revision of the 

first Pashto SRT with the purpose of making it more 

discriminating; thus a distinction is drawn between the 

two by referring to the first-developed test as the original 

Pashto SRT and the second as the revised Pashto SRT. 

The calibration of a sentence repetition test results 

in a range of scores on the SRT reflecting an equivalent 

RPE level of proficiency. The ranges of scores 

corresponding to RPE levels for the Urdu, original Pashto, 

and revised Pashto SRTs are presented in (3).  
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In the course of calibrating the Urdu SRT and the 

original Pashto SRT, it was determined that they do not 

differentiate between RPE levels 3+, 4 and 4+, yet they do 

discriminate satisfactorily between all the levels from RPE 

0+ to 3+. Therefore, results of SRT testing using these two 

forms report scores at the highest end as being equivalent 

to “RPE level 3+ and above”. Similarly, the revised Pashto 

SRT discriminates all the RPE proficiency levels from 0+ 

through 4, but not 4 from 4+.  
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APPENDIX B 

HINDKO SURVEY DATA 
Appendix B.1 

Hindko Word Lists 
Location Code, Village, Location, (Alternate Language Name), Reliability Code 
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Appendix B.2 

Hindko Texts 

B.2.1 Hindko, Abbottabad 

Abbottabad Story 
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Questions for Abbottabad Story 

(English Translations) 

1. Who did he ask to give him a service? 

2. After getting the service how did he feel? 

3. In Majuha, what was not easy? 

4. How much time is it up to Jhelum? 

5. What meets the Jhelum there? 

6. Having seen the water how did he feel? 

7. How was the water running? 

8. Up to where did he sink in the mud? 

9. What did he grab to save himself? 

10. How did brother Aslam help him? 
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B.2.2 Hindko, Balakot 

Balakot Story 
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Questions for Balakot Story 

(English Translations) 

1. Who was present there? 

2. Where did they go? 

3. Who was on the way? 

4. How many men did they take? 

5. What did they have to do in the forest? 

6. How was the path? 

7. What did they see? 

8. What did they kill? 

9. How did they feel? 

10. What did they wish? 
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B.2.3 Hindko, Jammun 

Jammun Story 
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Questions for Jammun Story 

(English Translations) 

1. How far underground was the water? 

2. What did those people call him for? 

3. What happened to the rope? 

4. What was split? 

5. Who climbed down to help him? 

6. What did they put him inside of? 

7. What did they do to see if he drank water or not? 

8. What came out of his nostrils? 

9. What did the people start saying? 

10. What did his wife do?  
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B.2.4 Hindko, Kohat 

Kohat Story 
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Questions for Kohat Story 

(English Translations) 

1. How many friends went? 

2. How did they do with their things? 

3. Which thing did they cross? 

4. What did they drink? 

5. What happened to the titor? 

6. What did the bomb kill? 

7. At which time did they cook the food? 

8. How long did it take to go up the mountain? 

9. After this, what did they see? 

10. Why were they happy? 
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B.2.5 Hindko, Peshawar 

Peshawar Story 
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Questions for Peshawar Story 

(English Translations) 

1. What time did the explosion occur? 

2. What kind of sound did he hear? 

3. What did he think? 

4. What did he smell? 

5. Why would it have caused a lot of damage if it occurred 

after 30 or 

45 minutes? 

6. What did the police do at the bazaar? 

7. What happened to six shops? 

8. What happened to the machines? 

9. Who did he inform? 

10. How did his mother feel? 
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B.2.6 Hindko, Sherpur 

Sherpur Story 
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Questions for Sherpur Story 

(English Translations) 

1. What was he grazing? 

2. What did his father-in-law ask him? 

3. How much money did his father-in-law give him? 

4. What time did he arrive? 

5. What did he get two pieces of? 

6. What did the man not ask again? 

7. What did he ask the bus driver? 

8. How is the way ahead? 

9. How did he feel in his heart? 

10. Where did he think to stay? 
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B.2.7 Hindko, Talagang 
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Talagang Story
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Questions for Talagang Story 

(English Translations) 

1. Why did they go to Chikundi? 

2. Who was with him? 

3. Why were they bothered? 

4. What did they start to do? 

5. What is the custom of the village? 

6. Where was the man hit? 

7. What kind of injury came? 

8. Who hit him? 

9. What happened to the bracelets? 

10. Where did they arrive? 
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B.2.8 Hindko, Wad Pagga 

Wad Pagga Story 
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Questions for Wad Pagga Story 

(English Translations) 

1. What class was he in? 

2. What did his father do? 

3. Who did he fight with? 

4. How much money did he have in his pocket? 

5. Who did not come there? 

6. What did he think to do? 

7. Why did he not get down at Taru Jabe? 

8. Why was he not able to return? 

9. What time was it in Rawalpindi? 

10. What did he do at this time? 
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Appendix B.3 

Hindko Survey Questionnaire 
(English Translations) 

Travel Questions 

1. Where have you lived or traveled outside this village? 

1. Karachi 2. Lahore 3. Islamabad 4. Rawalpindi 

5. Peshawar 6. Mansehra 7. Abbottabad 

8. Elsewhere (specific places) 

2. How long did you stay there? (for each place) 

1. Less than one week 

2. one to two weeks 

3. from two weeks to one month 

4. from one to three months 

5. from three to six months 

6. more than six months (specify amount of time) 

3. How many times did you travel to that place? 

1. Less than five times 

2. Five to ten times 

3. Ten to twenty times 

4. More than twenty times 

Language Use Questions 

4. What language do you most often speak when you are 

speaking in your home to your family? 

5. What language do you most often speak when you are 

speaking to Pashtospeaking people? 

6. Urdu-speaking 7. Panjabi-speaking 
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8. Gojri -speaking 9. Hindko-speaking 

Mass Media Questions 

10. In your home do you have a radio? Television? 

11. What language do you usually (most often) listen to on 

the radio? 

Language Viability Questions 

12. When will Hindko be finished and not spoken by this 

village? How many more years? What language is 

going to finish and replace Hindko? 

Language Attitude Questions 

13. Would you want your son to marry an Urdu-speaking 

girl? Why or why not? 

14. Pashto-speaking 15. Panjabi-speaking 

16. Gojri -speaking 

Language Value Questions 

17. In what ways is it an advantage or benefit to know and 

speak Hindko? 

18. Urdu 19. Pashto 20. Panjabi 21. Gojri  

22. Would you like to have newspapers or books to read in 

the Hindko language? Why or why not? 

23. Should Hindko-speaking children be taught to read and 

write in Hindko? Why or why not? 
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APPENDIX C 

GUJJARI SURVEY DATA 

Appendix C.1 

Gujjari Word Lists 

Location Code, Location, Village, Reliability Code 

KUN Kunar Province, Afghanistan, Batash, C 

CHT Chitral, Shishi Koh Valley, A 

DIR Dir, Shitak (near Sheringal), B 

SSW Settled Swat, Peshmal, A 

TSW Transhumant Swat, Ragushu, B 

GLT Gilgit, Naltar Bala, A 

KGH Kaghan, Mittikot, A 

SHZ Southern Hazara, Tarchatti / Choigari, B 

NAK Northern Pak occopied  Kashmir, SubRi, A 

CAK Central Pak occopied  Kashmir, Trarkhel, A 

SAK Southern Pak occopied  Kashmir, Kotli, C 

GJW Gujranwala immigrants (from Agra area, India), B 

IND Mendhar, Poonch District, Indian-Side of Jammu 

and  Kashmir (Sharma 1979, 1982), B 
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Appendix C.2 

Gujjari Texts 

C.2.1 Chitral Gojri , (Ashriki) 

Ashriki Story 
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Questions for Ashriki Story 

(English Translations) 

1. Who did he go with? 

2. What did he show him? 

3. What was butchered? 

4. What discomfort did they have? 

5. What did they try to kill? 

6. What was in the banda? 

7. What kind of place was Samachai? 

8. At which prayer time did they pray? 

9. What did the friend tell them about? 

10. What did the Pakhtoon do for them? 
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C.2.2 Swat Gojri , (Peshmal) 

Peshmal Story 
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Questions for Peshmal Story 

(English Translations) 

1. For what purpose did he go to the mountain? 

2. What was he searching for? 

3. When did they return? 

4. Why were the Ajri people afraid? 

5. What did they hear? 

6. What did he do to the sham? 

7. How big was the sham? 

8. What lives in Linda-ka-sera? 

9. What were they running after? 

10. Inside what did they kill the forest goat? 
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C.2.3 Gilgit Gojri, (Naltar Bala) 

Naltar Bala Story 
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Questions for Naltar Bala Story 

(English Translations) 

1. Who came from Swat? 

2. How long is the cold season? 

3. What did the farmers open? 

4. What did they do with the snow? 

5. What happened with the snow? 

6. What size was the glacier? 

7. What was with the chowkidar? 

8. What did the farmers tell the chowkidar to do? 

9. What happened to the shelter? 

10. What did they find? 
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C.2.4 Kaghan Gojri , (Mittikot) 

Mittikot Story 
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Questions for Mittikot Story 

(English Translations) 

1. What was burning? 

2. What was someone doing above? 

3. What was tied up? 

4. What did the Kohistanis reply? 

5. What did they prepare? 

6. Which path did they take? 

7. Upon arriving above what did they do? 

8. What did they say? 

9. What did the Khan reply to them? 
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10. What did they do after arriving?  
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C.2.5 Central Pak occopied Kashmir Gojri , 

(Trarkhel) 

Trarkhel Story 
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Questions for the Trarkhel Story 

(English Translations) 

1. What did the people of the house do to him? 

2. What should he do to the blanket? 

3. How much did the fourth advice cost? 

4. Where did he go? 

5. What was he taking from the ocean? 

6. What happened while he was walking? 

7. What did he ask for? 

8. What did he remember? 

9. What did they think would come to them? 

10. Where was the cobra? 
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22. Gojri Lok Kahaniyan 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  96 pages 
23. Nelo Naag : 

Gojri Translation of Agha Hashir 141 pages 
24. Ek Kota Ki Aap Briti: 

Translation of Kirshan chander 175 pages 
25. Musvado (Nain Samandar) 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  256 pages 
26. Qadawar Ch. Israil Asar 

Ed. Mansha Khaki   499 pages 
27. Mahro Adab 

(Saiful Malook number )  156 pages 
 

28. Sheeraza Gojri Vol 32 No. 3 
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Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  120 pages 
29. Sheeraza Gojri Vol 32 No. 4 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  110 pages 
30. Sheeraza Gojri Vol 32 No. 5 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  140 pages 
31. Sheeraza Gojri Vol 32 No.6 

Dr. Javaid Rahi  132 pages 
32. Sheeraza Gojri Vol 33 No. 1 

Dr. Javaid Rahi  130 pages 
33. Shingran Ka Geet 

(Kuliyat-e-Mukhlis Wajdani) 194 pages 
34. Chaar Dervaish 

Gojri Translation  304 pages 
35. Prem Chand Ki Chonam Kahaniyan, 

Gojri Translation  217 pages 
36. Agha Hashr Kashmiri number 250 pages 

37. Tareekh Ibn Khaldoon 

Gojri Translation  843 pages 
38. Roomi Ki Chunam Kahaniyan 

Gojri Translation  186 pages 

39. Apno Dard 

Gojri Translation of Agha Hashir 104 pages 
 

40. The Gujjars Vol 1 No. 1 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  243 pages 
41. Masnavi Rumi (Gojri) vol 1 

Gojri Translation  1001 Pages  

42. Masnavi Maulana Room Vol 3rd 

Gojri Translation  1212 pages 

 

43. Masnavi Maulana Room Vol 4th 
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Gojri Translation  994 pages 

44. Masnavi Maulana Room Vol 5th 

Gojri Translation  1132 pages 

45. Kulyat-e-Rana Fazal 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  531 Pages 
46. Musvado Kalam-e- Rashid 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  256 pages 
47. Saanj Gojri 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  371 pages 
48. Gujjar Aur Gojri Vol 13 No. 13 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  177 pages 
49. Gojri Lok Kahaniyan 

Vol 29 No. 29   115 pages 
50. Shingran Ka Geet 

Vol 22 No. 22   92 pages 
51. Kulyat-e- Zabeeh 

Ed:Dr. Javaid Rahi  158 pages 
52. Saanj (Bostan-e- Saadi)  

Ed:Dr. Javaid Rahi  484 pages 
53. Mahro Adab Interview No. 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  512 pages 
54. Sheeraza Gojri Vol 31 No. 1 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  104 pages 
55.  Sheeraza Gojri Vol 31 No. 2  

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  107 pages 
56.  Sheeraza Gojri Vol 31 No. 3 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  138 pages 
57.  Sheeraza Gojri Vol 31 No. 4 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  136 pages 
 

58.  Sheeraza Gojri Vol 31 No. 5 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  171 pages 
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59.  Sheeraza Gojri Vol 31 No. 6 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  149 pages 
60.  Sheeraza Gojri Vol 32 No. 1 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  139 pages 
61.  Sheeraza Gojri Vol 32 No. 2 

Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi  138 pages 
 

Some Important Gojri Books Languages 

1. Banphal Banphal Pani by Rana Fazal Hussain 

2. Naghma-e-Kohsar by Asrial Mahjoor 

3. Kalyat-e-Asar (2 Vol) by Israel Asar Ed: Dr.Javaid 

Rahi 

4. Kulyat-e-Rana Fazal (2 Vol) by Rana Fazal Ed: Dr. 

Javaid Rahi 

5. Kulyat-e-Nazir by Nizar Ahmad Nazir Ed: Dr. Javaid 

Rahi 

6. Kulyat-e-Khudha Bakshzar Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi 

7. Kalam-e-Zabai by Zabai Rajourivi Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi 

8. Kulyat-e-Shams-ud-Din Mehjoor by Shams-ud-Din 

Mehjoor Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi 

9. Kulyat-e-Qasim Shamim by Qasim Shamim Ed: Dr. 

Javaid Rahi 

10. Kalam-e-Nizam by Nizam-ud-din: Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi 
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11. Asrar-e-KAsiri by Hazrat Baba Ji Sahib Ed: Dr. Javaid 

Rahi 

12. Ghuman Ghair by Asrar Zaffar Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi 

13. Sajri Saveel by Sarwar Rana Ed: Dr. Javaid Rahi 

Big Projects published in Gojri 

Gojri-Gojri Dictionary  ((Published by J&K 

Academy of Art, Culture and Languages 6 Volume) 

History Of Gojri Language & Literature.  By Dr. 
Rafeeq Anjum      (Published by J&K Academy of Art, 
Culture and Languages in Ten volume)  

 vol.I Prologue to Golden History) 
 vol.II Ancient Gojri literature, 
 vol.III Modern Gojri literature, 
 vol.IV Modern Gojri Poetry, 
 vol.V oGojri Ghazal (an anthology), 
 vol.IV Gojri Songs (geet), 
 vol.VII Gojri short stories (an 

anthology), 
 vol.VIII Gojri Drama (an 

anthology), 
 vol.IX Biography of Gojri Writers) 
 vol. X Abridged Golden History. 

(Published by J&K Academy of Art, Culture and 

Languages) 
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Editor,  Ch Iqbal Azeem   

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 1994 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 1995 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 1996 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 1997 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 1998 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 1999 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 1999 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 2000 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 2001 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 2002 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 2003 

 
Editor,  Dr. Javaid Rahi  

o Maharo Adab Gojri  :Ten issues 

from 1994-2004 
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o Gojri Look Kahanein Ten issues 

from 1994-2004 

o Gojri Look Geet :       Ten issues 

from 1994-2004 

o Gujjar Aur Gojri:       Ten issues 

from 1994-2004 

o Shingran Ka Geet :    Ten issues 

from 1994-2004 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 2004 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 2005 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 2006 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 2007 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 2008 

o Maharo Adab Gojri  : 5     issues 

from 2004 to 09 

o Gojri Look Kahanein :Five issues 

from 2004 to 09 

o Gojri Look Geet : Five issues from 

2004-2009  

o Gujjar Aur Gojri:  Five issues from 

2004-2009  

o Shingran Ka Geet :     Five issues 

from 2004-2009  

o Qadawar      :          Two  

issues   
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o Paneeri (for Children) :    Two  

issues   

o Gojri Ka Lal   :   Two  issues  

 

CHIEF EDITOR,  Dr. Javaid Rahi  

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 2009 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six 

issues 2010 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 2011 

o Bi-Monthly  Sheeraza Gojri     : Six  

issues 2012 

o Maharo Adab Gojri  : Four issues 

from 2009-2012 

o Gojri Look Kahanein :Four  issues 

from 2009-2012  

o Gojri Look Geet : :Four  issues from 

2009-2012 

o Gujjar Aur Gojri:  Four  issues from 

2009-2012 

o Shingran Ka Geet : Four  issues 

from 2009-2012 

o Qadawar      :    Two  

issues   

o Paneeri (for Children) :     Two  

issues   

o Gojri Ka Lal   :        Two  

issues   
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o Sanjh     :       Two  

issues  

o Chamer           One 

issue 

o Masawdo           Two 

issues  

 
(Published by J&K Academy of Art, Culture and 

Languages) 

BOOKS TRANSLATED IN GOJRI 

1. Rubayat-e-Umar Khayam 

2. Gulistan –e-Sadi 

3. Translation of two Novels of 

Preem Chand 

4. Shahan –e-Gujjars (History) 

5. Al-Farooq 

6. Medini Qafilo 

7. Mian Mohaammad Baksh 

8. Othello of Shakespeare 

9.  Kinglier of Shakespeare 

10. My Experiment With Truth by 

Gandhi ji 

For Purchase of books please write  

Publication Officer  

J&K Academy of Art, Culture and Languages 

Jammu/ Srinagar 

 

 


